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Charles Davies Sherborn provided the bibliographic foundation for current zoological 
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and critical, use.
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Figure 1. Charles Davies Sherborn aged 25 (A), 32 (B), 61 (C) and 72 (d). 
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Until now, Sherborn’s contribution has been recognized and relied upon by profes-
sional taxonomists worldwide but he has escaped the celebration of his accomplish-
ment that is his due. This changed on 28 October 2011, with a symposium held in 
his honour at the Natural History Museum (NHM), London, on the 150th year of his 
birth. The symposium was organized by the International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature (ICZN), in collaboration with the Society for the History of Natural 
History (SHNH). The full-day meeting included an international panel of experts 
on bibliography and biodiversity bioinformatics who linked a view of the past with 
an active debate on the future of these related fields. There were fifteen talks from 
distinguished speakers from around the world, and ten posters, including an exhibi-
tion of ‘Sherborniana’, or artifacts from Sherborn’s tenure at the NHM. This volume 
expands on that meeting, with contributions from most of the presenters and selected 
additional contributors. The global and temporal reach of this event was extended 
through high quality recordings of all the talks, posters and discussion, including slides 
and poster downloads, through this site: http://backdoorbroadcasting.net/2011/10/
anchoring-biodiversity-information-from-sherborn-to-the-21st-century-and-beyond/ 
and videos of all the talks through http://www.iczn.org/Sherborn.

The papers in this volume fall into three general areas. In the first section, seven 
papers present different facets of Sherborn as a man, scientist and bibliographer, and 
describe the historical context for taxonomic indexing from the 19th century to today. In 
the second section, five papers (with a major appendix) discuss current tools and innova-
tions for bringing legacy information into the modern age. The final section, with three 
papers, tackles the future of biological nomenclature, including innovative publishing 
models and the changing tools and sociology needed for communicating taxonomy. 

Because this volume is being produced as both a bound book and set of independ-
ent, Open Access papers free to download from the Web, there is a degree of overlap in 
some of the material covered. The papers need to be able to stand on their own, as well 
as to weave in to the whole overview of the accomplishments of this great man, his leg-
acy and the roadmap for the future. In addition, because of the varied topics, the papers 
vary in style and length, some being more literary, some historical, some technical and 
some philosophical. Some are richly illustrated, others not at all. The only instructions 
to the authors were to attempt to reference each other’s papers to the greatest practical 
degree, simulating the kind of cross-topic communication one might have by being pre-
sent at a symposium. The papers were all peer reviewed - most had critical input from 
three independent specialists in the field. I hope this diversity of approaches, rigorous 
oversight and the cross-pollination make the volume stimulating to read as a whole. 

Sherborn as a person, scientist and bibliographer, and his context

What kind of person takes on such a herculean task as did Sherborn? What was the 
source of his motivation? What were the related predecessors and descendants of his 
work? The first three papers address the whole of Sherborn’s life, and historical context, 
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with a focus on Index Animalium. While Sherborn’s fame is based on Index Animalium, 
he undertook a number of other ambitious projects. Several of these also had lasting im-
pacts on their respective fields. These are addressed in the next four papers in this section.

In ‘Charles Davies Sherborn and the “Indexer’s Club”’ Neal Evenhuis provides 
personal and highly sympathetic insights into the incredible drive and bibliographic 
skills Sherborn had to harness in his effort to make an essentially universal index to 
all animal names. Evenhuis served as a Commissioner and President of the ICZN for 
many years, and is a self-described ‘index-aholic’ – he knows whereof he speaks in un-
derstanding Sherborn’s motivation. As a plenary talk, and in this volume’s cornerstone 
paper, Evenhuis sets the tone. His wry wit makes Sherborn’s labours seem a natural 
endeavour, at least for those of an ambitious and altruistic mindset, motivated by the 
greatest of tasks, getting control over our information on the living world. Evenhuis 
also outlines forerunner and descendent projects of a similar nature.

Karolyn Shindler provides another, more personal portrait of Sherborn, adding 
a richness of experience of additional major projects in his life. Key among these was 
Sherborn’s involvement with the archives of Sir Richard Owen, the great anatomist 
and founder of the British Museum (Natural History), now the Natural History Mu-
seum, London. She highlights the key phrase that Sherborn used for himself, but 
perhaps applies to most collections and bibliophilic workers: ‘A Magpie with a Card 
Index Mind’. Although the historical facts that frame all the essays on Sherborn are 
the same, I found that the feeling for the man was quite different in each one. Shin-
dler’s piece brought me practically to tears with awe and appreciation for Sherborn’s 
challenges and determination, but also feeling for his quirks. After reading it, I felt I 
had met the man himself.

Gordon McOuat’s contribution provides a overview of the evolution of nomen-
clatural codes and controversies in the decades around Sherborn, bringing the history 
of science to life. His contribution has a number of key messages on the relation-
ships between names (dubbing) and meanings (taxonomy), on the struggle between 
establishing nomenclature tied to rules (codes) or to specimens (the type concept and 
museum catalogues). These issues were intensely addressed in the early and mid-19th 
century and Sherborn’s magnum opus played a foundational role in establishing the 
systems we now use for all biology, not just zoology. Nonetheless many taxonomists 
today continue to befuddle these relationships, often through lack of knowledge of the 
long history of the discussions.

C. Giles Miller delves in to the scientific starting point for Sherborn’s indexing fo-
cus. Appropriately, this grew from taxonomic and collections work in the Natural His-
tory Museum on fossils, one of Sherborn’s early research loves. However, Miller pro-
vides a telling comment, saying that while Sherborn’s foraminiferan collections were 
respectable, they were not groundbreaking. In contrast, his bibliographic and indexing 
contributions changed the practice of micropalaeontology in the Natural History Mu-
seum, and thus the world. Moreover, his experience with this micropalaeo work set 
him on his future trajectory of ambitious indexing for all animal names and museum 
collections. It provided the focus for Sherborn to see his life’s calling.
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Figure 2. Sherborn’s land and freshwater mollusc collections, with specimen labels in his own handwrit-
ing A Gastropods B Bivalves.
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As an aside, it should be noted that Sherborn had several additional scientific and 
collections interests not dealt with in the papers in this volume. Notably, his back-
ground in malacology resulted in three drawers of collections made by him, held at the 
NHM, London (Fig. 2). There are also collections of coins and stamps, apparently held 
in the collections of the British Museum.

The final major work undertaken by Sherborn at the end of his life was a listing 
of natural history collections that was actually titled ‘Where is the damned collection?’. 
Clearly, Sherborn had a sense of humour! Michael A. Taylor gives a vibrant descrip-
tion of this work – how it came about, the business hurdles and social controversies 
around getting it published, and the rewards for subsequent museum collections work. 
It makes surprisingly compelling reading to learn about Sherborn’s uncompromising 
statements such as his ‘savage review of a foreign rival’ that put sand in the gears of 
getting his own work published and given due credit. Nonetheless, he persisted. It was 
a work that, despite its apparent flaws, contributed to the development of collections 
research, and, like most of Sherborn’s other contributions, is still in use.

Shifting to a taxon-specific focus, Edward Dickinson presents a detailed scrutiny of 
Sherborn's and Richmond’s indexes in ornithology, a taxonomic best-case that illumi-
nates problems that need attention in the larger whole of the corpus. He underscores 
that nomenclature is the un- (or under-) recognized foundation of taxonomy, thus calls 
on ornithologists to mobilize and collaborate to get the house in order for names of 
the approximately 10,000 bird species, as they are arguably the most public-facing of 
popular animal groups. This will require a level of attention to detail and collaboration 
that raises the game from previous ways ornithologists have worked.

F. Christian Thompson and Thomas Pape explain how research on the important 
(and beautiful!) megadiverse insect group Diptera has benefited from building an out-
standing bibliographic index based on Sherborn’s original work. As there are 160,000 
currently recognized species of flies, with over 250,000 names, this group makes up a 
significant proportion of planetary diversity (an estimated 10%). Systema Dipterorum 
(http://www.diptera.org/) benefits from modern tools and additions that provide a 
resource of greater utility than even Sherborn could have imagined. 

Current tools and innovations for bringing legacy information into the 
modern age

The Smithsonian Libraries have made Sherborn’s Index Animalium freely accessible on-
line (http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/indexanimalium/). Suzanne Pilsk, Martin 
Kalfatovic and Joel Richard describe how this was done, and how the transition from 
paper to bytes is the dawn of a new age for bibliographic information. They point 
out that traditional library metadata for a book title, which was sufficient to retrieve 
a physical book from the stacks, is now not fit-for-purpose for the vastly increased 
but distributed constituencies that modern libraries serve. Rising to the challenge, the 
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Smithsonian converted the 420,000 entries of Index Animalium to a detailed, fine-
granularity bibliographic data set that can be used by researchers with greater speed 
and fidelity than print ever allowed.

A key concern for any data source is its error rate and identifying where the er-
rors are concentrated. Francisco Welter-Schultes, Angela Görlich & Alexandra Lutze 
undertook a detailed study of error rates in Sherborn’s magnum opus by comparing 
samples with their own large team project on original sources through the project 
AnimalBase (http://www.animalbase.org/). They found that Sherborn’s error rate was 
remarkably low, at 1–2% or even less for individual entries. They point out that, ‘this 
is low for any human endeavor, let alone one of such monumental scale requiring 
detailed work over many decades. It is all the more impressive when we realize that 
today we have comparable failure rates, despite having computer tools and teams of 
people to help with this kind of work.’ However, there are areas where errors are con-
centrated such as names from chaotically organized original sources, from publications 
in languages that Sherborn did not speak, and from particular sources or taxa. Oddly, 
although Sherborn’s error rate for molluscan names was higher than for insect names 
overall, his error rate for Fabricius, the largest source of insect names, was surprisingly 
high. The authors advise that Index Animalium not be used to determine correct au-
thorship of a name, but original sources should be consulted because they see an unac-
ceptable level of problems with rendition of authors. Welter-Schultes, et al., suggest 
that a 2–4% error rate is an intrinsic limit in manually compiled data of this kind at 
this scale; below that there are diminishing returns. They brought this point home in 
a criticism of the idea of Lists of Available Names (LANs, below) and as a caution to 
large-scale data input into projects like ZooBank (below).

In a paper that tackles technical issues, but with a good grounding in philosophical 
issues, Christopher Lyal describes the limitations of digitizing objects and information. 
His target is bringing legacy taxonomic literature into the digital sphere. Lyal under-
scores our current tendency to build forward from the past, using e-charged traditional 
methods to produce digital analogues of paper, rather than developing new tools that 
make the most of cybertechnology and assessment of future needs and opportunities. 
He explains how text mark-up with XML can open the door to allowing not only a 
viewable and searchable original text, but more powerfully, for subsets to be viewed, ex-
tracted and separately analyzed. This allows repurposing in a multitude of different con-
texts, extending the reach of the original publication, and creating new ways of using 
scholarly information. It also allows automatic population of large-scale information 
sources such as ZooBank or GBIF. Mark-up allows dynamic linking of new and extant 
information. In essence, it is what Sherborn was aiming to do with Index Animalium.

In a paper that should become required reading for all taxonomists, David Remsen 
takes the issues of taxonomic knowledge bases and systems of names to their philo-
sophical foundations. Names are a handle or tag on larger sets of concepts (taxonomy) 
that can be fluid, however names also link to an objective standard, a type specimen, 
and have a single birthplace, or point of origination, in a publication. While dealing 
with unstable relations between these entities is a headache, Remsen explains with 
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crisp language and clear diagrams how it can be clarified. ‘Semiotics provides a general 
model for describing the relationship between taxon names and taxon concepts. It 
distinguishes syntactics, which governs relationships among names, from semantics, 
which represents the relations between those labels and the taxa to which they refer.’ 
He places nomenclature in the context of a graphical triangle of reference, or semiotic 
triangle, as a model of how syntax and semantics are related to the objects they repre-
sent. The paper provides a critical link between lists of names, like Index Animalium 
and lists of species, which are the ultimate currency that interest most users.

With a more pragmatic perspective on issues of stability of scientific names of ani-
mals, Miguel Alonso-Zarazaga, Daphne Fautin and myself detail the requirements and 
opportunities for Lists of Available Names (LANs) to proceed through ICZN Article 
79 to stabilize large taxonomic sections of nomenclature at once. Although it is not a 
light task to implement a LAN, a result is that ‘nomenclatural archaeology’ will find 
the footing pulled out from under it, thus increasing stability and transparency in sci-
entific names of animals. Our short, succinct paper outlines the results of deliberations 
of several ICZN committees. It is supported by publication of a ‘Manual for proposing 
a Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology’ by Miguel Alonso-Zarazaga, Philippe 
Bouchet, Richard Pyle, Nikita Kluge, Daphne Gail Fautin as an appendix to this vol-
ume. We hope these practical tools will result in well-documented, collaborative work 
by sectors of the taxonomic community to stabilize names that might otherwise create 
problems for information retrieval.

the future of biological nomenclature, including innovative publishing 
models and the changing sociology of science in taxonomy

The future for taxonomy is intimately bound with the future of publishing, and 
biological knowledge is on the cusp of a radical change in how it is delivered and 
archived. The atomization and automation of publications will make step changes in 
how information is used. Lyubomir Penev and 11 co-authors provide a very practical 
glimpse of what revolutionary e-tools look like, presenting a new work flow and pub-
lishing mechanism developed by this journal, ZooKeys. Their paper is a collaborative 
approach between four lead indexes of taxon names and nomenclatural acts, and thus 
achieves an additional objective of harmonizing practice across taxonomic disciplines. 
They point out how technical tools can radically change the landscape for the persis-
tent, and previously intractable, controversies of registration and e-publication across 
all biological nomenclature.

In ‘Surfacing the deep data of taxonomy’ Rod Page observes that ‘Names by them-
selves are of little value; it is the literature, specimens and data derived from those spec-
imens that are the primary data of taxonomy. Yet much of this information remains 
hard to obtain (even discovering it exists can be challenging)’. His paper is a manifesto, 
targeted at a critical technical tool to achieve this goal – the form of the persistent digi-
tal link between units of information, the bibliographic identifiers. Because the revolu-
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tion in digital information access has grown up through individual innovation and is 
facing a kind of free-market competition, not top-down infrastructural planning, we 
are currently in a situation where different projects have opted to use different kinds 
of identifiers (DOIs, or digital object identifiers, versus LSIDs, or Life Science Identi-
fiers). Page makes a strong case that his preferred identifier system, DOIs, is the only 
one with the supporting features that allow complete, deep, linkage of all the primary 
taxonomic data. He suggests that the tracking features of DOIs allow them to poten-
tially solve a huge problem for taxonomists in providing altmetrics that demonstrate 
the long and wide reach of their work. This can give taxonomists greater credit, coun-
tering the current skewed recognition based on journal impact factors. He also suggests 
that this bibliographic issue holds solutions to the problem of how to recognize ‘dark 
taxa’, those known from (usually molecular) data, but not recognized with a formal 
name. Page is known as a boat-rocking, take-no-prisoners provocateur; we are lucky 
that he has turned his sights on bibliography – follow his arguments to find where new 
disruptive technology will have a major constructive effect in taxonomy.

Richard Pyle’s paper, based on his wrap-up plenary talk, makes a convincing case 
that, even in this time of major technological improvements for all taxonomic research 
tools, the greatest wholesale revolutionary change is the means by which we manage 
and communicate information. Names are at the nexus of that revolution. Pyle puts 
Sherborn’s work at the center of the task of identifying and making order of our knowl-
edge of biodiversity:

‘the Linnaean nomenclatural system [is] a stable scaffold against which the 
ever-changing landscape of [taxonomic] species can be referenced. … In stark 
contrast to the dynamic, on-going, and seemingly endless debates about what a 
“species” is, the nomenclatural system used by taxonomists during the past two 
and a half centuries has been remarkably consistent, universal, and stable….. 
Whereas the majority of the nearly 4,400 species circumscriptions described 
by Linnaeus in his 1758 Systema Naturae bear very little resemblance to the 
species boundaries asserted by modern biologists, most of the scientific names 
he established are not only available under the current Code, but are in current 
use. …Although catalogs of species (e.g., Linnaeus 1758) may begin to lose 
their taxonomic relevance almost immediately after publication, the scientific 
names established within such catalogs retain their nomenclatural relevance 
indefinitely. Ultimately, this is why the career-long labors of Sherborn have 
retained their value well beyond his own life, up until today and continuing 
indefinitely into the future.’

Pyle exhorts that we are now responsible for the next iteration of this Linnaean 
enterprise in a new way. The new paradigm for all nomenclature projects is the Global 
Names Architecture (GNA), the dynamic index to interconnect and streamline the 
entire taxonomic enterprise through names. Pyle underscores the constructive collabo-
ration of all the major taxonomic resources (e.g., GBIF, CoL, IPNI, EoL, ZooBank) to 
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build a dynamic suite of web services to connect them all through the GNA. Together, 
this is ‘the digital equivalent of the card catalogue of life – audacious task started by 
Linnaeus, dramatically extended by Sherborn’. Pyle convinces us that now we can now 
make another big leap in the content we cover, to encompass the entire living world 
using a consistent, interoperable information system that is accessible to all.

Concluding remarks

We are on the brink of a new and truly open taxonomy. The revolution has arrived 
through the development of technical tools that open up ways to atomize information 
and make it quickly findable, retrievable and recombinable. New ways of working and 
new results will result in a taxonomic ‘Modern Synthesis’. Proactive collaboration will 
arise more fluidly between different systems with overlapping content. The philosophi-
cal underpinning of the mutual support between the flexibility of taxonomic inter-
pretation and the stability of nomenclatural frameworks is becoming easier to define 

Figure 3. The full panel of symposium speakers under the heading WWSD? What would Sherborn 
Do? From left to right: Suzanne Pilsk, Chris Lyal, Henning Scholz, Edward Dickinson, Neil Evenhuis, 
Daphne Fautin, Sandy Knapp, Lyubomir Penev, Rod Page, Chris Thompson, Chris Freeland, Gordon 
McOuat, (behind podium Richard Pyle, David Remsen).
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through appropriate bibliographic tools. Similarly, past differences in how the major 
taxonomic codes deal with names are being decreased through use of shared technical 
tools and major infrastructures collaborating for information access. Registration of 
new names is on an active track for implementation in several taxonomic disciplines, 
some with a common framework. The authors of this volume have taken different 
approaches to the problems for animal names faced by Sherborn, but it adds up to a 
multifaceted and powerful approach for all biological nomenclatural issues.

At the end of the symposium that gave birth to this volume, we held a panel 
discussion under the banner ‘WWSD? or ‘What Would Sherborn Do?’ With the con-
tributions published here we now know much more about Sherborn as a man and 
scientist, about the long running nature of debates, about the current tools for making 
progress, and the bright future for the field. The answer is that Sherborn would have 
celebrated the new tools for this ambitious goal of linking all biological information 
through names, both machine and human readable. He would have understood its 
tremendous power for biodiversity science overall. And he would have knuckled down 
and got to work to make it happen.
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Abstract
The first few words of the title of this symposium are “Anchoring Biodiversity Information”. In order to 
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tion by a single man and the single most important reference to names in zoology, but a permanent legacy 
to the efforts of an indexer that proved to be an inspiration to many.
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Introduction

Before we go into the life and work of Sherborn, a bit of an introduction needs to be 
made as to just who indexers are, and what makes them index. I call this group of indi-
viduals the “Indexer’s Club”. It is a unique gathering of like minds that for some reason 
have found comfort in essentially making order out of disorder for large groups of 
things. There are professional indexing societies in Australia and New Zealand, Britain, 
Canada, China, Germany, the Netherlands, and Southern Africa and an international 
quarterly journal, The Indexer, which covers a wide range of indexing-related matter. 
Technically, “indexes” and “lists” are two different things, but for convenience in this 
paper, I am lumping the two into “indexing” sensu lato.

In finding a way to make order out of an otherwise chaotic array of things, index-
ing is not necessarily making a long list of names in alphabetical order. It can be as 
simple as making a shopping list, a list of chores, a list of synonyms by category, a list 
of phone numbers, a list of birth-stones by month, or maybe even a list of past lovers 
(in chronological order, of course) or it can be a very complex and onerous task involv-
ing large numbers of unsorted items. We are all indexers in that we have made some of 
the lists just mentioned. Some lists may have been out of simple curiosity (“based on 
the data from the exams of my students that I have graded, I wonder who is at the top 
of the list in my class”); others may have been made because it helped us in some way 
(“based on the data from the exams of my students I have graded, I wonder if I may 
get a promotion”). Whether the user is us or others, simply said, indexers facilitate the 
various users of data to expedite their work by forming an ordered methodology to 
find what is being sought.

However, bona fide members of the “Indexer’s Club” as defined herein – the ones 
that spend many years making lists of large groups of things – are not born that way 
but have, through experience with making a first list, found a unique form of satisfac-
tion in making order out of something. It may not be as much the result of the efforts 
as the actual work of making order that is addicting or satisfying. Sherborn was one of 
these who found immense satisfaction from making lists of things, despite the incred-
ible time and effort it often took (Fig. 1).

An indexer can naturally have a strong proclivity toward making lists but in some 
cases this obsession or addition may have come from an unhealthy or stressful back-
ground. Such was the case of one of the best-known list makers, the polymath Peter 
Mark Roget (1779–1869) (Fig. 2). Although his contemporaries thought he would 
be best known for his 2-volume, Bridgewater treatise on the physiology of plants and 
animals (Roget 1834), the work that would instead put his name into the vocabulary 
of millions upon millions and that would be referred to more than most dictionaries 
by undergraduate students worldwide was his Thesaurus, the work that is synonymous 
with synonyms. It is one of the most famous of all reference works, but few know of 
the life of its author or what drove him to list-making.

Like all indexers, Roget longed to put order into his world. Unfortunately, Roget’s 
world as a child had his father die prematurely, his beloved uncle commit suicide in 
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Figure 1. Charles Davies Sherborn. Self caricature after he had finished the last entry to the Index 
Animalium (from Norman, 1944). The handwritten quip “I dunno wahriar” is a stunned and worn-out 
Sherborn saying “I dunno where I are”.

Figure 2. Peter Mark Roget (from Wikimedia Commons).
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his presence, and his maternal grandmother and mother each suffer from an unidenti-
fied mental illness. To escape this dark and dreary world, Roget comforted himself 
with words, and started making lists at the age of eight. One of his first lists was of his 
relatives and family and the dates of their deaths (Kendall 2008). From that morbid 
beginning, he went on to initially make lists of the things he found around him such as 
plants, animals, cloud types, and minerals, all with their Latin equivalents (Latin being 
a favorite subject of his, even at a very early age). He found solace in list-making and he 
didn’t stop. Throughout his life, he kept files of all the words and their synonyms that 
he could find. Incredibly, it wasn’t until he was 73 years of age before the first edition 
of Roget’s Thesaurus of the English language appeared on bookshelves (Roget 1852). His 
indexing was thus a life-long but immensely personal obsession.

But to stereotype an indexer as being like Roget can be dangerously wrong. Not all 
come from the extremely depressing and stressful background of Roget. Yes, Sherborn 
could be easily defined as a “workaholic”, involved often in a number of concurrent 
projects. Norman (1944) gave examples of Sherborn at various times during the pro-
duction of his Index Animalium also working on other indexes such as the one of all 
the genera and species in Linnaeus’s Systema naturae (Sherborn 1899). But he also did 
bibliographies and associated dating research, biographies and obituaries, synthesized 
all the known natural history collections into a single resource (Sherborn 1940), com-
piled his own family’s genealogy [progress on work and enquiries for further material 
noted in Sherborn (1898) and final publication in Sherborn (1901)], and various and 
sundry other lists, all while keeping up with his hobby of collecting Byzantine bronze 
coins. Yet, despite his constantly keeping himself busy with projects, and in striking 
contrast to the dreary surroundings of Roget’s life, Sherborn’s life was much more on 
the “normal” side.

A brief vignette into the formative years of Charles davies Sherborn

Charles Davies Sherborn, was born on 30 June 1861 in Gunter Grove, Chelsea (near 
central London but considered a rather rural area at the time with large open fields), 
and was baptized at St. Luke’s Church, well known at the time as having been the 
venue for the marriage of Charles Dickens 25 years earlier. His father was Charles Wil-
liam Sherborn (1831–1912) [Charles Davies Sherborn always signed himself as “C. 
Davies Sherborn” possibly to disambiguate himself from his father, also a Charles], an 
etcher and engraver, especially known for his book plates, and his mother was Hannah 
Sherborn (née Simpson) (1829–1922). Charles was the eldest of five children (one 
having died in infancy).

Sherborn wrote a biography of his father (Sherborn 1912) and his description of 
him, also quoted in Norman (1944), echoes many of the same qualities that were said 
to have been of the younger Sherborn himself:

“My father was a robust person, about five feet nine inches high, easy-tempered 
and easy going, though intolerant of bores and politics, and strongly Protestant in his 
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religious convictions. He went about little in Society, disliking formalities, and rarely 
entertained anyone at his own home.” (Norman 1944: 12).

In the only place he described himself, the genealogy of his family, Sherborn sim-
ply stated:

“Educated by Miss Elizabeth Rye and at St. Mark’s College School, Chelsea; was 
in business from 1876–84, when he went to Switzerland and Germany, afterwards de-
voting himself to the bibliography of the zoological and geological sciences” (Sherborn 
1901: 142).

His early education was unremarkable but, after examinations, he did obtain from 
the South Kensington Museum (now the Victoria and Albert Museum) a certificate in 
geology which afforded him a life ticket to the library of that Museum. Geology being 
his favorite subject, this ticket to the library was heaven-sent and undoubtedly opened 
the door for his unquenchable thirst for knowledge. Having used the ticket often 
helped influence his philosophy toward education in that he felt that students should 
not be given facts, but should instead learn where to be able to find them (Norman 
1944: 18). This self-professed credo of the essential tool in learning being the use of 
finding aids may have helped lead him toward his passion for indexing, as eventually 
Sherborn made his own finding aids for others to help empower them and expedite the 
search process, especially for things related to zoology.

Financial misfortune of his father’s business forced Sherborn to abandon his edu-
cation at the age of 14 and he soon found a job at the bookseller’s and stationer’s shop 
of Frederick William Stockley (1872–1948). Sherborn immersed himself in his work 
and soon became familiar with every aspect of the book trade. His duties included 
tending to the shop, cataloguing the stock, and traversing the streets of London col-
lecting the day’s orders of books, the last duty of which allowed him to find good 
bargains for his own personal book collecting. It is without a doubt that both his life 
ticket to the Museum library and his 6-year experience with the bookseller trade were 
to be linchpins in his future expertise with bibliography, dating research, and index-
ing. Although he was brought up with the financial hardships of his father’s business, 
Sherborn himself was prudent with money throughout his life and after he passed away 
in 1944, probate records have his effects listed in the amount of £11619 (Anonymous 
2010), which is equivalent to over US$500,000 in 2014 currency.

Stockley’s bookselling business eventually went into bankruptcy in 1901 but be-
fore this, in 1883, Sherborn had left his employment in the bookselling trade to take 
on a few other odd jobs. The following year, Sherborn became employed by then-
retired geologist and paleontologist Thomas Rupert Jones (1819–1911), and Charles’s 
professional career had now been set on course. This association with Jones ultimately 
led to a visit to the new natural history museum at South Kensington and meeting the 
many scientists in the Geology Department. Jones had employed Sherborn to help il-
lustrate and finish some monographic works on Foraminifera. It was not long after his 
initial work with forams that Sherborn realized a good bibliography and index were es-
sential to better understanding and study of them. His work on the foram bibliography 
began around 1886 and was published a few years later (Sherborn 1888).
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His acquaintances made at South Kensington led to Sherborn being employed 
by the British Museum (Natural History) around this same time. He was initially 
contracted in the Geology Department to mount specimens, but he quickly became 
involved in indexing and bibliographic work.

After his bibliography of the Foraminifera came his index to its genera and species 
(Sherborn 1893–1896). In discussing the foram bibliography and index to his biog-
rapher J.R. Norman, Sherborn gave a quote that encapsulated his life-long obsession:

“I suppose that I must have a card-index mind, because the preparation of my Bib-
liography and Index of that group (which my friends considered to be incredibly dull) 
gave me a lot of pleasure.” (Norman 1944: 51).

Thus, with that first index, Sherborn was bitten by the indexing bug and never 
looked back. He was addicted. His life’s path had been chosen.

With his “card-index mind” in full gear, working on the bibliography and concur-
rent assembling of the card-index for the Foraminifera gave Sherborn an idea. He felt 
that what could be done for the forams could also be done for all of zoology: an Index 
Animalium that would give a complete listing of every genus and species name, author, 
and accurate date of publication. Whether or not he understood the immensity of the 
task, this work would, in essence, captivate much of his time for the next 43 years.

A selected list of members of the Indexer’s Club

During those next 43 years, and even a few years afterwards, Sherborn was involved in 
three types of indexing: bibliographies, ascertaining correct dates of publication (i.e., 
putting publications in proper chronological order), and nomenclators (lists of names). 
Many of his predecessors in this Indexer’s Club who were involved in various types of 
indexing may well have been potential inspirations for him. Others in this Club may 
well have in turn been inspired by Sherborn in their own work.

Bibliographies make order of writings that otherwise would be scattered citations 
and it is one of the first forms of indexing. The Greek librarian Kallimachos (310–240 
BC) “invented” the library catalog and was the first bibliographer (Blum 1991); and he 
is most famous for having made a bibliography of all the holdings of the Alexandrian 
Library. This listing was undoubtedly useful for users of the library, but Kallimachos 
unfortunately did not make a back-up copy and, when the Alexandrian Library was 
destroyed some 200 years after his death, the bibliography by Kallimachos was also de-
stroyed, thus we will never know all that was in that library. Despite that unfortunate 
loss, the discipline of making bibliographies continues to this day and derives from the 
work of this man.

Louis Agassiz (1807–1873) (Fig. 3), a geologist and paleontologist by profession, 
became well known for two large series of works. One was his 4-volume bibliography, 
Bibliographica zoologiae et geologiae in which he was assisted by H.E. Strickland and W. 
Jardine (Agassiz and Strickland 1848, 1850, 1852; Agassiz et al. 1854). The other was 
his Nomenclator zoologicus, a list of animal generic names in a series of 12 fascicles pub-
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lished from 1842 to 1846; a summary volume of all the generic names was published 
in 1846 as Nomenclatoris zoologici index universalis (Agassiz 1846).

Another bibliographer who had conducted his research prior to Sherborn’s work-
ing on his Index was ornithologist Elliott Coues (surname pronounced “cows”, not 
“coos”) (1842–1899) (Fig. 4). Coues worked at the Smithsonian and produced a four-
part bibliography of ornithology (Coues 1878, 1879, 1880a, 1880b). His bibliograph-
ic work was excellent and showed the labor necessary to provide users with an ordered 
set of articles. However, it was a quote by him that I feel is worthy of repeating here. I 
quoted only a portion of it in my own bibliography of Diptera books (Evenhuis 1997) 
but the full quote should have been reproduced there as it typifies what can easily hap-
pen to bibliographers like Sherborn, myself, and possibly others once we start making 
bibliographies:

Figure 3. Louis Agassiz (from Wikimedia Commons).
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“... bibliography is a necessary nuisance and horrible drudgery that no mere drudge 
could perform. It takes sort of an inspired idiot to be a good bibliographer and his in-
spiration is as dangerous a gift as the appetite of the gambler or dipsomaniac – it grows 
with what it feeds upon, and finally possesses its victim like any other invincible vice.” 
(Coues 1897: 39).

Coues was indeed addicted to bibliography and his fervent devotion to his work 
showed him to also do other types of indexing, such as also producing various check-
lists of North American birds. Some of these checklists were simple lists of common 
names and scientific names, but others came with classical language etymologies and 
sometimes even delved into proper orthoepy [correct pronunciation] (Coues 1882). 
Although it is a much-debated specialty, we need more works that research proper 
orthoepy in biology, Jaeger (1960) being one of the last major ones in that discipline.

Another predecessor of Sherborn who compiled both bibliographies and nomen-
clators was Samuel Hubbard Scudder (1837–1911) (Fig. 5). Scudder was primarily 
an entomologist and, like Agassiz, was interested in paleontology. While he was as-
sistant librarian in charge of the catalogue at Harvard College [he resigned this post 
on 1 December 1882 to become the first editor for some new-fangled journal called 
Science], Scudder compiled a serialized bibliography. However, he restricted it to the 

Figure 4. Elliott Coues (from Wikimedia Commons).
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literature of fossil insects (Scudder 1880–1882). A later revised and annotated edition 
was published in Scudder (1890). But before he had even finished his first iteration 
of that bibliography in 1882, he had decided to assemble the names from the previ-
ous genus-group name nomenclators of Agassiz (e.g., 1846) and Marschall (1873) 
and bring the list up-to-date. By employing a team of colleagues worldwide who gave 
him lists of names in their discipline, he was able to provide the most complete list of 
genus-group names in zoology at that time in two parts (Scudder 1882, 1884). Scud-
der had indicated in his prefatory narrative that there would be periodic updates of this 
list but they never appeared. This absence of updates strained the patience of Scudder’s 
colleagues at the British Museum (Natural History). And since many of the curatorial 
staff there were already compiling names of animals each year for the Zoological Record 
and had these names at hand, C.O. Waterhouse, with the assistance of David Sharp, 
eventually provided an update to Scudder’s nomenclator to bring the generic names 
up to the year 1900 (Waterhouse 1902).

C.O. Waterhouse’s (1902) nomenclator and a list of bird names a few years earlier 
by another Waterhouse (Waterhouse 1889) were no doubt inspirations to Sherborn 
and probably assisted him in his production of the Index Animalium. But the single 
person who without a doubt had the most influence on Sherborn’s idea for an Index 

Figure 5. Samuel Hubbard Scudder (from Wikimedia Commons).
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Animalium was Benjamin Daydon Jackson (1846–1927) (Fig. 6), who was busy work-
ing on the first nomenclator of plants, the Index Kewensis (Jackson 1895). Jackson 
was already immersed in his index when Sherborn had begun his contract work at the 
British Museum. Jackson’s list was not just of generic names but also of species names. 
It was the first list to bring together all the names known of plants at that time. If the 
plants could be done, why not the animals?

Work on the Index Animalium

Sherborn began his work organizing his Index in the late 1880s and in May 1890 sent 
a letter to Nature (Sherborn 1890) and a similar one to Le Feuille des Jeunes Natural-
istes outlining his proposed project and requesting advice and feedback from readers. 
After receiving responses from colleagues throughout Europe, Sherborn began work in 

Figure 6. Benjamin Daydon Jackson (courtesy of the Zoological Society of London).
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earnest on 1 July 1890. Yearly progress reports were given to the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science in the early going and after six year’s of work, some 
130,000 slips with names had been catalogued by Sherborn (Sherborn 1896a).

The methodology employed by Sherborn for his Index is exemplary of anyone who 
wishes to produce an accurate and complete list or database of names. He avoided 
perpetuating potential errors by others by not working from previous lists. Instead he 
examined each original publication, scanning each page and writing the binomials he 
found on two slips of paper: one for the alphabetical index by species; the other for the 
index by genus. Sherborn’s methodology was painstakingly tedious but was the only 
way to ensure all names in a particular publication would be captured in his Index. De-
spite the rigor that went into this form of data entry, Sherborn’s work is not without 
its errors and omissions. Poche (1939) gave a list of over 2,000 names that were missed 
by Sherborn, mostly malacological and subspecific or varietal names, but most were 
names already rejected by ICZN action in 1912, so are of little value to malacology. 
Welter-Schultes et al. (2016) gives further details on other errors in Sherborn’s Index. 
Nevertheless, the incredibly small error rate for some 440,000 hand-written names 
from examination of nearly 28,000 books and articles over 43 years of work is indeed 
an astonishing feat that will probably never be duplicated.

Bibliographies

Both indexing and bibliographies were an important part of the work that occupied 
Sherborn for almost half of his life. His own words exemplify their need:

“The systematist requires certain tools for his work, of which not the least impor-
tant are good bibliographies and indexes.” (Norman 1944: 49).

We have already mentioned Sherborn’s first bibliography on Foraminifera, but he 
obviously did not stop with that. Between 1888 and 1895 a “Bibliography of Malaya” 
appeared in serial form in the Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
Other subsequent bibliographies included a list of natural science reference works (Sher-
born 1894); a catalogue of the Linnaean Society Library (Sherborn 1896c); the writings 
of Gilbert White (Sherborn 1900); the conchological writings of Thomas Brown (Sher-
born 1905); a bibliography of scientific literature relating to Egypt (Sherborn 1910, 
1915); and a summary of natural history dating sources (Sherborn et al. 1936).

dating works

Soon after beginning his work on compiling bibliographies, Sherborn realized the neces-
sity for obtaining accurate dates of publication for the works he was listing. As Conrad 
(1853) stated in the prefatory sentences to his list of North American “Naiades”:

“To render strict justice to every author according to date of publication, is not 
only the duty of the naturalist, but a necessity of science.” (Conrad 1853: 243).
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Sherborn’s first article on dating (Sherborn 1891) was published soon after 
beginning his compilation of the first Index Animalium and an article pleading for the 
need for proper metadata on each publication of books was published a few years later 
(Sherborn 1896b). These studies on accurate dating were not only critical in resolving 
dating problems of some early zoological works that had never had been put into 
context with other works of that same period in time, but, in order to ascertain priority 
among taxonomic names, accurate dates of their original proposals were required. A 
number of dating articles of other early works soon followed his original 1891 paper 
and culminated in giving accurate dates in his bibliography that accompanied the first 
Index Animalium (Sherborn 1902).

Publication of the first Index did not stop Sherborn’s work on dating since he 
needed to resolve further problems of dating for works that were to appear in his second 
Index. No fewer than 20 articles on dating or publication histories by Sherborn and 
various co-authors appeared between publication of the first Index and the publication 
of the last part of the second Index. As with his first Index, the bibliography of his 
second Index also was replete with proper dating.

Despite his Index Animalium being completed in 1933, Sherborn, being the 
consummate facilitator and indexer, did not stop being concerned with proper dates 
of publication and, with the assistance of bibliographer Francis James Griffin (1904–
1990) and Kew Gardens librarian H.S. Marshall, published a synthesis of published 
sources that focused on bibliographical research and gave dates of publication for 
biological works. Their paper appeared as the first article in the first issue of the 
Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (Sherborn et al. 1936), 
the society of which was founded by a group of fellow bibliographers who had an 
interest in seeing the results of bibliographic and dating research to be made public 
via a scientific journal. Not surprisingly, Sherborn was the Society’s first president, 
typifying the zeal he had for this subject and also typifying his desire to further 
facilitate such information to fellow bibliographers and taxonomists worldwide. The 
formation of this society could be said to have been the beginnings of a formalized 
group of individuals who were interested in the discipline that would later be called 
“bioinformatics”.

Influence on and future of bioinformatics

Sherborn did indeed construct a solid foundation for the future with his seminal works 
on bibliography, dating, and indexing. His works were followed by many others, either 
providing indexes, bibliographies, or catalogues, on small groups of organisms such as 
by family or country, or larger, more comprehensive studies. By way of a few examples, 
I will list a few of some of the more major works that have been produced since Sher-
born’s Indexes and inspired by his vision.
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Nomenclator Zoologicus

Sheffield Airey Neave (1879–1961), while working at the Imperial Bureau of Entomol-
ogy, recognized the need for up-to-date information on all generic names in zoology and 
envisioned a nomenclator to index all of them. With initial funding from the Zoological 
Society of London, the original edition of his Nomenclator Zoologicus in four volumes 
(Neave 1939–1940) was published. Five supplement volumes appeared until 1994, but 
the absence of further supplements is not as devastating as originally thought by some. 
The hard-copy volumes, which used to be a major reference for any taxonomist wishing 
to describe a new genus and needing to check whether or not that name was used before, 
have all been digitized. With funding to a few dedicated staff from Thompson-Reuters, 
GBIF, and the Mellon Foundation, and partnering with the Zoological Society of Lon-
don, over 340,000 genus-group names in the Nomenclator Zoologicus are now available 
online: http://uio.mbl.edu/NomenclatorZoologicus/ (Fig. 7).

Catalog of Fishes

In the 1980s, William N. “Bill” Eschmeyer (1939– ), ichthyologist at the California 
Academy of Sciences, decided to organize all the taxonomic information on ichthy-
ology. With initial partial funding from the National Science Foundation (and later 

Figure 7. Screenshot of Nomenclator Zoologicus online.
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technical support from the California Academy of Sciences), he began a task some 
thought impossible: to catalogue all the genera and species of fishes worldwide. Un-
daunted, his first volume on genus-group names appeared in 1990 (Eschmeyer and 
Bailey 1990) and eight years later his dream was fulfilled in the publication of his 
three-volume catalog of all genus- and species-group names of fishes and an associated 
bibliography (Eschmeyer 1998). He had followed the methodology of Sherborn in 
not only examining all the original literature, but made painstaking efforts to obtain 
accurate dates of publication for these works. But Bill was aware that hard copies of 
his work would not meet the needs of everyone, and the internet showed him the 
potential to reach workers who did not have the resources to purchase his volumes. 
He did not miss the opportunity and made available to the public all of the informa-
tion he had compiled into a database over the years via a simple and user-friendly 
web interface [http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/Ichthyology/catalog/
fishcatmain.asp]. The database is continually updated and is the best one-stop shop-
ping for fish names and literature resources anywhere.

Systema Dipterorum

In 1984 at the XVII International Congress of Entomology in Hamburg, a group 
of dipterists working at the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Systematic Entomol-
ogy Laboratory in Washington, DC proposed a plan to database all the names of 
two-winged flies (Diptera), which it turns out comprise a fairly large percentage 
of all animal names (15%). A great deal of interest was spurred from that presen-
tation but, aside from a grant from GBIF in 2003, support through 4D4Life in 
2009, the CoL Rotating Fund in 2010, and small yearly grants from the Schlinger 
Foundation during the last few years, meager funding over the years supports the 
time and staffing necessary to maintain and complete the project and funding 
ceased altogether in the last two years. This has not deterred F. Christian Thomp-
son (1944– ) from seeing this vision to fruition. The ensuing 25-some odd years 
since the announcement in 1984 saw Chris working diligently in the evenings in 
his home office to continually enter, update, and verify data in the Systema Dip-
terorum (SD). Thompson and Pape (2016) give further details on the history and 
status of SD, and as of October 2013, 4,653 family-group names (most catalogued 
in Sabrosky 1999), 23,437 genus-group names, and 198,258 species-group names 
in 32,900 published works have been entered into SD and are available for search-
ing via a robust web interface at [www.diptera.org] (see also Pape and Thompson 
2010). Because of the high standards put onto the methodology of data acquisi-
tion, entering, and vetting, and because data vetting follows the rigorous example 
set by Sherborn in his Index Animalium of examining every original paper, the SD 
is today one of the most accurate and complete databases of any megadiverse group 
of animals.
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Index Animalium Online

With exemplary foresight, in 2004 the Atherton Seidell Endowment Fund at the 
Smithsonian Institution brought the work of Sherborn into the 21st century by rec-
ognizing the importance of Sherborn’s Index Animalium and making it available to as 
wide array of users as possible. It funded both the digitization of both editions, data 
parsing and re-keying, and design and implementation of the user interface on the web 
[http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/indexanimalium/TaxonomicNames/] (Fig. 8) 
allowing searching of every name that occurs in every part that was published from 
1902 to 1933. Pilsk et al. (2016) give details on the labor that went into the digitiza-
tion and parsing data on each page, with the goal of achieving a 99.995% accuracy rate 
in converting the OCR text.

The Future

It is the internet, and whatever iterations it evolves into, that is and will be the medium 
for making available the information we need on all aspects of cataloguing, nomencla-
ture, bibliography, and dating. The final few papers in this volume (e.g., Penev et al. 
2016; Page 2016; Pyle 2016) deal with how the names of animals and the information 
and metadata associated with them can be standardized and implemented for universal 

Figure 8. Screenshot of Index Animalium online.
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access. Although there is much yet to be done, we are making significant progress in 
serving up the information on biological names for future generations through imme-
diately accessible electronic media.

Sherborn could never have dreamed that his small slips of paper with names hand-
written on them would be replaced by 1s and 0s in binary form so that they could be 
transmitted electronically through an electronic medium that would have a viewing 
screen on everyone’s desk or handheld device. But he can be comforted that his tireless 
work of 43 years in producing his Index Animalium has had a profound influence on 
what we do today to facilitate the research of others in studying biological taxa and the 
names associated with them.
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Abstract
Charles Davies Sherborn was geologist, indexer and bibliographer extraordinaire. He was fascinated by 
science from an early age and like so many Victorians, the young Sherborn was a passionate natural history 
collector and was obsessed with expanding his collection of land and freshwater shells. He later described 
himself as being a ‘thorough magpie’ and having ‘a card-index mind’, and these two traits coalesced in his 
monumental Index Animalium, the compilation of which occupied 43 years of his life. One of the first 
visitors through the doors of the Natural History Museum in South Kensington when it opened in 1881, 
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by the number of fossils he prepared. By the time of his death in 1942, Sherborn’s corner in the Museum 
was the first port of call for generations of scientists seeking advice, information – or an invitation to one 
of his famous ‘smoke and chat’ parties.

In addition to his work on the Index, Sherborn is also responsible for rescuing from damp and probable 
destruction the huge archive of Sir Richard Owen, the great comparative anatomist and the prime mover 
behind the creation of the Natural History Museum, London. Without Sherborn, this invaluable resource 
of correspondence, manuscripts and books may well have been irretrievably ruined.
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Charles Davies Sherborn’s fascination with science began early. Like many small 
boys he collected rocks and fossils and was obsessed by expanding his collection of 
land and freshwater shells. Few boys, however have attempted to construct volcanoes 
in their gardens in west London, the consequent explosion resulting in a visit from 
the police. Sherborn’s life was never going to be ordinary – even his first flat when 
he left home was above an undertaker’s, with wood chippings from the coffins the 
fuel for his fire.

But it was his passion for collecting that triumphed – his ‘magpie habits’ as he 
called it – and was to result in his spectacular work of bibliography, the Index Anima-
lium, a true labour of love (and shamefully little financial reward). His object was to 
provide zoologists with a complete list of all the generic and specific names that had 
been applied to animals from 1 January 1758, giving a reference to the book or journal 
in which it was first published, and the date of publication. It was to occupy 43 years 
of his life.

Two years after he had embarked on the Index, Sherborn received an extraordinary 
and challenging invitation. He was asked by the Reverend Richard Startin Owen to 
sort through and organise the papers of his grandfather, the great anatomist and crea-
tor of the Natural History Museum, Professor Richard Owen, who died in 1892. The 
archive was vast – and in a terrible state, heaped up, vulnerable to damp and rats and 
in urgent need of rescue. It was a massive task, involving tens of thousands of letters, 
manuscripts and books.

Simply one of these undertakings would have defeated most people, but for this 
self-educated, extraordinarily generous man with an encyclopedic brain, this was very 
heaven.

Charles Davies Sherborn was born in Chelsea on 30 June 1861, the eldest child of 
Charles William Sherborn, a renowned etcher and line-engraver, and his wife, Han-
nah. Sherborn was sent to school at the age of three, but his formal education ended 
abruptly when he was 14: his father’s business misfortunes meant he had to leave 
school and earn a living. But he was already, like so many Victorians of all ages, a pas-
sionate natural history collector, particularly of rocks and fossils and was obsessed with 
expanding his collection of land and freshwater shells.

His first job was in an upmarket stationery and bookshop in Bond Street, which 
Sherborn later claimed laid the foundation for his expertise in bibliography (Cleevely 
2004). He did not, though, give up on science. His next job was as a clerk in a tailor’s 
near the Museum of Practical Geology in Jermyn Street in London.

His spare time was spent there, or reading in the library of the Victoria and Albert 
Museum – which he always called by its old name, the South Kensington Museum 
– while his weekends would be occupied in fieldwork. When the Natural History Mu-
seum opened at Easter 1881, Sherborn maintained he was one of the first half dozen 
visitors through its doors.

Two years later, he met the retired Professor of Geology at the Royal Military Col-
lege, Sandhurst, Thomas Rupert Jones, who asked Sherborn for help with papers he 
was writing on microscopic fossils known as foraminifera (Miller 2016). By 1887 – all 
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in his spare time – they had published three papers together, with Sherborn, who had 
considerable artistic talent, doing the drawings.

Prompted by the great number of journals they had had to consult, with Rupert 
Jones’s encouragement Sherborn began to compile A Bibliography of the Foraminifera 
which was ready for publication in 1888. An American work on the same subject was 
published at this time, which Sherborn felt was so poor that he wrote a vitriolic criticism 
of it which was published in the journal Nature under the heading, 'An “Instructive” 
Bibliography of the Foraminifera'. According to Sherborn, it was 'absolutely 
untrustworthy', 'comparatively useless', with 'serious defects for which excuse must be 
difficult'. Furthermore, 'many of these errors and defects might have been avoided', he 
ended witheringly, 'had the compiler been used to public libraries' (Sherborn 1888). 
However justified Sherborn's criticism, the consequence for him was potentially 

Figure 1. Sherborn at the age of about 25. This, according to his friend and biographer JR Norman, 
encapsulates ‘Charles in the Geological Excursion Days’. (With permission of The Trustees of the Natural 
History Museum, London)
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Figure 2. a Sir Richard Owen (1804–1892) in a portrait of 1881 by the Pre-Raphaelite painter William 
Holman Hunt (1827–1910). Owen’s vision of a museum for natural history was realised that year with 
the opening of b the British Museum (Natural History) in South Kensington, which immediately became 
known as the Natural History Museum. This original illustration is by the Museum’s architect, Alfred 
Waterhouse (1830–1905). During construction, the Treasury objected to the cost, and Waterhouse sug-
gested it should be built in two stages, first the magnificent front, then later the back and two wings - one 
along Exhibition Road that you can just see in the drawing, and along Queen’s Gate. With the front 
completed, the will to fund stage two vanished and the wings was never built. (With permission of The 
Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)

a

b
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disastrous. When he applied to the Royal Society for a grant for £100 for printing 
costs for his own Bibliography, it was refused on the grounds that he had written ‘a 
savage criticism of a foreigner’. It was only the generous response of a publishing friend 
of his that ensured his work was published and, as Sherborn later wrote, ‘wiped out 
completely the churlish action of the Royal Society’.

In 1888 Sherborn began part-time work in the Geology department at the Natural 
History Museum, preparing and cleaning fossils. He was paid according to the num-
ber of fossils he worked on. Quite literally, that changed his life. He loved the work, 
loved being in the world of natural history and, financially precarious though this was, 
he gave up his full-time employment – by this time he was working as a secretary at 
the Middlesex Hospital – and determined to try to earn a living through science. He 
became an unofficial scientific worker at the Museum, paid according to the amount 
of work he did. He never joined the staff.

Figure 3. The geologist and palaeontologist Thomas Rupert Jones (1819–1911) was Sherborn’s scientific 
mentor and colleague. In 1864 he founded the Geological Magazine with Dr Henry Woodward of the 
British Museum’s Geological Department.
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His passion at first was geology and palaeontology, but through his work with Rupert 
Jones, and then his collaboration with the palaeontologist Arthur Smith Woodward at the 
Natural History Museum, he found himself increasingly drawn to scientific bibliography. 
There was, he discovered, an overwhelming need for zoologists and palaeontologists to 
have available to them a complete index of all scientific names applied to animals, living 
and extinct, giving the exact date and place of publication. In the mid-18th century, the 
Swedish naturalist, Carl Linnaeus brought order to the chaos of natural history names 
with his binominal (often called binomial) solution: giving everything living – plants and 
animals - two Latin names, the genus or generic name, and the trivial or specific name – a 
descriptive one. Inspired by his own Bibliography of the Foraminifera and a work endowed 
by Charles Darwin, the Index Kewensis, which was devoted to plants, Sherborn put for-
ward a plan for an Index Animalium. The 10th edition of Linnaeus’s work, published in 
1758 was regarded as definitive and that is why Sherborn begins his monumental work 
then. His original plan was to have ended the Index in 1899. He took advice from many 
scientists, and wrote to Nature to announce the project and that he would be starting work 

Figure 4. Sherborn aged 32. He was rarely seen without his beloved pipe.: (With permission of The 
Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)
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on 1 July, 1890 – which he duly did (Sherborn 1890). Endearingly, he noted later that his 
friends considered his rigorous, precise work ‘incredibly dull’, although ‘it gave me a lot of 
pleasure’ (see Evenhuis (2016), on ‘the Indexer’s Mind’).

No one had ever attempted anything on this scale before, and, as he noted in 1896, 
‘The vastness of the record is appalling’. He went on to remark with unusual optimism 
that, ‘given time all difficulties disappear’, although whether he would have agreed 
with that sentiment 30 years later is another matter (Sherborn 1896). His first task was 
to work out how to tackle it. In an exercise book with a shiny reddish-brown cover, 
now a bit tattered, Sherborn painstakingly evolved his own rules. He noted problems 
as they arose – ‘Question of Double-barrelled names!!’ – and methodically worked 
out through the pages ways they might be resolved. ‘How far’, he asked himself, ‘can 
one accept authors who use one, two or three words as a specific term?’ The issue of 
sub genus occupies a number of pages and clearly caused him considerable trouble, 
‘it is absolutely impossible’, he fumed, ‘to get unanimity among authors, & often the 
author has not the dimmest idea what he himself means!’ (Sherborn Collection nd)

When he embarked on this project, he was also working on labelling and register-
ing type specimens in the Geological Society and preparing fossils at the NHM during 
the day – both of which gave him an income. The index he worked on only at night, 
taking the books he was working on home to his flat.

Yet in one year, he had worked through every page of some 500 volumes and in-
dexed 40,000 names. ‘References’, he wrote, ‘are taken from one book at a time – i.e., a 

Figure 5. Sherborn’s house at 49 Peterborough Road, London SW6 was a wonderful magpie’s nest, filled 
with his eclectic and wide-ranging collections. These photos were probably taken after his death in 1942. 
(With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)

a b
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book is gone through from cover to cover – every genus and species, and every change 
of genus, being systematically recorded; thus completely disposing of that particu-
lar book, and ensuring the almost absolute certainty of every reference being taken’. 
(Sherborn 1896).

The statistics of this work are staggering. The 11 volumes, totalling more than 9000 
pages, contain about 440,000 names, extracted by Sherborn from thousands of academic 
books and journals, in many different languages, each naming newly discovered species.

Each name, with the book or journal in which it was first published and the date, 
he recorded in black lead pencil on a small slip of paper, 127mm by 63mm (5 inches 
by 21/2 inches) and then duplicated. Carbon-paper – blue or green – was soon used 
to make the duplicates, ‘both methods having proved to be quite indelible’, he wrote 
(Sherborn 1896). By 1916 there were more than one million slips. It took him one 
month to edit 10,000 and one hour to number 1500 of them.

From the outset, the Index Animalium project was hampered by lack of funds. 
Although the NHM gave him his own space in the museum’s library, he was reliant 
on grants from scientific institutions. These were barely of subsistence level. In 1892, 

Figure 6. This splendid cartoon is of CDS operating a machine which turns his index cards into books. 
Hanging on the wall is the famous Latin inscription from Sir Christopher Wren’s tomb in St Paul’s 
Cathedral (which of course he designed): ‘Si monumentum requiris circumspice’ - If you seek his monu-
ment, look around you. In the bottom left corner is ‘Thirty Years Hard Labour, E.E.A.’. The cartoon is 
a postcard on which is written on the other side, ‘Best of Good wishes for Christmas and the New Year, 
from all at Evaeria. 22.xii.23’. This is the name of the house of Major Ernest Edward Austen, DSO, 
FZS(1867–1938), assistant keeper of the NHM’s Entomology Department and an authority on tsetse 
flies. (With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)
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Figure 7. This is just one of the drawers of Sherborn’s index cards. It is now preserved in the NHM’s Library. 
Sherborn recorded in pencil each name, with the book or journal in which it was first published and the date, on a 
small slip of paper, 127mm by 63mm, and then duplicated it. It took him one month to edit 10,000 and one hour 
to number 1,500 of them. By 1916 there were more than one million slips. It took 3 years to put them into rough 
alphabetical order. These cards were for the years 1850–1899, and were never published. The volume of material 
for those years was so great it would have demanded a team of workers to complete the task, not solely CDS, 
and that was simply unaffordable. (With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)

Figure 8. Some of the 11 volumes of Sherborn’s Index Animalium, held in the NHM’s Library. They 
total more than 9000 pages, and contain about 440,000 names. (With permission of The Trustees of the 
Natural History Museum, London)
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the British Association for the Advancement of Science which to start with provided 
most of the funds, set up a committee to protect Sherborn from the added burden of 
administering the money. Year after year the committee wrote to various bodies plead-
ing for funds so Sherborn could employ ‘even a boy to do the sorting, alphabetical 
arrangement and numbering of slips’, but the extra money never came (BAAS 1896-
1912). Everything had to be done by Sherborn alone. It took three years just to put the 
million or so slips into rough alphabetical order.

In all those 43 years of labour, Sherborn received a total of just £5415 – or an aver-
age of £126 a year – in grants. It was not until 1912 that the Natural History Museum 
finally assumed responsibility for Sherborn – something for which his friends had 
been angling for some time. In 1909 the Keeper of Zoology, Sidney Harmer, raised 
the question with colleagues, but was discouraged by the museum's Secretary, Charles 
Edward Fagan, who thought the museum's finances were such that 'the moment is not 
a propitious one' (Harmer 1909). It was to be another three years before the Trustees 
awarded him an annual grant. In 1912 it was £100 a year. By 1931 that had risen to 
£250, where it remained until his death.

The first volume of the Index was published in 1902 – it took about 20 months 
to print the 1200 pages – and covers the years 1758–1800. Although twelve years had 
elapsed since he started work, the first volume was the easy bit, though he did not 
know it at the time, as he wrote in December 1902 to a friend, Ernest Hartert – a 
curator at Walther Rothschild’s museum at Tring: ‘I am so glad it is out, it has cost 

Figure 9. Pages from the first part of Index Animalium, 1758–1800. (With permission of The Trustees 
of the Natural History Museum, London)
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Figure 10. Sherborn at the age of 61. He was frugal and cared little for his appearance. He felt the cold 
keenly, and would keep warm by inserting a sort of apron of felt beneath his many layers of clothes. In 
extremis, he would also use a newspaper. Instead of a necktie, he wore a piece of folded red or black mate-
rial, held together with an old gold ring. The black material, his biographer JR Norman discovered, was 
cut from an old umbrella. (With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)
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me much work & ill health, but I feel like a giant refreshed now I have something to 
SHOW’. (Sherborn 1902b).

So severe was his illness, however, that he refers to it in the introduction to the first 
volume, recording that, ‘an unfortunate breakdown in health, which has frequently re-
curred, laid me aside for three years, and thus the actual time spent on the manuscript 
has amounted to eight years” (Sherborn 1902). He was left with raging headaches and 
eye problems.

His ill health, however, was only partly due to his labours on the Index. Just two 
years after he began work on it, he received an extraordinary invitation. He was asked 
to collaborate on writing the biography of the great comparative anatomist, creator 
of the Natural History Museum and its first Superintendent, Sir Richard Owen. The 
invitation was from Owen’s grandson, the Reverend Richard Startin Owen.

Sherborn had first met Sir Richard Owen in October 1889, when he was invited 
to dine at his home in Sheen Lodge, Richmond Park. Owen was then 85 and in poor 
health. As a memento of the occasion, Sherborn kept a photograph of Owen, inscribed 
on the back ‘a memory of an interesting occasion dined with Richard Owen, Oct 27th 
1889. C. Davies Sherborn.’ (Sherborn 1887–1942).

If somewhere Sherborn wrote more than that, sadly it does not appear to have sur-
vived. Presumably at the dinner he would have met Owen’s grandson, the Reverend R 
S Owen, and he may have been invited into Owen’s over-flowing, book-lined study. 
He may even have been given a preliminary glimpse of the 60 years worth of manu-
scripts, correspondence and books that lay neglected and unsorted.

Sir Richard Owen’s career had begun in 1827 when he became assistant conserva-
tor at the Hunterian Museum at the Royal College of Surgeons. After his retirement 

Figure 11. a Sir Richard Owen gave this photograph to Sherborn. CDS has written on the reverse: ‘a 
memory of an interesting occasion dined with Richard Owen, Oct 27th 1889 C. Davies Sherborn’. The 
dinner took place at b Sheen Lodge, Sir Richard’s grace-and-favour home in Richmond Park. (With 
permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)

a b
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56 years later, as Superintendent of the new Natural History Museum, the contents of 
his office – including two cartloads of papers – followed him home to his grace-and-
favour residence, Sheen Lodge. This mass of personal and professional correspondence, 
manuscripts and books led Owen to exclaim, ‘I am compelled to part with a Gardener 
and to turn his cottage into their receiving house’.

What was to become of it all became an increasingly pressing problem as Owen’s 
health declined. His beloved wife Caroline was dead, his only son William had appar-
ently committed suicide in 1886, and none of his seven grandchildren, who lived with 
him at Sheen Lodge, appeared to have any interest in science, nor had they any idea 
of what in this huge mass of paper might be of importance or indeed, value. Unlike 
Charles Darwin’s friends and family who brilliantly preserved and archived his papers, 
understanding full well Darwin’s importance, there was no one with the inclination or 
knowledge to do this for Owen.

It was at some point after the dinner in 1889, that Sherborn was asked by Rever-
end RS (Richard Startin) Owen to sort through his grandfather’s books and organise 
their sale. As Sherborn commented in his own autobiographical notes, Owen – or the 
family – had already sold a good number, ‘so there remained only some ten years accu-
mulation’. Sherborn also spent many hours with Owen (Norman 1944). Since his son 
William’s death in 1886, Owen had become increasingly withdrawn. His beard grew, 
his hair, as photographs show, was straggly and unkempt. His ‘great glittering eyes’ 
that Thomas Carlyle had remarked upon, were huge in his gaunt face. His appearance 
frightened his younger grandchildren, but to Sherborn he reminisced and gossiped 
about ‘all the great men of his youth’.

It was possibly not that surprising then, that in August 1892 – when Owen was so 
ill he could not speak or swallow – Sherborn received the invitation which, to say the 
least, clearly thrilled him. On 20 August 1892, he wrote to the librarian of the Natural 
History Museum, Bernard Barham Woodward, ‘Some men are born great... and some 
have greatness thrust upon them... and I therefore entrust to you as a special friend 
the fact that I was summoned on Tuesday morning to East Sheen and asked to col-
laborate with the Rev R O on the Life and Letters of Richard Owen’. You can almost 
hear the glee in his voice. He urged Woodward to be discreet with the news. ‘All is 
yet a secret, as by no means must it get to the Press until matters are settled.’ There is 
no correspondence to show how well Sherborn had come to know the Owens, but he 
added, ‘I am very proud that I should have been chosen by the family after all these 
years; and not only chosen but thanked again and again for all my kindness when first 
I went down there’. Spending hours talking to the frail professor was presumably what 
they had in mind, but as Sherborn noted, his conversations with Owen would be of 
‘great value’ for the biography (Norman 1944).

When he wrote to BB Woodward, Sherborn was already hard at work sorting Owen’s 
papers, and had nearly disentangled the correspondence from the manuscripts. He had, so 
far, found around 10,000 letters. Given the scientific and historical importance of the mate-
rial, the condition in which the papers were kept is staggering. Sherborn found the papers in 
urgent need of preserving and sorting. They were ‘in a cow-shed, exposed to rats and rain’, 
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Figure 12. One of the many letters from the Owen correspondence that Sherborn found in urgent need of 
preserving and sorting. On it he has written ‘Rats! This correspondence was just saved in the nick of time’. 
(With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)

and this was no exaggeration (Owen Collection, OC62 General Library, NHM). The manu-
scripts were piled four metres high, while the correspondence filled many packing cases. 
But for Sherborn, who described himself as having a card-index mind, this was very heaven.
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He told BB Woodward that so important was the Owen biography that, ‘I must 
husband all my time and strength now, for it is a giant’s task set before me, and this 
must cap, not sink below, my other works’.

Just two weeks after Sherborn’s ecstatic letter to BB Woodward, on 3 September 
1892 the Reverend Owen wrote to Sherborn with news that must have wounded him 
deeply: without further discussion he was withdrawing the invitation to collaborate 
on the biography. What appears to have changed Richard S Owen’s mind was his 
consultation with some of his grand-father’s old friends, including Sir Richard Owen’s 
successor as Director of the Museum, Sir William Flower. They had concluded that 
as the biography was not to be a narrative of Owen’s scientific life, but rather a record 
of his private life, ‘the narrative will be drawn principally from the joint diaries kept 
by Sir R and his wife. I find that these are of so purely a family & private nature as to 
compel me to do all the work of extracting & compiling myself’, the Reverend Owen 
told Sherborn. Sherborn was still to have a role, however. The Reverend Owen told 
him that as far as sorting the correspondence was concerned, there was no man ‘better 
fitted for it than yourself’, and he also wanted Sherborn to ‘undertake to revise any 
mention of Sir R’s scientific work so as to preclude the danger of error’. He would be 
paid and his work would be acknowledged in the preface (Owen RS 1892).

Sherborn agreed. As the scientific papers were not to be used in the biography, he 
dispersed many of them. The medical papers went to the Royal College of Surgeons 
and others went to the Geological Society, which had published a number of Owen’s 
reports. John Marr, society secretary, wrote to Sherborn to thank him for the papers, 
‘The Librarian has made a selection of those which we do not possess, & the others are 
being returned to you, in accordance with your request’.

In 1894, the biography was published. The Reverend Owen in the preface thanked 
Sherborn ‘for lending me much assistance throughout’, and ‘for carefully examining 
Sir Richard’s correspondence’ (Owen RS 1894). He then, Sherborn wrote, ‘gave me 
the lot, and it filled a four-wheeler to take home. The manuscripts’, Sherborn added 
devastatingly, ‘were distributed to those interested all over the world.’ As Sherborn 
did not compile a list of these, it is impossible to know now what was irretrievably 
lost. Three years later however, Sherborn discovered that R S Owen had not in fact 
given him ‘the lot.’ He had removed a large part of the collection and only gave them 
to Sherborn in 1897 as he was about to go to New Zealand for six months. ‘Can you 
come round tomorrow morning,’ he wrote to Sherborn on 6 October, ‘and cart off the 
letters? ... Would you mind giving them houseroom while I am away, & also the prints 
of Hunter which I fear are being treated in rather a reckless fashion.’ (Norman 1944)

The accommodation that Sherborn was able to provide for them at such short notice 
was scarcely less reckless. ‘The cupboard full of letters & papers in my back room, the 
manuscript of Hunter in the safe, the papers in the cupboard in Smith Woodward’s 
room at the Museum & the Diplomas of Sir R Owen there are held in trust for the Rev 
Richard Owen & are to be kept until he asks for them. The scientific letters he has prom-
ised to me & I intend them for the nation to be preserved at the Natural History Mu-
seum under BB Woodward’s care as the Scientific Correspondence of Richard Owen.’
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But even that still did not account for the whole archive. Sherborn himself, late in 
his life, noted briefly that, ‘about 100 letters kept back by his grandson, who sold them 
at Maggs [the antiquarian booksellers] in 1916. His own letters to his wife and sister[s] 
kept by his grandson.’ (Norman 1944) Sequences of correspondence were separated. 
I have read a letter in the British Library, only to find its reply in the Natural History 
Museum and the reply to that in the Royal College of Surgeons.

Letters from the famous were of course sold. Charles Kingsley, Alfred, Lord Ten-
nyson, Charles Dickens – all were among Owen’s friends, but just about all their cor-
respondence has vanished. Also missing are letters that refer to Owen’s disagreements 
with Charles Darwin and Thomas Huxley. It is extraordinary to believe in all that 
correspondence that it was scarcely referred to, yet there is hardly anything. Compare 
that with the Darwin correspondence where the Darwinites’ antipathy to Owen flows 
remorselessly in letter after letter. Apart from passing references, virtually all there is 
in the Owen correspondence is one letter in which Owen criticises Huxley’s ‘base and 
mendacious nature’ and on this Sherborn has written, ‘This is the only letter I remem-
ber in which Owen severely criticized an opponent’.

The scale of Sherborn’s task in sorting through this material was huge. Pages had 
become separated and had to be re-united, authors – and signatures – identified. He 
annotated many of the letters. On one from the Director of the National Portrait 
Gallery, George Scharf in 1889, to Owen’s daughter-in-law expressing his great satis-
faction that he had ‘secured’ a portrait of ‘my dear old friend’ Sir Richard, Sherborn 
has scrawled scathingly, ‘This is nonsense, he first refused it owing to some silly regu-
lation and was told that if they didn’t want it, it should be offered to the RCS. Then 
he jumped at it.’ (Scharf 1889) Before the first of 64 letters written to Owen by the 
Marchioness of Hastings, Sherborn has noted her brief biographical details. On a letter 
that Owen wrote to his wife Caroline concerning their grace and favour house, Sher-
born has written, ‘Regarding house at Kew’ and then, worryingly, ‘keep’.

And this of course was one of Sherborn’s main difficulties. Confronted with so 
many thousands of letters, Sherborn edited rigorously, deciding what was worth keep-
ing and, regrettably for subsequent researchers, what he deemed was not. When he 
presented the material to the Museum in 1908, Sherborn outlined to the librarian BB 
Woodward the parameters he had used for his selection. I have to admit to finding 
this horribly painful to read: ‘I have been carefully through the collection with a spe-
cial knowledge of the history of science and of the collections of the British Museum 
(Natural History) and have destroyed several thousand letters of no value. Richard 
Owen kept everything and the great bulk of those destroyed were letters from trades-
men and similar unimportant persons from our point of view.’ Sherborn was of course 
a scientist and bibliographer, not an historian. He continued, ‘This collection is of in-
finite value to the British Museum, for hundreds of them refer to specimens actually in 
the various departments of Geology and Zoology … and will be a mine of information 
on general and bibliographic questions.’ (Norman 1944) In this of course, Sherborn 
is absolutely right. Owen’s papers are invaluable, in identifying and giving context to 
specimens in the collections.
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In rescuing Owen’s papers, Sherborn is owed a huge debt of gratitude. It was an 
extraordinary achievement, on top of all his other work, to bring order to this chaos 
and turn the mountain of paper into the invaluable collection it is today. Of course 
there are regrets about some of his decisions in editing and selling, but thanks to 
him, an immensely important archive still survives. He too was its beneficiary. Owen’s 
manuscripts, Sherborn wrote, ‘have been of the greatest service to me during the years 
I have held them in answering queries as to the date of publications, the movements of 
men, and other matters in connection with my Index Animalium.’

He needed all the help he could get. Such was the explosion in scientific literature 
in the first half of the 19th century, that while it had taken him 12 years to complete 
the first volume, 1758–1800, it was to take Sherborn another 21 years, until 1933, 
and 10 volumes to complete the Index just to 1850. That was still fifty years short of 
his original goal of completing the century. When Sherborn was asked if he would add 
1850–1900, he replied that the museum could not expect to find another man 'with 
his knowledge and capacity content to work for an honorarium'. Furthermore, as the 
scientific literature since 1850 was so enormous, it would require a team of workers 
whose combined salaries would be something like £2000 a year – and that was simply 
unaffordable. He actually compiled a 'Time Sheet', which, he wrote, would 'be wanted 
should the Trustees continue the work after 1850. CDS'. It is neatly laid out and states 
that: 'It takes 1 month to edit 10,000 slips (c.3 feet?)... 1 month to look into queries 

Figure 13. Sherborn at his desk in the Library of the NHM was the first port of call for generations of 
scientists seeking advice, information – or an invitation to one of his famous ‘smoke and chat’ parties. 
(With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)
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of same...1 hour to number 1500 slips...18 years to amass the ms. 1801-1850...5 years 
to print A-L...' and so on. (Sherborn 1924)

The Index was received with the gratitude and admiration Sherborn so richly de-
served. The compliments came from all over the world, but this, from Dr Bashford 
Dean of the American Museum of Natural History in 1923, sums up the general 
response. In a letter to the Director, he wrote: ‘I am very glad indeed to have this 
monumental work in my library, and I congratulate the South Kensington Museum 
[sic] with all my heart at completing the next stage of a magnum opus…such a work as 
Sherborn’s is a labor of love of the greatest magnitude, and I feel sure that the ‘index’ 
field covering the whole of the animal kingdom will be a boon to zoologists the world 
over for all time’. [Dean 1923]

Apart from 5000 entries made ‘by various friends abroad’, every entry, Sherborn 
wrote, ‘has been recorded from the original, arranged, sorted, checked, and passed 
for press by myself’. This was a true labour of love – for shamefully little financial re-
ward. Sherborn compiled it single-handedly, and it took him 43 years, from 1890 to 
1933, publishing each section as it was completed. His error rate was surprising low 
(Welter-Schultes et al. 2016) and the work formed the foundation for other similar 
projects with more focused taxonomic reach (e.g. Dickinson 2016). His reward was an 
honorary doctorate from Oxford, which gave him enormous pleasure – though to the 
end of his life he regretted that his mother had died before it was awarded to him. He 
also received the congratulations of the Trustees of the Natural History Museum, for 
which he had laboured for most of his life, though he never became a member of staff 
or received a regular salary or pension.

In addition to his work on the Index, he was president or fellow of various learned 
societies, wrote nearly 200 books and papers, including important contributions on 
microfossils (Miller 2016) and catalogues of natural history collections (Taylor 2016). 
He also catalogued the collections and library of the Geological Society of London. 
His interests were eclectic and wide-ranging and he was an avid collector of books, 
pictures and all kinds of antiquities. In a small notebook he would glue snippets of 
interesting stories or facts cut from newspapers, and jot down notes on pretty much 
anything that caught his eye. These ranged from the history of taxation, cures for the 
common cold, the derivation of symbols, and the Admiralty rules for the proportions 
of the Union Jack, to the best way to clean white marble – common washing soda and 
soap powder, or so he wrote. He was an enthusiastic theatre-goer, often seeing two or 
three productions a week. Almost inevitably, he collected theatre memorabilia, filling 
large volumes with reviews, posters, programmes and photographs of the theatrical 
stars of the age (Sherborn 1887–1942).

How he managed with so little income is extraordinary, but he was frugal in the ex-
treme and cared little for his appearance. He felt the cold keenly, and would keep warm by 
inserting a sort of apron of felt beneath his clothes. In extremis, he would also use a news-
paper. Instead of a necktie he wore a folded bit of red or black material drawn through 
an old gold ring. After his death, his friend and biographer John Roxborough Norman 
discovered that the black fabric had been cut from an old umbrella (Norman 1944).
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By the time of his death in 1942, Sherborn had become a vital pillar of the Natural 
History Museum. His corner in the museum library was the first port of call for genera-
tions of scientists – anyone who wanted to know anything went to Sherborn for infor-

Figure 14. Letter from the Museum’s Director, Charles Tate Regan, on behalf of the Trustees, con-
gratulating Sherborn on the completion of his ‘great work’ in 1933. Although he laboured for most of 
his life on behalf of the Museum, Sherborn never became a member of staff or received a regular salary or 
pension. (With permission of The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)
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mation, advice, or to consult the ever-expanding boxes of Index Animalium slips, which 
from the outset provided an invaluable resource to the museum’s staff. (Harmer 1921). 
He was known by colleagues as ‘Squire’: JR Norman records that his family had links 
to the old manorial title of Squire of the Fawns and Cock Bell at Bedfont. To his junior 
colleagues he was Sherb, while to family and his closest friends he was Sherby or Charlie.

In the course of his work, Sherborn came across many volumes he thought should 
be in the Natural History Museum’s libraries. If he failed to persuade the museum to 
buy them, he bought them himself – and then either sold them to the museum for 
what he had paid for them, or simply donated them. One work, he has noted, was 
‘Bought by CDS after refusal by Zool. Dept & presented 1930.’ Between 1891 and 
1939 he acquired some 1600 volumes for the museum.

Sherborn’s generosity was not just to the museum’s libraries. His friends were ben-
eficiaries of his great kindness and his collections. ‘No man was ever more generous’, 
recalled Francis Griffin of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (Sher-
born was its first president), ‘in handing over treasures to his friends’. Griffin himself 
had received an armoured breastplate from Sherborn with the injunction to wear it 
under his jacket - ‘Much the easiest way of carrying it you know!’ (Griffin 1953)

As a young man new to the museum, Sherborn had been hugely appreciative of the 
‘at homes’ given by Henry Woodward, Keeper of Geology. He carried that on with his 
own institution – his famous ‘smoke and chat’ parties. Sherborn believed strongly in 
the importance of bringing people together, and that it was the responsibility of senior 
colleagues to entertain their juniors and visitors in their homes. Today he would have 
been a sought-after networker. ‘A cup of coffee and a few biscuits all round’, was what 
he offered, together with ‘a good mix of chaps’. He invited not just scientific staff, but 
all grades in the museum, as well as foreign visitors and non-scientific friends.

These were informal, all male events. His biographer and friend, JR Norman 
quotes him as saying, ‘There’s no need to make it a social affair, with a lot of women 
and boiled shirts’, and with that attitude, it is perhaps not surprising that Sherborn ac-
quired a reputation as a misogynist. Norman, however believed it may well have been 
a pose, but it was one Sherborn pursued with some vigour, even writing, ‘I never liked 
women and never chose them as companions’. He also deplored the ‘amazing standard 
of ignorance in the so-called educated woman’, complained they did not read the great 
masterpieces and ‘that is why the bulk of women are so extraordinarily uninteresting’.

Disparaging and sexist as these remarks are, the reality of his relationships with 
women seems very different. I knew from my research into the life of the palaeontolo-
gist Dorothea Bate who was associated with the museum for more than fifty years, 
how generous and kind he had been to her, and so he seemed to be generally with his 
female acquaintances.

Indeed, women were among his closest friends and correspondents and, as he re-
vealed to Norman, as a young man he had actually once contemplated marriage. ‘I 
once esteemed a woman very highly and engaged to marry her,’ he told Norman, ‘she 
was highly intelligent and well read’. However, his career came first, he realised he had 
no prospect of keeping her in comfort, and after ten years they parted, ‘and she wisely 
married another’. Whether his subsequent attitude was to disguise a profound hurt is 
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impossible now to know, but Norman notes his views on marriage were largely cynical. 
When Norman himself married, Sherborn sent him this:

‘Dear JR,
Cheerio!
You have my entire sympathy.

Yours ever,

C. Davies Sherborn

Still raining!’ (Norman 1944)

One of his greatest friends and confidantes was Agnes Arber, to whom he wrote 
constantly. She also happened to be a botanist, philosopher and Fellow of the Royal 
Society. Sherborn professed to be uninterested in children, yet his papers reveal how 
witty and charming he was to the offspring of his numerous friends. To Mrs Arber’s 

Figure 15. Sherborn at the feet of three unknown friends. (With permission of The Trustees of the 
Natural History Museum, London)
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daughter, Muriel, who had been unwell, he sent a sketch of himself in 1922 when she 
was nearly nine, and wrote:

‘Dear Muriel,
This is me. All you would see of me if you found me in the field. I am having a long 

rest in a few days.
I hope you are quite well again. It is no use being ill, it is such a waste of time.

Your friend,

C. Davies Sherborn

The sketch shows Sherborn, invisible apart from a large hat and puffs of smoke 
from his ubiquitous pipe, lying in grass under a tree with rabbits hopping happily 
around. (Sherborn 1922). Muriel, incidentally, was to become a respected geologist 
and teacher. (Robinson 2007).

The last years of Sherborn’s life were beset by ill-health, although he still went daily 
to the museum. A tremor in his hands made writing agonizingly difficult and he suffered 

Figure 16. ‘Talking to the Brer Rabbits’. Sherborn sent this drawing of himself in 1922 to the ‘nearly 
nine’ -year-old Muriel Arber who had been unwell. She was the daughter of his great friend, the bota-
nist, philosopher and Fellow of the Royal Society, Mrs Agnes Arber. All that can be seen of Sherborn is a 
large hat and the smoke from his ubiquitous pipe. ‘I hope you are quite well again,’ he wrote to Muriel, 
‘It is no use being ill, it is such a waste of time. Your friend, C. Davies Sherborn’. (With permission of 
The Trustees of the Natural History Museum, London)
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increasingly from severe colds, though that did not persuade him to give up his beloved 
pipe. By 1940, as he wrote to a friend, the effect of the blitz meant he had ‘nothing to 
do at the Museum now, so stay put and read and smoke’. His visits to the Museum 
were reduced to Fridays only, and his housekeeper told Norman how lonely he was. In 
December 1941 he wrote, ‘Shall be alone Xmas Day, five sardines for dinner and a good 
pipe after’. His last visit to the museum was on Friday, 19 June 1942, when he met his 
friends afterwards at Lyons teashop in South Kensington as they had done for so many 
years. The following Monday as he was running a bath, he had a heart attack. He ral-
lied a little when the doctor came, but he died that afternoon. Sherborn was cremated 
at Golders Green crematorium in north London the following Friday, at the exact time, 
Norman noted, that he would have been meeting his friends at Lyons teashop.

Three months later, a letter arrived for him from an old friend, the Reverend CR 
Bower. Unaware that Sherborn had died, he wrote that he had been thinking a lot 
about him and had intended writing, but had been too busy. He asked his old friend 
to drop him a line: ‘we must not after all these years lose touch. Your friendship is one 
of my most treasured possessions. My wife,’ he ended, ‘sends her love’. (Bower 1942)

Charles Davies Sherborn’s contribution to zoology, bibliography and the collec-
tions of the Natural History Museum is unique. His rescue of Sir Richard Owen’s ar-
chive alone was of outstanding importance, but combined with his great memorial, the 
Index Animalium, this dedicated, idiosyncratic, self-taught man with an encyclopedic 
brain deserves to be celebrated and acclaimed with gratitude. Dr Dean of the AMNH 
could not have put it better in his letter to the NHM’s Director, Dr Sidney Harmer: 
‘I think Sherborn is a marvel, and if he were not so devoted and patriotic, I tell you 
frankly that I would have stolen him bodily long since’.
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Abstract
By the late 19th Century, storms plaguing early Victorian systematics and nomenclature seemed to have 
abated. Vociferous disputes over radical renaming, the world-shaking clash of all-encompassing procru-
stean systems, struggles over centres of authority, and the issues of language and meaning had now been 
settled by the institution of a stable imperial museum and its catalogues, a set of rules for the naming 
of zoological objects, and a new professional class of zoologists. Yet, for all that tranquillity, the disputes 
simmered below the surface, re-emerging as bitter struggles over synonyms, trinomials, the subspecies 
category, the looming issues of the philosophy of scientific language, and the aggressive new American 
style of field biology – all pressed in upon the received practice of naming and classifying organisms and 
the threat of anarchy. In the midst rose an index. This paper will explore the context of CD Sherborn’s 
Index Animalium and those looming problems and issues which a laborious and comprehensive “index of 
nature” was meant to solve.
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editor’s note

This paper is a transcription of the talk presented by Professor McOuat in the sympo-
sium Anchoring Biodiversity Information: from Sherborn to the 21st century and beyond, 
28 October 2011, Natural History Museum, London. It is an exciting read about 
an important topic for this volume – it sets the historical and philosophical context 
for Sherborn’s contribution to nomenclature and taxonomy clearly and vibrantly. 
It has a number of key messages on the relationships between names (dubbing) 
and meanings (taxonomy), on the struggle between establishing nomenclature tied 
to rules (codes) or to specimens (the type concept and museum catalogues). These 
issues were intensely addressed in the early and mid 19th century and Sherborn’s 
magnum opus played a foundational role in establishing the systems we now use for 
all biology, not just zoology. Nonetheless many taxonomists today continue to be-
fuddle these relationships, often through lack of knowledge of the long history of the 
discussions. I felt it was critical that this history is included in this volume, because 
it adds a different and necessary perspective on Sherborn’s context and influence. 
Although we were not successful in getting Gordon McOuat to send his written text 
for the volume, I have decided to publish this as a transcript, with minor edits for 
flow and a few images for expanded context, as the talk is in the public domain and 
its presentation was fully funded by the symposium organisers. The paper should 
thus be read as a transcript only.

talk and slides

http://backdoorbroadcasting.net/2011/10/gordon-mcouat-sherborn%E2%80%99s-
context-cataloguing-nature/

early victorian recognition of the value of names

Although he worked in the late 19th Century, Sherborn’s context starts with the very 
earliest groundwork for modern taxonomy, systematics and nomenclatural practice in 
the early 19th Century. This time included the origins of well-known disputes, of ruck-
uses in early Victorian biology, some of which are still with us today. Understanding 
these origins helps understand the issues in Victorian times and today.

Early Victorians knew the value of names, often couching the discussion in mon-
etised terms. Sir William Kirby, in his Foundational Address of the Zoological Club of 
the Linnean Society, 1823, expressed the value that a name brings:
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Nomina si pereunt, perit et cognitio rerum

“Names are the foundation of knowledge: and unless they have a ‘a name’ as well as 
a ‘local habitation’ with us, the zoological treasures that we so highly prize might al-
most as well have been left to perish in their native deserts or forests, as have grown 
mouldy in our drawers or repositories. But when once an animal subject is named and 
described, it becomes a possession for ever, and the value of every individual specimen 
of it, even in a mercantile view, is enhanced.”

This is matched by the words of the radical anatomist, Robert Grant in his presentation 
to the Parliamentary Commission on the Affairs of the British Museum in 1835–1836:

‘An object may not be the value of a farthing until it is identified and properly 
named. Its value may be raised to 30, 40 or 50 guineas once it is named, even though 
it has not gained an ounce.’

Both Kirby and Grant expressed the value of names at a time when there was tur-
moil in the process of giving names, and there was a process being born to establish 
stability and an anchor. There was a radical new club in the Linnean Society of London 
that harboured those who aimed to break the hold of Linnaeus over systematics and 
meaning. They aimed to introduce new ideas, imported, for example from France, to 
break the hold of the Linnaean world system. This is where Kirby made his presenta-
tion. Robert Grant, as a radical who called for the overthrow of all received systems, 
was himself a Lamarckian, an evolutionist and political radical before Darwin. These 
are presented in ‘reform-bill Britain’ where democratic forces threatened Tory privil-
eges, much as the Occupy movement attempted at St Paul’s, or as we see in the current 
challenges to the existing political and economic systems.

Figure 1. A Sir William Kirby, date and age uncertain B Robert Grant in 1852, aged 59.

A B
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the Stricklandian Code – the first attempt at an international code gov-
erning language in any science.

Any conference on nomenclature – its problems and its history – must harken back 
to the pioneering document, the founding creed of nomenclatural rules, the Code of 
Zoological Nomenclature drafted in 1842 by Hugh Edwin Strickland (1811–1853) 
under the patronage of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.

Strickland’s committee was a veritable who’s who of British natural history: John 
Stevens Henslow, Jennings, William Ogleby, JO Westwood, Richard Owen, Charles 
Darwin, William Yarl, WE Shuckard and GR Waterhouse. The committee convened 
its meetings in Darwin’s house, as he still lived in London at the time. Here is an 
early draft of Strickland’s rules with Darwin and Ogilby’s comments on what should 
be changed and what should be kept (courtesy of Cambridge University Library): 
I cannot over emphasise the importance of these rules as a founding document. They 
are the first attempt at an international code governing language in any science. Any 
modern code, whether botanical or zoological, can trace its direct ancestry to this 
code. Many of the structures of modern codes, and many might say some of the 
problems, and zoological nomenclature in particular, can be traced directly to this 
code and its rules.

There are some important peculiarities of this document and its inheritance. We 
should unpack it a bit and give some grounding for Sherborn and his monumental 
project. The Stricklandian Code starts with a series of paragraphs with a very detailed 
account of the philosophy of language.

Figure 2. Hugh Edwin Strickland A age 26 B aged 42, when he died.

A B
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Figure 3. Early draft of the Stricklandian Code with handwritten comments by Darwin and Ogilby.

language and meaning – dubbing not definitions

The system of naming and reference were in contention in Britain at this very time; 
followers of William Whewell had entirely different understanding of how things were 
named from the followers of John Locke. The Stricklandian Committee held a Lock-
ian view of the meaning of meaning, as so remarkably espoused in these paragraphs.

Strickland himself had written numerously and voluminously on the notion of 
language, on the meaning and use of names. Strickland wrote:

‘Words are only conventional signs. This should be enough to check those who are 
constantly trying to subvert the language of zoology. Names do not capture essences; 
they are not definitions. So how do they get authority and reference? By first dubbing. 
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Figure 4. Stricklandian Code – discussion of the philosophy of language.

Not by accurately capturing any meaning or sense, but rather that very first dubbing. 
These rules are about dubbing, and about disciplining that dubbing.’

This is a remarkable start for a set of rules on zoological nomenclature. It is only 
understandable in the face of the radical attempts, all through the early 19th century, 
and also today, to radically alter the words or names of things to match their place in 
scientific place and practice; to have names capture the reform and meaning of science.

Strickland had cut his teeth on fighting such radical attempts, and they were legion 
in the early 19th century, to entirely reform the whole system zoology and to adjust the 
names of things to match that reform.

Strickland’s biggest enemy was Neville Wood, who was a popular writer, ornitholo-
gist, and eventually one of the leaders of alternative medicine in the late 19th century. Nev-
ille Wood would write ‘It is essential for the improvement of ornithological science that 
names be frequently altered, for when a new system is proposed – and there are few who 
would advocate the Linnaean system now – new names must necessarily be introduced.’

New systems abounded. Anyone who is an historian of early 19th century natural 
history knows there were bifurcating systems and quinarian systems and Cuvierians…
all of them associating the new names that they were establishing to match their sys-
tem. But for Strickland, names are arbitrary – they are dubbings that hold on to that 
reference irrespective of the meanings in the systems to which they belong. But, asked 
Strickland, if there is a first dubbing, where is it to occur? Somewhat contravening 
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his own philosophy, Strickland gives an arbitrary date of the 12th edition of Linnaeus’ 
Systema Naturae where he thinks we find the solidification of binomial (binominal) 
nomenclature. It is from that moment that the dubbing of names should begin. This 
is where Strickland introduces the law (now principle) of priority. The very first rule 
states “the name originally given by the founder of a group or the describer of a species 
should be permanently retained.”

Here the rules are giving rules for procedure and not for construction (or mean-
ings) of the names themselves. The rest of the Code outlines where such descriptions 
can be found: published in certain received authoritative journals and books, and not 
in the popular press. All this was aimed at preventing amateurs from forming new 
names willy-nilly, removing the anchor and changing the very nature of zoological 
discourse. Thus, Strickland kept the issue of the meaning of names at bay. But notice 
how this brings up the issue of priority and genealogy.

the overarching priority of priority

The emergence of the Stricklandian Code was not without its own controversy. The 
‘British Association for the Advancement of Science Rules’ were not actually passed by 
that organisation. They were cleverly inserted by Strickland into the report of 1842, 
but they were not actually adopted by the BAAS because of enormous opposition to 
the first rules.

The strongest opposition came from John Edward Gray (1800–1875), the chief 
Keeper of Zoology at the British Museum (which was still in Bloomsbury), who kept 
the rules from being approved by the BAAS. He was adamant that the Stricklandian 
rules should not be established to control the nature of discourse in natural history. 
Why? Because he was, at the same time, establishing a different source for authority 
on naming and discourse for natural history. He was working on his own solution to 
systematic and nomenclatural anarchy, his own material anchor to the biodiversity 
problem. For Gray, the British Museum catalogues of types would establish names 
and reference and be the site of authority. Not some regulatory rules, but real concrete 
catalogues and type specimens that would solidify the names.

Interestingly this huge fight between rules and museums continued in to the mid-
dle of the 19th century. Gray used the anarchy that seemed to exist in zoology as a 
way to lobby aristocratic trustees of the British Museum to publish the catalogues and 
establish them as the worldwide authorities of types and thus species. These began 
publication in the 1840s.

The huge fight had its short-term resolution, in a certain sense, in Darwin. His 
monograph on barnacles was the first to explicitly use the new Stricklandian rules, but 
also the first to use the new Gray catalogues. It was Darwin who tried to create a reso-
lution of the rules from the committee of which he was a member, and the catalogues 
of types. This was an uneasy compromise that has not been a complete success – the 
controversy ran through the late 19th century.
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Figure 5. John Edward Gray, the chief Keeper of Zoology at the British Museum (Bloomsbury).

Figure 6. Charles Darwin and a plate from his work on barnacles.
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It was then in the new Natural History Museum in South Kensington where the 
next steps were taken in the great nomenclatural debate, and the seeds were sown for 
Sherborn’s great project. A great but controversial American zoologist, Elliot Coues 
(1842–1899) (Evenhuis this volume; Dickinson, this volume) happened to be visit-
ing spiritualist sites throughout Europe. He and his partner in crime, Joel A. Allen 
(1838–1921), arrive at the Natural History Museum and advocated a new American 
way of doing field-based zoology, specifically ornithology, instead of the stodgy mu-
seum-based biology of the Old World. They set out an ornithological set of rules for 
nomenclature, which was supported by the American Ornithological Union.

The AOU rules were basically grounded on the Stricklandian rules except for one 
striking addition – the introduction of subspecies names, based on geographical dis-
tribution. Organisms would now be identified by a trinomial that would include the 
geographical location. All three parts would comprise the organism’s name. For the 
British this was an utter travesty from ignorant Americans that promised a return to 
anarchy, to use the phrasing from William Flower, the director of the Natural History 
Museum’s words. For the British, this was clearly mixing up, negating, the original 
Lockian perspective. It mixed up naming and meaning, violating all that had been 
achieved in establishing a system-free nomenclatural authority.

Thus, on July 1st, 1884 Coues presented his new system of trinomial nomenclature 
in a meeting in the new Natural History Museum London. Every British zoologist 

Figure 7. A Elliot Coues B Joel A. Allen

A B
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Figure 8. Report of the meeting discussing trinomial nomenclature.

of note was there – Schlater, Bolter, Guenther, Sharp. Huxley sent a note saying he 
couldn’t attend but give’em hell. All were there to give the upstart Americans, Coues 
and Allen, a piece of their minds and defend their rules and their museum. The verba-
tim report from Nature makes interesting reading from a philosophical standpoint, as 
all the debates from the early 19th century are rehearsed in 1884 (Fig. 8). In fact, these 
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arguments about the meaning of language, of dubbing, of authority, are rehearsed 
again and again subsequently, and perhaps still through the ICZN. Fears of anarchy 
are continually raised if there were to be a rejigging the ‘meaning of meaning’ for all of 
zoological nomenclature.

The British scientists argued that, by identifying location, trinomials were giving 
meaning within the name itself. This was liable to abuse, and would destabilise the sys-
tem of authority so deeply established by rules and by the museum. Coues attempted 
to fight his corner but to no avail. The meeting was raucous and Coues was sent limp-
ing. The debate lasted long past that Tuesday 1st July, carrying on for the rest of the 
year in the press and journals.

enter Sherborn and the Index

Recently employed by the geologist Thomas Rupert Jones in the British Museum (who 
might well have attended the raucous discussions on rules and meaning in names), 
was the 23 year-old Charles Davies Sherborn. He had already shown a predilection 
for indexing. We saw that Elliot Coues had tried to provoke him by saying only an 
inspired idiot could perform such a work. With the inspiration of Flower, Guenther, 
Slater and others, Sherborn published the announcement for the project of his great 
work in the May 1890 issue of Nature (Fig. 9). As stated in the announcement, the 
index was to be built on binomials (binominals) alone. He would constantly write that 
if something was a trinomial, it was not a name. The list was alphabetised by species, 
not genus. And the philosophical rule of priority, of first dubbing, now set to be from 
the 12th edition of Linnaeus, was to apply. The index became a deciding foundation 
to the problematic first presented by an attempt to anchor zoological discourse in a 
philosophy of language. It was a method of grounding and dubbing. It wore its origins 
and philosophical genealogy proudly.

As Sherborn stated later in life, in a 1933 private letter to Vaughn, the head of the 
Scripps Institute in the United States,

“After all this work, there are only two rules that are any good: First - Priority, 
which dates from 1st January 1758, and Second, that the first trivial is the type. If the 
generic diagnosis does not agree, then so much the worse for the genus, and it must be 
revised, unless the type is specifically mentioned. Them’s my sentiments.”

Sherborn continues,
“The International Zoological Committee is of little value as it meets only once in 

five years and then talks, but decides nothing. What we want is a Mussolini who can 
decide. Not a congress or a conference or such body who merely argue and make sug-
gestions. I regard the first trivial name in a genus as the type unless it is otherwise fixed.”

Images are in the public domain through Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons 
unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 9. Announcement of Sherborn’s plans for his hugely ambitious project.
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Figure 10. An iconographic picture of Sherborn in later years – staged, but revealing and taken at about 
the time of the final quote.
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Abstract
Sherborn’s work on the Foraminifera clearly provided the initial spark to compile the major indexes for 
which he is famous. Contact and help from famous early micropalaeontologists such as T. Rupert Jones 
and Fortescue William Millett led Sherborn to produce his Bibliography of Foraminifera and subsequently 
a two-part Index of Foraminiferal Genera and Species. Edward Heron-Allen, whose mentor was Millett, was 
subsequently inspired by the bibliography to attempt to acquire every publication listed. This remarkable 
collection of literature was donated to the British Museum (Natural History) in 1926 along with the 
foraminiferal collections Heron-Allen had mainly purchased from early micropalaeontologists. This dona-
tion forms the backbone of the current NHM micropalaeontological collections. The NHM collections 
contain a relatively small amount of foraminiferal material published by Sherborn from the London Clay, 
Kimmeridge Clay and Speeton Clay. Another smaller collection reflects his longer-term interest in the 
British Chalk following regular fieldwork with A. W. Rowe. Other collections relating to Sherborn’s early 
published work, particularly with T. R. Jones, are not present in the collections but these collections may 
have been sold or deposited elsewhere by his co-workers.
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Introduction

Whilst Sherborn is best known for his Index Animalium, his scientific career began 
with work on Foraminifera and Ostracoda. Foraminifera are single celled organisms 
that secrete amazingly diverse microscopic shells or tests of mainly calcite. Occasional-
ly they use available ocean bottom sediment to create their tests. Ostracoda are micro-
scopic bivalved crustaceans common in most aquatic environments and found through 
most of the fossil record. This paper aims to provide details of Sherborn’s relationships 
to early micropalaeontological workers, to summarise his work on the Foraminifera 
and to investigate how this is reflected by the collections currently held at the Natural 
History Museum, London. For convenience in this paper, the title “Natural History 
Museum” is used throughout even where the original name of the institution was The 
British Museum (Natural History).

The Natural History Museum foraminiferal collections

Roughly half of the Natural History Museum’s microfossil collection of approximate-
ly 550,000 slides represent examples of foraminifera with the remainder including 
ostracods, palynomorphs, calcareous nannofossils, radiolarians and conodonts. The 
museum’s micropalaeontological collection is built around the donation in 1926 of a 
remarkable collection of foraminiferal books and slides assembled by Edward Heron-
Allen mainly during the early 20th century and subsequently much added to (Hodg-
kinson 1989, Whittaker 2013). These collections contain fossil and mainly Recent 
Foraminifera and were originally part of the Zoology Department collections. They 
were subsequently moved to The Geology Department, part of which later became 
The Palaeontology Department that later formed part of the current Earth Science 
Department. A full history of the NHM micropalaeontological collections and their 
custodians has yet to be written but some historical details of Heron-Allen’s collection 
of Foraminifera and its acquisition have been provided by Hodgkinson and Whittaker 
(2003) and other papers such as Adams et al. (1980) give an overview of all type mate-
rial deposited by 1980. Details of most of the type and figured part of the collection 
can be found on-line on the museum’s web site (http://data.nhm.ac.uk/).

Sherborn and T. Rupert Jones

T. Rupert Jones (1819–1911) was a London surgeon who became interested in pal-
aeontology and particularly Foraminifera and Ostracoda. He was later Professor of 
Geology at the Royal Military College in Sandhurst, Fellow of the Geological Society 
and was elected Fellow of the Royal Society in 1872 (Siveter and Lord 2004). Even-
huis (2016), Shindler (2016) and Siveter and Lord (2004) describe how in retirement, 
T. R. Jones employed Sherborn to help illustrate and complete some works on the 
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Foraminifera leading Sherborn to The Department of Geology at the new Natural 
History Museum at South Kensington where he made contact with several members 
of staff in The Geology Department. Sherborn claims that he was one of the first dozen 
visitors through the doors at the new museum when it opened in 1881 and shortly 
afterwards was employed by The Geology Department to mount specimens (Shindler 
2016). Sherborn and T. R. Jones jointly published three papers; two on Foraminifera 
(Jones and Sherborn 1886, 1887) and another a large monograph on the Ostracoda 
(Jones and Sherborn 1889).

Sherborn and Millett

Fortescue William Millett (1833–1915) was one of the leading micropalaeontologists 
of the 19th Century working mainly on Recent Foraminifera (Hodgkinson 2006, Hart 
et al. 2011). Although he was born in Cornwall, SW England and retired there, he 
spent over 30 years in London where he was one of the founder members of the 
Quekett Microscopical Club in 1865. This is presumably where he came into contact 
with Sherborn although this is not recorded. Millett had an encyclopaedic knowledge 
of the Foraminifera and a very good library (Hodgkinson 2006). Sherborn’s acknowl-
edgement of Millett in the 1893 Index of Genera and Species is stated in a prefatory note 
dated October 1893 Millett’s ‘knowledge of literature of the subject is remarkable and 
peculiar’ (Sherborn 1893, un-numbered page prior to p. 1). Sherborn wrote a short 
obituary of Millett (Sherborn 1915), which was expanded by Hodgkinson (2006) to 
provide an in-depth biography of Millett including listing Millett’s 13 papers on the 
Foraminifera.

Documents rescued by Edward Heron-Allen from Millett’s house after his death 
suggest that Millett had a strong connection with T. R. Jones who often passed him 
collections to study (Hodgkinson 2006) and both Sherborn and Millett are acknowl-
edged in T. R Jones’s introduction to the foraminiferal part of the Crag Monograph 
of East Anglia (Jones 1895).

Sherborn and Heron-Allen

We can only assume that Edward Heron-Allen (1861–1943) met Sherborn because 
Heron-Allen was also greatly influenced by his mentor Millett and was also a member 
of the Quekett Microscopical Club. The polymathic Heron-Allen had become fasci-
nated by the Foraminifera aged 14 but only started serious study of them relatively 
late in life. He made it an aim to acquire all of the early works on the Foraminifera 
listed in Sherborn’s 1888 Bibliography of Foraminifera (Jones 2005). Several copies of 
this 1888 Bibliography are present in the Heron-Allen Library at the NHM. Heron-
Allen had his personal copy rebound and annotated its margins with references to 
books in his personal library that he later donated to the British Museum (Natural 
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History). Attached into the front of the same book is C. D. Sherborn’s bookplate (Fig. 
1) designed and engraved by Sherborn’s father C. W. Sherborn that illustrates a bust 
of Shakespeare and a profile portrait of Darwin (Jones 2005). Heron-Allen, a prolific 
gatherer of related materials, often pasted articles or letters or annotated them but it 
is not clear how he acquired this particular item. Next to the book plate he left the 
following handwritten note:

‘Symbolic book plate of the author designed and engraved by his father C. W. 
Sherborn, the most notable book plate engraver of the XIXth century. NB the minia-
ture reproduction of Plate 77 of H. B. Brady’s Report on the Foraminifera of the Chal-
lenger Expedition, London 1884. The original figure Globigerina bulloides is 23.5cm 
in height, is quite accurately reproduced.’

The annotations in Heron-Allen’s copy of the 1888 index suggest that Heron-
Allen came close to his aim of acquiring all the references listed in the bibliography 
as about 80 per cent are accounted for. Whether Heron-Allen and Sherborn ever met 
is not known for certain. What is certain is that the index guided Heron-Allen to ac-
cumulate the amazing collection of foraminiferal books and references that forms the 
backbone of the NHM Micropalaeontology Sectional Library that now bears the name 
‘The Heron-Allen Library’. The library, augmented with Heron-Allen’s annotations 
and attached documentation is a unique and unrivalled resource for anyone wishing to 
study the Foraminifera (Whittaker 2013).

Sherborn’s research on the Foraminifera

Shindler (2016) and Evenhuis (2016) provide a more detailed history of the produc-
tion of the bibliography that was started in 1886 and published in 1888. While pre-

Figure 1. C. D. Sherborn bookplate acquired by Heron-Allen and pasted into the first couple of pages 
of Heron-Allen’s copy of Sherborn (1888b). Heron-Allen wrote ‘The original figure Globigerina bulloides 
is 23.5cm in height, is quite accurately reproduced.’
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paring the Bibliography he also published on the foraminifera from the London Clay 
of Piccadilly, London (Sherborn and Chapman 1886) and the Jurassic of England 
(Jones and Sherborn 1886). He continued his collaboration with T. R. Jones with 
a publication on the variability in cristellarian Foraminifera (Jones and Sherborn 
1887) and their collaboration culminated with the publication of a monograph on 
the Tertiary Entomostraca (ostracods) of England (Jones and Sherborn 1889). Just 
before the publication of the Bibliography (Sherborn 1888b) he published a savage 
review of the American Anthony Woodward’s foraminiferal bibliography (Sherborn 
1888a) and this almost compromised the publication of his own bibliography (Shin-
dler 2016, Taylor 2016). He also published a short note on the foraminiferan Web-
bina irregularis (d’Orb) from the Oxford Clay at Weymouth (Sherborn 1888c), by 
way of a comment on the collection of R. Formby Esquire of Bath. An additional 
note on the Foraminifera of the London Clay from the Drainage Works in Picca-
dilly, London (Sherborn and Chapman 1889) was published in the same year as a 
paper on the London Clay from Sheppey (Chapman and Sherborn 1889). Two pa-
pers were written in collaboration with H. W. Burrows (Burrows et al. 1890) on the 
Foraminifera of the Red Chalk of Yorkshire, Norfolk and Lincolnshire and shortly 
afterwards on the London Clay from Cannon Street rail bridge (Sherborn and Bur-
rows 1891, Fig. 2).

There followed two publications with Walter Drawbridge Crick (1857–1903) on 
the Liassic Foraminifera from Northamptonshire (Crick and Sherborn 1891, 1892). 
To accompany his 1888 Bibliography of the Foraminifera, Sherborn then compiled 
his Index of Foraminiferal Genera and Species in two parts (Sherborn 1893, 1896). 
At around the same time, he published on ostracods from the Gault at Folkestone 
(Chapman and Sherborn 1893) remarking that these had been recovered during the 

Figure 2. Handwritten note with the collections referring to slides donated by C. D. Sherborn from 
excavation to widen the Cannon Street Rail Bridge. Representative illustration of Lias Foraminifera from 
Northamptonshire from Crick and Sherborn (1891, part of fig. 1)
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production of a monograph on the Foraminifera. Sherborn was a lifelong friend and 
field companion of A. W. Rowe (1858–1926; Fig. 3A) who published a string of 
papers on the zonation of the English Chalk including one in 1930 that was finished 
after his death by Sherborn and T. H. Withers (1883–1953) (Gale and Cleevely 1989, 
Hart and Bailey 2013). This paper includes listings of foraminiferal species but not 
illustrations or discussions on Foraminifera. In C. S. Carter’s Presidential address to 
the Lincolnshire Naturalists’ Union for 1928 (Carter 1929) he states that Rowe and 
Sherborn worked closely together on the Chalk of Lincolnshire, assisted by local ama-
teurs. Gale and Cleevely (1989) provide details of the relationship between Rowe and 
Sherborn including examples of work Sherborn was responsible for and various anec-
dotes that suggest that Rowe used Sherborn as a dogsbody. Sherborn is also known to 
have carried out fieldwork on the Chalk with Charles P. Chatwin (1887–1971, Fig. 
3B) who published on the Foraminifera of the Chalk from Oxfordshire and Berkshire 
with T. H. Withers (Chatwin and Withers 1908). This published collection is held at 
The Natural History Museum (NHMUK PM P 8762-8786; P 8711-8714). Chatwin 
was at the time an attendant at the museum and went on to become Librarian at the 
Geological Society (1913–19), lecturer in Palaeontology at the University of Liverpool 
(1919–20) and worked at the Geological Survey from 1920 to 1941 (Andrew Mor-
rison, pers. com.).

Figure 3. A. Sherborn (left) and A. W. Rowe (right) doing field work on an outcrop of chalk reproduced 
from Hart and Bailey (2013) with permission from Natural History Museum. B. Sherborn (right) and C. 
P. Chatwin (left) during fieldwork on the British Chalk.
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Sherborn’s foraminiferal collections at The Natural History Museum

The collections are relatively modest compared to the number of Sherborn’s publica-
tions. It may be that the collections were deposited elsewhere or sold if Sherborn was 
not the first author. The registers show that Sherborn sold material to the British Mu-
seum in 1886 and later donated material in 1890. We know that many of T. R. Jones’s 
collections were sold after his death (Siveter and Lord 2004). Collections not present 
include material from the London Clay of Sheppey (Chapman and Sherborn 1889) 
and the material from the Northamptonshire Lias published by Crick et al. (1891, 
1892). Examples of Sherborn slides in The Natural History Museum collection are 
shown (Fig. 4) in the hope that similar slides might be recognised in other collections.

Four discrete collections remain at the Natural History Museum:

1 21 slides from an excavation of the London Clay at Piccadilly (NHMUK PM 
P 3669-3726) were purchased from Sherborn in October 1886 and represent 
the material relating to Sherborn and Chapman (1886).

2 18 slides from the works to widen the Cannon Street Rail Bridge (NHMUK 
PM P 4370, 9722-9738) were presented by Sherborn in 1890 and relate to the 
publication Sherborn and Burrows (1891).

3 25 slides from several Kimmeridgian, Jurassic sites at Roslyn Pit, Ely, Cam-
bridgeshire, Gillingham Brick Works, Dorset and from near the cemetery 
at Mere, Wiltshire (NHMUK PM P 42004-42119, 42180-42193). 2 other 
slides (NHMUK PM P 33316-33317) are from Ely and marked as collected 
and presented by Sherborn c. 1899. They were published by Ovey (1938).

4 14 slides from the Red Chalk at Hunstanton and from the Speeton Clay are 
unregistered but the slide labels indicate that they were prepared by the Rev. 
G. Bailey. They may relate in part to the publication of Burrows et al. (1890).

Figure 4. Examples of Sherborn slides from the Natural History Museum collections.
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Concluding statements

Sherborn’s foraminiferal collections at the NHM are relatively modest in size and some 
key collections that he published on are not present. His collections and work on the 
Foraminifera cannot be considered to be particularly ground breaking. In contrast, the 
production of the Bibliography and Indexes had a profound effect on Edward Heron-
Allen whose subsequent donation of literature and collection forms the backbone of 
the current Natural History Museum micropalaeontology collection. Publication of 
the foraminiferal bibliography and indexes also had a profound effect on Sherborn 
who went on to publish his Index Animalium. It seems that later in his life Sherborn 
continued to encourage workers such as A. W. Rowe, T. H. Withers and C. P. Chatwin 
to work on foraminifera from the British Chalk, some collections of which are also 
housed at the Natural History Museum.

Footnote

The collections at The Natural History Museum continue to be influenced by a mod-
ern day C. D. Sherborn. Dr John Williams has been compiling an index of all papers 
relating to Palaeopalynology. His index of currently stands at 25,502 items, all cross 
referenced by a vast card index (Riding et al. 2012).
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Introduction

Charles Davies Sherborn (1861–1942) was a geologist and above all a scientific bibliogra-
pher (Anonymous 1942b, [Hinton] 1942, Norman 1942, 1944, Griffin 1953, Cleevely 
2004, Dickinson 2016, Evenhuis 2016, Shindler 2016, Welter-Schultes et al. 2016). His 
last significant publication was a small book called Where is the – Collection? (Fig. 1a, b; Sher-
born 1940). This paper describes the book’s genesis and content, and assesses its significance 
at the time, the value of its contained information, and its importance as a precedent and 
nucleus for systematics, curation and collections-historical research in the natural sciences.

Sherborn did not explicitly give his reasons for writing the book. It is evident from 
his introduction that the aim was to help researchers, and especially systematists, locate 
named collections, and thereby particular specimens: the important point is that the 
collections were named. The dash in the title is usually taken as standing for the name 
of the relevant collection, but Sherborn once privately called his book “Where is the 
damned Collection?” (Norman 1944, p. 81), and one reviewer commented that “The 
difficulty of discovering the resting place of some important specimen [...] doubtless 
justifies the ‘blue-pencilled’ word which the author may or may not have hinted at in 
the title” (Ritchie 1940, p. 80; “blue-pencilled” here means censored as an expletive).

Figure 1. A The cover of Where is the – Collection? B A sample page (p. 29) from Where is the – Collec-
tion?, including the entry for John Calvert. The Sowerby women are thought to be the daughters of G. B. 
Sowerby I (1788–1854) (R. J. Cleevely, pers. comm. 2014).

A B
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Sherborn’s book was, strictly speaking, not the first listing of collections. Cleevely 
(1983, p. 9) records sporadic lists of collections published as early as 1812, and notes 
the presence of collections location data in a listing of geologists in the Fossilium Cata-
logus series (Lambrecht et al. 1938). Sherborn himself noted (p. 5) a prior listing of 
fossil insect collections, and the listing of some British collections in his own Catalogue 
of British fossil Vertebrata (Woodward and Sherborn 1890).

One of the most important early general works on fossils was Sowerby’s Mineral 
Conchology (Cleevely 1983, pp. 7, 9, 11, 14–16). Sherborn (1935) published a paper 
that listed all the collectors mentioned by the Sowerbys in this work (1812–1846); he 
cited the references that helped to identify the 237 collector / collections listed. This 
was a particularly interesting meta-analysis as 28 of those collectors were women, and 
often very significant participants, such as Etheldred Benett (1776–1845), contrary to 
the impression one sometimes gets from the secondary and popular literature of today 
that Mary Anning was almost the only female collector in this period. Certainly Sher-
born’s listing of the collectors who provided material for the Sowerbys must have been 
an important preliminary stage of compiling Where is the – Collection.

However, in its wide scope, Where is the – Collection? was for decades unique as 
a practical reference which listed such information on named natural sciences col-
lections and their fates as he had come across in his decades of work at the British 
Museum. Sherborn’s interests meant that the emphasis was on palaeontological and 
malacological collections, mainly in Britain, with a sprinkling of other categories such 
as mineralogy, ornithology, and botany, and manuscripts. Sherborn also commented 
on collections which had been destroyed, for instance by fire or flood.

Methods

In this paper, for space reasons, and because they feature strongly in Sherborn’s book, 
I use palaeontological collections as my main examples, but in fact similar develop-
ments occurred across the entire field of natural science collections. Sherborn’s book 
was a listing of named collections rather than an institutional directory, so I here use 
“collection” in the sense of a collection of specimens made by a named person or body, 
rather than the holding institution as a whole. Admittedly this definition is still am-
biguous; for instance, it includes both field and cabinet collectors (cf. Torrens 2006, 
Lucas and Lucas 2014). Sherborn did not attempt to produce a listing of institutions 
either directly, or indirectly by indexing, and I therefore do not cover lists of institu-
tions in detail (but do refer to them when relevant). However, Sherborn did include 
some institutional collections, especially when they had been transferred and dispersed 
amongst other institutions: effectively, they became collections under the name of the 
original institutions. The modern equivalents of 1940 values are determined using the 
Bank of England inflation calculator (URL: http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/educa-
tion/pages/inflation/calculator/flash/default.aspx, accessed 23 January 2014).

References, archives and repositories: where only pagination is given in a refer-
ence, Sherborn’s book (1940) is intended. “British Museum”, in the usual shorthand 
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of Sherborn’s time, here denotes the British Museum (Natural History), London, now 
the Natural History Museum. Repository abbreviations: BMNH, British Museum 
(Natural History), now NHM; CUL, Cambridge University Library, West Road, 
Cambridge CB3 9DR, England; Cambridge University Press, University Printing 
House, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 8BS, England; NHM, Natural History 
Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD, England.

origin and content

In a guide to sources for collections research in the first Newsletter of the new Geological 
Curators Group (GCG), Hugh Torrens called Sherborn’s book “the only primary source 
on collections known to me”, and described it admirably (Torrens 1974, pp. 12–13):

[The book has] 149 pages but every other one is blank to allow annota-
tion. [...] It is scarce only 500 copies having been printed. This is an account of 
the various Natural History Collections which Sherborn came across between 
1880–1939. It is not exhaustive or always accurate but contains an immense 
amount of information. Furthermore it is often fascinating reading. [...] His 
biography by J. R. Norman [1944] [...] is also equally entertaining reading. 
His primary interests were geological and palaeontological so there is a useful 
[for GCG members] bias towards these collections in his book. [...] it had 
amazingly to be published at his own expense.

Sherborn said that the book contained “facts accumulated over sixty years in 
answer to inquiries”, and that its “original MS” had “been on my table at the British 
Museum (Natural History) and of daily use to the Staff or others” (p. [5]). Norman 
(1944, 80–81) added that “much of his material was collected from old sale catalogues, 
biographies, obituary notices, museum guides” and the like. No doubt much of 
Sherborn’s information came as a by-product to his work on Index Animalium, but 
Sherborn plainly carried out additional research, as shown by his file of MSS notes 
and clippings (still in the BMNH libraries in the 1970s, R. J. Cleevely 1983, and pers. 
comm. 2014). Examples are Sherborn’s inquiries for John Phillips’s fossils (see below), 
and his searches through journals such as Gentleman’s Magazine and Notes and Queries, 
of which he bought 143 volumes for the purpose (Norman 1944, p. 81).

Sherborn completed his literature searches around March 1939, and in due course 
finished his manuscript and sent it to the Museums Association. He later reported the 
disappointing results to a friend in a letter of 27 December 1939:

... that astute body [the Museums Association] hummed over it for two 
months, and this tho’ I offered to pay for it, that I sent for the MS. back, [and] 
sent it on to the Cambridge [University] Press [...] (Norman 1944, p. 81).
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Sherborn already had an excellent relationship with the Press, who reportedly 
called him the “best editor” with whom they had ever worked (Norman 1944, p. 79). 
On 22 November 1939 he wrote to them, evidently as part of an ongoing discussion 
(CUP archive, CUL UA Pr.A.S.429):

By the by, you might say if you would undertake the publishing, I to pay 
cost of printing, to keep say fifty copies and give you the remainder if you pay 
me say 1/6 on all sold copies. This is only a suggestion as I shall want some 
publisher on the T[itle]. P[age]. and would rather you than anyone.

Sherborn suggested a price of 3/6 or 4/6 (3/6, three shillings and sixpence in pre-
decimal United Kingdom currency, is nominally equivalent to 17.5p today but then 
worth much more). The Press Syndicate decided at its meeting of 8 December 1939 
to “undertake the publication of his proposed catalogue of Natural History References, 
on commission” (CUL UA Pr.V.82, Syndicate Minutes for 1935–1939). The standard 
‘Memorandum of Agreement’, i.e. a printed contract for printing and publishing the 
book at his expense, survives in the Contract Archive at CUP (K. Thompson, Brand Pro-
tection Officer, CUP, pers. comm. 2014), bearing Sherborn’s MSS annotations. Sher-
born evidently returned it with a covering letter of 12 December (CUL UA Pr.A.S.429). 
Amongst other matters, he confirmed a print run of 500 copies of which he was to have 
50, and suggested that the Times Literary Supplement and Nature were “the only papers 
likely to be of advertising value of such a book, but I leave it to you”. He specified bind-
ing in paper: “I cant afford the cloth. Rest of cash available for you when asked for, do 
not increase it more than you can help for this is a bit of an effort on my part.”

Sherborn soon reported to his friend in the letter of 27 December 1939 cited above:

[...] Cambridge Press [...] accepted my terms, set it up at once, in ten days the 
whole proofs went back to Cambridge, and it will be printed and ready by mid-
January. Cost me £70, sells at 3/6, 500 copies. So that’s that. (Norman 1944, p. 81).

He would need to sell 80% of all copies to recoup his £70, even ignoring other 
costs (which apparently included 12.5% commission to CUP specified in the Memo-
randum). The risk was not trivial as £70 was equivalent to almost £4000 in 2012 values. 
But to call it ‘a bit of an effort’ surely reflected his habitual economy rather than actual 
poverty, as he was relatively well off (Norman 1944, but see Shindler 2016). After Sher-
born’s death, his estate would be valued at £11,619; his executors later sold the copyright 
and all rights in the stock of the book to CUP for £5 5s (Anonymous 1942a; England 
& Wales, National Probate Calendar (Index of Wills and Administrations), 1858–1966, 
probate granted at Llandudno, 5 September 1942; receipt attached to Memorandum of 
Agreement in CUP Contract Archive).

The Press Syndicate Minutes for 2 February 1940 report that the agreement with 
Sherborn was ‘completed’, whatever that meant (CUL UA Pr.V.82). The printing and 
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binding were in any case done in time for the final bill, dated 5 April 1940, which came 
to just under the expected £70 (Fig. 2). The book was out in time to be reviewed in the 
20 July 1940 issue of Nature (Ritchie 1940). An initial search of the CUP archives and 
of sales catalogues for the period has not turned up any record of an official publication 
date (R. Grooms, CUP Archivist, CUL, pers. comm. 2014), but this may simply reflect 
the book’s anomalous nature, the lack of advertising, and the wartime conditions.

Sherborn’s letter of 27 December gives the impression that he withdrew his book 
from the Museums Association because of the Association’s dilatoriness, but he does 
not give any reason for this delay. It is possible that the Association had reservations 
about the book itself, especially if it had the book assessed by the same person who 
later reviewed it harshly for the Association’s Museums Journal (quoted below, “C. 
M.”, 1940). Another possibility is that the Museums Association feared that some 
entries were defamatory. Sherborn was seemingly inclined to unrestrained criticism at 
times. In 1888 the Royal Society of London refused him support for his bibliography 
of foraminiferans because of his savage review of a foreign rival (Miller 2016, Shindler 
2016). In a 1905 letter to Arthur Smith Woodward, then Keeper of Palaeontology, 
Sherborn described the British Museum’s Chalk echinoderms as “disgraceful mate-
rial” (NHM Archives DF 100/39/256; P. M. Cooper, pers. comm. 2014). Sherborn 

Figure 2. The final bill from Cambridge University Press, tipped into a copy of Where is the – Collection? 
in the NHM Library. Photo courtesy R. J. Cleevely, NHM.
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was just as forthright in his little book, noting for instance that Professor W. J. Sol-
las (1849–1936) “destroyed the Phascolotherium jaw” of an exceptionally rare Jurassic 
mammal in the James Parker collection at Oxford (p. 105). The University Museum’s 
curators have never forgiven Sollas, who was trying to study the jaw’s internal structure 
through serial sectioning, a crude and inherently destructive predecessor of computed 
tomography (Vincent 1994, pp. 28–29, 39).

As part of the standard agreement, Sherborn had to indemnify Cambridge Uni-
versity Press for any libel or copyright claims, and in his letter of 12 December (CUL 
UA Pr.A.S.429) he said, “[...] please read items Groom and Calvert. All parties are 
long since dead and my remarks are historically valuable and should stand if possible.” 
Charles Ottley Groom (1839–1894), an impostor who called himself the Prince of 
Mantua and Monferrat, went by the Scottish lairdly title of Napier of Merchiston 
(Davenport-Hines 2004). Sherborn described him as a “notorious rogue and thief, 
tried to kill Thomas Davies [presumably the geologist (1837–1912)] by dropping a 
boulder upon him from a high ladder in Tennant’s shop in the Strand” (p. 63). And 
Sherborn’s account of John Calvert (1814–1897), fraudster, traveller, self-proclaimed 
mining expert, and mineral collector, was the “most notorious entry in his otherwise 
genial catalogue of collectors” (Fig. 1), stimulating later research by several historians, 
according to Cooper (2006, pp. 86–87). In fact, Sherborn seems to have attributed to 
John some of the doings of Albert (1872–1946), John’s also unscrupulous and then 
still alive grandson - or son: the Calverts were never too clear about this (Birman 1979, 
Rothwell 2010, Cooper 2006, pp. 85–105). The Press took the precaution of sending 
the original proofs of those two entries (but nothing else) to Field Roscoe & Co., a 
London firm of solicitors, on 1 January 1940, and the firm replied the next day, saying 
that “there is no doubt that the passages in question are defamatory”. But there was 
no problem if Calvert and Groom were dead, so long as a small change was made to 
avoid giving the inadvertent imputation of dubious behaviour on the part of one W. 
G. Ball, who had been selling Calvert’s material on behalf of another firm of solicitors 
lumbered with it in lieu of a bad debt (CUL, CUP archive, UA Pr.AS.429; Cooper 
2006, p. 101). Sherborn was evidently willing to alter his text, for Mr Ball does not 
appear in the book.

Sherborn’s comments on some museums obviously did not worry the Press, even 
though English libel law allows corporations to sue. But they might have created a 
sticking point for the Museums Association, because some of its institutional members 
were mentioned unflatteringly. He referred to “the way this local museum [Liverpool 
Museum] has treated types”, Elgin Museum as “a dump of useful stuff uncared for”, 
and Wilson’s insects “in Perth Mus[eum]. in ‘shocking state’”, and even the Stebbing 
collection in the British Museum itself where “most of the spirit had evaporated and 
specimens were practically useless” (pp. 11, 49, 111, 127, 145; his Perth seems to be 
that in Scotland rather than Australia, from the admittedly incomplete match of other 
‘Perth’ entries with Stace et al. 1987).

However, it seems just as likely, if not more so, that the Museums Association’s 
real problem with the book lay in its timing. Time must have pressed grievously on 
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Sherborn while he sought to publish this last work of any substance. He was, from 
1934, unable to work for long periods, and was becoming increasingly aged and un-
well, suffering significant deterioration in 1938, and an episode of poor health in the 
winter of 1938–1939. He now had to cope with the outbreak of a war whose likeli-
hood he had professed not to take seriously (Norman 1944). The British Museum’s 
staff and facilities were already being diverted to wartime priorities, and Sherborn 
would know very well from his Great War experiences how severe such disruption 
could become. If Sherborn and the Cambridge University Press were as efficient as 
they seem to have been, then the manuscript was presumably with the Museums As-
sociation during September and October 1939, give or take a few weeks either way: in 
other words, the period of final mobilisation, the declaration of war on 3 September, 
and the first few weeks of war. The Museums Association would have been hugely dis-
tracted by the problems which the war posed for its members and itself, and Sherborn’s 
book would have seemed a very low priority. Perhaps the Association never even got as 
far as actually considering Sherborn’s proposal.

In hindsight Sherborn was wise to take the initiative by abandoning the Museums 
Association, and pushing through the book’s rapid publication elsewhere. His sister 
died in January 1940, he developed heart disease at the end of 1940, and his last years 
were a time of increasing wartime disruption at both home and the British Museum, 
especially after the destructive air raids from September 1940 and the closure of the 
libraries in 1942, the year of his own death (Norman 1944).

Assessment

Sherborn’s book was uneven, with the biases in subject content already noted. It was 
organized only by collector, without any indexing by holding institution. It was inad-
equately edited. The brevity of its sometimes cryptic entries, with inconsistent names 
and abbreviations for the Royal Scottish Museum, for instance, annoyed the Nature 
reviewer (Ritchie 1940) – surely James Ritchie (1882–1958), Professor of Zoology at 
the University of Edinburgh, and previously Keeper of Natural History at that same 
museum. Doughty (1984, p. 160) described the book as “sometimes a little obscure, 
veiled [...] in the pedant’s sophist[r]y and waggishness”. I am more inclined to ascribe 
this to the book’s origin as a collection of notes which acted as personal memory-jog-
gers. The entry for Street Museum in Somerset (now the Alfred Gillett Trust) (p. 129) 
says in part “Nothing of value except the Ichthyosaurus (E. I. White 1934). Wallis of 
Bristol had a pick of specimens and books”. Sherborn obviously knew what this meant, 
but the reader needs some background knowledge to conclude that, presumably, Errol 
White (1901–1985), palaeontologist at the British Museum, had made comments to 
Sherborn about a visit in 1934, and that Dr F. S. Wallis (d. 1979), Director of Bristol 
City Museum, had helped with a partial dispersal. Sometimes the reader is left tanta-
lised. “Weeks – (formerly Cox). Had the mechanical spider” (p. 141) actually refers 
to a popular automaton in the museum of mechanical curiosities in Tichborne Street, 
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London, ca. 1803–1835, assembled by a person named Weeks and stemming, at least 
in part, from the 18th century collection of James Cox (c. 1723–1800) (Coleman et 
al. 1902, Altick 1978, Smith 2008). And despite recent studies (Hodgkinson 2006, 
Miller 2016), one is left in the dark as to why the foram worker Fortescue W. Millett 
(1833–1915) “kept his rare books in the W. C. under the seat” (p. 97). Did Sherborn 
mean that Millett had an ultra-superior throne carefully integrated into the room’s 
wood panelling, with convenient bookshelves designed in? Or was this a triple pun on 
rare, rear (as in backside), and rears (as in English “public school” slang for lavatories)?

The book, as Sherborn himself admitted, was “not exhaustive; that were too much 
to expect and almost an impossibility” (p. [5]). Nor is the book particularly reliable in 
detail (Torrens 1974, pp. 12–13, Cleevely 1983, p. 9). Sherborn stated (p. 107) that 
some of the fossil collection of John Phillips (1800–1874) was stolen and dumped in 
the River Thames, but this is now known to be an exaggeration of another author’s 
canard - though he did take the trouble to check the Blackfriars Bridge engineers’ re-
cords (Torrens 1975b, Edmonds 1977, Cleevely 1983, p. 231, Nikolaeva and Morgan 
2010). The collection of the Wernerian geologist and mining engineer Thomas Weaver 
(1773–1855), “used to form hard core of a urinal at Bewdley” (p. 141), seems in fact to 
have been the unwanted residue after sales and donations to museums (Torrens 2004).

There is some evidence that Sherborn simply decided to stop work and go to print, 
rather than delay any longer, even if it meant cutting corners. He and his friend W. 
D. Lang (1878–1966) both cited a relatively unusual source for Mary Anning (1799–
1847), a Lyme Regis guidebook (p. 9, Fig. 3 here; Brown [1857], Lang 1950, Taylor 
and Torrens 2014). Yet Sherborn's entry completely fails to mention her numerous 
and important Liassic vertebrates in the British Museum. It is true that she did not 
amass much of a personal collection, being a commercial collector who sold her finds, 
but this cannot be the reason as the same omission recurs in the entry for Thomas 
Hawkins (1810–1889) (p. 67, Fig. 4 here)(Torrens 1995, Evans 2010). This suggests 
that Sherborn did not systematically collate his manuscript with the official history of 
the British Museum’s collections (British Museum (Natural History) 1904–1912), 
or have it read over by colleagues such as Lang and the palaeoherpetologist W. E. 
Swinton (1900–1994). Perhaps this was because of wartime disruption. However, the 
Museums Journal reviewer noted other examples of Sherborn’s failure to collate infor-
mation from other publications, even ones which Sherborn had cited (“C. M.” 1940).

Wartime conditions surely meant that the book received fewer reviews and notices 
than it might otherwise have had. Even the Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of 
Natural History, co-founded by Sherborn, did not print one till 1943 (Anon. 1943). 
Reviewers generally noted the book’s incompleteness and, to some extent, unreliabil-
ity, while focussing on their own areas of expertise. The Quarterly Review of Biology re-
viewed it in 1940 (Anon. 1940), and the ichthyologist George S. Myers (1905–1985) 
of Stanford University assessed it, sympathetically but briefly, in Copeia (Myers 1941). 
Sherborn’s friend Frederick Chapman (1864–1943), of the National Museum, Mel-
bourne, discussed mainly Australian collections in another sympathetic review in Vic-
torian Naturalist (Chapman 1942). A hatchet job in the Museums Journal was perhaps 
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Figure 3. A sample page (p. 9), including the entry for Mary Anning. This misses her specimens in the 
British Museum (Natural History).

written by Claude Morley (1874–1951), an entomologist linked to Ipswich Museum 
(“C. M.” 1940, p. 73): “the book cannot be described as one which the enquirer may 
consult with a reasonable probability of finding the whereabouts of any particular col-
lection, even a large one”. There was some truth in this; in Nature, Ritchie (1940) not-
ed the omission of important collections in his own Royal Scottish Museum, including 
that of Hugh Miller (1802–1856) – though, despite Ritchie’s comments, Sherborn 
was right to mention Miller fossils in Cromarty (Waterston 1954). The CUP archive 
contains an album with reviews and notices pasted in, presumably recording those 
known to the Press (CUL, Cambridge University Press newspaper clippings S-1940). 
Apart from those already mentioned, it contains pieces from Extraits de la Revue des 
Questions Scientifiques (no details, in English); Science Newsletter, 17 August 1940; 
Biological Abstracts, Vol. 15, No. 5, 1941; Ciencia, Vol. 1, No. 2, 1941 (in Spanish); 
and Mexican Society of Natural History, No. 4, Vol. 1, 1941 (in Spanish).

Where is the – Collection? might, at first sight, seem an anticlimactic end to Sher-
born’s career, and the least impressive of his works especially when compared to his 
11-volume Index Animalium. It was, of course, a work of its time. Given Sherborn’s 
age and the war, he had to publish what he had when he did, or not at all. A separate 
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issue is that for Sherborn to do much better would have involved the organization of 
a systematic questionnaire, well beyond the energy and resources of a single elderly 
worker (Dickinson 2016, Evenhuis 2016, Shindler 2016, Welter-Schultes et al. 2016). 
Moreover, such a questionnaire would have been pointless even if Sherborn could ob-
tain major institutional support. Too many potential target museums were disrupted 
during the war, even if they did not end up being targets of another kind. Such col-
lections research is, in any case, decentralised by its nature, dealing with collections, 
documents and archives in many places: far beyond Sherborn on his own in London. 
It would not help that collections research is naturally more chaotic by nature than 
Sherborn’s more familiar bibliographical-taxonomic work. A single collection can end 
up in many places thanks to the vagaries of the owner’s swaps, gifts, sales, and bequests, 
and then of the holding institutions. For instance, Sherborn (p. 97) failed to note that 
a significant part of the fossil collection of Charles Moore (1815–1881) at the Royal 
Literary and Scientific Institution, Bath, had been transferred to Taunton by the hon-
orary curator Rev. H. H. Winwood (1830–1920) (Copp et al. 2000). (Sherborn also 
stated that the collection at Bath was being cared for by Winwood in 1925: “not an 
easy task for a man dead 4 years”, dryly noted Torrens 1975a, p. 113).

Figure 4. Differing treatments of Thomas Hawkins. A The original Sherborn entry in Where is the – Collection? 
(p. 67) B The much more extensive entry in World Palaeontological Collections (Cleevely 1983, p. 147).

A

B
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Some of Sherborn’s information, such as the story of Groom and Davies, plainly 
came unattributably from colleagues, probably losing precision and introducing error 
along the way, but with a core of truth, as is the way of oral history. This is perhaps 
how he knew that A. M. B. Anderson of Brighton was in fact a later alias for Alex-
ander Montagu Browne (1837–1923), curator of the New Walk Museum, Leicester, 
and a major figure in the history of British taxidermy (p. 7). Rather disappointingly, 
however, Sherborn failed to confirm the oral tradition amongst successive Leicester 
curators (including J. A. Cooper and M. Evans, pers. comm. 2014, and MAT) that 
Montagu Browne was sacked for running a brothel round the corner from the mu-
seum; the actual, or at least official, reason was a disagreement with the museum com-
mittee over his curatorial training scheme, and perhaps also the museum’s moderni-
sation (McCann 1981, Morris 2010, pp. 339–342). Nevertheless the entry reminds 
us that Sherborn’s book remains a worthwhile source today, so it is unfortunate that 
neither the book, nor his biography by Norman (1944), are fully available on the 
internet today. Might not one of the annotated copies of Sherborn's book at NHM 
be made available on Biodiversity Heritage Library?

Despite its problems, Sherborn’s book was the only one of its kind, and a great 
deal better than nothing. Most importantly of all, Sherborn and some (but not all) of 
his contemporaries appreciated that his book was simply a starting point, an initial 
stage towards something better, as implied by its publication with every other page left 
blank. I now turn to the issue of its long–term influence.

Sherborn’s successors: collections research

A key reason for the rise of the specialist Geological Curators Group (GCG) in Britain 
and Ireland in the 1970s was the realisation that much needed to be done to improve 
the quality of museum work in geology (Doughty 1999, Knell 2002). Much of the 
Group’s attention was devoted to issues of collection care and usage, and specimen 
conservation.

Survey work was done to find which institutions housed geological material, and 
the state of these collections and their usage. This work led to publications listing 
these institutions and analysing the resulting data, notably the classic “State and Sta-
tus” survey conducted by Phil Doughty (1937–2013) (Doughty 1981, 1999, and 
more recently Nudds 1999 and Fothergill 2005). Although not collections listings in 
the Sherborn sense, they often gathered useful information of this kind. Other im-
portant examples more globally are Glenister et al. (1977), Prieur (1980), and Webby 
(1989, 1992).

Under the influence and example of such workers as Hugh Torrens, GCG encour-
aged research on the history of collections, for it was realised that this had to be under-
stood before a collection could be properly curated and used (Doughty 1984, 1992, 
1999, Knell 2002). Such work by Group members and others elucidated, amongst 
other things, the fates and present locations of collections, and effectively followed 
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on from Sherborn. Some of this research was published as books, such as that which 
Andrews (1982) wrote specifically to locate certain fossil fish specimens published by 
Louis Agassiz (1807–1873). But a significant proportion appeared in the Newsletter 
of the Geological Curators Group, latterly titled The Geological Curator. This was, and 
remains, a collective work in progress, with the “Lost and Found” column providing 
for collections inquiries and for short pieces on new information that does not justify 
a whole article. This corpus is now available on www.geocurator.org.

Parallel developments took place for biological collections under the aegis of the Bi-
ology Curators Group, with its own journals such as the Biology Curators Group News-
letter. The Group is now part of the Natural Science Collections Association (NatSCA; 
an increasing proportion of the older publications are accessible on www.natsca.org).

Sherborn’s successors: collections reference books

Ron Cleevely of the British Museum became interested in gathering information on 
collections in the early 1970s, with the intent of producing a new revision of Sher-
born’s book, stemming originally from the need to locate type material to support the 
work of Leslie R. Cox (1897–1965) for the Treatise of Invertebrate Palaeontology, and 
using the data in an annotated copy of Sherborn’s book in the Fossil Mollusca Section. 
Cleevely developed the book using links with the Society for the Bibliography of Natu-
ral History, and with the then new Geological Curators’ Group, including survey data 
from Doughty’s ‘State and Status’ work and an earlier survey by Douglas Bassett of the 
National Museum of Wales in 1966–1967 (Anon. 1972, Torrens 1974, Cleevely 1977, 
1983, especially introductory essays, Hancock and Pettitt 1981, Pettitt and Hancock 
1981, R. J. Cleevely, pers. comm. 2014). Fortunately the Museum’s management rec-
ognised the value of this project and Cleevely was able to spend official time on it. He 
had originally simply intended a more modern version of Sherborn’s effort, and, like it, 
inexpensive with alternate blank pages. However, its formal adoption by the Museum, 
and a management decision, led to its publication as a markedly more substantial and 
more expensive project.

Cleevely’s book World Palaeontological Collections provided far more detail than 
Sherborn, and on many more collections (Cleevely 1983). It systematically incorporat-
ed references to collectors’ obituaries and biographies, museum catalogues, and other 
useful sources (Figure 4). As a result, it is also a very useful biographical reference. It 
is also much better organised, with indexation by institution and not just collector. 
Cleevely’s book is not a strict equivalent to Sherborn’s, as he had to restrict his main 
scope to fossils for reasons of project size (the unused information, mainly on zoologi-
cal collections, remains on file at NHM). But he did not rigidly exclude minerals, mol-
luscs and other non-fossils if they were relevant, as in the case of a multidisciplinary 
collector. In origin, spirit and at least partly in coverage, Cleevely’s book is the most 
direct successor to Sherborn’s. It remains very valuable today, and Doughty (1999) 
regarded it as notably “worthy of revision”.
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Cleevely’s work was preceded, and has been followed by, books listing collections 
in other natural sciences. Peter Dance’s classic history of shell collecting listed scientifi-
cally important collections of Recent shells as an appendix (1966; the 1986 edition 
appears to have the same appendices though the main text is different). This listing 
is now largely superseded by Kabat and Boss (1992). Dance (1966: 275, 1986: 201) 
specifically cited Sherborn’s book as an “extremely useful” predecessor, greatly helping 
specialists locate important collections. Dance described his own list as containing a 
fraction of those collections that had existed, and he usually omitted fossil molluscs, 
but he recorded collections that had been destroyed during the Second World War.

Sherborn’s book listed auction sales, and another direct successor is therefore Nat-
ural history auctions 1700-1972: register of sales in the British Isles (Chalmers-Hunt et 
al. 1976). This remains a valuable reference today. “[A]mong bibliographical aids to 
[its] compilation [...] first and foremost” was Sherborn’s book, both in itself and in an 
extensively annotated copy in the British Museum (Natural History) (Chalmers-Hunt 
et al. 1976, pp. ix–x).

Knowing about collections is not just of research value. Area Museum Councils, 
now mostly abolished in the United Kingdom, were non-governmental public agen-
cies which provided support for, and directed resources to, museums not otherwise 
funded by central government. During the 1980s, several Area Museum Councils set 
up advisory schemes to support museums with “orphaned” geological collections, us-
ing specialist curatorial and conservation staff, sometimes from larger local museums. 
This work was in direct response to the depressing results of the GCG’s “State and 
Status” survey of collections (Doughty 1981, 1999, Taylor 1987, Knell and Taylor 
1990). (The same issues, and parallel developments, occurred for biological collec-
tions.) An “orphaned” geological collection is one in a museum without specialist 
geological or natural sciences staff. The persons managing the museum cannot make 
decisions about the collection, let alone spend resources on it, if they know nothing 
about it. During the middle decades of the 20th century it was common for a member 
of staff from a larger institution to remove the scientifically interesting material from 
an orphan collection, sometimes abandoning or even dumping the remainder. Adviso-
ry schemes provided an informed alternative (Knell 1986, Gill and Knell 1988, Knell 
and Taylor 1990). Non-geological management might still find it hard to understand 
the scientific importance of their collection, even with specialist advice, but they would 
have no trouble appreciating its value for public display, and would also grasp the con-
cept of the wider historical and local significance of a collection. However, they needed 
information and advice to fulfil the collection’s potential. The advisors’ reports, often 
drawing upon collections research publications such as Cleevely’s book, helped justify 
expenditure on those collections’ preservation and use. They also raised the regard in 
which the collections were held, and encouraged the assignment of permanent and 
temporary staff (e. g. Taylor 1987, Torrens and Taylor 1990, Copp et al. 2000). All 
those gave geological collections a greater chance to survive in a world where once they 
had been discarded with impunity.
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Sherborn’s successors: the Collections research units, FenSCore, and 
other online sources

Where is the – Collection? was specifically recognised as a direct predecessor to the 
Collections Research Units which were organised in the UK during the 1970s and 
1980s (Pettitt and Hancock 1981, p. 73). These units stemmed from the push for 
collections information embodied by the Geological Curators Group and the Biology 
Curators Group. These Groups’ joint conference with the Systematics Association in 
Liverpool in 1977, on the “Function of local natural history collections”, led directly 
to the first scheme, in north-west England, and then to others elsewhere (Hancock 
and Pettitt 1981, Pettitt and Hancock 1981, Davis and Brewer 1986, Hartley et 
al. 1987, Stace et al. 1987, especially vi-x, Bateman and McKenna 1993, Muse-
um Documentation Association 1993, Walley 1993, Doughty 1999, Hancock and 
Hounsome 2010). The Units were usually based in major museums, using the sup-
port and regional structure of the Area Museum Councils, and often with additional 
aid from the government job creation schemes of the time, and from funding bod-
ies such as the Wolfson Foundation. They gathered information on geological and 
biological collections, mostly in museums and other institutions such as schools and 
universities, but sometimes held by individuals. Under the influence, in particular, of 
Bill Pettitt (1937–2009) of Manchester Museum (Hancock and Hounsome 2010), 
those projects were seen as suitable for computerised data handling. Such modern 
techniques were also seen as raising the perceived status of natural science curators 
and helping the survival of their specialist positions. The processed output typically 
summarised the collector, content, and source localities for each collection, in thick 
volumes supplemented sometimes by microfiches for the bulk of the detail, as in the 
Scottish volume (Stace et al. 1987). However, before the entire United Kingdom 
was covered, these books came to be complemented by an online computer database 
under the aegis of FENSCORE (Federation for Natural Sciences Collections Record-
ing), founded in 1981 but now dormant. The database is hosted by the University of 
Manchester (www.fenscore.man.ac.uk). It is understood to contain the data from all 
regions, including those (such as the South West) for which no book was ever pub-
lished. It can be searched in different ways from the books. This is a valuable resource, 
which Doughty (1999) reckoned had basic information on over 95% of the natural 
sciences contents of museums in the United Kingdom. It does not, however, include 
the Natural History Museum collections (unless mentioned in some other entry as 
an “Associated Name”).

This collections research work also fed biological and geological site and locality 
data into the new county or regional environmental records centres, often based in 
museums. This work was valuable in itself. It was also useful in gathering political sup-
port for those museums which were seen to be responding to the new environmental 
concerns, and also to be playing their part in job creation schemes at a time when 
unemployment was a major concern (Ely 1994).
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the future

There seems little immediate prospect of future updates to Sherborn’s successors, or 
at least those dealing with collections in the United Kingdom. One reason must be 
the pressure on museum staffing levels, combined with the structural changes within 
museum organizations which have led to a disproportionate reduction in specialist cu-
ratorial staffing over the last two or three decades. All this, combined with the elimina-
tion of some Area Museum Councils, inevitably discourages joint curatorial projects, 
whether between the museums of an area, or by the members of a specialist curatorial 
group in their own time. Maybe the existing databases are simply seen as sufficiently 
satisfactory that the further work needed for completion and updating is hard to justify 
against other pressures and priorities. Perhaps, also, collections research is no longer 
novel and fashionable, and has to some extent been displaced by newer initiatives 
relating to such things as social inclusion, health and wellbeing, and communities. 
New databases seem more likely to be at the specimen rather than collections level, be 
intended for taxonomic use, and be accessible online. At least initially, too, they seem 
likely to be at the level of the individual institution, such as the PalaeoSaurus database 
operated by the British Geological Survey (BGS: http://www.bgs.ac.uk/palaeosaurus/). 
However, the obvious need for cross-institutional platforms is leading to joint initia-
tives, if so far still specimen-based ones, such as the JISC-funded and BGS-led GB3D 
types online project, a database of British type fossils, with high-resolution images, ste-
reo-anaglyphs and three-dimensional digital scans (http://www.3d-fossils.ac.uk/home.
html). So perhaps we will see the fruition of the early hopes of the Collections Research 
Units workers for a union catalogue of type specimens (Hancock and Pettitt 1981, Pet-
titt and Hancock 1981).

Confidentiality has always had to be taken into account (e. g. Bateman and Mc-
Kenna 1993), but a new problem arises because of legislation (at least in the UK) 
concerning the confidentiality of personal data on computer databases. This can cause 
problems where the original collector’s name is part of the data sought by the inquirer. 
The BGS have had to consider this issue for their databases (M. Howe, pers. comm. 
2014). PalaeoSaurus compromises by omitting the donor/collector name from the 
online display, but one can still search by using the collector name; and more recently 
donors have been asked to give permission for their names to be put online. In my 
view, there seems a strong argument for the default position to be the routine publica-
tion of names, with them being taken down if requested. The names of collectors and 
donors can be critical for research, and requests not to publish names are rare or non-
existent, while names were routinely published in print in the days when museums still 
produced full annual reports.

As far as the field as a whole is concerned, one obvious way forward would be 
a regularly updated digital version of Cleevely’s book, and its equivalents for other 
fields, perhaps online and presumably incorporating information from FENSCORE. 
Until then, it seems likely that as far as overall databases are concerned, we will have 
to rely on Sherborn’s first-generation successors, not forgetting Sherborn himself, and 
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(for the UK) FENSCORE, with internet and literature searches to catch more recent 
publications. FENSCORE, at least, might perhaps be modernised by converting the 
data into a modern system of data management, which could be updated directly by 
curators allowed password access (G. Hancock, pers. comm. 2014). This reminds us 
of the increasing importance of on-line sources, of which an example is the web pub-
lication 2,400 Years of Malacology by Eugene V. Coan, Alan R. Kabat and Richard 
E. Petit (http://www.malacological.org/2004_malacology.html). It lists papers about 
malacologists, such as biographies, bibliographies, and lists of taxa and their present 
status, often noting the present repositories of relevant type specimens. Most impor-
tantly, like other on-line resources, this can be relatively easily updated, as happens 
near the beginning of each calendar year (E. Coan, pers. comm. 2014).

Some museums also contain historical accounts and other information on their 
websites, but those sites have a primary role in marketing, education and public pres-
entation, and are liable to radical modification thanks to marketing-driven changes. It 
is prudent to keep such academic information in an explicitly permanent area, perhaps 
best of all in a completely separate formal repository.

Conclusions

Guides such as Sherborn’s are needed more than ever, with the great increase in our 
knowledge of collections and their fates, and their usage in research and education. 
See, for instance, the essays by Cleevely (1983) and Doughty (1984, 1992), and the 
comments above on orphaned collections. Here are, briefly, a few further case studies.

A biologist or palaeontologist may only be concerned with individual specimens of 
a single taxon, and which institution holds them. But to find those specimens needs a 
knowledge of collections, the intermediate level between specimen and museum, and 
also how to use evidence such as specimen labels and catalogues. Such work led to the 
location of the lost holotype of the ammonite Ammonites defossus Simpson, 1843, at the 
Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge, informing a decision of the International Commission 
of Zoological Nomenclature (Torrens 1979, Forbes 1980, Brunton et al. 1985).

It can be important to find the institutions holding a named collection. A researcher 
on the Wealden fossil reptiles of the dinosaur pioneer Gideon Mantell (1790–1852) 
could find it valuable to know the museums to which his collection was partly dispersed 
by the British Museum in the late 1880s (Cleevely and Chapman 1992, p. 354).

There are other reasons to be aware of collections as entities in their own right. 
The documentation of collections, in the widest sense, includes diaries, field notes and 
correspondence. When a collection is split between museums, one institution is likely 
to end up holding data relevant to specimens in another institution. An example is the 
Alfred Leeds (1847–1917) collection of Middle Jurassic fossil vertebrates from Peter-
borough, England, divided between museums in different countries (Liston and Noè 
2004, Araújo et al. 2008, Noè et al. 2010). A knowledge of the collection in question 
can suggest other important issues; for instance, a researcher using the Jurassic marine 
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reptiles collected by Thomas Hawkins (1810–1889) needs to know that these contain 
a number of deceptively fabricated composites (Lomax and Massare 2012).

Finally, the creation and use of collections is a major subject of research in its own 
right, which addresses important questions in the sociology and history of science, 
and in wider Western culture. A good example is the work of Simon Knell (2000) on 
early 19th century English geology, which was inspired by Hugh Torrens's biographical 
studies of an underclass of practical men and women. Torrens (1995) has argued that 
historians must remember that making a collection can itself be a major contribution 
to a field of study, even if the collector produces no publications (see also Doughty 
1992, pp. 518–519). Such a person was Mary Anning (1799–1847), commercial col-
lector of Lyme Regis. Remarkably, she has attracted more biographical attention than 
almost all British or Irish geologists (Oldroyd 2013). This admittedly arises partly be-
cause of her story as a poor working class woman in a romantic Regency resort, but the 
excitement of fossil collecting is an important element in her appeal: hence the stream 
of popular Anningian books and articles, and museum activities such as those at the 
Natural History Museum, London, and Lyme Regis Museum. All this is, of course, 
based in part on Torrens’s research (1995), reminding us that collections research has 
an important role in public education and recreation. Anning is admittedly an ironic 
example, for we would probably know more about her if Sherborn had not dispersed, 
and, one presumes, also partly destroyed much of her personal archive as valueless for 
scientific research. This came about because her papers had been handed to Richard 
Owen (1804–1892), latterly Director of the British Museum (Natural History), and 
thereby passed to Sherborn who was given the huge and problematical task of dealing 
with Owen’s papers (Gruber and Thackray 1992, Torrens 1995). This explains what 
happened when the American palaeontologist George Gaylord Simpson (1902–1984), 
visiting the British Museum in 1926–1927 to work on Mesozoic mammals, was be-
friended by Sherborn. Sherborn gave him “some treasures, an ms & autograph letter of 
Owen’s, [and] a sheaf of notes in Clift’s hand on the famous ‘Missourium’” – William 
Clift (1775–1849) being Owen’s father-in-law and predecessor as Conservator at the 
Hunterian Museum (Laporte 1987, p. 62). This attitude of Sherborn’s must have con-
tributed to the historiographic problems which today beset any writer trying to make 
sense of what has been written about Anning while paying due respect to elementary 
accuracy at any level (Torrens 1995, Taylor and Torrens 2014 and refs therein).

A knowledge of collections is, in short, useful for curation and research, and in 
developing the managerial and political will to support those collections and their mu-
seums. But this requires the underpinning of a corpus of organised information about 
the collections, and this is what Sherborn pioneered, as Nature’s reviewer instantly 
realised (Ritchie 1940, p. 80):

[The book’s] deficiencies can be put right in time; the chief concern is that 
Dr. Sherborn’s vast knowledge and painstaking labour have created a foundation 
upon which a complete Catalogus Thesaurorum [i.e. Catalogue of Collections] 
may be erected, and which in the meantime will be invaluable for reference.
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For its defects, Sherborn’s book was more than useful enough to show the value of 
such works, while its inadequacies repeatedly reminded the user that something better 
was not only possible, but must be done. The seed which he planted did indeed take 
root and grow. How it will develop in the future is, perhaps, another matter.
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Introduction

As an old and popular science, ornithology has a very substantial literary foundation. 
Linnaeus (1758, 1766) provided the starting point, and the elaborated rules for sci-
entific nomenclature meant that the content of the ornithological literature can be 
organised and is capable of providing detailed histories of our understanding of each 
avian taxon. Such histories are easiest to compile if names have not changed. However 
names do change, especially when a species is re-interpreted to belong to a different 
genus with the addition of new data or changing taxonomic perspectives. The Lin-
naean binomial (binominal) system provides for such changes in our understanding 
of relationships first, by allowing for new genus-group names to be introduced and 
second, in the context of the required combination of two names – the genus-group 
name and the species-group name – by maintaining the species-group name when 
transferred, subject only to gender agreement. Linnaean nomenclature is rooted in 
Latin and Greek, although it has been enriched by the acceptance of names from other 
sources. Because of these classical roots and the worldwide convention of acceptance 
of these rules, scientific names form the lingua franca of the world’s zoologists. Orni-
thologists in Morocco, Japan or the United States of America understand the name 
Eremophila alpestris to refer a species of bird that is consistent across their language and 
geographic differences.

To be nomenclaturally ‘available’ in the technical sense, (i.e., validly published 
according to accepted nomenclatural rules) the name when first used must have been 
the first applied to the taxon after 1757 in binominal format (i.e. in a combination of 
genus-group name and species-group name). Thus, first use implies that the date it is 
introduced determines whether it gains priority and can be used. Other names may be 
available but date precedence will normally dictate which name should be chosen – the 
oldest name should be used according to the Principle of Priority in the International 
Code of Zoological Nomenclature (current edition, ICZN 1999; hereafter ‘the Code’). 
This approach, set out as a declared Principle (or foundational rule) is thought to have 
been taken from early doctrine in patent law. Thus, the determinant evidence for each 
contending name includes the publication date along with the name of the author. The 
decision on priority may potentially rest on the very day of publication.

However, if a name is later used in a different combination due to assignment to 
a different genus, homonyms (identical names, in this case at the species-group level) 
must be resolved. Any other taxon found within the newly relevant genus that already 
bears the same specific or subspecific name can prevent the retention of the original 
species-group name. This can happen surprisingly often, as species-group names may 
refer to relatively common characteristics (e.g., alba for white, atlantica for distribu-
tion, etc.). To be retained, the transferred name must be older than any contending 
name. In any such case one of the two homonyms must be discarded and a replace-
ment name found from the list of available synonyms if possible, or be freshly estab-
lished if necessary. Making this evidence available is vital for understanding the logic 
behind historical name changes.
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Sherborn (1861–1942) recognised the importance of this evidence for maintain-
ing sense in the shifting meanings of the world’s diversity. His creation of a card index, 
which, when sorted, became the Index Animalium, is remarkable both for the size of 
the task he set himself and for his years of application to that task for minimal reward 
(Evenhuis 2016, Shindler 2016, Taylor 2016, Welter-Schultes et al. 2016). The Index 
Animalium, which ran to almost 9600 pages, has been scanned and made available 
through the 'Smithsonian Libraries' website (http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/
indexanimalium/ see Pilsk et al. 2016). In so far as ornithology is concerned this work 
provided a near-complete, and very largely accurate, dataset of bird names from 1758 
to 1850. It should be emphasised that this index of old names provides the foundation, 
and thus is the most critical basis, for a stable modern nomenclature and links to past 
published scientific information. In compiling Index Animalium Sherborn worked first 
on the period 1758 to 1800 (Sherborn 1902) with the library resources of the Natural 
History Museum in London (NHM-London) at his disposal, doubtless working all 
the way through each volume in turn. He then tackled 1801 to 1850 in a 33-part 
work appearing from 1922 to 1935. His card index is held in the Rare Books Room 
at the NHM-London and remains of value as some cards reveal more than Sherborn 
included in his one-line entries in the Index.

Sherborn’s work came to the attention of Charles Wallace Richmond (1868-1932) 
at the Division of Birds at the National Museum of Natural History (NMNH, a part 

Figure 1. Charles Wallace Richmond as depicted in his obituary in The Auk by Stone (1933).
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of the Smithsonian Institution Washington, D.C.) who had begun a card catalogue of 
bird names by 1896, while working closely with his mentor, Robert Ridgway, who was 
writing the Birds of North and Middle America. By then Richmond had been collecting 
such names since around 1889 (Stone 1933).

Richmond, whose card index related solely to birds, made it his business to build 
his content well beyond the 1850 date reached by Sherborn, and this task was taken 
up by those who followed him in the NMNH. He was, or became, just as interested in 
the importance of dates of publication as Sherborn and the two corresponded on this 
topic. Richmond was very determined in his search for avian genus-group names and 
his card index of these became the basis for four supplements to the Index Generum 
Avium of Waterhouse (1889) (Richmond 1902, 1908, 1917, 1927) – and these often 
included names that had escaped both Waterhouse and Sherborn.

The Richmond Index, published in microfiche form in 1992, sixty years after 
Richmond’s death, was a relatively comprehensive reference system when Richmond 
last worked upon it. Just how comprehensive is unclear as Olson and Browning (1992) 
offered the caveat that “Richmond died in 1932 but his contributions to the Index had 
probably diminished well prior to that. Stone (1933) relates that Richmond’s health 
began to fail about the onset of the First World War, after which his work on the Index 
was only desultory”. Thus there may be significant gaps during a period from about 
1914 to the 1930s. Over the sixty years between Stone’s death and publication, there 
was a clear recognition of its utility by the Division of Birds, NMNH, which held the 
resource in its library. Smithsonian staff did much to add to it. However, again a caveat 
is in order from Olson and Browning (1992), who wrote “this was attended to with 
varying degrees of competence and dedication. More diligence has been applied in re-
cent years, but there remains a period for which the Index is certain to be recognizably 
incomplete”. Nonetheless, the list can reasonably claim to be more complete than any 
other for birds available today.

The Richmond Index includes both genus-group name cards and species-group 
name cards. These were microfilmed and appeared in microfiche form (Richmond 
1992). More recently these cards have been scanned by Alan Peterson and made avail-
able on www.zoonomen.net. Richmond also used index cards to record his research 
into the dates of publications, both part-works and journals and to keep notes about 
authors. These were very much works-in-progress, and have not been published; they 
are housed in the library of the Division of Birds, NMNH.

Sadly Stone did not tell us precisely when Richmond began to correspond with 
Sherborn saying “through all these years and up to the time of his death Richmond 
maintained a correspondence ...” not only with Sherborn, but also “with Gregory 
Mathews and others interested in bibliographic research”. But the start of their shar-
ing of their findings surely cannot have been later than 1902 when the first part of the 
Index Animalium appeared. Letters kept by Sherborn are archived in the Palaeontology 
Library NHM-London, but these still need to be explored in depth.

Thus, when Sherborn died in 1942 the primary sources for avian names were the 
Index Animalium up to 1850 and, up to and beyond that date, the Richmond card 
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index although it was not put in wider circulation for another 50 years. My aim with 
this chapter is to define the gap between what they left us and what we ought now to 
have, and to discuss the extent to which that gap has now been closed. To do this I 
need first to suggest what I believe we should have available to us. Then, I will record 
some of the major works in ornithology which have filled large parts of that gap. And, 
finally, I will offer a summary of what remains to be done.

the organised resources that the ornithological community needs:

A comprehensive set of all validly published avian scientific names complete with their 
authors, dates and citations. This dataset should consist of original combinations with 
original spellings, right or wrong. Where introduced with dual or multiple spellings, 
each such spelling should be in the dataset and information on the subsequent selec-
tion of a spelling as correct by a First Reviser should be located and a citation to that 
added [Art. 32.2.1, ICZN Code]. First Revisers have a special definition and value in 
nomenclature [defined in the ICZN glossary as “The first author to cite names (includ-
ing different original spellings of the same name) or nomenclatural acts published on 
the same date and to select one of them to have precedence over the other(s).” and 
supported in Art. 24].

The structure of that dataset should link every name that first appeared on the 
same date in the same work thus allowing any date change to cause change in each 
linked record. Also relevant will be any published First Reviser action in which prec-
edence of one work rather than another has been asserted because this affects the dates 
of publication of record for both publications and may affect more than just the spe-
cific case dealt with by the First Reviser (so the record for each such work should hold 
a notation of this kind).

Fully functional nomenclatural synonymies need to be organised. Not synonymies 
of the kind found in 19th century works like the Catalogue of the birds in the British Mu-
seum where the objective was to list every use of a name listing each of its combinations 
and spellings – although such synonymies have value in a different context. Instead, a 
nomenclatural synonymy needs to show the relationships between senior and junior 
names for the same taxon. In the context of genera any names of subgenera must be 
included as related subordinate names and in the case of species the subspecies and their 
synonyms must be included. At genus-group level, where phylogeneticists could imme-
diately benefit, the broad genus would have in its synonymy all the subgenera and the 
synonyms that relate to the broad genus name. These should be qualified according to 
whether they may be objective synonyms – based on the same type species – or subjec-
tive synonyms which, in the right circumstances, taxonomists might choose to bring 
into use. At the species group level where, in principle, each name is based on a type 
specimen there are again objective synonyms (based on the same type specimen) but 
more often synonyms at this level are subjective. Due to taxonomic change these syn-
onymies would need periodic review because subjective synonyms might well come into 
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use. There are tools available today to help maintain such lists and some branches of zo-
ology, such as icthyology and several sections of entomology, have established networks 
of scientists who have committed to help with such tasks. Ornithology, having been 
judged to be “now well-known” for over 50 years, is finding that it needs to catch up!

The Code requires that account be taken of other related issues. Thus the main 
dataset should include, or be linked to, full information on the approved changes to 
original spellings. This, with the possible exception of changes due to gender agree-
ment (Art. 32.3) as they can be dynamic, implies: (i) corrected spellings as governed by 
Art. 32.5 (with retention and signalling of an incorrect original spelling because that 
is what a researcher may find when checking the original), (ii) justified emendations as 
governed by Art. 33, or mandatory changes as defined in Art. 33 and (iii) the need for a 
notation as to the chosen original spelling selected by a First Reviser (Art. 32.2.1) from 
two or more original spellings. Finally, notes must be added regarding any decisions 
made by the Commission that fix a spelling (see ICZN 1987, 2001).

ZooBank (http://zoobank.org), the registration platform of the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature, was conceived not just to hold names but also 
nomenclatural acts – although progress towards accommodating such acts has so far 
been limited. The Code places central importance on such acts and implicitly requires 
that a collection be made of all such acts thus the establishment of ZooBank is the logical 
outcome of the Code and the shift to digital taxonomic tools. The extent to which any 
zoological discipline has compiled such lists is unclear but it is not easy to find any such 
lists made for ornithological cases. Centralisation makes sense, so ZooBank is the logical 
place for confirmation that Code-based requirements have been met and for showing the 
effects on the original name. The stability of spellings is partly dependent on access to 
this information, but so too is the avoidance of contradiction of any First Reviser action 
relating to a spelling choice. Special attention will be needed for recording First Reviser 
actions that give precedence to one work over another. These actions need association 
with the first works involved and the discovery of what other names, perhaps in a differ-
ent discipline, may be affected. Anyone accrediting any zoological or botanical name to 
that work will need to do the underlying bibliographic research to do the job properly.

Even if the basic information is only partially complete, deposition in ZooBank 
makes any set of names accessible, i.e., immediately retrievable, for a global communi-
ty of users. Thus importing the names from Sherborn’s Index Animalium makes sense 
although there would then remain the challenges of completing the dataset, verifying 
the names, and establishing which names are ‘available names’ in the Code-specified 
technical meaning. ZooBank will need to signal for each registered name whether it 
has been verified, and, where appropriate, to signal which published names have been 
found to not be ‘available’ in the sense of the Code.

The development of Lists of Available Names (LANs; see Art. 79 of the Code) 
would be assisted by such information access, which seems to be a necessary prelimi-
nary step. In this context see Alonso-Zarazaga et al. (2016).

Some zoological groups, whether taxon-rich or not, lack the mass of serious publi-
cation per taxon that is found in ornithology. No current ICZN Commissioner works 
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extensively on ornithological taxonomy and it may be that the value of such a mass of 
literature is under-appreciated by commissioners not working in fields that are simi-
larly rich in bibliographic history. A thorough understanding of the literature as it 
relates to any given taxonomic group gives a much stronger qualification for decisions 
on name availability for that group.

Proposed LANs need to provide an appendix of unavailable names, giving the reason 
each was decided to be unavailable (Alonso-Zarazaga et al. 2016). There are problems 
with the suppression of names, not only because they may confound past decisions on 
homonymy, but also because lack of use on its own is an insufficient reason for suppres-
sion – especially at a time when molecular studies are revealing sibling taxa to which some 
of our ‘unused’ names are being found to apply. Although a reservoir of synonyms should 
be valued and not considered a problem, it would be reasonable to suppress old names 
that have not been retained in synonymies. In particular it would be a mistake to sup-
press genus-group names that may well be available and valid for unrecognised subgenera. 
By contrast, issues of homonymy aside, names which are objective synonyms may merit 
suppression although, in this information age, it is hard to see any gain coming from full 
suppression as opposed to listing as unavailable with potential approval for restoration.

What help, since the work of Sherborn and ridgway, has been provided 
for the building of synonymies?

Neither of these compilers left us fully comprehensive lists of avian names or sought to 
arrange synonymies at any rank. However, since then the work of Bock (1994) cover-
ing family-group names is available. Bock (1994: 13) acknowledged the help available 
to him from a card index of family-group names which Ernst Mayr had prepared 
about 1960. Bock’s work, proposed during discussion of the 4th edition of the Code, 
was intended to pave the way for a List of Available Names for ornithology although 
unfortunately Bock’s expectations of the Code were not all met in the final drafts of the 
relevant articles. Indeed until recently (Alonso-Zarazaga et al. 2016) the ICZN had not 
provided clear guidelines on format or procedure. Some well-considered suggestions 
were made after Bock’s work appeared and all these elements will need to be taken into 
account when a submission is prepared for a LAN for avian family-group names, for 
which Bock’s work provides a very helpful foundation.

At the level of genus-group names help is at hand from general zoological no-
menclators. The well-known Nomenclator Zoologicus by Sheffield Airey Neave (1879–
1961) was published in four volumes (1939–40), and has been complemented by sup-
plements that have continued into the present century and is accessible online (http://
uio.mbl.edu/NomenclatorZoologicus/). The less well known, but useful, Nomenclator 
Animalium generum et subgenerum by Franz Eilard Schulze (1840–1921) was issued in 
parts from 1926 to 1954. One or two ornithologists with a particular personal interest 
in genus-group names will facilitate the timely preparation of a synonymy of genus-
group names if they can be recruited.
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As for where names of “missing” new species and subspecies of birds may be found, 
we have a huge corpus of ornithological literature, and synonymies can be found in 
many of the more scientific works.

At the global level, for anyone seeking to develop a synonymy of avian names, 
two works provide the backbone. The first was the Catalogue of the Birds in the British 
Museum (1874 to 1898), totalling 27 volumes, compiled mostly by Richard Bowdler 
Sharpe (1847–1909). This took the starting point of binomial nomenclature as Lin-
naeus (1766 – the 12th edition of the Systema Naturae) and thus, unfortunately, ex-
cluded all earlier references. Acceptance of the 1758 10th edition of the Systema Natu-
rae (Linnaeus, 1758) as the start point for zoological nomenclature dates from 1886 in 
America (Banks 2004), and in Europe apparently only from the Règles (ICZN 1905), 
but the Catalogue had been begun with the 12th edition as its start point and this was 
applied through to its completion. Obviously this eight-year difference is important, 
works such as those of Brisson (1760) and Pallas (1764) were excluded. A second 
problem with this resource is the spelling of scientific names. Sharpe and some or all 
of his co-workers believed names should comply with their understanding of the rules 
of Latin and Greek grammar and they made many corrections. In the majority of cases 
original spellings are faithfully reproduced in the citations in the helpful synonymies 
for each taxon discussed, which draw on most of the relevant books, but there are cer-
tainly some cases where the spellings here were also emended. These emendations seem 
to be the single major reason why ornithology has suffered from competing spellings. 
In spite of these two problems, the Catalogue contains a huge bedrock of knowledge. 
However, almost all the volumes appeared before Sherborn (1902). Thus, for example, 
the name Strix barbata Latham, 1790 (see Sherborn 1902: 108) was missed by Sharpe 
(1875) which has led to the name being almost invariably attributed to Pallas (1811). 
Sharpe’s five volume Handlist of the Genera and Species of Birds (1899–1909) is a useful 
summary of the Catalogue.

In the early 20th century there was a general understanding of the value of such lists 
and of the need to keep them up to date. By the 1920s it was apparent on both sides 
of the Atlantic that much new information had been accumulated and Sclater (1924: 
[iii]) wrote:

“The scheme for the publication of a systematic list of the Birds of the 
World, according to Zoogeographical Regions, had its origins in a proposal 
laid before a Committee of the British Ornithologists’ Union in 1919, when 
a special committee was appointed to take the matter into consideration.” 
“The Committee have [sic] held many meetings, and have been in commu-
nication with the Secretary of the American Ornithologists’ Union, and an 
agreement has been reached in conjunction with that Union in the prepara-
tion of the Lists of the Birds of each Zoogeographical Region, the B.O.U. 
being responsible for those dealing with the Old World.” This led to coverage 
of the Ethiopian Region (Sclater, 1924, 1930) and the Australasian region 
(Mathews, 1927, 1930 and supplements), but not to global lists for the bulk 
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of Asia, nor to a Palaearctic list. In the case of the latter, Ernst Hartert’s Die 
Vögel der paläarktischen Fauna (1909–1934) was filling the gap and no work 
in English was started.

In America work had already begun on the Catalogue of birds of the Americas and 
the adjacent Islands in the Field Museum of Natural History including all species and 
subspecies known to occur in North America, Mexico, Central America, South America, 
the West Indies, and islands of the Caribbean Sea, the Galapagos Archipelago, and other 
islands which may be included on account of their faunal affinities. Of this 15 volumes 
appeared between 1918 and 1950, the authors being Charles Barney Cory (1857–
1921), Carl (Charles) Eduard Hellmayr (1878-1944) and (Henry) Boardman Cono-
ver (1892-1950).

Although the above catalogue was still unfinished it gradually became evident that 
the coverage of Asia and the Palaearctic was either non-existent or dated. Perhaps it 
was the need to deal with these gaps, or just the obvious value of having all the birds 
of the world in one reference work in the English language, that led to the initiative 
to do just that. The new conception, and the second key source for material for avian 
synonymies, was the Check-list of Birds of the World, begun by James Lee Peters (1889-
1952) in 1931. This 15-volume work emanating from Harvard University was com-
pleted (except for the sixteenth volume holding the General Index) by the publication 
of volume 11, in 1986, 34 years after the death of Peters. It soon became the standard 
work, but only volume one was ever updated. The completion of this after the death of 
Peters was due to the work of a variety of internationally-known ornithologists led and 
encouraged by Ernst Walter Mayr (1904–2005). This was a period when the percep-
tion was that many species were mere local variants and the merging of species, with 
little or no pre-publication of reasons, was common. A similar compression of genus-
group names occurred; many became synonyms or hidden subgenera.

From the beginning it was Peters' intention that names listed in synonymy in the 
above mentioned Handlist and still considered synonyms would not be re-listed – in 
spite of the well-established use, by now, of subspecies. Over the years that intention 
was held to, but deliberate omissions of synonyms began due to other major works, 
but regional, not global ones.

In the Introduction to volume I of his Check-list Peters (1931: [v]) wrote “It is 
now nearly thirty-two years since the first volume of Sharpe’s Handlist .... made its 
appearance. The five volumes comprising that work have long been the one and only 
standard catalogue available to ornithologists, and it is a pity that Sharpe’s work could 
not have remained so, but the rapidity in the increase of ornithological knowledge has 
made it clear for a number of years that a new work along the same, or perhaps slightly 
more elaborate, lines was needed”. One of the strengths of this new compendium was 
the listing of the type locality for each listed name. A few key points from that Intro-
duction (p. vi) need reporting. “... it does not include a complete principal synonymy. 
Synonyms, both generic, specific and subspecific, are given only for genera, species and 
subspecies described since the publication of the first volume of Sharpe’s Handlist”. 
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However, Peters (op. cit.) also wrote “Synonyms not to be found in any of the volumes 
of the Catalogue of Birds of the British Museum are cited in full”, which was slightly at 
odds with his earlier sentence and implied that names prior to 1766 had all been ac-
counted for and were given, which is not strictly correct. With the appearance in 1960 
of volume IX of Peters’ Check-list of Birds of the World Ernst Mayr and James Cowan 
Greenway Jr. (1903-1989) were appointed editors; and in fact it was Mayr in par-
ticular who guided the project to its completion. Volume IX was the eighth to appear 
because volume VIII had been delegated to John Todd Zimmer (1889-1957) and he 
had died five years after Peters leaving that volume unfinished. In the Introduction to 
volume IX Mayr and Greenway (1960: vii) revised the limitations to the included syn-
onymy, writing “The synonymy of Old World taxa includes all names proposed since 
Sharpe’s Handlist, or, where appropriate, Hartert’s Vög. pal. Fauna, while synonyms 
of New World taxa correctly cited in Hellmayr’s Catalogue are not repeated.” Users of 
the second edition of Peters Check-list volume I, which dates from 1979, should note 
from its Introduction (p. vi) that Mayr and Cottrell (1979) stated “Synonyms correctly 
listed in the first edition have been omitted ...”. Because of these and other limitations 
it is clear that to derive full synonymies other works, and not just those mentioned 
above, need to be consulted.

As work on Peters’ Check-list seemed to head towards completion, the Introduc-
tion to volume X (Mayr and Paynter 1964: v) claimed leadership throughout the 
zoological world saying of the Check-list “There is nothing like it in the world literature 
for any other kind of organism.” However, the last volume to appear (Vol. XI, 1986), 
apart from the index (vol. XV, 1987), came out 22 years later. Whether or not this 
work led the world it remains of very great use to ornithologists for its content, espe-
cially its inclusion of type localities.

The Richmond card index may have been reasonably complete in 1930, but after 
that adding new cards depended on his successors. While some of these are known 
to have shared his enthusiasm for this resource there will certainly have been periods 
when a lower priority was assigned to this task. The Zoological Record should help with 
completion, but its journal coverage has never been as complete as its compilers would 
have wished. Finally, a few private individuals have been assiduous in collecting new 
names and their information will need to be obtained. However, it seems probable that 
since the 1990s no ornithologist has been paid to maintain a list, despite the fact that 
new species and subspecies of birds continue to be found and named every year and 
new genus-group names proposed. Amateurs, however, have done their best to fill the 
gap and the ‘Howard and Moore complete checklist of birds of the world’ edited by Dick-
inson (2003) made full use of their gatherings even if sometimes only in footnotes.

In the period from 1851 onwards, i.e., after the Index Animalium, scientific zoological 
journals begin to multiply and then specialise and the earliest ornithological journals had 
their beginnings about that date (Naumannia in 1849, the Journal für Ornithologie in 
1853 and The Ibis in 1859). The cataloguing of zoological journals arrived earlier.

The Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers covered the years 1800 to 1863 (and 
in a second series covered up to 1900); but the output in zoology was so large that in 
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1864 the Zoological Society of London launched The Zoological Record, now commer-
cially published by Thomson Reuters. This provides separate listings for the literature 
of each class of zoology. Almost certainly everything reported in these lists will have 
been indexed by Richmond and his successors. Some tens of journals from smaller 
countries, with limited facilities for the study of zoology, have at times neglected to 
provide the indexers with their works and the extent to which new names have been 
missed is not certainly known, but the number we lack is probably quite small, say less 
than 2 or 3%.

An effort similar to that of the Royal Society was made in Germany where the Ar-
chiv für Naturgeschichte provided quality information from 1839 onwards on the main 
zoological subjects covering both books and periodicals. The sections on birds were 
called Bericht über die Leistung in der Naturgeschichte der Vögel während des Jahres .... and 
the successive compilers were Andreas Wagner, Gustav Hartlaub, August von Pelzeln 
and Anton Reichenow. When these ceased towards the end of the 19th century Reiche-
now ensured that similar material appeared in the Ornithologischen Monatsbericte and 
indeed the primary journals (such as those mentioned above) that had arisen to serve 
ornithology all provided such information as they were able to collect and consider.

Peters (1934) was fulsome in his praise of the utility of the works of Sherborn and 
Richmond and also John Todd Zimmer (1889–1957) whose Catalogue of the Edward 
E. Ayer Ornithological Library appeared in 1926. Zimmer’s bibliographic work was 
paralleled by research by Gregory Macalister Mathews (1876–1949) published in 1925 
as two supplements to his Birds of Australia, and followed later by an important and 
more detailed but unfinished work by Robert Morrow Mengel (1921–1990) of which 
two parts were published (A–B in 1972 and C–D in 1983). The complex part works 
of John Gould (1804-1881) were very carefully documented by Gordon Sauer (1982), 
who, like Mengel, used the important Ralph Ellis Library of Ornithology at the Uni-
versity of Kansas. Studies such as these were encouraged by Sherborn as a founder 
member of the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History. This has now broad-
ened its interests and been renamed the Society for the History of Natural History.

A recent account of the various sources likely to be needed by bibliographers work-
ing in ornithology, but also important to those working in other zoological disciplines, 
is to be found in Dickinson et al. (2011). The foundations for ornithological nomen-
clature ultimately comprise the many books and periodicals published that made pos-
sible these and later compilations.

What remains to be done?

In the 20th Century it began to be said that we knew all the birds, as the rate of 
discovery of new species suggested to the public that accumulation of ornithological 
knowledge overall had plateaued. Peters (1931: v) had referred to the “rapidity of the 
increase of ornithological knowledge” since Sharpe’s Catalogue. But Zimmer and Mayr 
(1943) wrote “practically all the widespread species of the birds of the world have been 
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discovered, whether they be rare or common. There still remain a number of tropical 
islands, mountain ranges, or isolated peaks on which additional new species will be 
discovered”. Mayr (1957) wrote “... I doubt that more than 20 new species will be dis-
covered in the next 10 years”. However, with at least 35 new species discovered in the 
decade following that comment, Mayr later (1971) suggested that this rate of discovery 
might continue and indeed it has.

Ornithologists found that research into behaviour and ecology opened new frontiers, 
revealing new taxa, filling needs for conservation biology and supporting the interests of 
a growing community of bird-watchers who became more serious with increased leisure 
time and cheaper travel. This was also supported by the introduction of field guides with 
good colour plates and an increasing willingness by publishers to depict every species in 
colour (Moss 2009). Television further popularised birds and they are clearly among the 
star turns that support interest in, and fund-raising for, conservation.

More recently phylogenetic studies of birds have formed the vanguard of evolu-
tionary biology. Stresemann (1959) lamented that 200 years since Linnaeus we still 
lacked a reliable phylogenetic framework for the relationships of birds. However, the 
discovery of the structure of DNA in 1953 created new opportunities for molecular 
approaches to phylogenetics, seized upon by ornithologists. Charles Sibley’s compara-
tive data on egg white proteins are recognised as game-changing for building molecular 
phylogenies. Sibley (1965) wrote “we have studied ... all 27 orders and ... 146 of the 
170 families of living birds” and followed this with DNA-DNA hybridization work 
leading to the first avian checklist built on inferred phylogenetic relationships (Sibley 
and Monroe 1990). Molecular biology of birds remains at the forefront of both aca-
demic and applied research, with the extraction of DNA from blood, feathers, bone 
or tissue of live and dead birds now commonplace. We have been finding, first, that 
many perceived relationships inferred from anatomy and morphology have been over-
simplified and, second, that we have misperceived the diversity and need more genera 
and families to sensibly structure avian diversity. Names help structure knowledge. The 
170 families mentioned by Sibley contrasts with today’s checklists of 100 non-passer-
ine families plus 136 passerine families (Dickinson and Remsen 2013; Dickinson and 
Christidis 2014): a 39% increase in just under 50 years.

Currently, tools for disambiguation of bird taxonomy are developing that also in-
clude nomenclatural links. There is a close working relationship between the authors of 
the 2013-14 checklists (Dickinson and Remsen 2013; Dickinson and Christidis 2014) 
and Avibase (Lepage et al. 2014 and http://avibase.bsc-eoc.org/), a large taxonomic 
reconciliation, distribution and current names resource. The Avibase compiler is the 
database manager for the checklist work and has approval to insert checklist content 
into Avibase as soon as the checklist is actually published.

This is where the access to nomenclatural information requires an upgrade. Many 
of the genus-group names needed exist in synonymy but this is not immediately obvi-
ous due to the lack of detailed, organised synonymies – synonymies (which, so that 
date precedence can play its role, must give the authors and dates for the genus-group 
names mentioned) should clarify the type species and make clear which synonyms are 
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objective, because they are based on the names of species already used for an earlier 
genus-group name, and which are subjective, and are listed where they are only be-
cause of a taxonomic judgment that the type-species concerned is satisfactorily placed 
within a broader genus. In fact, such synonymies would greatly improve the selection 
of species for taxon sampling because screening the type species of genus-names in 
synonymy allows more explicit results to be postulated.

Wilson (2005) set out a vision of rapid progress by the biological sciences with con-
siderable expectations from molecular and cellular biology. In ornithology the number 
of publications based on molecular studies year is clearly growing. But, molecular stud-
ies are being increasingly complemented by evidence of behavioural traits, including 
song, that can be strongly suggestive of species limits, and indeed much recent change 
reflects anatomical and morphological evidence that had led to the recognition of extra 
genera that were swept into synonymy in the mid 20th century.

table 1. Recent published molecular studies in ornithology. Separate columns list papers of global rel-
evance; those related to the “Old World” (including Australasia), and those related to the Americas based 
on the coverage of each study (source: Dickinson and Remsen 2013).

Year Global Old World New World Total
2001 23 18 37 78
2002 22 27 45 94
2003 29 27 49 105
2004 42 43 45 130
2005 28 44 56 128
2006 33 31 67 131
2007 32 62 69 163
2008 40 59 86 185
2009 44 48 68 160
2010 39 62 98 199
2011 50 61 100 211
2012 36 71 92 199

There is no detailed published synonymy of avian genus-group names of the kind 
explained above. We have some 10,000 species of birds and over the years since 1758 
perhaps double that number of genus-group avian names has been proposed. As only 
about 2500 of these names are in current use, it seems that each genus name we em-
ploy must have about seven synonyms! Molecular biologists researching birds need a 
comprehensive synonymy of avian genus-group names; one where they can determine 
what names, within a broad genus, are found in its synonymy and how some of these 
names will dictate any subdivision of that genus. Of course it will sometimes be the 
case that a genus including two or more sections, which appear in the phylogenetic 
tree as clades, lacks a name in synonymy that is representative of and applicable to each 
clade. In such cases new generic names will be needed. However, if the genus or family 
under study is ‘mapped out’ in terms of its synonymy and the taxon sampling includes 
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the type species of the genus-group names in synonymy, the taxonomic evaluation of 
the results will be making optimal use of nomenclatural structuring of knowledge. This 
will help reduce the need for corrections to changes proposed without full evaluation.

This serious lack of full synonymies is, I suggest, partly due to how few alpha-
taxonomists are now paid to do such work, but there is also a generalised failure in 
ornithology to recognise this need and to collaborate internationally, and to use the 
revolutionary tools offered by digital information systems to create databases such as 
synonymies. The vision shown by Sherborn, Richmond, Peters, Mayr and others has 
not been sustained in a world where ornithology is organised without a sufficient con-
sideration of prioritisation of resources and without central direction for international 
projects other than those in conservation. Ornithology is largely organised in national 
societies, with limited terms of elected office and those taking office at such levels are 
the willing and the available, and are rarely the long-term thinkers and the visionaries. 
Behaviourally such office-bearers are more like politicians: they have a shorter-term fo-
cus. An integrated approach to taxonomy such as that suggested by Padial et al. (2010) 
will simply not materialise without the creation of expert groups and determined del-
egation to them by such elected officials. This already often occurs at the national level 
but it is not visibly working at the international level.

Other zoological disciplines have managed data collection and organisation much 
better. Ichthyology for example has “Fishbase” (http://fishbase.org). It is interesting 
and relevant that this was largely an unfunded labour of love, with a key founder, Bill 
Eschmeyer, but that there was also a huge cooperative research community. The value 
of “Fishbase” to all fish workers, in all aspects of research and applied work, is widely 
agreed (Pyle 2015). There are some ornithologists who also perform such labours of 
love; however all, or almost all, are amateurs working individually. Unfortunately the 
ornithological community has not pulled together in the same way as the fish folk! Al-
though the sheer volume of the bird literature is a challenge, it is certainly a surmount-
able one with distributed, collaborative effort. The bird community should make it a 
priority to produce a similar resource over an appropriate time period.

There is now some potential for collaboration. What was the Standing Commit-
tee on Ornithological Nomenclature, established by the International Ornithological 
Congress has, in 2015, morphed into the Working Group on Avian Nomenclature of 
the International Ornithological Union. The change has led to an increased number of 
members and to recognition that it must involve itself in the challenges in producing 
Lists of Available Names. What is unclear is how much can be achieved in a timely 
manner without financial support.

If there is a problem with a lack of a source of synonyms, now apparent at the generic 
level but certainly suffered at the species and subspecies level, this also affects names at the 
family level. Bock (1994: 159) mentioned his difficulties in examining some of the very 
early works in which he sought for the reasons for changes in usage of generic names (in 
the cases where such names provide the stems for family group names). This is a complex 
problem; most of us will not have total recall and not know where to find crucial evi-
dence, in addition actually locating some older works and gaining access has been a prob-
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lem. Since Bock’s period of study much has changed and a growing body of such works 
is available through the Biodiversity Heritage Library (www.biodiversitylibrary.org). Our 
museum librarians, it seems, do have the vision needed and have identified ways to fund a 
tremendous resource – benefitting especially the smaller countries of the world with lim-
ited local library facilities and also the amateur working at home with limited resources.

The value of bringing together data that relates to particular taxonomic groups 
is increasingly recognised; scientific names and common names, in all languages, are 
being linked in “name-use catalogues” or indexes by organisations such as GBIF (the 
Global Biodiversity Information Facility – www.gbif.org). However, as identical names 
are used for taxonomic concepts that are not identical (e.g. for a broad species with 
perhaps 10 subspecies or for the nominate subset of that which follows a separation 
into two or more species) there is an increasing need for taxonomists to mediate the 
understanding of what such aggregations of data tell us. This is where the lead taken by 
Avibase is important because within Avibase each such concept is mapped so that the 
scope of each concept attached to one and the same name and can be seen clearly. Nine 
different taxonomic authorities can be compared within this resource, which contains 
14 million records of about 10,000 species and 22,000 subspecies of birds.

Filling the gap – the efforts made so far

The compilation of institutional indexes or databases of avian names, such as the card 
index developed by Richmond at the Smithsonian Institution or a similar one for 
recent avian names maintained by the Department of Ornithology of the American 
Museum of Natural History, New York (AMNH) until the late 1990s, have probably 
all been discontinued due to pressures on personnel and a focus for computerisation on 
collection holdings and thus data-capture focussed on specimen registers.

However, such card indexes have proved their value. Drawing on the AMNH 
card index, and with extra inputs from Norbert Bahr, he and I developed a list of 
new avian names since the volumes of Peters’s Check-list, which, by 2001, allowed 
the 2003 edition of the Howard and Moore complete checklist of the birds of the world 
(Dickinson 2003) to mention every name then known to have been proposed since 
Peters Check-list, to which it became a vital companion work. No other recent global 
ornithological checklist had previously set out to do this. All the subspecies names in 
that 2003 checklist were supplied to Alan Peterson, and he now has the best-organised 
database of ornithological names known to me (although it is incomplete). He makes 
this available on www.zoonomen.net.

Alongside his database, which is focussed on names in use, Peterson displays scans 
of all the cards of the principal card index developed by Richmond thus providing in-
formation on the both original citations of names in use and of synonyms that found 
their way into Richmond’s card index.

Because of both the relative completeness of Peterson’s data and the way he has 
it organised it, this data should be the basis for preliminary population of ZooBank 
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with avian names. He already makes his content available to ITIS (the Integrated 
Taxonomic Information System – www.itis.gov) and the Encyclopedia of Life (www.
eol.org). However, only in ZooBank is it seriously likely that eventually there will be 
carefully-structured validation of all these names; and also ZooBank is perhaps the 
most logical repository to promote to encourage ornithologists to strive to create for 
comprehensive coverage at an even higher level, for example by including family-group 
names. This is a collaborative task and it should be complementary and enabling for 
LANs (Lists of Available Names).

As in other zoological fields, there remain bibliographic problems that have not 
been resolved. Dickinson et al. (2011) listed and discussed 148 books containing new 
names in ornithology (and sometimes other fields) that have presented, and in some 
cases still present, problems of accurate dating. Although such cases were often ex-
plored by Sherborn, or other later authors, evidence unknown to them is still be-
ing found and changing our understanding of the correct dates to attribute to taxon 
names. Detective work in this field can be very rewarding. I explain briefly below four 
cases where recent studies have either caused dates to change (or to be retained – al-
though known to be wrong).

The Nouveau recueil de planches coloriées of Conraad Temminck and Meiffren Lau-
gier (1820-1839): Sherborn (1898) made us aware that of the 101 parts of this work 
the first twenty initially lacked texts and that in these cases because the plates gave only 
French vernacular names it was necessary to find the wrappers of each part to discover, 
and be sure of, the spelling of any new original name. Wrappers are the encasing parts 
produced separately but to be grouped for binding (sometimes obviously based on 
pagination, sometimes in a format instructed later). These often include specific pub-
lication information that is not included once the volumes are bound. Wrappers may 
include the only precise indications of publication dates and thus can be very useful in 
bibliographic detective work. Of these twenty wrappers he knew of just two. Over a 
century later Dickinson et al. (2011) knew of no more, but later the same year all the 
remaining wrappers began to surface and they were photographed and published (Leb-
ossé and Bour 2011, Dickinson 2012). However, another problem plagued this work. 
Temminck had promised that each part would contain six plates but 600 plates, the 
full complement, required 101 parts to be published and which parts had fewer than 
six had not been determined so that numerous citations were potentially wrong. This 
riddle was resolved by Dickinson (2001), and proved by Temminck’s handwritten list 
in the archives of the museum in Leiden, meaning that each plate is now associated 
with just one part and thus date of publication.

The monograph on pigeons and doves with text by Temminck and plates by Paul-
ine Knip (née de Courcelles) in 1808–1811: although it was generally known that the 
artist had in some way made herself appear to be the mainspring of this work, exactly 
what happened and how this might affect dates of publication or citations was unclear. 
Here, evidence was available but it had not been compared and understood. The full 
details of what turned out to be a fraud were published by Dickinson et al. (2010) 
and several dates of publication had to be changed. It was concluded that Temmick 
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(1808–1810) was the sole author of the first 13 livraisons (one of the numbers of a 
book published in parts) under the title Histoire naturelle générale des pigeons and that 
the last two livraisons, under the title Les Pigeons must be credited to Knip and Tem-
minck (1811) (the latter alone being responsible for any new names).

The Catalogue of the birds of the Peninsular of India by Thomas C. Jerdon: began 
as serialised parts in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science but the [first] Supple-
ment, in part 30 of that journal, was long delayed and we found that Jerdon had had 
a 200 page catalogue privately printed in 1840 or 1841 which included the published 
parts and the delayed part, and that this was three or four years before its formal ap-
pearance in the journal in 1844. The dates of several new names from that supplement 
were thus advanced to 1841. See Dickinson et al. (2004).

The Histoire naturelle des oiseaux de l’Amerique septentrionale of Vieillot: was dis-
cussed by Richmond (1899) who mistakenly believed, and seems to have led Browning 
and Monroe (1991) to believe, that the first part was published on 1 December, 1807. 
In fact what Richmond saw was merely an announcement that appeared four weeks 
after that saying it “will be published” on that date. A later notice in July 1808 changes 
the story and said that it “will be published” on 1 September 1808. The date of each 
part that was suggested by Browning and Monroe was a merely a projection of a very 
rapid, and almost certainly over-optimistic, timetable based on a start date that was 
at least nine months out. Indeed, based on the delay of the first part, it is extremely 
unlikely that subsequent issues followed on schedule every month. But here we have 
no correct dates to use and for the moment the incorrect dates are retained to avoid 
premature changes to nomenclatural stability (Dickinson 2011).

Of the many periodicals also discussed by Dickinson et al. (2011) the two most 
complex problem cases appear to be the Journal für Ornithologie and the Proceedings 
of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. The dates of many of the early issues 
of both are doubtful, because some issues are known to have been delayed. A com-
plete picture of which issues were delayed and which were published on time requires 
detailed painstaking work and may well still be far from resolution. Numerous other 
periodicals, with fewer new avian names in them, also await serious review.

Articles on subjects like these were quite plentiful in the early years of the Journal of 
the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History (now the Archives of Natural History), 
up to approximately 1980, by authors such as C.E. Cowan, F.J. Griffin, M. Guédès, 
F. Hemming, L.G. Higgins, M.E. Jahn, R.I. Johnson, W.L. McAtee, N.F. McMillan, 
H.S. Marshall, E.C. Nelson, J.H. Price, F.C. Sawyer, C.D. Sherborn, W.T. Stearn, J.C. 
Thackray, A.C. Townsend, A. Wheeler and P.J.P. Whitehead (names sourced from the 
list of authors in Nelson 2001), but unfortunately such detective work, ideal for retired 
zoologists with good bibliographic skills and an appetite for rigour, attracts few recruits 
these days. The decline in such publications between 1980 and 1989 is shown in Fig. 2.

However, there has been a resurgence of interest in the subject at the end of the 
millennium as zoologists realise that digital tools can make this kind of bibliographic 
foundation easier to build and more important than ever for the age of biodiversity 
bioinformatics. In this period undoubtedly the most influential author has been Neal 
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Evenhuis (e.g., Evenhuis 2003a, 2003b, 2008), but others such as Kraig Adler, Kees 
Rookmaaker and Florence Pieters have contributed, as has the present author. Lyal 
(2016) outlines how legacy zoological literature should be most effectively digitised 
and utilised.

Filling the gap – what remains to be done

Looking to the future and assuming that ZooBank becomes the long-term solution 
to finding all avian names, this will require its population, verification of such 
retrospective imported records and a programme to complete the entries of old 
names. This programme might well be started as part of the development of Lists 
of Available Names (LANs). I suggest first a LAN for avian family names, then 
for avian genus-group names and eventually for species-group names. This is being 
facilitated by the dissemination of full guidelines for the submission to the I.C.Z.N. 
of such lists, and for their consideration and potential adoption (Alonso-Zarazaga 
et al. 2016).

Bock’s (1994: 121–123) reservations relating to the previous Code are still of rel-
evance to these guidelines. In a nutshell, Bock argued that meeting the original ex-
pectations of the Commission required a wholly disproportionate time commitment. 
His six or more years of research led him to list 1400 names (although perhaps 15% 
of these need not be counted again as they reflect the operation of the Principle of 

Figure 2. Bibliographic publications per decade, 1970 to late 2011, by subject. Treating books, periodicals 
and general works such as catalogues (source: references cited by Dickinson et al. 2011).
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Coordination, explained in Art. 36 of the Code). Much time was indeed committed, 
but it is not clear that this was disproportionate to what might have been expected or 
to the value of what he produced. Behind Bock’s observation was an acute awareness 
of the size of the corpus of serious ornithological literature, and it is fairly certain that 
that body has grown faster in the last 20 years. While much of the older, rarer, content 
may now be easier to access, thanks to BHL, some later works will be harder to access 
due to copyright restrictions.

In parallel, the ornithological community needs to set up and sustain a collabo-
rative process to see that all new names do get added to ZooBank. However much 
encouraged, publishers and authors will not all register what they should unless regis-
tration becomes mandatory for a name to be validly published.

Discussions aimed at stimulating collaborative work on avian generic synonymies 
began over five years ago and numerous promises of help on specific families have 
been received and will be taken up! This suggests that this need is well understood 
and becoming more so due to the increasing quality of molecular studies and of the 
interpretations of their results. In addition, continued bibliographic research should 
be encouraged, and this is no doubt true for other fields of zoology so that interdisci-
plinary collaboration and data-sharing will be highly desirable.

The wrappers of books published as part-works, so often discarded when the work 
was complete and sent to the binder, are now often either completely missing or unre-
corded. There is an enormous need to pool information on extant wrappers, at least for 
those critical to the dating of new taxa or to the spelling of their original names. Ideally 
we need illustrations of all such wrappers to be scanned for the Biodiversity Heritage 
Library (BHL), especially when the displayed content on the BHL website will be mis-
interpreted without such illustration. My favourite example is, of course, the “Planches 
Coloriées” of Temminck and Laugier, mentioned earlier. This is a special case because 
the first 20 parts (120 plates) appeared before the texts issued for them; no scientific 
names were on the plates, they appeared only on the wrappers accompanying each set 
of six plates (see Fig 3). Happily all twenty wrappers have now been located, with the 
images of their lists of contents published (Lebossé and Bour 2011, Dickinson 2012) 
and are available for use by BHL.

The wording of Art. 12.2.7 of the Code implies that a combination of text on a 
wrapper and a plate linked to a vernacular name on both meets the requirements for 
valid introduction of a name before 1931, so that the new names in these wrappers 
date from the issue of the plates. In Index Animalium Sherborn was not consistent 
in dating names from the Planches Coloriées. Years earlier Sherborn (1898) provided 
dates for each part, building on what was clear from the weekly issues of the Bibli-
ographie de la France, but in Index Animalium he did not consistently apply those 
dates to the names in the first 20 parts; quite often he used dates that appear to come 
from published findings relating to when the subsequent texts for when those parts 
appeared. The discovery of the full set of wrappers permits consistent recognition of 
the original spellings from the wrappers and encourages dating from their appearance 
and not from the date of issue of the later text. However, what Sherborn did here may 
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suggest that there are problems with the dating, in Index Animalium, of other older 
books that appeared in parts (Welter-Schultes et al. 2015; Dickinson et al. in press). 
Again it becomes clear that all existing datasets have some problems and that verifica-
tion of name-records in ZooBank will require triage, with complex works referred to 
expert bibliographers.

It is also desirable that explanations of the findings drawn from all sets of wrappers 
be published as recently done by Lyal (2011) in the case of the Biologia Centrali-Amer-
icana. The same is true for research into dates for runs of journals; see, for example, 
Poggi (2010).

As a community, we must also encourage the managers of the Biodiversity Herit-
age Library (BHL) to help. For example, when journals – or books which were part-
works – are scanned, every effort should be made to locate wrappers and to scan and 
display these alongside the content. The wrappers found by Lyal (2011) are available 
at the Natural History Museum and could be scanned. The photographs of the Tem-
minck and Laugier wrappers can be made available to the Biodiversity Heritage Li-
brary (BHL, http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/) without charge. Others may need to 
be specially photographed. Ultimately, notices of what is lacking in this regard should 
be circulated widely to prompt institutional libraries to locate and offer rare material 
of this kind from their holdings for scanning.

Figure 3. The wrapper for the 13th part of the Planches Coloriées showing vernacular and scientific names. 
All the wrappers for the first twenty parts, all that were published without supporting texts, have been 
depicted in Zoological Bibliography: 10 in vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 144–148 and 10 in Vol. 2, No. 1, 37–41 pp. 
These pages were published under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Licence and may be 
reproduced with proper attribution.
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As regards journals, date research is easiest with sets in which the issue wrappers have 
been bound in (preferably in place rather than at the end of the volume). While the prac-
tice of binding these at the end is usually sufficient, it is unsafe to assume this is definitive. 
For many older journals issues did not actually end where the bound volume may suggest! 
Many journals that had a page or two of the final signature, of say eight pages, blank, later 
began the signature again at the start of the next issue so that pages would run on smooth-
ly. In other words, some pages appeared in two “states”, one with empty space on the 
page and one with that space filled. Examining such pages in their second state can falsely 
convince the reader that part of an article appeared in the previous issue, see, for example, 
Dickinson (2004) as illustrated above (Fig. 4). But even this can be deceptive because 
sometimes some text not accommodated in the final signature first appeared on the back 
wrapper before re-appearing on the first page or so of the first signature of the next issue!

To the extent that the Code (ICZN 1999) provides rules governing dates of publi-
cations, it takes priority seriously in recognition of its importance both for synonymies 
and for the validity of a name when precedence is shown to be an issue potentially re-
quiring change. However, these rules should be rather more detailed and in particular 
should be less ambiguous. Suggestions for consideration when the Code is revised will 
be found in Dickinson et al. (2011: 15–23).

Figure 4. An example of two-state publication. Here the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, 
1887, demonstrates a two-state situation. Left image: “first state”. Right image: “second state”. Images from 
Dickinson et al. (2011: 36) reproduced with permission from The Natural History Museum, London.
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Editorial concern for the provision by journals of accurate dates of publication 
has declined although it is not clear that there was good reason for change. In 1990 
the Ibis, the United Kingdom’s senior periodical in ornithology, ceased the provision 
(annually in arrears) of day-dates of publication of the four issues per year. Since then, 
and prior to 2012 and the changed relevance of electronic publication, on more than 
one occasion release of a January issue, which included the introduction of the name 
of a new taxon, actually occurred in the previous December. One such case has been 
acknowledged editorially the other has not. Thus one can be backdated, but to back-
date the other requires retained proof of a date of receipt. Other journals in ornithol-
ogy have had similar lapses – perhaps when commercial publishers unfamiliar with the 
Code take over the production and publication. However, it is not apparent that com-
mercial publishers are worse than associations or even institutions such as museums. 
What has changed is that most student zoologists get no teaching time on the subject 
of nomenclature and the Code, and nomenclature is seen as a tiresome inconvenience 
rather than a tool designed to promote international dialogue through provision of as 
much stability in nomenclature as taxonomic change will allow.

The opportunity to register in ZooBank would seem to provide for the accurate 
future determination of dates of publication of works from 1 January 2012 onwards. 
However, this will only be true if the precise rules published in 2011 (ICZN 2011) are 
fully respected; in addition it will depend on an involvement by the publisher. In the 
case of retrospective registration it will be essential that there is provision for a date to 
be corrected and this may not happen during basic validation so allowance must be 
made for research results to be considered later and, when convincing, for them to be 
taken into use in ZooBank.

Summary and conclusion

The tools that will facilitate needed future work are essentially available as a normal 
part of the array of digital programmes (e.g. web tools, spreadsheets and databases). 
However, they will certainly need some elaboration. Ornithology as a whole must take 
a look at itself and determine how collaboration can be mobilised and put behind 
such work. If this remains the task of a few individual enthusiasts then the challenges 
described here will not be met any time soon. Because nomenclature is the unsung 
foundation for taxonomy, it is taxonomic work, and thus accurate description of the 
living world, that will then ultimately suffer.
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Abstract
Flies make up more than 10% of the planetary biota and our well-being depends on how we manage 
our coexistence with flies. Storing and accessing relevant knowledge about flies is intimately connected 
with using correct names, and Systema Dipterorum provides a single authoritative classification for flies 
developed by consensus among contributors. The 160,000 species of flies currently known are distributed 
among 160 recent families and some 12,000 genera, which with their synonyms encompass a total of 
more than a quarter of a million names. These names and their associated classification are shared with 
relevant global solutions. Sherborn appears to have done remarkably well indexing Diptera names with an 
overall error rate estimated to be close to 1%.

Keywords
Flies, nomenclator, taxonomic catalog, identification, biodiversity informatics infrastructure, quality as-
surance standard

Introduction

Flies are ubiquitous and dominant in most terrestrial ecosystems, by their numbers of 
species as well as by their immeasurable myriads of individuals. Flies come in a multi-
tude of forms and with an exceedingly vast array of life habits and are often considered 
the ecologically most varied of the insect orders. Fly larvae in particular are ecologically 
versatile and have adapted to the harshest of habitats, from pools of crude oil and tor-
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rential mountain streams to the bacterial soups of pit-latrines and vertebrate carrion. 
Flies flourish in the highly disturbed environments created by human activities, often 
reaching nuisance levels, and flies not surprisingly interfere with man in numerous 
and varied ways. On the dark side, flies dominate among the blood-sucking pests, 
with some of the most potent of human diseases being transmitted by dipterous vec-
tors, thereby causing suffering that goes beyond description. However, flies are also 
beneficial, for example through their processing and recycling of the large quantities of 
surplus organic material produced by many of our modern societies (Pape 2009). Flies 
are essential for the successful pollination of many flowering plants, including several 
crops: without flies we would have no chocolate (Young 1994). Flies are important as 
both specialist and generalist pollinators, and in cooler or more shaded habitats flies 
are more important pollinators than bees (National Research Council Committee on 
the Status of Pollinators 2007, Ssymank et al. 2008). Actually, certain flies appear to be 
such critical pollinators that some authorities apparently think they are bees (O’Toole 
and Raw 2004, cover photo)!

The significance of flies reaches deep into our culture. Disease-carrying flies have 
had tremendous impact on local demography and land-use far beyond any other group of 
insects, and in the case of West African sickle-cell anemia, flies—even if mediated through 
a parasite—have reached into our very genome by indirectly favoring a specific genetic 
mutation (Sabeti et al. 2006, Higgs and Wood 2008). Mimetic flower flies enrich our 
lives by their stunning similarity to various bees and wasps, and Drosophila fruit flies tell 
us about evolution and genetics from preliminary school to the most advanced research 
in human genetic disorders. Flies may be seen as part of an ‘extended phenotype’ of our 
civilization, with the archetypical ‘fly’ being embedded as a key element in many old tales 
and myths (Kohler 1994, Courtney et al. 2009).

Flies are ancient. The earliest flies began diversifying in the Upper Triassic some 
225 million years ago (Grimaldi and Engel 2005), and following three episodes of par-
ticularly rapid radiations, flies today constitute about 10% of the known (published) 
biodiversity, i.e., some 160,000 species (Wiegmann et al. 2011). This multitude of 
species is distributed among 160 recent families and some 12,000 genera (Pape et al. 
2011; Pape and Thompson [online]). But estimates suggest that we may know as lit-
tle as 10% of the species actually existing on our planet, and if that holds for Diptera, 
there may be one and a half million species of flies occurring worldwide, 90% of which 
have not yet been named.

Fly encyclopedia of past and present

What do people want to know about flies? People may be confronted with a fly that 
is strange to them, so they may want to know: “What is it?”, “What does it do?” and 
“Where did it come from?” Or they may have a specific problem, for example with 
rotting oranges, and when learning that a fly maggot is the problem, they may want to 
know what fly it is. The resolution in each case starts with the identification of the fly, 
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i.e., the first and crucial step leads to a name. With the right name, people get access 
to knowledge (Thompson 1996).

Knowledge about life (organisms over time), which was first essentially locked 
up in Systema Naturae, is now dispersed across hundreds of thousands of works, but 
maybe some day soon it will again be unified—or rather interconnected by means 
of an Encyclopedia of Life (http://www.eol.org). To build such an all-encompassing 
encyclopedia, we must first assemble the critical pieces of the biodiversity informatics 
infrastructure. Just as what we need for life in a modern society is transported on a 
system of airways, highways, seaways, and railways, biodiversity information must also 
be disseminated via a critical infrastructure. That infrastructure starts with nomencla-
tors and catalogs, and the information is mediated by way of names. Information on 
identification and classification is disseminated through revisions and monographs. 
Most of the infrastructure of systematics remains in the traditional printed medium, 
but the migration to the online, digital medium of the Internet has begun. For flies, 
the first critical component of the biodiversity informatics infrastructure is the Systema 
Dipterorum (SD: see http://www.diptera.org; Evenhuis, Pape et al. 2010), a nexus of 
nomenclator and taxonomic catalog.

The past is our prologue as we build on the knowledge of our predecessors and learn 
from their mistakes. The official start of the modern understanding of flies and their 
classification has been deemed to be the 10th edition of Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae in 
1758 (ICZN 1999). Linnaeus produced the first comprehensive database of the natural 
world. He was first to apply a uniform set of names for all known life forms and to place 
those names into a “natural” hierarchical classification. Using a fixed suite of formal 
ranks, he divided the living world into three kingdoms, many classes, and even more 
orders, genera, and species. Flies were placed in the order Diptera (with some notewor-
thy exceptions) of the class Insecta. Linnaeus derived both his classification of flies and 
their name from Aristotle. For the order, the principal character Linnaeus used was the 
presence of only two wings, but he also noted the halteres, the modified second pair of 
wings, which is the most conspicuous unique autapomorphy of the dipteran clade. He 
divided the order into 10 genera and 191 species, and for each species he provided a sin-
gle word, a specific name or epithet, then a diagnosis, distribution statement, summary 
of the biology, and references to where further information could be found. For flies, 
Linnaeus cited the works of 24 different authors. His entry for Musca domestica (Fig. 
1) provides an example of his method, and this is largely what is still needed today by 
users of biodiversity information: a single, comprehensive, and authoritative reference 
work. Because Linnaeus was deemed the first, his nomenclature was by default perfect, 
but as knowledge of nature increased, the Systema Naturae quickly became difficult to 
maintain. Linnaeus’ last edition of his Systema was the 12th (Linnaeus 1767). A German, 
Johann Friedrich Gmelin, took on the task of summarizing our knowledge of nature 
and produced a 13th edition of the Systema in a number of parts spanning the years 
1783 to 1793 (with the flies appearing in Gmelin 1790). However, even before this, 
the students of Linnaeus had already decided to divide the work among themselves. 
Of those, Johann Christian Fabricius took responsibility for the insects and produced 
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his Systema Entomologiae (Fabricius 1775). His system was identical in form to Systema 
Naturae, but was restricted to just the insects. Yet, as the number of insect species and 
the knowledge about them increased significantly over time, even this Systema on all 
insects could no longer be maintained. Fabricius realized this and, thus began a series 
of works devoted to one order each. Toward the end of his life, he provided the Systema 
Antliatorum (Fabricius 1805), devoted just to flies, fleas and a few other sucking insects, 
and in that work Fabricius changed the name of the order from Diptera to Antliata. 
Again, the format was the same as in Linnaeus’ Systema, but with much more knowl-
edge summarized. In 1805 Fabricius knew 1,151 species of flies, distributed among 78 
genera as based on his own work and that of 46 other authors (Table 1). Unfortunately, 
Fabricius was not comprehensive as he did not include everything that was known at 
the time. Some 1,767 names were missing, represented in the works of 49 missing au-
thors. After Fabricius, a growing cadre of naturalists took on the study of flies, and the 
number of species and names increased exponentially.

Comprehensive works like the Systemae of Linnaeus and Fabricius fell victim to the 
rapid increase in biodiversity information. We do understand what we have lost, and using 
modern technologies (computers and the Internet), we have begun to build their modern 
equivalents (e.g., Encyclopedia of Life, Species2000, ZooBank; see also Pyle 2016).

What information sources are currently available to help us build the new online 
Systema Dipterorum? As knowledge expanded and became larger than what one person 
could assimilate, as happened to Linnaeus and Fabricius, the universe of knowledge 
was subdivided into smaller, more manageable shares. This division was based on dif-
ferent approaches, some divided up the universe by the taxon, others by time or geog-
raphy or people.

Division by taxon is simple: once Linnaeus (and then Gmelin) did all organisms, 
then Fabricius did all arthropods and finally all flies, but after that the division of labor 

table 1. Number of valid genera and valid species as well as total number of names for the three major 
Diptera nomenclators through time (fossils excluded).

Linnaeus 1758 Fabricius 1805 Systema Dipterorum 2013
Genera 10 78 12,073
Species 191 1,151 160,042
Names 201 1,242 272,029

Authors 24 46 5,701

Figure 1. The entry for Musca domestica in Systema Naturae, 10th edition (Linnaeus 1758).
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was by geography, with Meigen doing all the flies of Europe and Wiedemann doing all 
the “exotic” (i.e., non-European) flies. Later, the amount of information became too 
large for comprehensive works, so a new format (catalogs) were invented and used as a 
summary of our knowledge, having merely a citation to the basic information. The first 
catalog for Diptera was produced by Osten Sacken (1858), who summarized knowl-
edge about North American flies. Later Kertész (1902–1910) attempted to do this for 
the world but never finished. In recent times, dipterists have come together to produce 
regional catalogs of flies: America north of Mexico (Stone et al. 1965), Americas south 
of USA (Papavero 1966–1984; Amorim and Papavero 2008), Oriental (Delfinado 
and Hardy 1973–1977), Afrotropical (Crosskey 1980), Palaearctic (Soós and Papp 
1984–1993), and Australasian and Oceanian regions (Evenhuis 1989). Add to that the 
fossils (Evenhuis 1994). With the continuing increase in papers describing new taxa 
and refining classifications, some of these regional treatments are greatly out-of-date.

Another division of knowledge was by the publications—works that included 
knowledge about organisms. One of the first to attempt making a bibliography of all 
works related to zoology (and geology) was Agassiz (1848–1854). Then Hagen (1862–
1863) merely attempted to do all works related to arthropods up to and including the 
year 1862 (updated and revised by Horn and Schenkling 1928–1929), and he was 
followed by Derksen and Göllner-Scheiding (1965–1968) (with index by Derksen et 
al. 1975). These works covered knowledge-sources up to 1900. Evenhuis (1997) pro-
vided a selected index to some individual works on Diptera (not articles, but separately 
published “books”) to 1930.

Just as bibliographies greatly facilitate our access to published works, a main portal 
to scientific names is embodied by the indexes built for those names. The monographs 
by Linnaeus and Fabricius were such indexes in addition to being taxonomic tools. 
After them, however, few comprehensive indexes were developed, and although high-
profile initiatives are now underway to dynamically interconnect existing indexes in a 
way that streamlines the taxonomic enterprise (Pyle 2016), we are still vastly behind in 
aggregating content in interconnected systems.

Sherborn’s contribution to dipterology

Sherborn (1902; 1922–1932) was the first to attempt a complete index of all sci-
entific names relating to animal species (Evenhuis 2016). For practical reasons, he 
broke this task down by time. So, Sherborn first indexed all names published before 
1800 and then those before 1850. Earlier zoologists, mainly curators at the British 
Museum (Natural History), had already agreed to develop and maintain an index of 
all new names applied to animals—the Zoological Record—which since 1864 has been 
an annual index of new names and taxonomic changes. All scientific names for spe-
cies include two parts. One for the group that the author(s) feel the species belongs to 
(the genus-group name), and then the specific name itself (the epithet). Consequently, 
those genus-group names become a critical core to all scientific names. Hence, zoolo-
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gists realizing that indexing all animal names would be a colossal undertaking decided 
to first concentrate on indexing the genus-group names. So, Louis Agassiz, who built 
the first bibliography of zoological works, also built a nomenclator of all genus-group 
names in Zoology (Agassiz 1846a,b). He was followed by Marshall (1873), Scudder 
(1882, 1884), Neave (1920–1996) and Schulze et al. (1920–1954). Sherborn, how-
ever, indexed both genus-group names as well as species-group names.

Today, how do we assess Sherborn’s accomplishments? First, we need to appre-
ciate the platform of nomenclatural legislation that Sherborn worked from. Today 
we have the 4th edition of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, but 
Sherborn worked under the ‘Strickland Code’ (Strickland et al. 1842) and he there-
fore evaluated names somewhat differently from today’s standards. Second, while 
today we have computers, database software, etc., Sherborn worked only with slips 
of paper. Fortunately, Sherborn worked at the British Museum (Natural History) 
and, therefore, had access to the greatest library of scientific works on animals. Un-
fortunately, there were works that the British Museum did not have, so Sherborn 
was partially dependent on colleagues for helping him out for certain names. For 
example, Francis Griffin helped provide many rare entomological works (Fig. 2). 
Third, what did Sherborn produce? For each name, Sherborn provided six data ele-
ments (name, higher group [genus if species; order if genus], author, source [an 
abbreviated title and volume], year and page). He checked for two elements that in 
his view were crucial for validity—publication and diagnosis—and gave four data 
elements for bibliography (author, year, reference [title, volume, etc.] and place of 
publication). At the time Sherborn was working, his good friend Bernard Barham 
Woodward was preparing the catalog of the library of the British Museum (Natural 
History), so Sherborn (who was helping his friend in the cataloging of the library) 
decided that certain bibliographic details were unnecessary and unfortunately ab-
breviated most information.

How good was Sherborn? For a study of the species-group names proposed in the 
genus Musca, Sherborn indexed 1,807 names. Thompson and Pont (1994) found only 
3 errors and 1 name that he missed. For all genus-group names proposed for flies (Or-
der Diptera) Sherborn indexed 1,959. We have found another 43 which he missed and 
another 17 which he missed due to changes in the ICZN (plus a large number of or-
thographic variants, which by an unfortunate addition to the 4th version of the ICZN 
are to be deemed unjustified emendations; Evenhuis, O’Hara et al. 2010; O’Hara et 
al. 2011). Thus, for Diptera Sherborn appears to have done even better than his overall 
average (Welter-Schultes et al. 2016).

From Systema Naturae to the Web

The impediments that made the continued updating of Linneaus’ original Systema 
impossible were the inflexibility of printing and the increased cost of disseminating 
knowledge by printing with fixed types and reproducing text in ink on paper. Today, 
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computers are taking over the physical aspects of printing and provide an easy means 
for integrating the past with current knowledge, and they also allow for alternative dis-
semination media beyond paper. The Internet with the World Wide Web is a relatively 
new and ever more dominating medium, allowing anyone anywhere with a computer 
and online access to receive information in real time from anywhere in the world. The 
modern workflow in monographic taxonomy is at least potentially greatly enhanced 
(Penev et al. 2010, Smith et al. 2013), and the challenge is now neither the produc-
tion nor the media, but what society wants of our science: systematics. [The accepted 

Figure 2. Letter from Sherborn to Griffin accompanying one of his “Want” lists. The text of the message 
says: “Dear Griffin Thanks for pamphlets herewith recd. Enclosed list of my wants in Entom. etc. I don’t 
suppose you will get all etc but I’ll be glad to buy any of them you come across. Yours
C. Davies Sherborn”.
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term for taxonomy and nomenclature and other aspects of our science today is (bio)
systematics, a term that is directly derived from Systema Naturae. That is, the science of 
inferring the system inherent in the natural world.]

A Chinese proverb ascribed to Confucius states that wisdom begins with applying 
the correct names (“If names be not correct, language is not in accordance with the truth 
of things”; cf. Legge 1971). Linnaeus (1737) similarly stated that if you do not know 
the names, the knowledge about things has no value. Clearly, names and knowledge 
are intimately connected and work together to create meaningful communication. 
So, to deliver and decipher biodiversity information about flies, we are first develop-
ing the SD as an authority for information about the names of all flies. The names are 
then organized into a classification (or a taxonomy) just as Linnaeus and Fabricius 
did in their Systemae. For flies, the SD provides a single authoritative classification 
developed by consensus among contributors and derived from a more comprehen-
sive taxonomy, which includes information on the characters used to generate the 
scientific hypotheses underlying the classification. The names and their classification 
are shared with global solutions such as the Integrated Taxonomic Information System 
(http://www.itis.gov/) and Species 2000 Annual Checklist of Life (Roskov et al. 2013; 
http://www.sp2000.org/). A substantial amount of the taxonomic information still 
remains in the traditional print medium, but the situation is rapidly changing. This 
is partly because an increasing quantity is now being produced online, with prime 
examples being serials like Zootaxa (http://www.mapress.com/zootaxa), and ZooKeys 
(http://pensoftonline.net/zookeys), but few contemporary journals with taxonomic 
content lack an online edition, and a growing number are online only, like Biodiver-
sity Data Journal (http://www.biodiversitydatajournal.com/) and European Journal of 
Taxonomy (http://www.europeanjournaloftaxonomy.eu/index.php/ejt). Add to that 
the massive amount of legacy data being digitized through the Biodiversity Herit-
age Library (http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org), Google® Books (http://books.google.
com), AnimalBase (http://www.animalbase.org), and Gallica [Bibliotheque National 
de France] (http://gallica.bnf.fr).

Our survival and well-being ultimately depends on accumulated knowledge about 
the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the natural world, and perhaps nowhere else in the natural sci-
ences do we find a greater variety of different ‘units’ than in the biological discipline of 
taxonomy. Ever since Linnaeus, the basic unit of biological classifications is the species, 
and with our living world containing an estimated 5–12 million species, the need for 
names obviously is paramount.

Classifications are merely hierarchical groupings, and in evolutionary biology the 
basic unit is the species. Panzer (1792–1813), at least for entomology, was the first to 
recognize that if information dissemination is focused on this unit so that each unit is 
separate and independent from others, then new information can easily be integrated 
and new classifications easily generated. Panzer did this in the format of small booklets, 
species-by-species, with text and image on facing pages (Fig. 3). Today this is recog-
nized as the concept of the online species page, some of the first examples of which 
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were placed at the USDA Diptera Website in April 1996 and are now incorporated 
into the Encyclopedia of Life (http://www.eol.org).

The last but most important set of components of the biodiversity infrastructure 
for users is identification tools. These range from the early paper-based diagnoses 
provided by Linnaeus and Fabricius to modern interactive, image-rich expert systems 
that run on hand-held tablets and smartphones, which from being available only for 
more conspicuous species like birds and whales, now are rapidly expanding to include 
applets for categories like forest pest insects, tree fungi, mushrooms and broadleaf 
weeds. For the flies, there are still only a few examples of identification tools that have 
left paper as the medium for storing and conveying relevant information. Primary 
examples of CD-ROM based identification systems for flies are the Fruit Fly Expert 
Identification System (Thompson 1999) for the identification of pestiferous fruit fly 
species, Agromyzidae of the World (Dempewolf 2004) for the identification of agro-
myzids of economic importance, and On-The-Fly (Hamilton et al. 2006) for the iden-
tification of the families of Australian flies, but keys to local faunas, like the dacine 
Tephritidae of Malesiana (White and Hancock 2004) and the Asilidae of Germany 
(Geller-Grimm 2003), are also available. Works accessible through the Internet, and 
usually by way of the World Wide Web, are of increasing importance because of 
obvious advantages in easy access and versatility in continuous updating (e.g., Walter 
and Winterton 2007). Noteworthy examples are the Canadian Journal of Arthropod 
Identification (http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/bsc/ejournal/ejournal.html) with nine 
of 25 works being devoted to Diptera, the online pages for the pestiferous fruit flies 
(Carroll et al. 2006a,b), the Keys to the Medically Important Mosquito Species (Walter 
Reed Biosystematics Unit [online]) and MOSCHweb (Cerretti et al. 2012) with a 
matrix-based interactive key to Palaearctic tachinid genera. Additional examples wor-
thy of mention are Dempewolf (2004 [online version], Agromyzidae), Fetzner (2005) 
and Young (2005) (Tipulidae), and Meiklejohn et al. (2012, Sarcophagidae); see also 
Winterton (2009).

Figure 3. An example of the ‘species pages’ found in Panzer (1792–1813); here his entry for Musca 
arcuata Fabricius, 1781.
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Systema Dipterorum: today and tomorrow

The SD is designed as a comprehensive online information source for all the critical 
information about scientific names of flies and the basic information about species of 
flies. This system grew out of a vision of a group of dipterists who wanted to capitalize 
on the knowledge that had been generated in preparing a series of regional catalogs 
of Diptera, which began in the 1960s with a catalog of Nearctic (or rather North 
American) Diptera that involved Canadian and U.S. fly specialists (Stone et al. 1965). 
A catalog for the Diptera of the Americas south of the United States was also initi-
ated at this time, but it remained incomplete (Papavero 1966–1984) until revived by 
Amorim and Papavero (2008) and is now largely completed. The Oriental Diptera 
were cataloged soon after (Delfinado and Hardy 1973–1977), closely followed by the 
Afrotropical Diptera (Crosskey 1980). In 1984, at the International Congress of En-
tomology in Hamburg, dipterists gathered to celebrate the start of the effort to catalog 
the Palaearctic Region (Soós and Papp 1984–1993), the largest and historically most 
complex region. Subsequent years focused on completing the cycle with an Australa-
sian/Oceanian catalog (Evenhuis 1989) and starting a series of world catalogs. Funding 
was successfully obtained from the U.S. National Science Foundation to do that last 
regional catalog (Evenhuis 1989), and private funding contributed to the production 
of the world fossil fly catalog (Evenhuis 1994), but attempts to secure funding for fur-
ther world catalogs have been unsuccessful. USDA provided pilot-test project funds to 
develop new technologies for an expert identification and information system for fruit 
flies (Thompson et al. 1993), which provided the basis for the current SD. The original 
database software used was based on a Wang proprietary COBOL data-management 
system, and later migrated to FileMaker Pro, the current software system.

The SD is today a fully online system containing all the critical information about the 
system itself and its contents. What follows here is merely a snapshot of what was avail-
able online as of October 2013. Irregularly, the SD (initially as the BioSystematic Data-
base of World Diptera) is archived to CD-ROM via the Diptera Data Dissemination Disk 
series (Thompson and Evenhuis 1999, Norrbom and Thompson 2004). As segments of 
information are completed and peer-reviewed, they have been published in traditional 
print format in the series Myia (e.g., Woodley 2001, Brake and Thompson 2011, Mathis 
2011, Mathis and Barraclough 2011, Mathis and McAlpine 2011, Mathis and Sueyoshi 
2011). Today, the components online are the nomenclator and reference files and all the 
appropriate supporting documentation for the system. The only major components not 
yet online are the species interface and online editing facilities for specialists.

The nomenclator and reference files contain all the essential nomenclatural details 
as well as minimal species information. For each name, information is provided about 
the original source and format of the name, correct spelling and type information if the 
name is available, the nomenclatural and taxonomic status of the name, the distribu-
tion, and a link to the original reference. The predecessor of Systema Dipterorum, the 
BioSystematic Database of World Diptera (BDWD), was built incrementally in recog-
nition of the long path to perfection and the need to serve the user community. The 
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BDWD was initially based to a large extent on the published regional Diptera catalogs 
(and several other major sources as explicitly outlined in our online documentation). 
While those sources were all of a high quality, they were still secondary (some possibly 
even tertiary), and as our aim is to ultimately present records checked against their 
original source by a named authority, most records are still flagged as working records.

The SD continues to be built incrementally so as to provide useful information 
more quickly than having to wait until it is complete at optimal standards (the sources 
from which the SD was built are documented online). Each record includes a qual-
ity assurance standard indicator (these are also documented online) telling users how 
complete the record is especially in respect to our ultimate status of taxonomic and no-
menclatural peer review by assigned specialists. Records meeting the ultimate level are 
identified by the name(s) of the specialist(s) and date of review. Currently only about 
6% of records meet this highest level, but in reality most records are as good as those 
already published (that is, the source from which they derived) or better (Table 2).

With ZooBank (Polaszek et al. 2008, Pyle and Michel 2009) growing in capacity 
and having taken the first steps to become part of the nomenclatural legislation con-
cerning names published in digital works (International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature 2012), a liaison between ZooBank and Systema Dipterorum within the 
Global Names Architecture (Pyle and Michel 2009) is an obvious next step. Names 
for the planetary biota are best made available to the user community by a global in-
formatics infrastructure, and Diptera names proposed by practicing taxonomists are 
already to an increasing extent migrated into ZooBank by semi-automated routines 
of front-end taxonomic journals (Smith et al. 2013). The major task of the team be-
hind Systema Dipterorum may increasingly be to provide nomenclatural ‘vetting’ plus 
taxonomic authority, of which the latter is a quality that can be sustained only by the 
dipterist community itself.

The planned species interface will differ from the nomenclator only in the way the 
user can query the information. At present, a user enters a name and the nomencla-

table 2. Systema Dipterorum statistics as of October 2013 indicating number of records and the propor-
tion reaching the quality assurance level at which they are ready for pre-publication peer review.

Number of records:
198,258 species-group names (160,042 valid)
23,437 genus-group names (12,073 valid)
32,900 references

Records compared to original literature:
29,493 species (~15%)
6,138 genera (~27%)

Records nomenclaturally and taxonomically reviewed:
11,509 species-group names (~6%)
2,462 genus-group names (~11%)
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tor returns nomenclatural and taxonomic information about that name. The species 
interface will allow queries about the species and some of its other attributes, such as 
distribution and biology. So, one can ask, for example, for a list of all the fruit flies 
known from Costa Rica or for a list of all the species that are known to attack a certain 
fruit. The challenge of the species interface will be to determine which attributes users 
want to query (e.g., Conservation status? Distribution? Economic importance? Hosts? 
Morphology?) and then encode that information. Today, the nomenclator includes 
only minimal distributional data for species.

The most important aspect of the whole SD enterprise is our team—the people who 
have contributed their expertise and labor to build the SD (and before that the BDWD).

The final aspect of the SD is its legal status, which is documented online under 
‘How to cite & copyrights’. The critical fact is that SD is a community enterprise built 
by dipterists for themselves and for all people. So the information is without copyright 
and is freely available to all. While at various times the master database may have re-
sided physically in some institution, that master was always a product of the SD team 
and belonged to those people. When the SD first went online, it was hosted by the 
Smithsonian Institution; later it was transferred to the USDA, and most recently it is 
served by the Natural History Museum of Denmark. In the future it will keep migrat-
ing to the best place that is willing to properly maintain and improve it.
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Abstract
In 1996 Smithsonian Libraries (SIL) embarked on the digitization of its collections. By 1999, a full-scale 
digitization center was in place and rare volumes from the natural history collections, often of high illus-
trative value, were the focus for the first years of the program. The resulting beautiful books made available 
for online display were successful to a certain extent, but it soon became clear that the data locked within 
the texts needed to be converted to more usable and re-purposable form via digitization methods that 
went beyond simple page imaging and included text conversion elements. Library staff met with research-
ers from the taxonomic community to understand their path to the literature and identified tools (indexes 
and bibliographies) used to connect to the library holdings. The traditional library metadata describing 
the titles, which made them easily retrievable from the shelves of libraries, was not meeting the needs of 
the researcher looking for more detailed and granular data within the texts. The result was to identify 
proper print tools that could potential assist researchers in digital form. This paper outlines the project 
undertaken to convert Charles Davies Sherborn’s Index Animalium into a tool to connect researchers to 
the library holdings: from a print index to a database to eventually a dataset.

Sherborn’s microcitation of a species name and his bibliographies help bridge the gap between taxon-
omist and literature holdings of libraries. In 2004, SIL received funding from the Smithsonian’s Atherton 
Seidell Endowment to create an online version of Sherborn’s Index Animalium. The initial project was to 
digitize the page images and re-key the data into a simple data structure. As the project evolved, a more 
complex database was developed which enabled quality field searching to retrieve species names and to 
search the bibliography. Problems with inconsistent abbreviations and styling of his bibliographies made 
the parsing of the data difficult. Coinciding with the development of the Biodiversity Heritage Library 
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(BHL) in 2005, it became obvious there was a need to integrate the database converted Index Animalium, 
BHL’s scanned taxonomic literature, and taxonomic intelligence (the algorithmic identification of bino-
mial, Latinate name-strings). The challenges of working with legacy taxonomic citation, computer match-
ing algorithms, and making connections have brought us to today’s goal of making Sherborn available and 
linked to other datasets. Partnering with others to allow machine-to-machine communications the data 
is being examined for possible transformation into RDF markup and meeting the standards of Linked 
Open Data. SIL staff have partnered with Thomson Reuters and the Global Names Initiative to further 
enhance the Index Animalium data set. Thomson Reuters’ staff is now working on integrating the species 
microcitation and species name in the ION: Index to Organism Names project; Richard Pyle (The Bishop 
Museum) is also working on further parsing of the text. The Index Animalium collaborative project’s 
ultimate goal is to successful have researchers go seamlessly from the species name in either ION or the 
scanned pages of Index Animalium to the digitized original description in BHL - connecting taxonomic 
researchers to original authored species descriptions with just a click.

Keywords
Metadata, Digitization, Linked Open Data

Background

The Smithsonian Libraries’ collections support the varied museums and research cent-
ers that support the mandate for the “increase and diffusion of knowledge” established 
by the benefactor James Smithson. The diversity of the subject matter in the Libraries 
collection reflects the range of topics, disciplines and activities undertaken by Smithso-
nian researchers. The Libraries has developed along the lines of the Institution to sup-
port the vast array of topics that has become the largest complex of museums and re-
search centers in the world with 20 libraries supporting 19 museums and 9 researcher 
centers. The Institution’s natural history collections date back to the 18th century and 
have been collected to assist in the study and stewardship of the extensive specimen 
collections. The United States National Museum was established within the Institu-
tion in 1858 and moved into a separate, individual museum in 1910. The Natural 
History Library collections of Smithsonian Libraries have grown in conjunction with 
the National Museum to help researchers identify and document specimen collec-
tions. With a substantial amount of focus since its founding on classic collections-
based research of systematics and taxonomy, the collection in the library supports the 
discovery of species and naming. The reliance on historical literature to perform the 
work has made for a strong library collection. The Smithsonian Libraries has grown to 
take on a role of providing authoritative information and creates innovate services for 
the curators, scientists, and researchers. (Smithsonian Institution Libraries. Rare Books 
and Special Collections in the Smithsonian Institution Libraries. 1995) This includes the 
move towards providing the necessary information in digital form alongside the tradi-
tional print collections.

To build and preserve along with the supporting of present day research needs, 
the Libraries looks for ways to have the information within the collection reach the 
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needed patron whenever and wherever they may be. Acquiring digital data, electronic 
journals and resources and current research database subscriptions is one aspect of the 
Libraries reach. Scanning the holdings of collections to provide better access was an-
other step towards the delivery of critical information to the researchers. The Libraries’ 
first started digitization projects in 1996. By 1999, a full-scale digitization center was 
in place and rare volumes from the natural history collections, often of high aesthetic 
value, were the focus for the first years of the program. The resulting beautiful books 
made available for online display were successful to a certain extent; but it soon became 
clear that the data locked within the texts needed to be converted to more usable and 
re-purposable form via digitization methods that went beyond simple page imaging. 
There was a critical need to include text conversion elements. This “freeing the data 
locked on the page” began to be the goal of the Smithsonian Libraries’ digitization 
program. The online version of reference sources began to be scanned with the text cre-
ated into datasets and was the natural progression from the initial tomes with pleasing 
plates. Sherborn’s Index Animalium was one of the Libraries first attempts at digitiza-
tion for database conversion.

I.

Smithsonian Libraries is a traditional library with books on shelves with librarians 
and staff ready to assist the patron with their information requests. Traditional library 
description of monographs and serials is based on standards within the library and in-
formation sciences. The inventories of the holdings of large academic libraries require 
standardized practices and efficiencies of scale to accomplish sophisticated catalogues. 
The Libraries cover a wide range of topics from art to zoology and is geographically 
located across the United States and Panama. The data that is captured for each title 
assists in the physical allocation of material. Yet, the granularity of the descriptive data 
is effectively only at the title level and does not delve into the contents, chapter, article 
or page level with in each title, and does not index the specific details within the texts. 
Most libraries’ tools dating back to the card catalogues to the current online integrated 
library catalogues, have found that the metadata describing titles has worked with lim-
ited success. The discovery aspect of this overarching or “high” level of metadata limits 
the results of inquiries but sufficed for physical discovery of the titles.

Taxonomic research requires the specific citation of descriptions of species. The 
International regulatory codes for identifying and naming of species require in-depth 
research on species and genus. The rules are quite clear that when naming species, 
the name is considered fully formed once the description is published and available 
(International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature’s International Code, http://
www.iczn.org/iczn/index.jsp; See specifically Article 8 and Article 11). Major natural 
history libraries and the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History Library, 
specifically, have served the function of ensuring that publications of species names are 
stored and the publications are available. Yet the librarian standards of description of 
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these materials has fallen short of the needs of the taxonomic researcher in identifying 
exactly where descriptions are located within these publications – the page level meta-
data and the data within the page is lacking.

Smithsonian Libraries staff met with researchers from the taxonomic community 
to understand their path to the literature and identified resources used to connect to 
the library holdings. The traditional library metadata describing the titles on the shelves 
of libraries was not meeting the needs of the researcher looking for more detailed and 
granular data within the texts. Their own bibliographies and indexes were required to 
pinpoint the data needed. From those sources, data points had to be mapped to the 
library search interface (the online catalogue) with different terminology and assump-

Figure 1. Page from Index Animalium showing examples of microcitations.
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tions. Each individual researcher had to interpret and translate access points to locate 
the desired material.

As seen in the other essays within this compilation, Charles Davies Sherborn 
stepped in to fill the data needs that the traditional library catalogues were not and 
could not meet. (Neal Evenhuis. “Sherborn: Work history and impact of bibliog-
raphy, dating and zoological informatics.”) The beauty of his Index Animalium are 
the microcitations for a species giving the genus, species, author, abbreviated title of 
publication, and the critical date and page specifics. This level of access within the 
texts of monographs and serials is the data that the libraries were failing to deliver. 
Smithsonian Libraries saw that Sherborn’s Index was actually a data set that needed 
to be liberated off the printed page and made available digitally. The microcitations 
were needed in the electronic world to interact with taxonomists working in the digital 
world – writing, citing, and interacting with their research. The first task at hand was 
to scan and make available a fully searchable Index Animalium.

Funded by the Atherton Seidell Endowment Fund, SIL contracted to have the 
entire set of 30+ volumes scanned: cover to cover, over 9,000 page images. Subsequent 
to the imaging, the entire Index was re-keyed into a database. Spot checked and refined 
with the vendor, the final database has an accuracy rate of 99.995% and consists of 
over 430,000 lines of useful data. The Index Animalium electronic version is available 
at http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/indexanimalium/.

II.

The first goal of the digital e-version of Sherborn’s Index, was to provide to the world 
a searchable version of the full tex of the index and the accompanying bibliographies. 
As the project continued, it became a mission to identify every volume that Sherborn 
examined in creating the Index. Once identified, the volumes could then be physically 
located with first preference being our own Smithsonian Libraries’ collection. If the 
title was not in Smithsonian’s holdings, a location would be sought within the realm of 
natural history libraries. This layer of access was to assist anyone using the online Index 
Animalium’s microcitations to be able to locate the book that Sherborn references.

Sherborn states in the Epilogue of Index Animalium, March 1922: “In any well-
appointed Natural History Library there should be found every book and every edition 
of every book dealing in the remotest way with the subjects concerned.” With over 
7,700 titles listed, Sherborn gives the most comprehensive list of all important works 
in the study of zoology. The four bibliographies scattered throughout the multi-vol-
ume Index records every title that Sherborn examined. He included indications if the 
work had no systematic zoological name, no Linnaean names, inconsistent binomial 
names, no specific names mentioned, or if no new species were found in the texts.

Researching all the potentially related species is required for the study of species 
naming. The Smithsonian Libraries’ online version of Sherborn’s Index is aimed to 
facilitate the researcher locating all the texts that are referenced. Sherborn’s bibliog-
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raphy, though a very comprehensive list of important titles, is not complete in the 
descriptions of these titles. His use of inconsistent abbreviation, “ibid” indications, 
use of shortened titles, and other idiosyncrasies has made identifying the exact titles 
challenging.

III.

Smithsonian Libraries first foray into moving beyond pretty books to creating datasets 
faced many challenges including re-assessing the actual needs and deliverables of the 
project. The online project morphed from the initial basic scanning of the text – to 
a searchable database – to a goal of connecting each microcitation to the proper line 
in the bibliography – to the goal of having the microcitation connected to bibliogra-
phy connected to physical location of the text. Difficulties emerge when computer-to-

Figure 2. Example of the first page of the first bibliography (Sherborn. Index Animalium, Vol. 1, p. xi). 
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computer resolving of microcitations and bibliography entries were attempted. Most 
problematic was the use of computer scripts against Sherborn’s inconsistent notation 
made it impossible for clear connections of species citations to title citation to be made 
in a systematic way.

Simple Regular Expressions were used to break apart the re-keyed text of Sherborn 
based on the lessons learned by MBL WHOI Library’s project for Neave’s Nomenclator 
Zoologicus. (Nomenclator Zoologicus online version from uBio, Marine Biological Labo-
ratory, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution http://uio.mbl.edu/NomenclatorZoo-
logicus/) Regular Expressions are a simple syntax particularly suited for identifying and 
dividing up textual data by looking at patterns, punctuation, and even character strings 
or sequences. David Remsen and Patrick Leary (formerly at MBL/WHOI) used these 
parsing techniques to isolate titles within the Index’s species citations. Using those 
strings they used comparisons of strings to match against the bibliography citations. 

Figure 3. One example page from Index Animalium bibliography.
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Documentation regarding the parsing of Index Animalium data is found at http://uio.
mbl.edu/Sherborne/index.html.

As seen in some of the examples below, there were some high accuracy results at 
times and mixed results in others. Problems with titles that are extremely common in 
the field of taxonomy, that Sherborn abbreviated in a way that the researcher could 
recognize when reading the citations, fall short when attempting to use computerized 
matching. Sherborn was not consistent in his abbreviation within the microcitations. 
Within the bibliography, he was not consistent with title, author, editor, edition, vol-

Figure 4. uBio parsing showing count of abbreviations found in publication area of microcitation.
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ume, publisher, or places of publication abbreviations. He was not always consistent 
on what he decided to abbreviate or how he formed the abbreviations. Having a sys-
tematic string matching between the citations to the bibliography did not prove to 
provide the clean matching that was needed for unambiguous one to one matching. 
The metadata fields do not line up for easy comparison and matching; for example: 
author to author versus author to editor. Century-old systems of notation translated 
into library standard database structure have been a road-block in speedily unlock-
ing and connecting the data. (Pilsk, S.C., et al. “The Biodiversity Heritage Library: 
Advancing Metadata Practices in a Collaborative Digital Library” Journal of Library 
Metadata 10:136-155, 2010 doi: 10.1080/19386389.2010.506400) Connecting the 
index to the bibliography and the bibliography to library holdings has required many 
more hands and eyes than lines of script. Staff, interns and volunteers began to attempt 
to locate standard library records for each title in the bibliography.

Iv.

A Microsoft Access database was constructed that contained only the bibliography 
from Index Animalium. Sherborn’s bibliography entries were sorted by the greatest 
number of associated microcitations. These were searched and the full title, author, 
date and related identifiers were added to a database. Each line of data from the Index’s 
bibliographies was matched against standard library data using Smithsonian’s online 

Figure 5. uBio parsing. Microcitation “Zool Miscell” found 1407 times in the Index Animalium and 
potentially matches four entries in Sherborn’s bibliographies.
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Figure 7. Screen capture of the Smithsonian Institution Online Catalog SIRIS for William Elford 
Leach’s Zoological Miscellany.

Figure 6. Data from the Smithsonian Libraries database for one line in the Index Animalium Bibliography.

ID 21258
Bid 5384

Orig
Zoological Miscellany (Leach’s). 3 vols. 8vo. Lond. 1814-17. [Dates uncertain ; I 
adopt on my evidence I, 1814 ; II, 1815; III, 1817 ; it is almost certain that vol. I 
began Jan. 1814.],,Yes

uBio Counts 1407
Has Species Yes
Title The zoological miscellany : being descriptions of new, or interesting animals
Author Leach, William Elford
WorldCat ID 4915037
SIL SIRIS ID 120341
BHL Link 41372
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catalogue (SIRIS) and against the OCLC WorldCat catalogue. (Smithsonian Libraries’ 
online catalog SIRIS is searchable via http://siris-libraries.si.edu.WorldCat is consid-
ered to be the largest network of library data. Listing library holdings from around the 
world, it contains metadata describing these titles following international standards. 
OCLC’s WorldCat is available for searching http://www.worldcat.org/).

v.

The Smithsonian Libraries’ Index Animalium project took a new direction as the Bio-
diversity Heritage Library (BHL) project began production. A large scale scanning 
project, BHL’s mission is to digitize legacy natural history literature that is significant 
in the study and research of biodiversity. BHL is made up of a consortium of interna-
tional natural history and botanical libraries. Specific funding of the BHL supports the 
scanning of the literature published before 1923 – titles that Sherborn referenced in his 
bibliographies. BHL ramped up fairly quickly and began to have full text scans online 
in 2005. Libraries participating in identifying and scanning the literature stretch across 
the globe and continue to produce millions of pages of online text ever year. Biodi-
versity Heritage Library information can be found at http://biodivlib.wikispaces.com/ 
and the collection is searchable http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/.

As more and more of the literature becomes available online via the BHL, the 
Smithsonian Libraries Index Animalium project has, once again, shifted in the goal of 
service to the taxonomic researcher. Instead of getting the researcher to the library shelf 
for the text, it is becoming more desirable to deliver the fully scanned text to the re-
searcher. Currently the matching of scanned titles is underway with identified titles in 

Figure 8. Screen capture from OCLC’s WorldCat for William Elford Leach’s Zoological Miscellany.
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Figure 9. Title page from Biodiversity Heritage Library for William Elford Leach’s Zoological Miscellany.
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the Index’s bibliographies. The anticipated result will have the researcher “click and go” 
from Sherborn’s Index online to the BHL scanned text online. Apparently seamless, 
the connections being made behind the scenes match the online Index’s microcitation 
to the full title record and resolve to the proper title in BHL.

vI.

Partnerships forming over the use of Sherborn’s Index Animalium distribute the work 
into more functional pieces to achieve the seamless online research tool. Richard Pyle 
of the Bishop Museum is applying some reviews to the re-keyed text and providing 
complete citations for items that have partial data in the Smithsonian database. An-
other partnership is with Thomson Reuter’s staff working on ION: Index to Organism 
Names. Thomson Reuters Index to Organism Names (ION) http://www.organism-
names.com/ is a free online service to search the names included in Zoological Record, a 
continuously updated database of biological taxonomic research. As Nigel Robinson’s 
presentation “Sherborn’s Index Animalium Integration into ION: Access to All” dem-
onstrated, the parsing of the microcitations and identifying the full text is underway 
increasing the data in ION and providing the connection needed for the taxonomic 

Figure 10. ION home page screen capture.
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Figure 11. Sherborn citation from page 6101 of the Index Animalium: Turdus splendens, W.E. Leach, 
Zool. Miscell. II. 1815, 30.

researcher. Slides from Nigel Robinson’s presentation are available at http://www.slide-
share.net/iczn/4-sherborns-index-animalium-integration-into-ion.

The ION team working on Index Animalium at Thomson Reuters is looking at sup-
plementing the Zoological Record dataset. Sherborn’s data back fills ION with taxonomic 
names for 1758 to 1864. To achieve the data extraction from Index Animalium, Robinson 
reports that there are challenges in parsing and properly identifying the data elements. The 
review of the data is needed since Sherborn’s use of commas, brackets and notations all 
have meanings that need to be carefully interpreted so as to not lose the intention. As the 
project has progressed, inconsistencies are coming to light that can now be documented. 
With this detailed look, the ION team is finding re-keying errors, as well as errors made 
by Sherborn, and the typesetting done based on Sherborn’s initial transcriptions.

ION’s management classification protocol is also being added to the microcitation so 
that the data can be processed and incorporated into the systems already in place at Thom-
son Reuter. The species and genus identified in Sherborn are being folded into the overall 

Figure 12. Parsed Data from Smithsonian Libraries Sherborn Database.

Smithsonian ID 362382
Smithsonian IA Page Image ID SIL34_02_24_0193
IA Page 6101
Species splendens
Genus Turdus
Author Forename W.E.
Author Last name Leach
Abbreviated Publication Name Zool. Miscell.
Volume II.
Year 1815
Page 30
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Figure 14. Results of searching in ION for Turdus splendens.

Figure 13. Focusing on the species and genus names, ION is examining the publication abbreviation 
against the internal Zoological Record data and resolving the microcitations.

Genus Turdus
Species splendens
Name string Turdus splendens
Author last name Leach
Author forename W.E.
Abbreviated publication name Zool. Miscell.
Full Publication name The Zoological Miscellany
Volume II
Year 1815
Page 30
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delivery of data via the ION search. Robinson’s presentation illustrated the parsing with 
an example of one line of data from Smithsonian Libraries Sherborn Database that teases 
out the identification of the citation in the Smithsonian database and the various elements.

(View the page of Index Animalium for this reference http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcol-
lections/indexanimalium/volumes/pagedisplaypage.cfm?filename=SIL34_02_24_0193)

From this breakdown and reconfigurations, ION is able to map data into ION 
and integrate with the existing ION content to form a nomenclator of names for the 
literature published from 1758 onwards.

BHL provides stable consistent page identifiers for all titles scanned. In this 
example Turdus splendens page identifier http://biodiversitylibrary.org/page/28685351 
is a persistent identifier allowing ION to create a direct link into the Biodiversity 
Heritage Library. The results are the “click and go” for the user to reach the page of 
the text Sherborn cites.

vII.

The challenges of working with legacy taxonomic citations, computer matching algo-
rithms, and making connections have not stopped the attempts to continually improve 
the reach of Sherborn’s unique and critical data to the researcher. New developments 

Figure 15. Results of a direct link from ION Turdus splendens to the page in the Biodiversity Heritage 
Library.
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and constant revisiting of the goals has brought us to yet another shift to today’s goal 
of making Sherborn’s Index available and linked to other datasets. The Smithsonian Li-
braries is exploring a different data structure than a relational database currently in use. 
Partnering with others in the world of metadata development and information shar-
ing has led to an attempt to allow machine-to-machine communications. The Index is 
being looked at as the data set of the elements it contains. These data points are being 
examined for possible transformation into RDF mark up and meeting the standards of 
Linked Open Data. This will allow for broader discovery and access than a stand-alone 
database. Linked Open Data is primarily aimed at consumption by computer software, 
but the availability of such data allows the offering of an online research tool geared 
towards the general population of natural history researchers.

Linked Data is based on the concept of triples or a sentence made up of three 
parts: subject, predicate, and object. The subject is an identifiable “thing” that can be 
assigned a unique identifier. The predicate can be considered the “verb” with a con-
trolled vocabulary that has a term defined and assigned a unique identifier. The object 
is the last “thing” in the triple that subject is connected. A possible triple that would 
be created from Sherborn’s Index Animalium is diagrammed below. In this scheme, 
each species is presented as an identifier with related microcitation data pointing to the 

scanned title and page at BHL. The goal of providing the Index as an open data set in 
the RDF would allow others to reuse, repurpose, and mine the data.

The details of creating a complete open linked data set out of Index Animalium are 
still being discussed and explored. Smithsonian Libraries, dedicated to providing data 
in an open platform, is already beginning to work on providing some Open Linked 
Data in a new project based off the Taxonomic Literature: A selective guide to botanical 
publications and collections with dates, commentaries and types, 2nd edition. Known by 
most as TL2, the entire 15 volume set has been scanned and OCRed. The data is cur-
rently available for searching and the break down into triples has begun. Smithsonian 
Libraries TL2 online (http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/tl-2) allows for reading 
or searching the entire text of the literature of systematic botany published between 
1753 and 1940. Incorporating Index Animalium, Smithsonian’s goal is to create a 
TL3: an online resource containing both botanical and zoological linked open data 
resource for taxonomic research.

Figure 16. Example of potential triples from Index Animalium’s citation for “splendens Turdus".

Subject <genus>Turdus <species>splendens
Predicate Authored by 
Object <lastname>Leach<forename>William Elford
Subject <genus>Turdus <species>splendens
Predicate Published in 
Object The zoological miscellany : being descriptions of new, or interesting animals
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vIII.

A project that began to simply provide a URL for anyone in the world to read Sher-
born’s Index Animalium has grown and changed as the fast paced world of knowledge 
sharing has adapted to the technology available. The Index has matured from the pieces 
of paper of Charles Davies Sherborn’s carefully indicated notes of species citations to a 
linked data structure. The overarching goal of providing access has been achieved but 
there is room for it to improve by making the information usable, repurpose-able, and 
integrated into the researcher’s workflow.
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Abstract
This study is aimed to shed light on the reliability of Sherborn’s Index Animalium in terms of modern us-
age. The AnimalBase project spent several years’ worth of teamwork dedicated to extracting new names 
from original sources in the period ranging from 1757 to the mid-1790s. This allowed us to closely analyse 
Sherborn’s work and verify the completeness and correctness of his record. We found the reliability of 
Sherborn’s resource generally very high, but in some special situations the reliability was reduced due to 
systematic errors or incompleteness in source material. Index Animalium is commonly used by taxono-
mists today who rely strongly on Sherborn’s record; our study is directed most pointedly at those users. 
We recommend paying special attention to the situations where we found that Sherborn’s data should be 
read with caution.

In addition to some categories of systematic errors and mistakes that were Sherborn’s own respon-
sibility, readers should also take into account that nomenclatural rules have been changed or refined in 
the past 100 years, and that Sherborn’s resource could eventually present outdated information. One of 
our main conclusions is that error rates in nomenclatoral compilations tend to be lower if one single and 
highly experienced person such as Sherborn carries out the work, than if a team is trying to do the task. 
Based on our experience with extracting names from original sources we came to the conclusion that error 
rates in such a manual work on names in a list are difficult to reduce below 2–4%. We suggest this is a 
natural limit and a point of diminishing returns for projects of this nature.
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Introduction

Appreciation of Sherborn’s tremendous work grows when we understand the extent to 
which Sherborn’s index data can be used for nomenclatural and taxonomic purposes 
today. However, some of the names listed in the Index Animalium should be used 
with caution. Index Animalium remains a core source of nomenclatural bibliographic 
information, but is not without errors.

In the AnimalBase project we manually checked original sources for approximately 
40,000 names that were new between 1757 and 1795 and compared our results with 
those in Sherborn’s Index Animalium. For each examined work we extracted all new 
names under the present-day nomenclatural rules (4th edition of the ICZN Code), and 
compared our results with Sherborn’s list extracted from the same work.

Total numbers of names

It is crucial to know how to read the Index Animalium, as not all names were marked as 
new. Sherborn listed 420,000 names referenced between 1757 and 1850. 70% of these 
(300,000) were listed as new names from their original publications, however 30% of 
these names were not new.

Taxonomic productivity, as indicated by number of new taxa described (Fig. 1), 
decreased temporarily around 1810 and increased enormously after 1835. After 1850 
the rate did not continue to increase, but stayed at the same high level until around 
1910 when it fell to levels of the 1820s. In the AnimalBase project we checked new 
names published between 1757 (the starting point for Code-regulated zoological no-
menclature, ICZN Articles 3.1 and 3.2) and the mid-1790s, which was the histori-
cal limit for AnimalBase work for funding reasons. The numbers of listed names in 
this period listed 10-30% more names than found by AnimalBase, mainly because 
Sherborn included more nomina nuda (unavailable new names mentioned without 
description) than AnimalBase, and in addition many subsequent uses of previously 
established names.

Understanding Sherborn’s style

Sherborn changed his standards various times in the course of his work. This some-
times gives the impression that he had a team and difficulties in reaching a common 
standard, however we know that he worked completely on his own (Evenhuis 2016, 
Shindler 2016). Initially he seemed to have recorded all subsequent uses of names, but 
this was given up (this was because he started with Linné (1766) and did not remove 
the entries when he decided to add those of the 1758 work). For a slightly longer peri-
od he recorded when specific names were placed in different genera. We have not been 
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able to explain why nomina nuda or varieties were occasionally included. At later stages 
he only recorded new names and nothing more. When Sherborn was extracting names 
established in the 1790s he finally seemed to have reached a more stable standard.

We aim to shed light on Sherborn’s errors and their sources, as this will help 
taxonomists who use Sherborn’s data today to use it with greater reliability. With an 
understanding of systematic error sources, users can know when Sherborn’s record is 
at its most reliable, and when to proceed with some caution. We found that Sherborn’s 
data were consistent with our own finds at an average rate of 80–90%. The degree of 
reliability of Sherborn’s data differed by work and by animal group and depended on 
factors that we discuss below.

Figure 1. Number of names. Total number of taxonomic names listed in Sherborn’s Index Animalium 
and in AnimalBase (2011) plotted in 5-year intervals. It must be taken into account that Sherborn’s num-
bers included a proportion of 30% of names that were not new, while in AnimalBase this proportion was 
much lower (less than 5 %).
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Bibliographic methods and materials

How did Sherborn mark a name that was classified as an available new name, what was 
a subsequent use, a misspelling or a nomen nudum? Not all names in the Index Anima-
lium were listed as new. We determined the rate of new names at roughly 70% of the 
listed names. 28–30% of the listed names were marked as subsequent uses and 2.5% 
as nomina nuda. Here are some examples of how to read Sherborn’s Index Animalium 
(our own comments below, after a hyphen):

aenea Nitidula, J. C. Fabricius, Syst. Ent. 1775, 78.
- New name, available.

carocolla Helix, Linnaeus, Syst Nat., ed. 10, 1758, 769 ; ed. 12, 1767, 1243.
- New name, available, with one subsequent use recorded for 1767.

haliaëtos Falco, J. F. Gmelin in Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 13, I. 1788, 263 ; varr. arundinaceus, 
carolinensis, cayenensis.

- No new name F. haliaetos, but three new names of varieties (Sherborn regarded these 
names as unavailable; today they are regarded as available because of ICZN Art. 45.6.4)

aegyptius Lygaeus (L.), J. C. Fabricius, Ent. Syst. IV. 1794, 155.—Cimex.
- No new name, only a subsequent use of Cimex aegyptius Linnæus, 1758.

abbreviator Cryptus, J. C. Fabricius, Syst. Piezat. 1804, 84.—Ichneumon, 1798.
- No new name, only a subsequent use of Ichneumon abbreviator Fabricius, 1798.

aterrima Megilla (Panz.), J. C. Fabricius, Syst. Piezat. 1804, 331.—Apis, 1798.
- No new name, only a subsequent use of Apis aterrima Panzer, 1798.

abnormis Terebratula, M. Tuomey, Rep. Geol. S. Carolina, 1848, 209 [n. n.].
- No new name, not made available (nomen nudum).

carolina Manduca, J. Huebner, Exot. Schmett., Tab. Manduca [n. et f.].
- Name without description but with figure (nomen et figura) (Sherborn regarded this 

name as unavailable; today the name is regarded as available because of ICZN Art. 
12.2.7).

Differences in nomenclature between Sherborn’s times and today

Nomenclatural rules applied 100 years ago were different than those in force today. Sherborn 
began his work in the 1890s. The rules of zoological nomenclature were internationally 
fixed in 1905 (Blanchard et al. 1905), and not always in Sherborn’s sense. This generated 
errors for which Sherborn was not responsible as the criteria for availability of names, 
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corrections of incorrect Latin, authorships for names, unavailability of non-binominal 
works had changed underneath him. In the following century the rules were continuously 
modified and refined. With every new edition of the ICZN Code the number of available 
names has changed again, despite all efforts to keep the status of those names stable which 
were made available under previous rules. Thousands of animal names still suffer from 
unclear regulations and different interpretations of ambiguous rules in the Code.

We looked closely at each name in an original copy of a published work and did 
not rely on Sherborn’s list. For example, Sherborn regarded names as available that had 
no description but listed only a host plant, which would be unavailable today. In con-
trast, he regarded names as unavailable that had no description but had a bibliographic 
reference to a description, but these would be regarded as available today. Sherborn 
usually did not list names of fossils or names of varieties, however today these are re-
garded as available names, in the technical sense of the Code.

Names for varieties were not usually listed as new by Sherborn. Names for varieties 
were mentioned from very early dates, for example those mentioned in Linné’s publi-
cations. Later (sometime between 1780 and 1800) Sherborn discontinued including 
variety names. This shows that over time Sherborn modified his own standards. As 
today these variety names are regarded as available, the consequences of Sherborn’s 
decision to exclude them created a systematic hole in the Index Animalium, with those 
names missing or listed from subsequent sources with incorrect dates.

Names with host plants

Names that were only mentioned with a host plant, but without description, were 
generally listed as new by Sherborn who regarded such names as available. Today a new 
name that was published only with a host plant and not with a description, figure or 
indication, is regarded as unavailable (ICZN Code Art. 12.3).

Names with figures

Names that were mentioned without description and that were only equipped with a 
figure were usually not listed as new by Sherborn as he did not regard them as available. 
Today a new name which was only published with a figure in the original source, is 
regarded as available (ICZN Art. 12.2.7).

Names with references

New names that were mentioned without descriptions, but with bibliographical refer-
ences to descriptions, were usually not listed as new by Sherborn as he regarded such 
names as unavailable. Today a new name published with a bibliographical reference in 
the original source is regarded as available (ICZN Art. 12.2.1).
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Non-binominal works

Names that were mentioned in important non-binominal or not consistently binomi-
nal works were inconsistently listed as new and available by Sherborn. Today a new 
name established in a non-binominal work is regarded as unavailable (ICZN Art. 
11.4). The ICZN Code however does still not contain a precise definition of what 
exactly is a binominal name, so still today some works are under debate from the point 
of view of binominality. By attributing the new names to those works, Sherborn missed 
recording the first sources in binominal works where those names were later actually 
made available. Some examples for such non-binominal works are Geoffroy (1762), 
Hasselquist (1762), Gronovius (1763, 1781), Tunstall (1771), Zimmermann (1777), 
Meuschen (1778), and Martyn (1784).

Correct spellings

Incorrect Latin was often corrected by Sherborn, who did not always copy the orthog-
raphy exactly as used in the original source. This applied to some cases where Sherborn 
regarded the Latin names as incorrectly spelled. Today incorrect Latin is not corrected 
(ICZN Art. 32.5). Sherborn corrected incorrect Latin in only relatively few cases, but 
it makes Index Animalium unreliable to some degree. In questionable cases (if a name 
sounds unusual or has an unusual spelling) it is always necessary to consult the original 
sources. For example, compunctus was corrected to compunctor. The rate of such debat-
able names among all names is probably less than 1%, but these few names accumulate 
significantly among the names a taxonomist will consult when having been confronted 
with a spelling problem in the literature.

Authorship

At the beginning of Sherborn’s work there were no universally agreed rules for nomen-
clature, and conventions for authorship of taxonomic names deviated substantially from 
today’s rules. Sherborn often attributed names to people to which names were attributed 
in original sources, but who could have been people who had not contributed to the 
descriptions. These people are usually called authors of manuscript names. Many manu-
script names of molluscs were created by shell dealers (for example, Ziegler or Parress) 
who labelled specimens with self-invented names without having published anything. 
After the adoption of the first global rules of zoological nomenclature in 1905 it was 
determined that the authorship must be attributed to the scientist who published the 
first description (Blanchard et al. 1905). This basic rule has been maintained in all sub-
sequent Codes (ICZN Art. 50). From 1905 onwards it has been globally accepted that 
the names should be attributed to the first scientists who have published a description, 
which in the mollusc examples were often E. A. Rossmässler or L. Pfeiffer.
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Error sources: understanding circumstances under which new names were system-
atically missed

Sherborn’s individual (i.e., non-systematic) error rate was remarkably low. His usual 
rate of overlooked names was 1–2%, and in carefully compiled works, it was some-
times even less. This was a very low rate for any human endeavour, let alone one 
of such monumental scale requiring detailed work over many decades. It is all the 
more impressive when we realise that today we have comparable failure rates, de-
spite having many computer tools and in some cases teams of people to help with 
these issues.

The proportion of overlooked names from each source work depended on its style. 
We observed up to 40% overlooked names in chaotically arranged works such as For-
skål (1775), Hartmann (1821) or Swainson (1840). We use the expression “chaotic 
work” for publications in which it is very difficult to detect a systematic arrangement 
of species accounts, different names for the same species were used in the same work, 
species were classified in different genera in the same work without visible preference, 
new names were not indicated as such and it was hardly visible if a name was new or 
not, and no systematic or alphabetic index was present.

However, even in some well-organised works Sherborn overlooked 2–5% of the 
new names for no apparent systematic reason. We were surprised to observe this in the 
extracted names of some of Fabricius’s insect works which all had a clear style. Our 
own error rates ranged at the same levels or higher. Sometimes names in Index Anima-
lium were listed twice, with both correct and incorrect information.

There were however various systematic error sources that produced more damage 
to the reliability of the record.

Languages

Publications in languages that Sherborn had not mastered were a visible and significant 
problem. Sherborn was certainly well-versed in Latin, but had obvious difficulties in 
understanding all other languages except English. The problem was that only a fraction 
of the relevant works he had to consult was written in English or Latin (Fig. 2).

In the late 1700s German and Latin were the most commonly used languages for 
scientific publications. Even at that time, Latin was in continuous decline. Between 
1760 and 1790 English was less frequently used than Swedish. Danish and Dutch were 
also important in this epoch. The importance of French in binominal zoological lit-
erature increased dramatically after Buffon’s death in 1788. Italian gained importance 
after 1820. This means that, at a minimum, Sherborn understood only one third of 
the published texts in the works from which he had to extract new names. Recognising 
names of new taxa was usually no problem, but understanding if a name was new or 
only a subsequent use of a previously established name (often transferred to a different 
genus) usually required understanding the context of descriptions.
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In our survey of Sherborn’s error rates we were able to see that if images or Lat-
in diagnoses were absent and texts were only in French, German, Dutch, Danish or 
Swedish, Sherborn often failed to draw the appropriate conclusions and consequently 
erroneously classified many names as new.

Inaccessible works

Sherborn had unparalleled access to literature in London, but despite all efforts to get 
all published zoological literature, Sherborn did not have all relevant works at his dis-
posal. Names established in missing works were not included in the Index Animalium 
and this often had tremendous impact: It distorted Sherborn’s work to a visible extent.

Figure 2. Languages used in early zoological literature. Language analysis of 2100 arbitrarily selected 
binominal zoological works published between 1758 and 1850.
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A striking example in the molluscan record is Férussac and Deshayes (1819–1851): 
Histoire naturelle des mollusques. This was an important basic work for molluscs in 
which 1% of the currently used names for species in Europe were established (and 5% 
of the names published before 1840). Sherborn did not have access to this work, so 
he missed many important names or listed them incorrectly as new from subsequent 
works. In combination with varieties having been ignored in most works, and careless 
research in difficult works like Hartmann (1821), this had the effect that today the 
Index Animalium is not widely considered as a reliable source for molluscs.

Difficult works: Careless research as a strategy to save time

Sherborn had to analyse difficult and chaotically arranged works, works for which extract-
ing one new name took much longer than in carefully compiled works. Difficult works 
became increasingly common after 1790. One example is Hartmann (1821), written in 
German in Fraktur script with 64 new names of molluscs, of which 6 are used today (Fig. 
3). New names in this work were not indicated to be new, so it was very difficult to see in 
the work which names were new and which ones had previously been established. In such 
a case it is necessary to check every single mentioned name, to see if it had previously been 
established or not. Without a computer this is a time-consuming process.

Of those that were new, it was difficult to see if they had a description, because no 
Latin diagnoses were given and many different topics were discussed in the text. Some 
names were subsequently used and placed into a different genus, so that it requires 
either additional research to find such previously established names in the database, 
or special malacological knowledge, or understanding Hartmann’s German Fraktur 
text in which he explained that the name was subsequently used from a previous work 
where it had been classified in a different genus.

Sherborn listed 24 names as new, only 17 of which were correct (two are used 
today), five were attributed to incorrect works (three are used today).

Hartmann (1821): new names and names extracted by Sherborn

– 17 names were listed correctly (among these were Acicula Hartmann, 1821 and 
Hydrobia Hartmann, 1821)

– 5 species were missed: 2 new species were overlooked, 1 name with figure was 
marked as a nomen nudum, 2 names were incorrectly listed as available for previous 
works where they had been nomina nuda. Two of the five names of this fraction are 
used today: Ciliella ciliata (Hartmann, 1821), Discus ruderatus (Hartmann, 1821) 
(Fig. 3).

– 41 varieties were missed. Sherborn systematically ignored all names established for 
varieties. Two of these 41 names are used today for species: Radix ampla (Hart-
mann, 1821), Trochulus clandestinus (Hartmann, 1821).
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– 1 species had an incorrectly cited genus (Clausilia parvula was incorrectly listed in 
Auricella). A specific name listed with an incorrect genus cannot be recognised in 
the list.

– 1 nomen nudum was listed as new (Planorbis dubius). This name had no description.
– 5 names were established in previous sources and subsequently used by Hartmann, 

but were listed as new for Hartmann by Sherborn. In three cases Hartmann gave 
bibliographical references which were not verified by Sherborn, in one case a Ger-
man explanation was not understood. Three names are used today: Acicula lineata 
(Draparnaud, 1801), Oligolimax annularis (Studer, 1820), Pomatias Studer, 1789.

Incomplete research (not checking all cited sources, not verifying the presence of 
a true description in a foreign language) was probably a strategy to avoid spending too 
much time on difficult works with low numbers of new names. We know from Sher-
born’s correspondence he felt a sense of continuous pressure and responsibility for his 

Figure 3. Example of a new name established in a chaotically arranged early zoological work. Detail of 
Hartmann (1821: p. 231), with the original description of Helix ruderata Hartmann, 1821 (currently 
Discus ruderatus). For the non-insider it is very difficult to see that a new name was established here. It is 
necessary to understand precisely the content of the German text: “s. meine Tab. II. f. 11. Der vorigen 
ähnlich, aber aufgeblasener, rauher, weniger Umgänge“ (= see my plate II, figure 11. Similar to the previ-
ous one, but more inflated, rougher, fewer whorls).
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huge task (Evenhuis 2016, Shindler 2016) and he may have chosen to adopt a strategy 
of avoiding situations of greatly diminishing returns.

In the AnimalBase team we did not skip such difficult works, as our objective was 
to test the existing historical data. This had the effect that some highly-skilled team 
members had to spend a significant amount of time with extremely low output in 
terms of numbers of new taxonomic names extracted per time unit.

We were often surprised to observe that Sherborn did not always verify biblio-
graphical references given in the original sources, to see if a name was established in 
a previous work and thus, not new in the reference in front of him. Similar issues 
are faced by authors of applications to the ICZN Commission, and are often caught 
by careful work by the editorial work on the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature (E. 
Michel 2013). Checking sources was perhaps easier for the AnimalBase team than it 
was for Sherborn, when a digitised book was often only one mouse-click away, and 
more time consuming for Sherborn who had to go to the shelf, or request loans from 
far away libraries, to get the printed book.

The danger zones for high error rates when working with Index Animalium

How dangerous is it to rely on Sherborn’s work, and where do we have to pay special at-
tention? This question cannot be answered easily or generally. Taxonomists work with 
Sherborn’s Index Animalium under various different objectives. The main objective of 
our team was to extract all available names from a published work. Doing this we had 
to be aware that Sherborn’s list was very slightly incomplete. We also knew that if no 
Latin diagnoses were given and works were in German, Swedish or French, we had to 
pay more attention. But this was probably an unusual form of working with the Index.

More commonly, taxonomists will look in Index Animalium for the original source 
of a name that was established before 1851. Here they will be confronted with the dan-
ger of not finding the name, or finding the name recorded from an incorrect source.

In 2–3% of the cases the name will not be found, and in some taxonomic groups 
more. Sherborn missed various important works with different impact in various 
groups. In those animal groups where many varieties were named before 1851 the 
danger of missing names is generally higher. As a general rule, Sherborn’s record pro-
vides higher reliability for insects than for molluscs, but also within insect taxa there 
seem to be differences. It is always necessary to ask colleagues working in the same area 
and with some experience in bibliographic work, for their judgement on the reliability 
on Sherborn’s Index.

Taxonomists working on fossil species will also know the extent to which they can 
rely on Sherborn, as this can vary significantly.

Finding the name recorded with an incorrect source will happen more often. This 
also differs by taxonomic group, for the same reason just explained above. If important 
standard works were missed, the names were attributed to incorrect subsequent sourc-
es. If non-binominal works were cited as original sources, such as Gronovius (1763, 
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1781), Meuschen (1778) or Martyn (1784), it is highly probable that the source will 
be incorrect. This is easy to see, however in the next step without Sherborn’s help it is 
very difficult to find the correct source in such a case.

Others might consult Sherborn to determine the orthography of a name’s origi-
nal spelling. These researchers may run the danger of finding the name incorrectly 
spelled in the Index. This danger is generally very low, however in disputed names, 
for example in unusual Latin words, incorrect information may have accumulated in 
Index Animalium. We came to the general conclusion that if the spelling of a name has 
subsequently been the subject of debate, it is always necessary to consult the original 
source and not rely on the Index alone.

Again others might consult the Index to see if a name was actually made available in 
a certain work or not. They will run the risk of finding an unavailable name being in-
correctly marked as available in the Index, or an available name recorded as unavailable. 
Insects such as aphids or moths with specific host plants are particularly problematic 
in this regard, as they were often presented without description in the original sources. 
In Sherborn’s Index, no indication is visible that these names were not made available 
in those sources. Generations of scientists have relied on Sherborn’s information and it 
comes often as a great surprise to see that a name of a well-known and frequent species 
established more than 200 years ago cannot be attributed to a certain work because no 
description was given. The moths in [Denis and Schiffermüller] (1775) are the best ex-
ample. Hundreds of names of this extremely important work were incorrectly regarded 
as available for many decades. For many names their unavailability from that work and 
their correct original sources are yet to be discovered. Interestingly, also some Linnean 
names presented in his 1758 work with host plants have this problem.

Taxonomists should probably not consult Sherborn to verify the correct author-
ship for a name. For this task it is necessary to consult the original source and to apply 
the modern rules, especially if various different authorships were cited in various litera-
ture sources. As a general rule it could perhaps be said, if two or more authorships were 
given for a name in various different recent literature sources, the authorship cited by 
Sherborn would quite probably be the incorrect one.

Final conclusions

The main conclusion we can derive for future projects aimed to extract complete lists 
of names from original sources is that if the size of the project passes a certain limit, 
then doing this without errors is effectively impossible. We would not recommend at-
tempting production of a ‘perfect list’. This applies particularly to the idea of establish-
ing Lists of Available Names (LANs, Code Art. 79). In lists of 2000 or 3000 names it 
might be possible with reasonable costs in terms of time and energy to have a list free 
of error in the spellings and the original sources of the names. If the number of names 
passes this barrier, the time needed to get the record complete will increase rapidly 
towards infinity.
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Manual compilation of large nomenclators will always face an error rate of at least 
2-4%, no matter how thoroughly they are researched and how many people contrib-
ute. If more people contribute, like the AnimalBase team, the increase in coverage is 
counterbalanced by the difficulty in maintaining a common standard, which poten-
tially leads to higher error rates. If only one person contributes, like in Sherborn’s case, 
nobody is there for a control, but the experience shows that the record can be more 
reliable. If more data are to be recorded besides name and original source, such as in 
the ZooBank project, then the error rates per entry would increase accordingly. If any 
such projects are aimed to provide official data resources they will need regulations 
what to do in those cases when the data record contains errors.

Sherborn was confronted with many problems that we also had in our own work. 
This included the difficulty in maintaining a common standard over time. We came to the 
conclusion that anyone who intends to repeat Sherborn’s job will inevitably be fascinated 
and awed by what he achieved, and particularly by his low non-systematic error rates.
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Abstract
By digitising legacy taxonomic literature using XML mark-up the contents become accessible to other 
taxonomic and nomenclatural information systems. Appropriate schemas need to be interoperable with 
other sectorial schemas, atomise to appropriate content elements and carry appropriate metadata to, for 
example, enable algorithmic assessment of availability of a name under the Code. Legacy (and new) litera-
ture delivered in this fashion will become part of a global taxonomic resource from which users can extract 
tailored content to meet their particular needs, be they nomenclatural, taxonomic, faunistic or other.

To date, most digitisation of taxonomic literature has led to a more or less simple digital copy of a 
paper original – the output of the many efforts has effectively been an electronic copy of a traditional 
library. While this has increased accessibility of publications through internet access, the means by which 
many scientific papers are indexed and located is much the same as with traditional libraries. OCR and 
born-digital papers allow use of web search engines to locate instances of taxon names and other terms, 
but OCR efficiency in recognising taxonomic names is still relatively poor, people’s ability to use search 
engines effectively is mixed, and many papers cannot be searched directly. Instead of building digital 
analogues of traditional publications, we should consider what properties we require of future taxonomic 
information access. Ideally the content of each new digital publication should be accessible in the context 
of all previous published data, and the user able to retrieve nomenclatural, taxonomic and other data 
/ information in the form required without having to scan all of the original papers and extract target 
content manually. This opens the door to dynamic linking of new content with extant systems: automatic 
population and updating of taxonomic catalogues, ZooBank and faunal lists, all descriptions of a taxon 
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and its children instantly accessible with a single search, comparison of classifications used in different 
publications, and so on. A means to do this is through marking up content into XML, and the more 
atomised the mark-up the greater the possibilities for data retrieval and integration. Mark-up requires 
XML that accommodates the required content elements and is interoperable with other XML schemas, 
and there are now several written to do this, particularly TaxPub, taxonX and taXMLit, the last of these 
being the most atomised. We now need to automate this process as far as possible. Manual and automatic 
data and information retrieval is demonstrated by projects such as INOTAXA and Plazi. As we move to 
creating and using taxonomic products through the power of the internet, we need to ensure the output, 
while satisfying in its production the requirements of the Code, is fit for purpose in the future.

Keywords
XML, taxonomy, digitisation, nomenclature, legacy literature, zoology, botany

Introduction

The primary source of taxonomic and nomenclatural information is taxonomic 
literature. Despite the growing number of databases the original published source 
is authoritative and provides datable interpretable content linked axiomatically to 
known taxon concepts. A challenge for today is how to extract the content of the last 
few hundred years’ publications and make it accessible in the same way that at least 
some novel taxonomic and nomenclatural statements are accessible (see also Pilsk 
et al. 2015). One means of addressing this is establishing how the taxonomic and 
nomenclatural acts proposed in legacy literature might be most effectively extracted 
and linked to (or, even more effectively, incorporated into) modern databases. The 
accelerating digitization of legacy literature provides an opportunity to optimise ac-
cess to taxonomic and nomenclatural information. This paper focusses on zoological 
taxonomy, but the same arguments (with some different actors, such as MycoBank, 
IPNI, Index Fungorum and the appropriate Codes of Nomenclature) apply to other 
taxonomic domains.

The availability of both legacy literature and new publications as digital items has 
many advantages over solely paper format, including simple portability – it is quite 
possible to carry the entire corpus of publications on a taxonomic group on a single 
hard drive. It also provides easy availability on the internet (Pyle 2016); digitisation 
by large-scale initiatives such as Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL) (http://www.
biodiversitylibrary.org/), AnimalBase (http://www.animalbase.org/), the Bibliogra-
phy of New Zealand Terrestrial Invertebrates-Online (BUGZ) (http://www.bugz.
org.nz/WebForms/about.aspx) and Google has led to a massive increase in accessibil-
ity of otherwise difficult-to-obtain literature around the world. Ideally the process 
will accelerate and become increasingly efficient, with a long-term goal of creating an 
online digital version of all relevant literature. However, to date most digitisation of 
taxonomic literature has led to a more or less simple digital copy of a paper original – 
the output of the many efforts has effectively been an electronic copy of a traditional 
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library. While this has increased accessibility of publications through internet access, 
the means by which many scientific papers are indexed and located is much the same 
as with traditional libraries.

While digitisation of literature is on the face of it a simple concept, it is driven by 
multiple objectives. These include improving security of paper copies by providing 
digital surrogates, improving and increasing access to publications including rare and 
old items, improving searchability of content by providing machine-readable versions, 
pursuing institutional or individual open-access policies, facilitating sharing or selling 
of reprints, commercial benefit, and providing a flexible publication medium. The 
objective of the individual or initiative responsible for the digitisation may dictate the 
methods used, any mark-up system employed, and the metadata provided with the 
digital object. This in turn may determine the uses to which the digital object may be 
put; for example, King and Morse (2013) show that XML mark-up employed for one 
use may hinder use in another area of work, looking particularly at a contrast between 
taxonomists who use mark-up to exploit the documents’ contents (that are relevant to 
them) and computer scientists who wish to explore the documents for multiple uses. 
In one example they noted that the scope of a marked-up text (and the editorial deci-
sions taken by the digitisers) led to only species from Central America being tagged by 
the schema elements for taxonomic names; species names in the resource from other 
geographic regions were not tagged, and therefore undiscoverable by text mining tools 
created for discovery of names.

The potential of using XML-markup is being exploited increasingly in new pub-
lications, throughout the workflow of manuscript preparation to publication (Blago-
derov et al. 2010). XML-markup enables content to be both displayed effectively and 
repurposed through delivery to relevant datasets (Penev et al. 2010). The potential for 
exploring that potential for legacy literature, only available as printed or OCRed text, 
displaying it in a way that allows users to search on content types rather than simply 
key terms, and access and download relevant data rather than have to manually ex-
tract it from blocks of text, has also been demonstrated by the Plazi (http://plazi.org/) 
and INOTAXA (http://www.inotaxa.org/jsp/index.jsp) projects (Agosti et al. 2007; 
Weitzman and Lyal 2006, 2015; Lyal and Weitzman 2008).

In addition to the current approaches to digitisation, and to enable us to build 
on the huge amount of work already done, we should consider what properties are 
required of future taxonomic information access systems and then develop them. Ide-
ally the content of each new digital publication should be accessible in the context of 
all previous published data, and the user able to retrieve nomenclatural, taxonomic 
and other data or information in the form required without having to review all of 
the original papers and extract target content manually. Rather than building forward 
from the past we should be building back from the future, and bring together the 
many efforts across digital taxonomic information to support this. Focussing as far as 
possible on taxonomic and nomenclatural content, this paper will consider what such 
a system should deliver, and what its properties might be.
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Building the System

Requirements

There are two general workflows and sets of components to be considered, although 
these are strongly interlinked. Firstly, there is the workflow necessary to discover rel-
evant content within the digitised literature, and populate a taxonomic information 
retrieval system with extraction from or links to the legacy literature and other relevant 
resources. Secondly, there is the workflow that will operate for a user seeking informa-
tion among the available databases and resources on the internet. To a large extent 
the requirements of the latter system will dictate the operation of the first. A third 
workflow should be mentioned, the production of new literature with an appropriate 
XML mark-up so that the contents are directly accessible together with the contents 
of legacy literature.

Broad requirements of the first system include:
	Generation of accurate re-purposable information from the legacy literature source;
	Generation of this information only once, not multiple times;
	Automatic population and updating of taxonomic catalogues, ZooBank, species 

lists, Encyclopedia of Life (EoL), etc. from digitized literature;

And of the second include:
	Accessibility of all relevant information from any (connected) source;
	Accessibility of new digital content in the context of all previous published data.

Questions that users of the system should be able to find answers to include:
	What is the correct name for an entity sought?
	What is the nomenclatural history of that name? Is it available under the relevant 

Code?
	What descriptions of the taxon are there?

While these are by no means all the questions that one might ask, the scope of this 
paper is largely limited to taxonomic and nomenclatural content. The arguments pre-
sented would, however, apply equally to components of non-taxonomic publications 
(physiology, immunology, ecology, biology, distribution, etc.).

In order to deliver a system that can respond to these questions, the components of 
that system and how they might be linked together must first be understood. Having 
developed the concept of the system it must be built and populated, and the content 
must be updated continuously and kept available to users so that current needs are met 
as far as possible.

The requirements of a system for this area in terms of detailed content retrievabil-
ity were determined in part by a user-needs survey (Parr and Lyal 2007).
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Auto-population of sectorial systems

One of the requirements listed above is the facility to populate databases and other sys-
tems with appropriate content from the digitised literature. This needs a little further 
discussion, since it dictates how digitisation should be performed and elements within 
the digital content should be tagged. Examples of this already exist for digitised legacy 
literature and new publications. Both INOTAXA and Plazi expose their content to 
EoL, and Plazi further supplies data to ZooBank. The journal ZooKeys supplies data to 
GBIF, ZooBank, EoL and Species-ID, and the sister publication for open access biodi-
versity data, Biodiversity Data Journal, implements for the first time a pre-submission 
mark-up of various types of highly atomised biodiversity data. This allows for auto-
mated export of Darwin Core Archives of treatments, occurrences etc. and their direct 
indexing by GBIF and EOL (http://biodiversitydatajournal.com/about#Globallyuniq
ueinnovations). However, rather than simply deliver names and the associated citations 
to ZooBank, for example, much more is possible with appropriate data and metadata 
capture from the publication. Requirements for the availability of new names under 
the ICZN are set out in the Code itself (an abbreviated list is presented in Table 1). If 
these requirements could be turned into a set of standard queries, and the schema built 
to enable the appropriate data and metadata from the publication to be delivered, it 

table 1. Some of the criteria for availability of names under the ICZN, and potential to extract informa-
tion to determine availability. Note that some of these are required or appropriate only for the current 
amended Code (http://www.nhm.ac.uk/hosted-sites/iczn/code/), and the date of publication of the origi-
nal text will dictate what criteria are applicable.

Criterion for availability Requirement
Publication is obtainable in numerous identical copies metadata
Publication: If non-paper, produced by a method that assures widely accessible 
electronic copies with fixed content and layout, and registered in ZooBank. metadata

Publication not excluded by Article 9 metadata
The name is published using the Latin Alphabet metadata
For species-group names, name agrees in gender with the genus name markup + algorithm
For family-group names, name has a permitted ending markup + list
For family-group names, name has suffix appropriate for rank given markup + list + algorithm
For family-group names, name is based on the genus name stated markup + algorithm
Name not already registered markup + ZooBank search
Name contains more than one letter markup + algorithm
Genus in which new species-group name is placed (if applicable) markup
Name not published as a synonym but as a valid name markup
Valid genus name on which new family-group name is based markup
Type species of new genus-group name (including original combination, author 
and date) markup

Description of taxon, or bibliographic reference to a description, is part of 
publication markup + algorithm
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would open the door to automatic assessment of nomenclatural availability through 
algorithms built into ZooBank, and populate ZooBank with not just the name but also 
the availability status with reasons for that status.

This clarifies a requirement that when legacy literature is taken from a non-digital 
to a digital state, not only should the original be viewable and searchable, but there 
should be the potential for subsets to be viewed, extracted on request, and be able to 
be analysed separately. Extending this beyond the elements related to taxonomy and 
nomenclature, the ability to extract components in order to be able to work with 
these independently opens the door to those components being repurposed in differ-
ent applied contexts (e.g. taxa grouped according to where they have been recorded 
geographically or with what other taxa they were collected, by classification etc.). This 
also, of course, opens the door to relevant content being extracted (ideally automati-
cally) to populate and enhance sector-critical systems (e.g. ZooBank, GBIF). This can 
be done through appropriate mark-up in XML.

A first step to this increased functionality is the user-needs assessment mentioned 
above. While general requirements are fairly straightforward to assess, there are dif-
ferences in perception of priorities and significant needs, and consequently how the 
texts need to be marked-up to enable these to be met. One distinction that is already 
clear is whether mark-up should focus on taxon treatments (the policy of Plazi) or 
the complete content (the policy of INOTAXA). Given that relevant content can be 
found outside taxon treatments in the corpus of taxonomic literature, for a full system 
satisfying the requirements above it appears that full-text mark-up is required. This is 
discussed further in section 2.2.4 below. Analysis of different XML mark-up systems 
by Penev et al. (2011) revealed that the technology was only part of the issue, and 
that editorial policies of the groups managing the systems were also significant. These 
include the sections of the texts to be marked up, and also the level of interpretation 
of ambiguous content and how such interpretation is exposed to the user. Such edito-
rial policies should also be harmonised, at least to a set of agreed practices or practice 
alternatives.

The functional components

The basic workflow of a system to acquire, put into a suitable format, retrieve and 
utilize legacy literature is given in Fig. 1. The system is self-reinforcing; the more pop-
ulated the vocabularies and glossaries generated through extraction of the digitised 
elements become, the stronger they will be as a tool to assist the automated or semi-
automated OCR and mark-up processes.

Many components of the system already exist. These are the initiatives, organisa-
tions and individuals digitising and hosting taxonomic literature, databases of names 
and other taxonomic and nomenclatural information, museum databases and the ag-
gregators such as GBIF that make specimen data widely available and are developing 
interoperable systems, and people working on standards, particularly with Biodiversity 
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Standards (TDWG). Some of these are already communicating more or less effec-
tively; others less so or not at all.

Patterson et al. (2010) set out a vision of access to the varied and massive amount 
of biological information on the internet through using taxonomic names to index 
content, and in particular the Global Names Architecture (http://www.globalnames.
org/) (GNA) (see also Pyle 2016). A core of the GNA is the Global Names Usage Bank 
(GNUB) which is intended to index all published statements about life on Earth. They 
identify a first iteration of this as ZooBank (http://zoobank.org), the registry for names 
of animals developed by the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature 
(Pyle and Michel 2008, 2009). They also refer to the Global Names Index (http://gni.
globalnames.org/) (GNI), which is a simple index of all unique name strings (whether 
correctly or incorrectly spelled), with or without author attributions. Other actors (at 
a generic level) identified include Biodiversity Library’s CiteBank (http://citebank.
org/), containing citations for biodiversity publications, and taxonomic catalogues of 
species. Page (2013) uses taxon names to link a range of different taxonomic products 
and resources to texts at the article level, using a system ‘BioNames’ (http://bionames.
org) that combines classifications from GBIF and GenBank, images from EoL, animal 
names from the Index of Organism Names (ION) and bibliographic data from sources 
including BHL and CrossRef. Many of these actors are built up by collaboration among 
many contributors; GBIF names are derived from nearly 15,000 datasets of observa-
tions and specimen records, plus the names from the Catalogue of Life (CoL) (http://
www.catalogueoflife.org/); the latter is compiled from 143 contributing databases.

Records of taxonomic names can be considered in three classes: name lists, contain-
ing name strings, with no taxonomic or nomenclatural information (such as stored by 
the GNI); nomenclators such as ZooBank, which are lists of names with nomenclatural 
information but no taxonomic interpretation (i.e., will include all names as ‘equal’, not 
distinguishing between junior and senior synonyms, for example); and catalogues and 

Figure 1. Outline workflow to acquire, put into a suitable format, retrieve and utilize legacy literature.
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checklists, which are lists of names that include taxonomic information such as synony-
mies, validity and current combinations. What is perhaps surprising is that there is no 
clear agreement of what data are collected where or, indeed, how they should be stored 
in a database. Taxonomic databases and catalogues are the least consistent in content. 
They will almost always contain the valid name as understood by the compiler, although 
whether this has been checked either against the most recent expert taxonomic treatment 
or consensus, or for compliance with the ICZN, is rarely stated. Such databases may 
contain valid names and combinations, obsolete combinations, original combination 
and orthography, obsolete ranks and systematic positions, junior synonyms, subgenera, 
misspellings, type taxa and full citations for each – or they may not. ZooBank includes 
only nomenclatural acts as covered by the Code (mostly ‘original descriptions’ of new 
scientific names for animals, but other acts may include emendations, lectotypifications, 
and other acts as governed by the ICZN Code), publications that contain nomenclatural 
acts, authors of those publications, and type specimens for scientific names of animals 
(the last is considered provisional and is not yet fully implemented in ZooBank). The 
data quality is generally good, reaching excellent where the entries have been checked. 
The names accessible through the GNI are just that – names, with no qualitative infor-
mation. GBIF is similar to the GNI in part of its name provision; it serves names from 
taxonomic databases contributing to the Catalogue of Life but also names attached to 
specimens and observations that may or may not be reconciled to those for CoL.

Digitised legacy taxonomic literature

There is a large quantity of digitised content on the web. At the time of writing, the BHL 
made more than 45.4 million pages (from 156,114 volumes – 91,167 titles) freely avail-
able. Another resource, BUGZ, contains a literature database of more than 16,000 arti-
cles and full-text indexing of more than 200,000 pages. These are not the only sources. 
Therein, oddly, lies a problem. There is a very large number of both large and small-scale 
libraries, ranging from these major initiatives to individual researchers’ web-sites. Con-
sequently, it can be problematic for a human user to find a required article, and the user 
may need specialised understanding of the content and priorities of different libraries, 
including where to find particular collections. This issue is at least partially addressed 
by the ReFindIt tool (http://refindit.org/index.html), an integral part of Bibliography 
of Life (http://biblife.org/). ReFindIt searches across multiple bibliographies such as 
CrossRef, Mendeley, GNUB, Refbank, DataCite and DOIs. Some articles can be found 
directly through web browser searches, but this is not the case for the contents of some 
of the larger initiatives, which are only findable using the search systems of the initia-
tives themselves. These search systems can be restrictive, and may only allow searches 
using pre-determined criteria requiring information not necessarily available to all us-
ers (such as the full name string of the journal in only one form – a problem given the 
uncertainty often associated with journal names and their abbreviations – see Pilsk et al. 
2015). Another issue with some initiatives is that digitisation has been carried out, for 
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very good reason, at volume level, and consequently the metadata are at this and not the 
article level. This problem is compounded by the difficulty of automatically identifying 
the beginning and end of articles during digital capture or subsequent parsing. There is 
thus a mismatch between the metadata served and the search unit often employed by 
the user, who is often looking for articles or even taxon treatments.

There are various possible solutions to the problems outlined above. BHL, for ex-
ample, has a browse function using a number of elements (titles, authors, subjects, ori-
gin of publication (using a map), publication year, language, contributors and collec-
tions). Another effective means would be to expose all digital content to direct search 
by internet browsers; Google books uses this method, as do many smaller collections. 
However, while this would improve current accessibility, it does not necessarily pro-
vide easy access within a workflow since, unless the search criteria are very rigorous, 
sorting through multiple irrelevant search results may mean the user abandons the 
process before finding a required resource. In addition, links between related papers 
(separate parts of the same paper published at different times, supplementary works, 
etc.) are generally not emplaced in the digital resources (Page 2016).

A second step is to facilitate machine-location of digitised texts. This might require 
the adoption of standard search routines that could operate as a web service across dif-
ferent sites. It entails adding metadata to digitised objects that would enable searches 
for units or entities that are of particular value to the expected users. Such units, for 
taxonomists, will include article-level publications (articles, chapters) and text ele-
ments within articles (for example taxon treatments). It will also require increased use 
of unique identifiers such as DOIs (Page 2016).

For inclusion in a workflow from digitisation to an interoperable system, large 
literature resources such as BHL have major advantages in addition to the very large 
content (and thus the easier location by users setting their own priorities). These in-
clude the standardisation of OCR that has taken place, the facility to download in one 
of a number of formats easily, and the persistence of the source.

A relevant although non-technical issue is copyright, which prevents open access 
to many publications. This has been discussed recently by Agosti and Egloff (2009) 
and Patterson et al. (2014). The former authors, considering taxonomic descriptions, 
opined that these are in the public domain and can be used for scientific research 
without restriction, whether or not contained in copyrighted publications. Patterson 
et al. (2014) focussed on scientific names in catalogues and checklists, and concluded, 
similarly, that these are not creative under at least US and EU copyright law and could 
be freely shared, although they noted the importance of providing credit for the origi-
nal compilers.

Optical Character Recognition and accuracy of the digitised content

The majority of digitised legacy literature on the web is provided as an image of the 
page plus an underlying text generated by Optical Character Recognition (OCR), so 
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that the software can find words or phrases within the text in response to a search. 
In some cases there is no OCR, while other sources provide only the OCR. While a 
scanned document may appear accurate as an image, an underlying (or alternative) 
OCRed text may not fully correspond. For this reason a search of a PDF may not 
retrieve all instances of a term, even when the term can be seen plainly on the screen, 
an issue compounded by non-Roman alphabets not properly OCRed in that language.

OCR techniques are not as effective for taxonomic literature as one might wish. 
There are particular problems associated with using OCR on digitised legacy literature, 
where character recognition may be compromised by factors including old fonts, fox-
ing of the pages, transfer of print or image elements between pages, and translucency of 
paper so the image displays text from the obverse and converse of the page. However, 
while OCR can, subject to resolution of these problems, recognise most terms, the ef-
fectiveness of many programmes in recognising technical terms, taxonomic names and 
geographic place names is relatively poor. Consequently searches on such terms, even 
within specialist sites like BHL, do not reveal the full content. These problems have 
been addressed by, among others, Morse et al. (2009) and Akella et al. (2012); the 
systems developed need to be embedded effectively in functioning workflows, and cur-
rently for the majority of digitised and OCRed legacy literature the issues still remain.

To assist OCR software to recognise non-standard terms, specialised glossaries and 
vocabularies would be of value, although use of contextual information and machine learn-
ing are also both important. For example, a list of Parties for the names of authors, editors, 
collectors etc. (including the variations in the possible strings involved resulting from use 
of initials or full names, order of initials etc.) would facilitate recognition of more complex 
names. Other glossaries that would assist in text recognition are geographical place names, 
technical terms and of course taxonomic names; these, in addition to facilitating accurate 
OCR, would, through their distribution in the text, facilitate recognition of different text 
elements: a paragraph with many geographical place names is likely to be either a paragraph 
outlining distribution, or a list of specimen localities. A list of journal names and abbrevia-
tions would assist in good OCR of bibliographic elements (since references are often in a 
variety of languages, which can also pose a problem for OCR). Such a list would have to be 
open, since abbreviations of journal names are far from standard in zoology; it might form 
a part of a master bibliography as discussed below. As indicated above, such glossaries and 
vocabularies can be strengthened by the products of OCR and mark-up.

Even with the assistance of tools such as glossaries and technical vocabularies, text 
may contain terms of use for searches but which OCR software cannot simply recognise, 
such as abbreviations of author names and generic names, and these may need manual 
interpretation. This is also an issue for parsing text into XML, as discussed below.

Marking up the content

In order to transform OCRed content into a resource that can be searched effectively 
for classes of content (e.g. names, places, taxonomic acts etc.), it needs to be marked 
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up into XML or other system that permits computer searching. This paper is not the 
place to address whether XML or RDF is the most appropriate system for development 
(Penev et al. 2011). Instead, it deals with the currently-developing systems, which are 
largely based on XML. The simple requirements are that mark-up accommodates the 
required content elements and is interoperable with other XML schemas relevant to 
the topic so that relevant content can be accessed wherever needed. Weitzman and 
Lyal (2007) attempted to map the various potentially interacting standards in play for 
taxonomic content, indicating where interoperability is required. Such interoperability 
might be achieved either by appropriate mapping between elements used in different 
schemas, or by re-use of schema components. Both positions have positive and nega-
tive aspects, and both approaches are in use. There are several schemas and DTDs writ-
ten to manage taxonomic literature, particularly TaxPub, taxonX and taXMLit, the last 
of these being the most atomised. These have been compared by Penev et al. (2011).

Different schemas provide different levels of atomisation of the content. The great-
er the atomisation of the mark-up, the greater are the possibilities for data retrieval and 
integration, although this can carry a cost burden, since the greater the atomisation 
the greater the effort needed to parse content into the schema. However, this must be 
driven by the long-term goals and requirements. Some of the elements required have 
been identified in Table 1 – those providing sufficient data and metadata to auto-
matically assess nomenclatural availability of a name. These elements would have to be 
separately tagged. Other elements are those which users would typically wish to search 
for, as outlined in the Introduction, and include both publications and subsets of pub-
lications. Within a publication the ‘top level’ is article-level (including chapters), these 
necessarily including the full publication metadata such as date of publication (both 
cited date and ‘true’ date, the second of which may require annotation) and other 
metadata that will enable a user (either human or automated) to assess its publication 
status and some of the availability criteria under the ICZN.

An important subset of publications at the article level, and that to which most 
attention has been paid to date, is the taxon treatment, since this is a text element of 
particular interest to taxonomist target users (Weitzman and Lyal 2004; Kirkup et al. 
2005; Agosti et al. 2007; Sautter et al. 2007; Lyal and Weitzman 2008; Penev et al. 
2011). For a system to have the most effective functionality, a search should retrieve all 
treatments of a taxon and, in some circumstances, its hierarchical children (subspecies, 
infrasubspecies, synonyms); this of course requires all of these treatments to have been 
digitised and marked up, and there is an issue of cost-effectiveness that will dictate to 
what extent treatments are digitised and to what extent they are captured in databases. 
For taxonomic and nomenclatural purposes the digitisation of a treatment should in-
clude in its identified sub-elements all components that will support identification of 
nomenclatural availability and validity under the ICZN.

Within articles the automated recognition of taxon treatments for mark-up is reli-
ant on text and formatting recognition. Curry and Connor (2008) identified several 
standard text elements within treatments: name, synonyms, diagnosis, description, 
distribution, material examined and discussion. Unfortunately such text elements are 
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neither uniform in formatting nor universal in their presence, so different publica-
tions may need different ‘rules’ to allow their recognition. The largest resource offering 
publications broken down into taxon treatments, Plazi, relies on manual intervention 
to recognise beginning and ends of treatments. Progress is required on use of OCR 
systems that retain text formatting, coupled with a natural language programming ap-
proach and perhaps use of catalogue resources to improve recognition of both article 
and treatment boundaries. Less work has been done on recognition of other large text 
elements such as bibliographies or checklists, but the priorities for these would be use-
fully developed and mechanisms to recognise them explored.

Other subsets of taxonomic publications that might be required might include 
taxon hierarchy (which may be an implicit construct from a publication rather than 
and explicit section within that publication), bibliography, diagnosis and description, 
biological associations, specimen data and character statements, taxon citation ([name] 
[author] [date] [nomenclatural/taxonomic act]), the original description citation 
([name][author][date][reference]), subsequent taxonomic or nomenclatural changes 
citations, nomenclatural, taxonomic and other data or information.

Some of these subsets are more strongly structured data than cursive text, such as ci-
tations, bibliographic records and specimen data. In such cases the content, once marked 
up and made available through a suitable interface including both human searchability 
and web services, should be downloadable and repurposable, and consequently delivered 
or extractable in a common standardised format (e.g. Darwin Core for the specimen 
data). BHL already does this with the full content of publications, making the text avail-
able not only as HTML but also as downloadable PDF, OCRed text etc. INOTAXA 
makes specimen data extracted from text available as a spreadsheet and exposes taxon 
treatments and subsets to harvest by EoL, while Plazi extracts specimen data in Darwin 
Core and supplies it to GBIF. A concomitant to this is that content that is not required 
by the user (e.g. the text around specimen data) should be capable of exclusion from the 
retrieved content, and ideally the user should be able to retrieve such data without manu-
ally reviewing the whole paper and retrieving the required data by copying text items. 
This serves to define elements that need to be recognised in the schema.

A further requirement for successful mark-up is the population of implicit terms. 
For example, specimen data listed in papers is often incomplete for many of the speci-
mens; the country may only be provided for the first of multiple localities within that 
country, or specimens with similar data to others may simply be listed “as previous, but 
dates …”. If the specimen data are to be downloadable the country and all other data 
must be available for all the localities not just the first. Similarly, terms such as ‘loc cit’ 
and ‘ibid’ must be replaced as automatically as possible with the full citation.

Despite the work done in automating mark-up to date (Sautter et al. 2007a; Penev 
et al. 2011), the process is unlikely ever to be fully automated. Experience has shown 
that texts can hold many ambiguities that require interpretation, and for which auto-
mation is unlikely to be either cost-effective or successful, although semi-automation 
is certainly possible and has been used both in the Plazi and INOTAXA projects. 
Future work should focus on increasing the proportion of automation and reducing 
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human input. This requires the process to accommodate the workflows of those most 
likely to be able to resolve ambiguities, who are likely to be taxonomic experts. That 
said, progress has been made with using crowd-sourcing to mark-up legacy documents 
(Thomer et al. 2012), and a system ultimately may make use of automation, crowd-
sourcing and expert review and annotation.

A required resource for a mark-up workflow is a location where marked-up texts 
can be stored. This may have to incorporate several versions of a text, given that mark-
up may not be completed for a text, and may even be done by more than one person. 
This repository may be the same initiative where the original document was sourced, 
or could be another place. However, ideally it should be fully accessible for users, in-
cluding whatever search system is put in place for accessing content according to user 
needs. This last point implies a single gateway for searches, which could either search 
locally or, more effectively, across sites (where marked up text in appropriate formats 
is also exposed to searching). The search system itself will need to be in line with the 
requirements outlined above and capable of refinement as other user demands develop. 
Two systems have been developed in recent years that satisfy at least some of the needs, 
the Plazi and INOTAXA systems. Both work with a single repository of documents 
marked up within their projects to particular standards.

The global bibliography

Locating texts, whether marked up or not, ideally will involve indexing in some man-
ner, and this may be a function of a global bibliography. This has already been men-
tioned above in the context of assisting mark-up through identifying beginning and 
end of articles, but also has a function here. The bibliography will have to include 
standards for citation of both library and taxonomic sectors, which do seem to differ, 
the latter including abbreviations and contractions understood (and used) by the sector 
but not appearing in library catalogues. Many journals, for example, have ‘standard’ 
abbreviated formats required by some publishers for use in bibliographies, and some 
taxonomist names are similarly abbreviated in a standard fashion [e.g. ‘L.’ for Carolus 
Linnaeus (= Linnaeus, C. = Linnaeus, = C. Linnaeus, = Carl Linnaeus, = Carl Nilsson 
Linnaeus = Carl von Linné = Carolus a Linné, etc.) (but not for his son)]. A vocabulary 
of abbreviations and alternate name strings for the same entity, accompanied by suit-
able unique identifiers, will enable some mark-up issues to be resolved automatically. 
There will still be a requirement for de-duplication and interpretation, although the 
global bibliography itself will assist in resolving them, especially if combined with the 
Global Names Architecture. For example, the microcitation ‘Smith 1995’ is undoubt-
edly ambiguous, but if combined with a taxonomic name (‘Aus bus’ Smith 1995’) 
which can be found in a taxonomic database (using, perhaps, the Global Names Archi-
tecture) and then linked through that to a bibliographic reference, the microcitation 
(and author) can be resolved to known entities and the taxon name can be added to the 
metadata associated with the reference in the global bibliography.
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As discussed above, automated recognition of articles within volumes is not straight-
forward; textual or formatting cues differ widely between publications, and many OCR 
conversion programmes (which allow the text to be searched) do not record original text 
formatting, thus stripping potential cues from the machine-readable content. Article 
recognition might be facilitated through access to bibliographic databases as discussed 
above (using web services); the title namestring might be used in conjunction with the 
page number to find the beginning of the article, and the final page number from the 
reference to find the end, for example. This requires the population of (open-access) 
bibliographic databases. There have been some attempts at compiling such databases, 
but this is a major task and needs automation where possible. Botanical literature be-
tween 1753 and 1940 has been captured by Stafleu and Cowan (1976–1988), Stafleu 
and Mennaga (1993–2008) and Donn and Nicholson (2008, 2008a), and is now on-
line in database format (http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/tl-2) (Pilsk et al. 2015). 
This gives information not only on publications but also provides standard abbrevia-
tions of author names, which is of great value in disambiguating these. The BHL devel-
oped CiteBank (http://citebank.org/), and currently collects citation details when users 
choose to download a part of a digitised volume – users are permitted to download any 
set of pages they required from within a digitised volume; however, to do this they must 
enter the citation of the article being downloaded, which is then retained as metadata. 
Under the recent ViBRANT project the ‘Bibliography of Life’ (http://biblife.org/) was 
created in order to store, de-duplicate, parse, curate and share references, linked to a set 
of free services; this currently holds more than 215,000 references.

Interoperability and the information network

Implicit in all of the above is interoperability. How this is achieved is largely beyond 
the scope of this paper, but clearly all of the different databases and repositories in any 
system must be able to communicate and share data. There must also be the ability for 
users at any point to annotate records. This is discussed at some length in the recent 
Global Biodiversity Informatics Outlook (http://www.biodiversityinformatics.org/). 
One key component that has already been alluded to is that all of the participating ac-
tors must agree to some standard elements for their schemas and databases. Taxonomic 
name strings must be atomised in the same way, taxonomic acts, authors, citations, 
specimen data and so on must all be recorded in such a way that interoperability is 
possible. Without this the system cannot deliver benefits.

Sociological factors

Irrespective of technological advances, the major barriers to progress are likely to be so-
ciological. Across the communities of scientists who might be expected to contribute to 
building a system there are very widely differing levels of understanding of what is needed, 
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different skill levels in biodiversity informatics and other relevant technologies, and differ-
ent levels of understandings of the current possibilities for data sharing and how these data 
may be used. At one end are individuals, usually highly experienced taxonomists, who 
still compile their information on stand-alone databases, spreadsheets or word-processed 
documents; at the other are computer-focussed builders of innovative bibliographic re-
search tools, but who may have little engagement with taxonomic research. No tool is 
easily incorporated into a workflow unless it delivers what the users need more simply and 
effectively than it is delivered by familiar methods. This means that tools must be simple 
to use and not change too much or too rapidly. What is needed is not a set of beta-version 
products as generated by a succession of independent research projects but relatively stable 
well-documented production tools. This is not a straightforward requirement; we are all 
familiar with the truism that it is simpler to get a grant to develop a novel system than to 
obtain money to populate an existing one, and developments are happening so rapidly 
that it is difficult to harmonise them all. That said, BHL is an example of a component 
that has placed itself in multiple workflows effectively, and is growing by adding func-
tionalities. ZooBank similarly has embedded itself in workflows, to the extent that for 
some journals and authors inclusion of ZooBank registration numbers is best practice, and 
initiatives such as NCBI (GenBank), BHL and GBIF are building it into their function-
alities. It is also establishing cross-links to legacy literature – an important development 
which will support the building of the system discussed in this paper.

A further sociological factor is the independence of database compilers. Each da-
tabase being compiled is created for a particular purpose and owned by one or more 
individuals. This has led to some taxa being covered by more than one taxonomic 
database (sometimes at global and regional levels), while others are not covered at all. 
In some cases the same information has been collected multiple times from primary 
and secondary literature. As noted above, each of these databases may be compiled 
using non-interoperable systems and without clarity or even consistency on the no-
menclatural and taxonomic elements it contains. Assistance to use standardised sys-
tems that can connect to others to download and share information would gain more 
uniformity among database owners and facilitate their work. An analogous system is 
that of genealogical research, a very popular hobby in some parts of the world. There 
are many individual researchers but the tools they use are fairly standardised, many use 
a common (GEDCOM) format to exchange content, and many have easy links to on-
line resources to find and download relevant data, and to upload content. Such pro-
grammes also exist for taxonomists, such as SpeciesFile (http://software.speciesfile.org/
HomePage/Software/SoftwareHomePage.aspx) or Mantis (http://140.247.119.225/
Mantis/index.htm) but as yet none can be considered as standard tools.

Summary

Taxonomic research and its nomenclatorial supporting structure are embracing the 
digital environment. However, to an extent we are still treating each resource – data-
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bases, checklists, taxonomic publications, faunas and floras etc. – as separate stand-
alone items. Instead we should be mainstreaming the idea of bringing all of these 
together in a digital environment. One means to do that is through use of XML. 
Both legacy and new literature can be marked-up into dedicated schemas, and the 
more atomised the mark-up the greater the possibilities for data retrieval and integra-
tion. Mark-up requires XML that accommodates the required content elements and is 
interoperable with other XML schemas, and there are now several written to do this, 
particularly TaxPub, taxonX and taXMLit, the last of these being the most atomised. A 
need now is to automate this process as far as possible. With such mark-up and display 
in an appropriate platform, the door is opened to dynamic linking of new content with 
extant systems: automatic population and updating of taxonomic catalogues, ZooBank 
and faunal lists, all descriptions of a taxon and its children instantly accessible with a 
single search, comparison of classifications used in different publications, and so on. 
To move to such a model will require an agreement on vision and wider acceptance of 
both standards and desirable properties of digitised output.
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Abstract
Scientific names serve to label biodiversity information: information related to species. Names, and their 
underlying taxonomic definitions, however, are unstable and ambiguous. This negatively impacts the 
utility of names as identifiers and as effective indexing tools in biological informatics where names are 
commonly utilized for searching, retrieving and integrating information about species. Semiotics provides 
a general model for describing the relationship between taxon names and taxon concepts. It distinguishes 
syntactics, which governs relationships among names, from semantics, which represents the relations be-
tween those labels and the taxa to which they refer. In the semiotic context, changes in semantics (i.e., 
taxonomic circumscription) do not consistently result in a corresponding and reflective change in syntax. 
Further, when syntactic changes do occur, they may be in response to semantic changes or in response 
to syntactic rules. This lack of consistency in the cardinal relationship between names and taxa places 
limits on how scientific names may be used in biological informatics in initially anchoring, and in the 
subsequent retrieval and integration, of relevant biodiversity information. Precision and recall are two 
measures of relevance. In biological taxonomy, recall is negatively impacted by changes or ambiguity in 
syntax while precision is negatively impacted when there are changes or ambiguity in semantics. Because 
changes in syntax are not correlated with changes in semantics, scientific names may be used, singly or 
conflated into synonymous sets, to improve recall in pattern recognition or search and retrieval. Names 
cannot be used, however, to improve precision. This is because changes in syntax do not uniquely identify 
changes in circumscription.

These observations place limits on the utility of scientific names within biological informatics ap-
plications that rely on names as identifiers for taxa. Taxonomic systems and services used to organize and 
integrate information about taxa must accommodate the inherent semantic ambiguity of scientific names. 
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The capture and articulation of circumscription differences (i.e., multiple taxon concepts) within such 
systems must be accompanied with distinct concept identifiers that can be employed in association with, 
or in replacement of, traditional scientific names.

Keywords
Taxonomic name services, taxon concepts, identifiers, relevance, search and retrieval

Introduction

Scientific names are labels for taxa that are governed by formalized rules of nomencla-
ture. These rules were introduced to establish clarity, stability, economy and unique-
ness to the fragmented landscape of pre-Linnaean nomenclature (Mayr 1991). Sher-
born’s Index Animalium (IA) represents a monumental attempt to capture key data 
elements regarding the source and orthography of (nearly) all zoological names for 
species from the beginning of formalized Linnaean zoological nomenclature in 1758 
through 1850. An index, in the sense of Index Animalium, is a list of terms linked 
to, or pointing to, a greater volume of values, data, information or knowledge that 
pertain to the term. Index Animalium links zoological names to their originating bib-
liographic citation. (Pilsk et al. 2016) It also links two separate records when a species 
described with one name was subsequently moved to a new genus and established a 
new binomial name. The primary function, of the more than 9,000 pages, however, is 
as an authoritative reference that provides the correct spelling of a name and pointer 
to its original description (CWR 1903, Alonso-Zarazaga et al. 2016). Much of the 
value and respect that IA has received is derived from the enormous amount of work 
required to compile and verify the names and associated publications. Biologists rely 
on this reference when they need to consult the original work (Evenhuis 2016).

The use and value of IA, however, extends beyond its referential value and, in an 
age of increasingly vast amounts of digitized biodiversity information being acces-
sible online, serves as an immensely valuable resource in establishing order within a 
substantially larger index of biodiversity information: the entire corpus of recorded 
biodiversity knowledge.

Throughout the past 250 years, nearly all information about taxonomic groups 
such as species has been linked through a name, nearly always a scientific name. (Gri-
maldi and Engel 2005). Scientific names are not the sole means to label species in-
formation. Informal and provisional names also play supporting roles (Murray and 
Stackebrandt 1995) but only when their use can be unambiguously linked to a species 
through a scientific name. Practically speaking, scientific names form the basis for re-
ferring to species and they label biodiversity information across the entire spectrum of 
biodiversity knowledge (Thompson and Pape 2016).

Names label voucher specimens in natural history museums, for instance, and are 
used to identify biological observations at all scales, from molecules to ecosystems, pro-
viding the key biological context to associated metacontent such as the observation 
locality and date Figure 1. Scientific names are used in all manner of publications and 
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communications be they scientific, agricultural, commercial, medical, legislative or so-
cial. Increasingly, these communications are taking place online and in digital environ-
ments and legacy information is being retrospectively digitized and also placed in online 
data stores (Patterson et al. 2010). Without a name associated with an information or 
data object, the taxonomic link is effectively lost.

discussion

Given the ubiquitous linkage between biodiversity information and scientific names, 
there must exist an enormous and virtual super-index of names tied to the world’s species 
information. Such an index, assembled and presented within a Sherborn-like data store, 
would, in principle, link to all, or nearly all, information related to all described species. 
This implies a far more important and central role for names as mediators to biodiversity 

Figure 1. Scientific names label information about species.

Figure 2. All information of a species is linked by a name.
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information. As more and more retrospective and prospective information is placed in 
online data stores, such an index is becoming increasingly realistic (Pyle 2016).

Indexing and search engines like Google and Yahoo generate billions of dollars 
in revenue by processing countless electronic data stores and producing searchable 
indexes (Varian 2007). An index of names, such as provided through Index Ani-
malium, combined with similar technologies could, in principal, provide access to 
whatever online information is associated with the names in the index. Broaden the 
list through the consolidation of similar indexes within the zoological, microbial and 
botanical domains, and it’s not inconceivable that a comprehensive list of names 
could be assembled. Such a collection would provide the means to discover and ac-
cess the complete wealth of recorded biodiversity knowledge (Patterson et al. 2010). 
The legacy of Linneaus and Sherborn appear to have provided the framework for 
the systematic organization and delivery of biodiversity knowledge in the digital age 
(Patterson et al. 2006).

There are limits to this utility however, and these limits are inherent within biologi-
cal nomenclature and its relationship to the taxa they label. Index Animalium and other 
similar compilations represent a list of names, not lists of species. This distinction has 
ramifications that place limits on helping us utilize their ubiquity in labeling biodiver-
sity information. Semiotics refers to the study of how we use signs or symbols, such as 
names, to confer meaning to objects in the real world and provides a broader framework 
to this understanding. Semiotics is divided into several sub-domains that include:

	Semantics, which refers to the relationship between signs and the things to which 
they refer; their meaning.

 Syntactics, which refers to the relationships among signs or symbols within formal 
structures.

These two terms have analogs in taxonomy. Nomenclature, particularly formal-
ized scientific nomenclature governs much of the syntax domain while semantics is 
the realm of taxonomy, which links names with taxon definitions or circumscriptions 
(Dubois 2005, Franz et al. 2008, Witteveen 2014).

The triangle of reference, or semiotic triangle (Ogden and Richards 1923), is a 
model of how syntax and semantics are related to the objects they represent (van Ri-
jsbergen 1979).

In the model (Figure 3), there is no direct relationship (dotted line) between symbols 
(i.e., names) and the real-world objects (the referent) they represent (A). Meaning, or the 
relationship between the name and the object, is conveyed only through a concept that 
exists in the mind of the user of the name. In taxonomy, a biologist (B) determines a 
specimen is sufficiently distinct to constitute a new species and documents the concept or 
idea of this novelty to a publication and assigns a name to it. Another person (C) subse-
quently reading the name, perhaps as a label on a specimen, evokes the concept originally 
described by the biologist, to refer to the specimen. Accurate communication occurs 
when there is congruence between both concepts among the writer and the reader.
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In biological taxonomy, a species name refers to a concept anchored by a speci-
men but created in the mind of a biologist. The function of the name is to facilitate 
communication. Communication is facilitated, however, only when the concepts 
(not the objects) are approximately congruent. Success is not black and white, but 
can be partial – whether partial is good enough is contingent on context-specific in-
ference needs that the reciprocal concept alignment must fulfill. Thus, two persons 
look at the same avocado and one declares it a fruit, because it is derived from floral 
ovaries, while another declares it is not a fruit because it is not sweet. This conflict 
occurs when there is no congruency in the concepts invoked through the use of the 
name. Similar issues occur within taxonomy. In the simple case above, the term 
‘fruit’ is associated with two definitions, or, more formally, the cardinality between 
syntax and semantics is one-to-two, or more generally, one-to-many (1:N). The 
same object evokes the same name but refers to two concepts according to two 
individuals. It is the relationship between the name and the concept that is impor-
tant. Cardinality between syntax and semantics has a direct impact on the use and 
limits of scientific names as identifiers in biological informatics (Franz 2014).

Identifiers such as names have utility in information discovery and retrieval that is 
directly proportional to the degree of correlation between the term and the associated 
meaning or, in the semiotic context, in the correlation between syntax and semantics. 
Laypersons may think of scientific names as stable and unique, where a single Latin 
binomial name refers to one species and remains that way for all time. In other words, 
that there is a stable one-to-one relationship between a name (syntax) and the taxon 
(semantics) that it labels (Stringer 2002). This is an important informatics pre-condi-
tion if we are to rely on names as a means to search for and retrieve relevant informa-
tion related to taxa (Thau et al. 2010).

Relevance in information retrieval is measured as a combination of two factors: 
precision and recall (van Rijsbergen 1979). Precision refers to the exactness, or quality 
in an information retrieval instance. Recall is a measure of quantity or completeness. 
For example, in Figure 4, below, a search for articles on ants misses some relevant arti-
cles but also accidentally returns articles on plants.

A search result, therefore, can produce two kinds of relevance errors.

Figure 3. The semiotic triangle describes how names communicate meaning.
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•	 A false positive error occurs when the system returns a result that is non-rele-
vant. This is an error of precision.

•	 A false negative error occurs when the system fails to return a relevant result. 
This is an error of recall.

Perfect identifiers

Based on the above, we can define a perfect identifier as one that returns 100% rel-
evant results; that is, zero false positive, and zero false negative, results. This is easy 
to understand in a relational database system that uses internal unique identifiers to 
ensure that all relevant records are returned in queries. Relational integrity within 
a database management system relies on a 1:1 relationship between a primary key 
and the object it represents. Integrity would be lost if two identifiers referred to the 
same object or if the same identifier referred to two objects. For an identifier to be a 
perfect identifier both the cardinality and correlation between syntax and semantics 
is exactly 1:1. From a taxonomic standpoint, this would require a single, unique 
name to refer to a single, distinct taxon. Any change or difference in semantics 
should be linked to a corresponding change in syntax (Lepage et al. 2014). This is 
not, however, the reality of biological taxonomy (Berendsohn and Geoffroy 2007, 
Franz et al. 2008).

Laypersons are often surprised to learn that scientific names are neither stable nor 
unique identifiers for taxa. The underlying causes for this instability have their roots in 
both syntax and semantics (Witteveen 2014) but the common consequence is a depar-
ture from the tight 1:1 correlation that is required to maintain the relational integrity 
between a name and the taxon to which it refers. This cardinal relationship dictates the 
utility and application of scientific names within biological information retrieval. It 

Figure 4. Precision vs. recall in search results.

1. Recall Is the proportion of relevant 
documents that are retrieved.
Recall =A/(A+D) or 7/10 =70%
2. Precision is the proportion of 
retrieved documents that are relevant.
Precision=A/(A+B) or 7/11 = 63%
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is this relationship between syntax and semantics that dictates whether the impact on 
relevance will fall on precision or on recall, or on both.

There are four cardinal relationships possible between syntax (names) and seman-
tics (taxa) in this regard and they are summarized in Table 1 below.

The relationship between a scientific name and the taxon to which it refers always 
falls into one of the four conditions in this table. Each of these conditions is repre-
sented within biological taxonomy and imposes informatics challenges that, in many 
cases, may be mitigated.

table 1. Summary of cardinal relationships between names and taxa.

Impact
Cardinality Abbrev. Diagram Example Recall Precision

One to One 1:1 Stable taxon No No

Many-to-One N:1 Synonyms Yes No

One-to-Many 1:N Homonyms/ Polysemes No Yes

Many-to-Many N:N Taxon Concept Yes Yes

One-to-One (1:1) Cardinality Impact Result
Syntax Semantics No impact on 

precision/recall Maximum relevance
One Name One Meaning

The perfect identifier, as defined above, returns no false positive or false negative 
results when applied in a search. Thus, a search by name returns all and only the rel-
evant related objects. In biology, there are many taxa that are so under-studied that 
they are only known from their original description and none or very few subsequent 
references (Thessen et al. 2012). The name alone, so long as it is a unique name, is suf-
ficient to locate all related material. As noted, under these conditions:

 Recall – A single name will ensure no false negatives will be missed
 Precision – A single taxon labeled with the name will ensure no false positives are 

included in the results.

In reality Latinized scientific names are complex and easily misspelled such that 
this pure one-to-one condition is not as easily met. When this occurs, multiple syno-
nyms refer to the same taxon.
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Synonyms are multiple names associated with a single taxon. Rules of nomencla-
ture dictate that only one name is the correct label for a taxon. Any others must be 
“sunk” in synonymy (Del Hoyo and Pedrola-Monfort 2010). When this occurs it is 
clear that a single name may no longer be used to retrieve all information related to the 
taxon. This has the following impact on relevance.

 Recall – Synonyms impact recall because the use of a single name will result in false 
negative results.

 Precision – Synonyms in a N:1 condition do not impact precision because, by defi-
nition, only a single concept is involved. Thus, false positive results are not possible 
through matching any of the names.

Synonyms fall into several classes based on their origin:

Orthographic or lexical synonyms

Variations in spelling represent one class of synonyms although they are often not formally 
referred as such. The names “Loligo pealeii,” “Loligo pealei” and “Loligo pealii” for ex-
ample, have all been used to refer to a particular species of squid (Loligo pealeii LaSeur, 
1821) although only the first spelling is correct. “Pomatomus saltator” and “Pomatomus 
saltatrix” represent variants based on differences in Latin gender applied to the species 
name. While only one is syntactically correct, they are both regularly used (David and 
Gosselin 2002, Welter-Schultes et al. 2015). This conflation of syntax impacts recall 
when data stores containing variant orthographies are searched.

Nomenclatural synonyms

Nomenclatural synonyms represent a syntactic change without an associated change 
in semantics. This may occur when two names are discovered to refer to the same 
original publication or to the specimens that form the basis for the description. For 
example, the name Taraxacum officianale F.H. Wigg shares the same type specimen 
as the name Leontodon taraxacum L. The two names therefore, refer to the same 
taxon (Kirschner and Štěpánek 2011).

The binomial name of scientific names result in a change in syntax when a taxon is moved 
to a different genus or if a name is not published according to formal nomenclatu-

Many-to-One (N:1) Cardinality Impacts Result
Syntax Semantics

Recall False negatives
Multiple names One meaning
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ral rules. (Blackwelder 1967, International Commission on Zoological Nomencla-
ture 1999, Dubois 2000, McNeill et al. 2005) When Drosophila melanogaster was 
proposed to belong within the genus Sophophora, a new binomial, Sophophora mela-
nogaster was created. These syntactic changes are not reflective of a change in taxo-
nomic circumscription (van der Linde and Yassin 2010).

Taxonomic synonyms

Taxonomic synonyms are the result of a change in circumscription that occurs when two, 
formerly distinct taxa, are merged. This may occur due to broad variation within a species 
giving rise to multiple, correctly published species descriptions that are ultimately deemed 
to belong to the same taxon. For example, Antilocapra anteflexa Gray, 1855, is an antelope 
who’s description was based on a pair of horns. It has since been determined, and is now 
generally accepted to be, a variant of a previously-described species, Antilocapra americana 
Ord, 1815 (O'Gara 1978). Syntactic and pragmatic rules result in one name being applied 
to the newly merged taxon while other names, which may include orthographic variants and 
nomenclatural synonyms linked to the grouped taxa, fall into synonymy (Polaszek 2008).

In all of these cases, information tied to a single taxon may be labeled with multi-
ple different labels. This will result in false negative results in search and retrieval across 
data stores containing multiple names for the taxon.

Mitigation of synonyms

Different approaches have been applied to overcome the impact on recall inherent to 
synonymy.

 “Fuzzy” name-matching services are used to group orthographic variants and mis-
spellings (Rees 2014).

 Taxonomic names servers, such as provided by uBio, iPlant and ITIS offer thesau-
rus-like services that provide the list of related names that can be used to conflate 
a search and improve recall (Boyle et. al. 2013, Remsen 2014, Integrated Taxo-
nomic Information System 2014)

Homonyms

One-to-Many (1:N) Cardinality Impacts Result
Syntax Semantics

Precision False positives
One name Multiple meanings
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Homonyms are two identically-spelled names that refer to two distinct taxa. For 
example, the genus Aotus refers to both a legume and a primate (Remsen and Patterson 
2010). The species Agathis montana may be either a wasp or a conifer (Encyclopedia of 
Life 2014). Secondary homonyms are a consequence of transferring a species to a new 
genus that already contains the constructed binomial (Dickinson 2016).

The word homograph is similarly used to refer to two identically-spelled words and 
broadens the definition outside of biological taxonomy. Cancer, for example, is both a 
genus of crab and a medical condition. The result, however is the same: a one-to-many 
(1:N) relationship between syntax (one name) and semantics (two taxa). This has the 
following impact on relevance:

 Recall – Homonyms do not impact recall in this condition, because, by definition, 
only a single name is relevant and false negative matches are not possible.

 Precision – Homonyms impact precision because the name is ambiguous and can 
produce false positive results when a match is made to a non-target taxon.

Mitigation of homonyms

There are two ways to improve precision when a name is too ambiguous; syntactic and 
pragmatic. The syntactic approach is to change the cardinality between the names and 
taxa from one-to-many to one-to-one. This is achieved by changing the syntax to two 
distinct forms. In the case of Aotus for example, the legume may be formally referred 
to as Aotus Smith, 1805 while the primate is Aotus Illiger, 1811. While the name com-
ponents remain identical, the appended authorship information renders them distinct. 
The usage of this form of the name improves precision, effectively moving the burden 
of relevance to recall. The use of the more precise term supports the distinction of 
the two taxa but results in the minting of a synonym. The result would be fewer false 
positive but a potential increase in false negatives as the use of the more refined name 
would miss relevant results labeled only with the homonym. In general, improvements 
in precision result in a decrease in recall and vice-versa; Resolving this would require 
changing all the retrospective ambiguous use of the name Aotus with the more precise 
amended form (Rees 2012).

The pragmatic approach relies on analytic techniques that try to identify context 
to disambiguate the term. For example, the term “monkey” or “pea” in the vicinity of 
the use of the name Aotus, could help disambiguate the usage and improve precision 
(Boulis and Ostendorf 2005).

One-to-Many Cardinality Impacts Result
Syntax Semantics

Precision False positives
One name Multiple meanings
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Polysemy (literally “many meanings”) is a condition similar to homonymy and 
refers to a single name that refers to two taxa. Instead of consisting of entirely distinct 
taxa, however, the circumscriptions overlap. This occurs when taxa are lumped and 
split and result in two or more taxon concepts (Remsen and Patterson 2010, Franz 
and Cardona-Duque 2013). A polyseme impacts relevance in a manner similar to a 
homonym but is much more common. Impacts on relevance are as follows:

 Recall – Recall is not impacted. Syntactic ambiguity is not a factor here as there is 
only a single name.

 Precision – Polysemes impact precision because a single taxon name refers to two 
or more different circumscriptions for a taxon.

Pneumocystis carinii Delanoe & Delanoe, 1912, is a fungal pathogen responsible 
for a deadly pneumonia (PCP) in HIV-infected patients. It was originally described 
in dogs and rats and later found to occur in humans. In 2002 genetic analysis deter-
mined that the human pathogen was distinct from the one that infects dogs. A new 
name, Pneumocystis jiroveci, was applied to the human pathogen (Stringer 2002). The 
result was a taxonomic split where the original name, Pneumocystis carinii subsequently 
referred to just part of the original circumscription and the new name Pneumocystis 
jiroveci, to the remaining part. Figure 5 illustrates this split.

The name, Pneumocystis carinii, now refers to two different circumscriptions; one 
that contains dog and human pathogens and one that contains only dog pathogens. A 
search using the name can return results that may refer to either use of the name, cor-
responding to false positives that impact precision.

Mitigation of polysemes

Rules of nomenclature do not support reflective syntax changes due to changes in 
circumscription. When a taxon is split, the original name is carried on to refer to one 
of the resultant parts.

Figure 5. A polyseme is a single name referring to more than one overlapping or included concept.
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Berendsohn (1995) has suggested that the name be concatenated with the annota-
tion “sensu” followed by the author of the split to denote the circumscription reference 
with a unique label. In this case, the taxon would be known by two names:

 “Pneumocystis carinii Delanöe & Delanöe, 1912” (original) or plain “Pneumocystis 
carinii”.

 “Pneumocystis carinii sensu Stringer, 2002” (new).

This syntax would provide the means to distinguish the two circumscriptions in 
any future application but it leaves all previous applications ambiguous since the earlier 
application of the name can, in the context of the subsequent split, refer to either of the 
two new concepts. Any previous applications of the name would have to be re-assessed 
and re-labeled for any retrospective precision improvements. In some cases, this can 
be inferred through re-inspection and reasoning, using both manual and automated 
methods (Lepage et al. 2014). For example, pre-2002 medical literature referring to P. 
carinii in human patients can be reasonably inferred to refer to the more precise taxon, 
P. jiroveci.

Many-to-Many Cardinality Impact Result

Syntax Semantics
Precision & Recall False positives False negatives

Many Many

Polysemes were introduced as referring to a single name referring to multiple, 
related taxa; a condition that results from splitting a taxon concept into two or more 
new circumscriptions. Polysemy, however, is not the only result of semantic changes. 
When Pneumocystis carinii was divided into the human pathogen, Pneumocystis jiroveci 
and a reduced, non-human-infecting Pneumocystis carinii, the net result was three dis-
tinct circumscriptions labeled with two names.

table 2. The result of a taxonomic split on syntax and semantics.

Syntax

Pneumocystis carinii

Original taxon that infects both dogs and humans

New taxon that only infects dogs

Pneumocystis jiroveci New taxon that only infects humans
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The relationship between the names and the circumscriptions corresponds to a 
many-to-many (N:N). The two names and three concepts are all inter-related (Franz 
2014).

The net result of the split, and the resultant impact on relevance in search, is summa-
rized in Table 3 above. Synonymy can be used to positively improve precision and recall 
for the lumped taxon when applied to search and retrieval. When taxa are split, synonymy 
may improve recall by retrieving otherwise false negative results tied to the use of syno-
nyms. As one of the names is a polyseme, however, synonymy cannot improve precision.

Summary

Scientific names link nearly all information related to a species but the relationship 
between nomenclatural syntax and taxonomic semantics is inherently ambiguous. In-
formatics processes that rely on data-gathering methods linked to taxon names are 
susceptible to this ambiguity and run the risk of providing imprecise or incomplete sets 
of data to subsequent downstream processes.

Sets of related scientific names may be used, as in today’s array of taxonomic name 
servers, to improve recall in search and retrieval for information tied to a taxon. The 
ambiguity of scientific names that occurs when the same name refers to two distinct, or 
overlapping taxa, however means that, in many cases, a single name returns an imprecise 
result and this is something that cannot be rectified through the use of name services.

Comprehensive taxonomic thesauri are required to model the relationships be-
tween names and taxa. Nomenclatural databases that currently capture the objective 
syntactic properties of names could improve their relevance by cataloging nomen-
clatural synonyms, as attempted in Index Animalium. Effectively modeling seman-
tics requires a clean division between these syntactic aspects of taxonomy and the 
subsequent subjective processes that result in changes in circumscription (Lepage et 
al. 2014). An ideal system enables the identification, modeling and exposure of a 
complete array of circumscription changes for any and all taxa and are coupled with 
services that allow these to be embedded within informatics processes (Tuominen et 
al. 2011, Chem et al. 2014).

table 3. Lumped and split taxon and use of names to impact relevance where P=Precision and 
R=Relevance.

Taxon infects Names Semantics P R

Dogs and humans Pneumocystis carinii
- Synonym: Pneumocystis jiroveci Y Y

Dogs only Pneumocystis carinii
- Syn.: Pneumocystis carinii (part) N Y

Humans only Pneumocystis jiroveci
- Syn.: Pneumocystis carinii (part) N Y
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Abstract
The List of Available Names in Zoology (LAN) is an inventory of names with specific scope in time and 
content, presented and approved in parts, and constituted as a cumulative index of names available for use 
in zoological nomenclature. It was defined in Article 79 in the fourth edition of the International Code of 
Zoological Nomenclature. The LAN is likely to gain importance with the development of the online Offi-
cial Registry for Zoological Nomenclature (ZooBank) as it is potentially a source of many nomenclaturally 
certified names. Article 79 describes the deliberative process for adding large numbers of names to the 
LAN simultaneously, detailing steps and chronology for submission of a candidate Part to the LAN and 
consideration of a candidate Part by the public and Commission, but it is largely mute about the contents 
of a candidate Part. It does make clear that a name within the scope of a Part but not on the LAN has 
no nomenclatural standing, even if it had previously been considered available, thereby preventing long-
forgotten names from displacing accepted ones and the accumulation of nomina dubia. Thus, for taxa on 
the LAN, nomenclatural archaeology – the resurrecting of old unused names to replace by priority names 
in current usage – will not be worthwhile. Beyond that, it has been unclear if Article 79 is intended to 
document every available name known within the scope of the Part, or if its intention is to pare the inven-
tory of available names within the scope of the Part. Consideration by the Commission and two commit-
tees to deal with the LAN have defined steps to implement Article 79 with the latter intent. Procedures 
for consideration of a candidate Part are defined in a manual, published as an appendix in this volume.
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Introduction

The fourth edition of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature (International 
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature 1999; hereafter “the Code”) introduced the 
concept of a List of Available Names in Zoology (LAN) as a way to deal with the plethora 
of available names that has accumulated over the more than two and a half centuries of 
zoological nomenclature since the founding datum of the field by Linnaeus’ 10th edi-
tion of Systema Naturae (1758). The Code defined the LAN as an inventory of names 
with specific scope in time and content, presented and approved in parts, to constitute 
a cumulative index of names available for use in zoological nomenclature. The LAN, 
which was envisioned as a major step in stabilizing nomenclature (cf. Scoble 2004), 
has taken on additional significance with the development of the online Official Reg-
istry for Zoological Nomenclature, with its online presence called ZooBank (http://
zoobank.org), because the LAN can potentially serve as a source of many nomenclatu-
rally certified names. It is an idea of long standing, discussed and advanced in fora 
and articles (e.g., ICZN 1990, Savage 1990), and was welcomed as “the second major 
change in the Code” in a review of the 4th Edition (Ferraris and Eschmeyer 2000: 908). 
Polaszek and Michel (2010), for example, proposed that the Official Lists and the LAN 
would play a key role in populating ZooBank.

Article 79 of the fourth edition of the Code describes a procedure for simultaneous 
addition of large numbers of names to the LAN (the prescription for creating a LAN 
was novel in the fourth edition). Article 79 deals in considerable detail with who may 
submit a candidate Part of the LAN for consideration, and with how the candidate 
Part is to be considered (including timing), but it does not define the content of a 
candidate Part of LAN. Creating a procedure to implement Article 79 has been the job 
of a Standing Committee of the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature 
(hereafter “the Commission”) headed by Commissioner Alonso-Zarazaga, and of an 
ad hoc Committee headed by Commissioner Fautin that was appointed to deal with an 
application made under Article 79 (as required by Article 79.2.1).

A procedure for adding a Part to the LAN has taken time to establish. A major 
motive for crafting this procedure clearly, precisely and comprehensively is that it sets 
precedent. This contrasts with many actions of the Commission. Article 80.5 of the 
Code, for example, states “An Opinion applies only to the particular case before the 
Commission and is to be rigidly construed; no conclusions other than those expressly 
specified are to be drawn from it.” Thus, an Opinion rendered by the Commission 
applies only to the Case in question, but implementation of Article 79 is a Commis-
sion action that stipulates a procedure, and therefore Parts of the LAN adopted by that 
procedure set precedent.
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Aspects addressed in the Code

Facets of the procedure stipulated in Article 79 for simultaneously adding large num-
bers of names to the LAN include 1) who may submit a candidate Part for considera-
tion, 2) the scope of a candidate Part, 3) what those who have proposed a Part are to 
do, and 4) what is to be done with the candidate Part by the Commission.

Submission of a candidate Part of the LAN must be by “an international body 
of zoologists.” The scope of the candidate Part must be specified in terms of taxon, 
rank(s), and time period covered. As for Sherborn’s list in Index Animalium, the bib-
liographic source of each name must be provided, but so must details of any relevant 
actions by the Commission, and the “status” and details of its type, which for species 
involves citing how type specimens were designated and their repositories. The lan-
guage of Article 79, therefore, would preclude a latter-day Sherborn: he acted single-
handedly, dealt with all animal taxa, and was not concerned with typification.

Article 79 contains considerable detail on timing. Once a candidate Part is open 
for “comments by zoologists” for 12 months, the community is notified by means of 
a notice published in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature. At the end of the year of 
review, the ad hoc Committee dealing with the particular candidate Part, considering 
the public input, recommends a vote to the entire Commission. This vote, which must 
take place no less than two years from the date of publication of the notice (that is, in 
most cases at least a year after the period of public comment has closed), must be either 
to abandon further consideration of the candidate Part of the LAN or to consider a 
candidate Part of the LAN revised in light of comments received; there is no option for 
the Commission to accept the candidate Part of the LAN at that time. If consideration 
of the candidate Part continues, another 12-month period of public input on the re-
vised candidate Part follows (subsequent to notice), after which the ad hoc Committee 
again recommends a vote to the entire Commission. This vote, too, must take place no 
less than two years from the date of publication of the notice, but this vote is either to 
abandon further consideration of the candidate Part or to accept it. Thus, the entire 
process of considering a candidate Part that is eventually approved for inclusion in the 
LAN takes a minimum of four years. When the Commission votes to add a candidate 
Part to the LAN, notice to that effect must promptly be published in the Bulletin of 
Zoological Nomenclature.

The Code also comments on what the LAN is not. Article 80.8 distinguishes be-
tween the LAN and the Official Lists, of which there are four, as defined in the Glos-
sary, the relevant ones being the Official List of Family-Group Names in Zoology, the Of-
ficial List of Generic Names in Zoology, and the Official List of Specific Names in Zoology. 
These lists are compiled by the addition of names singly or at most in small numbers, 
by contrast with the LAN, which is assembled by simultaneously adding large numbers 
of names. In case of conflict between the status of a name as given in the LAN and on 
one of the Lists, the former takes priority, as it does also in case of conflict between 
the status of a name as given in the LAN and an Opinion of the Commission (Article 
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80.8). However, although the LAN supersedes other actions of the Commission, ac-
cording to Article 79.5, “If there are exceptional circumstances and only when an entry 
in the List of Available Names in Zoology is a cause of confusion, the Commission may 
amend the entry by use of its plenary power and publish its ruling in an Opinion.” 
Nonetheless, some confusion still exists about these fundamentally different docu-
ments, the LAN and the Official Lists and Indexes (e.g. Gregory 2010).

Aspects not addressed in the Code

Despite details of who may propose a candidate Part and stipulating actions along a time 
line leading to rejection or adoption of a candidate Part, the Code provides few details 
about the desired contents of a candidate Part of the LAN. Article 79.4.3 does state “No 
unlisted name within the scope (taxonomic field, ranks, and time period covered) of an 
adopted Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology has any status in zoological no-
menclature despite any previous availability.” Thus, any name discovered subsequent to 
the adoption of a Part of the LAN does not compete for priority, etc., so Article 79 has 
the effect of preventing nomenclatural archeology as an end rather than a means on one 
side and getting rid of nomina dubia on the other. Of course, any omission or error can 
become the subject of an appeal to the Commission under Article 79.5 or 79.6.

Central to defining the content of a candidate Part of the LAN is understanding 
of what the LAN is meant to be. The main choices are whether the LAN is intended 
to contain all available names known or only some (carefully selected) available names; 
both positions have been advocated to us by current and past Commissioners. The 
universe of names of animals includes vernacular names, manuscript names, names 
decreed by the Commission to be unavailable for a diversity of reasons, etc. These are 
represented by the largest circle in Figure 1. Available names are a subset of all names, 
represented by the intermediate circle in Figure 1. If the LAN is to be an inventory of 
all available names, assembling it is a purely bibliographic exercise that seeks to uncover 
every name ever made available. The innermost circle in Figure 1 represents the subset 
of available names that are potentially valid. Nor does this inventory include names of 
doubtful application – those termed nomina dubia in the glossary of the Code. By this 
reasoning, junior objective synonyms and primary homonyms are to be excluded from 
the LAN, but it must include names considered to be subjective synonyms (they are still 
available and are retained in case they are needed in the future, e.g., for cryptic species).

What names belong on the LAN? What did the framers of Article 79 have in mind 
by establishing the elaborate procedure to assemble the LAN described in the Code? 
The first principle stated in the Introduction to the fourth edition of the Code is “The 
Code refrains from infringing upon taxonomic judgment, which must not be made 
subject to regulation or restraint,” so assembling the LAN cannot involve excluding 
any available names based on taxonomy.

Retaining all available names – that is, holding on to names the significance of 
which may never be known – risks a Type I error: we must continue to inventory and 
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deal with names of uncertain application in the hope we might someday associate at least 
some with a taxon. Paring names to those that we can currently associate with taxa risks 
a Type II error: we might discard a name that could eventually be associated with a tax-
on. Which type of error is the more costly involves considering the effort involved both 
in rectifying and in not rectifying the error. Retaining all available names requires not 
only continuing to inventory many names of uncertain application, but also, if the taxon 
to which a hitherto doubtful name applies is determined, redefining and retypifying the 
name, effectively redescribing the taxon. Restricting the LAN to a subset of all available 
names means effort need not be expended in carrying along names of uncertain applica-
tion, but if a taxon that had had a name is rediscovered, that taxon must be described, 
with a new name assigned to it. This seems to us the more parsimonious procedure.

We have come down on the side of the LAN being a subset of the known avail-
able names. We consider that the taxon with a name that would not merit placement 
on the LAN would have to be redescribed extensively to fix the name, associating it 
unambiguously with the concept (and thereby meriting placement on the LAN); this 
would require as much effort as describing the taxon anew. Moreover, discarding the 
old name would not be disruptive because that name would not have been unambigu-
ously used for the taxon, at least in a very long time. Thus paring the list will ultimately 
save effort, including the increasingly precious time of taxonomists. This interpretation 
is consistent with Article 79.4.3 (“No unlisted name within the scope (taxonomic field, 
ranks, and time period covered) of an adopted Part of the List of Available Names in Zo-

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the universe of animal names, the two possible choices in com-
piling a LAN and the contents of the two resulting lists.
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ology has any status in zoological nomenclature despite any previous availability”), with 
Recommendation 79A (“If for taxonomic and historical purposes an author desires to 
cite a name that is no longer available because it is not included in the relevant Part of 
the List of Available Names in Zoology adopted by the Commission, it should be made 
clear that it no longer has a status in zoological nomenclature”), and with item 15 of the 
Introduction (“Names within the scope of such an adopted list but not listed in it will 
be treated as unavailable”). Some names that were previously available will not end up 
on the LAN. In this way, each Part of the LAN will become a new datum for zoologi-
cal nomenclature. This is similar to what the microbiologists did in making a new start 
for bacterial nomenclature on 1 January 1980, although, of course, Parts of the LAN 
will take effect at different times (Sneath 2003). Once accepted according to Article 79, 
the names on the Parts of the LAN can be entered into ZooBank with the assurance 
that they have been certified through a lengthy process of public vetting. If mandatory 
registration becomes part of making a name or act available (e.g., Krell 2009), ZooBank 
would achieve the same economy of effort that the Bacteriological Code has effected.

Article 79 lays out the requirements and timing of consideration of a candidate 
Part of the LAN. Implementation of Article 79, including stipulation of the contents 
of the candidate Part, are the subject of a Manual developed by the Standing Com-
mittee headed by Commissioner Alonso-Zarazaga, approved in the ICZN Session of 
November 20th 2013 held in Singapore, that accompanies this article as an Appendix 
and that will be posted on the Commission website (http://iczn.org).

The lengthy vetting process helps minimize the risk of a name in wide use inad-
vertently being omitted from the LAN. However, should the process fail, Article 79.6 
provides that “If the Commission determines that there is a previously available name 
within the scope of an adopted Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology that has 
been omitted from the List, in exceptional circumstances the Commission may by use 
of the plenary power add an appropriate entry to that Part of the List and record this 
in an Opinion. The availability of the name thereby becomes restored.”

An inventory that constitutes the candidate Part of the LAN may contain all avail-
able names within the scope of the Part. A name not on the candidate Part may have 
been intentionally excluded, or it may simply have been overlooked. So that members 
of the public reviewing such an inventory can distinguish between these two possibili-
ties, the implementation document for Article 79 includes the requirement that the 
compilers of a candidate Part of the LAN include also an inventory of available names 
they do not want placed on the LAN. The form of this inventory is not stipulated, 
but the names in the two categories must clearly be differentiated: there may be two 
separate lists or the names may be on a single list but be distinguished by typeface, 
an indication such as an asterisk, etc. This inventory of names will become part of 
the public nomenclatural record – but these names, under Article 79.4.3 have no 
“status in zoological nomenclature despite any previous availability.” Some concern 
has been raised about the minimum requirements that names placed in the list to be 
deleted should meet (e.g. Eschmeyer 2003, Dayrat 2005 and references therein) and 
also about how the placement of senior homonyms on it will affect junior homonyms 
in other taxonomic groups, for which there is no rule at present.
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The LAN was designed to help stabilize nomenclature and to relieve the burden 
on taxonomists of dealing with names of uncertain application that have accumulated 
during more than two centuries of modern taxonomic science. A side benefit is that the 
LAN would deter the practice of what has been termed “taxonomic vandalism” (Polas-
zek 2010). It allows dealing with large numbers of homonymy and priority problems 
at the stroke of the pen: one by one, they would take a very long time and much more 
effort both for the proponents and for the Commission (cf. Bouchard et al. 2011). 
Stability achieved this way would be effective and everlasting. Creation of this kind of 
list is time-consuming, requiring that all the relevant literature be checked (Steiner and 
Kabat 2004), and so is not currently academically rewarding. Taxonomy would benefit 
greatly if institutional recognition were given for the considerable and lasting value of 
work on a LAN Part. No Part of the LAN has yet been approved as of writing this 
paper: the Part on the Species Group Names of Phylum Rotifera (Segers et al. 2012) is 
still being considered; two others on Family and Genus Group Names in Aphidoidea 
are at an impasse for submission.

Thus, while the LAN is ultimately more than a modernised version of Sherborn’s 
Index Animalium, it also meets the need for creating order among an array of names 
with very different levels of usage and taxonomic effectiveness (Evenhuis 2016). This 
is a necessary step in streamlining taxonomic work (Lyal 2016, Page 2016, Penev et al. 
2016) and allowing organismal names to efficiently function as handles for all biologi-
cal information (Pyle 2016).
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Abstract
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Introduction

The process of indexing nomenclatural acts from published literature has a long tra-
dition, in some cases dating as far back as the middle of 19th century for different 
taxonomic groups. As a result there are several nomenclatural indexes that aim to 
be comprehensive for their focal taxa, for example, Index Kewensis in botany, Index 
Fungorum or MycoBank in mycology, and Zoological Record and Index Animalium 
in zoology. Sherborn’s effort in Index Animalium surely stands as the giant among 
these efforts due to the sheer scale of described animal diversity (Evenhuis 2016; Miller 
2016; Taylor 2016; Dickinson 2016; Pilsk et al. 2016; Welter-Schultes et al. 2016). 
Taxonomists use these indexes to trace nomenclatural acts through the literature and to 
help ensure they have considered relevant published works. They can also, along with 
a far broader audience, use them as an authoritative source of information including 
the correct spelling and authorship of the name. This improves information retrieval 
and fidelity (Lyal 2016; Page 2016; Pyle 2016). Increasingly these indexes are being 
used as the basis for a Global Names Architecture (www.globalnames.org, Patterson et 
al. 2010). Names from these indexes are either used directly in, or could be linked to, 
almost all information resources which contain information about organisms. Names 
also form the foundation for taxonomic concepts, which could be considered as a set of 
related names. Thus, these indexes occupy a vital role in connecting the occurrence of 
names in literature and diverse information systems with differing taxonomic concepts 
(Patterson et al. 2010).

Historically, these indexes have been compiled by a team of editors scanning the 
relevant literature. This is an inefficient process. The lists become outdated even as they 
are being produced, because newly described taxa are continually being added to the 
list. However, the increase in electronic publication of nomenclatural acts made possi-
ble by recent changes to the nomenclatural codes in zoology (ICZN 2012) and botany 
(Knapp et al. 2011, ICNafp 2012) provides an opportunity to reduce the time spent 
by index editors on keying information already processed by the author and publisher. 
By reducing the scanning times and manual compilation, index editors would be freed 
to spend more time ensuring the data quality of the index, facilitating greater linkages 
with other information resources. Therefore, the indexes should switch focus from 
post-publication indexing to pre-publication registration.

Electronic registration of nomenclatural acts in trusted online registries would have 
the advantage of ensuring nomenclatural novelties published according to the relevant 
code would be broadly disseminated and available for linkage into other systems. Reg-
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istration needs to be developed in accordance with the revisions of the biological codes 
of nomenclature to make the most efficient use of developing web technologies. Man-
datory registration would ensure that all new nomenclatural acts governed under the 
code were captured and treated consistently (Polaszek et al. 2005). However, if such a 
system were to be open, and work with broadly agreed standards, it could also open up 
the indexing and registration process to a broader range of actors, thus improving the 
scope and speed of data capture within the indexes, the linkage between indexes, and 
facilitating the creation of new indexes or registries which could complement or cover 
gaps between existing resources.

This paper deals with a specific and important part of the registration process, 
namely a common model for an automated, prior to publication, machine-to-ma-
chine, XML-based registration and associated workflow between publishers and in-
dexes who could act as registries in further streamlining the process of registration and 
making it cost efficient.

Current status

There are several ways as to how registration (or indexing if registration is not yet 
mandated by the relevant code) can be best implemented. Different options and the 
relationship to the publication process have been extensively reviewed by Pyle and 
Michel (2008) and Morris et al. (2011). The concept of an automated registration 
model was first presented by several of the authors of this article at the Sherborn 
meeting in London in October 2011 and at the Biosystematics 2013 Conference in 
Vienna, in February 2013, with an expansion at the Digital Nomenclature Work-
shop in London in January 2015.

Despite the visible progress in recent years, four major questions remain to be 
answered:

1. When exactly should the registration of a nomenclatural act take place – before or 
after publication?

2. Who should be responsible for the registration of the act – authors, registry cura-
tors or publishers?

3. How is registration actually effected?
4. Who validates the accuracy of the bibliographic metadata for any registered act?

The International Botanical Congress in Melbourne in July 2011 had a major 
impact on streamlining the process by amending the International Code of Nomencla-
ture for algae, fungi, and plants (ICNafp) such that, from 1 January 2013 to be validly 
published all new names of fungi must be registered before publication and identifiers 
for each name included in the publication (Miller et al. 2011, Knapp et al. 2011, Mc-
Neill et al. 2012, see also ICNafp 2012).
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Shortly thereafter, The International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature 
voted in favour of a revised version of the amendment to the International Code of 
Zoological Nomenclature that was first proposed in 2008. The purpose of the amend-
ment is to expand and refine the methods of publication allowed by the Code, par-
ticularly in relation to electronic publication. The amendment establishes an Official 
Register of Zoological Nomenclature (with ZooBank as its online version), allows 
electronic publication after 2011 under certain conditions, and disallows publication 
on optical discs after 2012. The requirements for electronic publications are that the 
work be registered in ZooBank before it is published, that the work itself states the 
date of publication and contains evidence that registration has occurred, and that the 
ZooBank registration states both the name of an electronic archive intended to pre-
serve the work and the ISSN or ISBN associated with the work. Registration of new 
scientific names and nomenclatural acts is not required. The Commission confirmed 
that ZooBank was ready to handle the requirements of the amendment [International 
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) 2012].

The current situation with indexing and registration in the three domains of eu-
karyotic organisms can be summarized as follows:

FUNGI

• Post-publication Indexing in Index Fungorum (IF) and MycoBank (MB)
•	 Pre-publication	registration	mandatory	for	fungi	since	1st of January 2013
•	 Record	identifiers	must	be	published	in	the	protologue
•	 Three	official	registries	are	approved:	MycoBank,	Index	Fungorum,	Fungal	Names

PLANTS

•	 Post-publication	indexing	is	a	well-established	practice	of	the	International	Plant	
Names Index (IPNI) which covers seed plants, ferns and lycophytes but not bryo-
phytes or algae

•	 Pre-publication	indexing	and	inclusion	of	IPNI	record	identifiers	in	protologues	
piloted with Phytokeys, PLoS ONE and Kew Bulletin

ANIMALS

•	 Post-publication	indexing	is	a	well-established	practice	of	Zoological	Record	(now	
published by Thomson Reuters)

•	 Pre-publication	registration	in	ZooBank	mandatory	since	1st of January 2012 for 
e-only publications

•	 Record	identifiers	should	be	published	in	the	original	description

Registration of many new nomenclatural acts might be a tedious and extremely 
time-consuming process if done “by hand”, especially in the recently introduced but 
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increasingly submitted “turbo-taxonomic” papers, combining molecular data, con-
cise morphological descriptions and digital imaging (Butcher et al. 2012, Riedel et al. 
2013). The numbers of new taxa described in such papers may count in hundreds, for 
example 178 new species of parasitic wasps (Butcher et al. 2012) and 101 new species 
of Trigonopterus weevils (Riedel et al. 2013). The ultimate record is held by the paper 
of Marsh et al. (2013) describing 277 new braconid wasps from Costa Rica. This paper 
is remarkable also because it became the first “turbo-taxonomic” paper where all 277 
new species were registered in Zoobank automatically in just a few seconds, saving a 
great deal of time to the authors, publisher and the registry.

Which nomenclatural acts are subject of registration?

There are significant differences in the scope and number of nomenclatural acts that 
are tracked by the current indexes and registries (Table 1). In several cases, acts are 
treated differently by the biological codes. For example, new suprafamilial names and 
new combinations are governed by the ICNafp, but not by ICZN.

table 1. Nomenclatural acts that are recorded by the indexing services and could potentially be a subject 
of pre-publication registration in botany, mycology and zoology.

Taxonomic /
nomenclatural act

IPNI
(botany: vascular plants)

Index Fungorum 
(mycology)

MycoBank 
(mycology)

ZooBank 
(zoology)

New taxon:     
- suprafamilial - + +  
- familial + + + +
- infrafamilial + + + +
- generic + + + +
- infrageneric + + + +
- specific + + + +
- infraspecific + + + +
- hybrids1 + + + n/a

New replacement name + + +  
New combination + + +  
Tautonym2 + + + n/a
Typifications3     

- holotype + + +
- lectotype - + +  
- neotype - + +  
- epitype - + + n/a

1 Hybrids need not be treated as a category of new taxon, but there needs to be a mechanism of flag-
ging the ranks above as hybrids where necessary

2 Tautonyms are not validly published in ICNafp. IPNI (and IF) record tautonyms if published, but 
such cases should be picked up at the indexing stage.

3 IPNI normally does not record new lectotypifications, but does include typifications of new taxa at 
generic rank and below.
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the registration workflow

In our view, the registration (or indexing in groups where registration is not yet mandated 
by the code) of nomenclatural acts and the quality control of the bibliographic metadata 
in these registries should be a primary responsibility of publishers and registry curators 
and, to a lesser extent, of authors. Registration of a nomenclatural act could be initiated 
by an author, at the pre-submission or pre-acceptance for publication stage. However, we 
prefer the publisher-initiated model as it avoids registry curators curating data that may 
never be published according to the rules of the relevant code. Such a practice may lead to 
“over-saturation” of the registries with names that are not validly published, causing con-
fusion. Focusing on names accepted for publication also allows these curators more time 
to focus on the published act and this may allow these specialist staff to assist publication 
by identifying inconsistencies with the relevant code. Moreover, the publishers’ role is 
essential in checking and correcting the pre-publication registration details against the ul-
timately published information. The model presented below could easily be adapted for 
author initiation, though we envisage that there would be a greater curatorial overhead 
and a greater likelihood of errors being created. However, we accept that the model needs 
to be flexible and allow alternatives if it is to receive community support.

In the “journal-centric” model, the registration of taxonomic and nomenclatural 
acts involves two main classes of actors: (1) publishers, or editors, and (2) registry 
curators. The publisher takes the responsibility for initiating the registration of no-
menclatural acts so that the workflow can be performed following a common stepwise 
model (see also Fig. 1):

Figure 1. Automated registration process and validation of finally published data and metadata between 
publisher and registry. Abbreviation on logos: IPNI - International Plant Name Index, IF - Index Fungorum.
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Step 1. XML message from the publisher to the registry on acceptance of the 
manuscript containing the type of act, taxon names, and preliminary 
bibliographic metadata; the registry will store the data but not make 
these publicly available before the final publication date.

Step 2a. Response XML report containing the unique identifier of the act as 
supplied by the registry and/or any relevant error messages.

Step 2b. Error correction and de-duplication performed manually: human in-
tervention, at either registry’s or publisher’s side (or at both).

Step 3. Inclusion of registry supplied identifiers in the published treatments 
(protologues, nomenclatural acts).

Step 4. Making the information in the registry publicly accessible upon pub-
lication, providing a link from the registry record to the article.

The registration process should be as automated as possible. There are several rea-
sons to maximize automation of registration, the most significant being:

•	 Increasing	 cases	 of	 bulk,	 “turbo-taxonomic”,	 descriptions	 of	 new	 taxa	within	 a	
single paper, sometimes counted in hundreds, which creates significant overhead 
on the authoring and editorial process.

•	 Decreased	risk	of	errors	caused	by	human	intervention	(e.g.	re-typing).
•	 Disambiguation	of	the	dates	of	acceptance	and	publication	of	a	manuscript.
•	 Efficient	 and	 accurate	 validation	 of	 final	 published	 data	 and	metadata	 through	

automated export from the publisher to the registry on the day of publication.

the automated registration process

Within the framework of the EU FP7 project pro-iBiosphere, and in close collabora-
tion with Zoological Record, ZooBank, IPNI, MycoBank and Index Fungorum, as 
well as with the Global Names project (www.globalnames.org) we are developing a 
workflow and associated XML formats to streamline the registration of nomenclatural 
acts within the pre-publication process. The workflow was piloted by IPNI for higher 
plants and ZooBank for animals and the journals PhytoKeys and ZooKeys, respec-
tively. The formats differ between the two main biological codes, ICNafp and ICZN, 
hence we describe these separately below.

Automated indexing with the International Plant Name Index (IPNI)

The pre-publication indexing of new plant taxa and nomenclatural acts in IPNI and 
inclusion of the IPNI identifiers in the protologues was first trialled in the journal 
PhytoKeys since the publication of its first issue in 2010 (Penev et al. 2010). With the 
pro-iBiosphere project the workflow has been piloted to include an automated registra-
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tion module. The pilot project uses a custom XML format illustrated by a new genus 
Lettowia description and new combination Lettowia nyassae (Oliv.) H. Rob., comb. 
nov. in the paper of Robinson and Skvarla (2013) (Appendices 1 and 2). The emphasis 
of the pilot was to understand the workflow; as this is scaled up to production use with 
a broader range of partners, IPNI will move to use the Taxon Concept Schema stand-
ard to encode the data exchanged. This will enable broader adoption.

The XML query is submitted to IPNI’s Application Programming Interface (API) 
through a POST request and replied back with automatically inserted IPNI identifiers.

Automated registration with Index Fungorum

The registration workflow of Index Fungorum (IF) will adopt that of IPNI after the IF 
system has moved to Royal Botanic Gardens Kew to run alongside IPNI.

Automated registration with MycoBank

The following methods of the MycoBank API are enough for a straightforward imple-
mentation:

1. SearchMycoBankWithFilters
2. InsertUserProfile
3. UpdateUserProfile
4. InsertMycobankRecord
5. UpdateMycobankRecord

Using the combinations (1, 2, 3) and (1, 4, 5) one can implement the Upsert (Up-
date if exists, Insert otherwise) semantics required for the the Common query/response 
registration model.

As there are multiple fungi registries (MycoBank, Index Fungorum, Fungal 
Names), another approach would be to perform the registration with only one of them 
and rely on the synchronization mechanisms (currently being built) to propagate the 
information to the other databases.

Automated registration with ZooBank

Similarly to the case of PhytoKeys, ZooKeys was the first journal that implemented a 
mandatory registration of new taxon names in zoology, since the publication of its first 
issue in 2008 (Penev et al. 2008). The automated registration with ZooBank is based 
on a slightly different approach than that with IPNI and uses the TaxPub XML schema 
(Catapano 2010) as a basic standard. Upon acceptance and producing the XML version 
of the manuscript, we upload it on the ZooBank server through the ZooBank’s interface 
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(see Suppl. material 3 for the submitted TaxPub XML format). Then a software tool 
at ZooBank harvests the TaxPub XML and registers the title, authors and new taxon 
names. The tool also checks if some or all authors have been previously registered and 
inserts their current (or newly registered) ZooBank UUIDs. In case in the ZooBank da-
tabase there are authors with identical names (homonyms), the interface displays these 
so that the operator at the editorial office could disambiguate the overlapping authors’ 
names by selecting the right one. The whole TaxPub XML is sent back with inserted 
UUIDs for the article, authors and new names (Suppl. material 4). In case the manu-
script XML has been changed after the registration process, it can be uploaded again 
and the new data will replace the previous ones. At the day of publication, the names 
and the bibliographic metadata are made publicly available in ZooBank.

What other journal publishers should do to use the workflow?

The registration workflow and XML formats published in this article are free to use for 
anyone who would like to implement it. To ensure broader adoption of the registra-
tion model, the data exchanged through the workflow should be encoded in a stand-
ard. For zoology, journals should adopt the TaxPub XML schema (Catapano 2010; 
open source available at: https://github.com/tcatapano/TaxPub/releases/tag/v0.5-beta) 
which encodes publications as required by the zoological code. For botany, the regis-
tration workflow uses currently a custom XML format based on the Taxon Concept 
Transfer Schema (TCS) XML schema (http://www.tdwg.org/standards/117/) which 
encodes names; in the future, IPNI and Index Fungorum will implement TCS as a 
basic standard for registration/indexing of new names and other nomenclatural acts.

The Suppl. materials 1–4 show some data encoded for the pilot project using a custom 
XML format – whilst this shows the kind of data that will be exchanged, it should not be 
used as a template – the TCS and TaxPub standards should be used as reference.

Once the editorial workflow is defined, and structured data can be produced 
according to these standards, journal editors should contact registries for access to 
their Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

The authors of this article, staff at the registries and at Pensoft are available to 
consult journals who intend to implement the automated registration process. Future 
changes to the automated registration workflow will be published on the Wiki page of 
the pro-iBiosphere project at http://wiki.pro-ibiosphere.eu/wiki/Pilot_2.
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Supplementary material 1

XML response of IPNI
Authors: Lyubomir Penev, Alan Paton, Nicky Nicolson, Paul Kirk, Richard Pyle, Rob-
ert Whitton, Teodor Georgiev, Christine Barker, Christopher Hopkins, Vincent Rob-
ert, Jordan Biserkov, Pavel Stoev
Data type: (measurement/occurence/multimedia/etc.)
Explanation note: XML query sent from Pensoft to IPNI on the day of acceptance 

of the manuscript for publication [exemplified with the paper of Robinson and 
Skvarla (2013)].

Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License 
(http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License 
(ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and 
use this Dataset while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the 
original source and author(s) are credited.

Supplementary material 2

IPNI response XML
Authors: Lyubomir Penev, Alan Paton, Nicky Nicolson, Paul Kirk, Richard Pyle, Rob-
ert Whitton, Teodor Georgiev, Christine Barker, Christopher Hopkins, Vincent Rob-
ert, Jordan Biserkov, Pavel Stoev
Data type: (measurement/occurence/multimedia/etc.)
Explanation note: XML response of IPNI to the query in Suppl. material 1. The re-

sponse is sent back to Pensoft and contains the registration numbers of the new 
genus name and the new combination [exemplified with the paper of Robinson 
and Skvarla (2013)].

Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License 
(http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License 
(ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and 
use this Dataset while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the 
original source and author(s) are credited.
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Supplementary material 3

XML response of TaxPub
Authors: Lyubomir Penev, Alan Paton, Nicky Nicolson, Paul Kirk, Richard Pyle, Rob-
ert Whitton, Teodor Georgiev, Christine Barker, Christopher Hopkins, Vincent Rob-
ert, Jordan Biserkov, Pavel Stoev
Data type: (measurement/occurence/multimedia/etc.)
Explanation note: TaxPub XML of a ready-to-publish manuscript submitted from 

Pensoft to ZooBank [exemplified with the paper of Morffe and Rodríguez (2013)].
Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License 

(http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License 
(ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and 
use this Dataset while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the 
original source and author(s) are credited.

Supplementary material 4

TaxPub response XML
Authors: Lyubomir Penev, Alan Paton, Nicky Nicolson, Paul Kirk, Richard Pyle, Rob-
ert Whitton, Teodor Georgiev, Christine Barker, Christopher Hopkins, Vincent Rob-
ert, Jordan Biserkov, Pavel Stoev
Data type: (measurement/occurence/multimedia/etc.)
Explanation note: TaxPub XML returned from ZooBank to Pensoft containing UUIDs 

of the article, authors and new taxon names [exemplified with the paper of Morffe 
and Rodríguez (2013)].

Copyright notice: This dataset is made available under the Open Database License 
(http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/). The Open Database License 
(ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and 
use this Dataset while maintaining this same freedom for others, provided that the 
original source and author(s) are credited.
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Abstract
Taxonomic databases are perpetuating approaches to citing literature that may have been appropriate be-
fore the Internet, often being little more than digitised 5 × 3 index cards. Typically the original taxonomic 
literature is either not cited, or is represented in the form of a (typically abbreviated) text string. Hence 
much of the “deep data” of taxonomy, such as the original descriptions, revisions, and nomenclatural ac-
tions are largely hidden from all but the most resourceful users. At the same time there are burgeoning 
efforts to digitise the scientific literature, and much of this newly available content has been assigned glob-
ally unique identifiers such as Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs), which are also the identifier of choice for 
most modern publications. This represents an opportunity for taxonomic databases to engage with digiti-
sation efforts. Mapping the taxonomic literature on to globally unique identifiers can be time consuming, 
but need be done only once. Furthermore, if we reuse existing identifiers, rather than mint our own, we 
can start to build the links between the diverse data that are needed to support the kinds of inference 
which biodiversity informatics aspires to support. Until this practice becomes widespread, the taxonomic 
literature will remain balkanized, and much of the knowledge that it contains will linger in obscurity.
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Introduction

Bergman (2001) coined the term “deep web” to refer to the part of the web that is 
largely hidden from search engine crawlers, such as dynamically generated web pages. 
A major challenge facing web crawlers is how to “surface” that deep web so that it be-
comes accessible to search engines. By analogy, while much of the scientific literature 
is readily discoverable, taxonomic literature remains largely obscure.

As an example of the consequences of this obscurity, consider the fate of the name 
Leviathan as used for a recently discovered fossil whale described in Nature (Lambert et 
al. 2010a). Unbeknownst to the authors, the name Leviathan was previously used for 
an extinct mammoth (Koch 1841). Once the homonymy was uncovered, an erratum 
was published in the same journal (Lambert et al. 2010b). The erratum cites the original 
publication of Leviathan (Koch 1841), but if the reader visits the corresponding page on 
the journal Nature’s website there is no link to the digitised version of this publication, 
despite it being available in the Biodiversity Heritage Library (http://biodiversitylibrary.
org/). The lack of a link is symptomatic of the poor state of digital access to taxonomic 
literature. Reading the list of literature cited in a modern taxonomic paper online, it is 
striking that while citations of papers on phylogenetics, ecology, or methodology typi-
cally include links directly to that article (for example, using Digital Object Identifiers, 
DOIs), the citations to taxonomic literature are mostly devoid of such links. In an age 
when most readers will expect any publications worth reading to be online, the absence 
of links to the primary taxonomic literature consigns it to a ghetto where only the most 
determined and well-resourced readers will dare to venture. For many readers the lack 
of a link means a dead-end in their search for information.

Unless we want the taxonomic literature to linger in obscurity we need to make 
it easily findable and accessible. An obvious starting point would be if taxonomic 
databases linked to the digitised taxonomic literature. However, most taxonomic 
databases are little more than online collections of 5 × 3 index cards, a technology 
Linnaeus himself pioneered (Müller-Wille and Charmantier 2011). Often databases 
simply present the user with lists of names, divorced from the associated taxonomic 
literature (such as the original publication of the name). When literature is cited, it 
is typically as a text string, lacking either an identifier or a link that the researcher 
can use to locate the publication. This is not to deny the value of the heroic efforts 
of indexers such as Charles Davies Sherborn (Cleevely 2009), but it is striking how 
persistent conventions from the print world remain, despite the Internet removing 
many of the physical constraints of that medium. For example, the recent publica-
tion of the Rotifer List of Available Names (LAN) (Segers et al. 2012) comprises 
a list of references in abbreviated form (“microcitation”) instead of the full pub-
lication details, and the list lacks any bibliographic identifiers. Part of the goal of 
publishing such a List of Available Names is to enable others to scrutinise it, yet the 
authors of the list provide virtually no assistance to the reader in locating the cor-
responding literature.
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If we accept that the key documents of taxonomy are the publications that contain 
the names, descriptions, nomenclatural changes, and taxonomic revisions, then a ma-
jor challenge is to “surface” these documents so that readers can discover them. This 
means changing practices that have served the community well in the pre-digital era, 
but which are now hindering its progress. One of the key changes will be the adoption 
of globally unique identifiers for the taxonomic literature.

globally unique identifiers

The taxonomic community’s experience with globally unique identifiers has been mixed. 
Several factors have contributed to this. The first is the saga of Life Science Identifiers (LSIDs) 
(Martin et al. 2005) which seemed a promising technology for identifying data in biology, 
but in the end the biodiversity community were the only major adopters. This was com-
pounded by the lack of reusing existing identifiers. Every project employing LSIDs created 
their own identifiers for their data, and rarely, if ever, used LSIDs from other projects. For 
example, both the Index of Organism Names (ION, http://www.organismnames.com/) 
and ZooBank (http://zoobank.org/) have records for the genus name Tyrannobdella, each 
with their own LSID (urn:lsid:organismnames.com:name:4439403 and urn:lsid:zoobank.
org:act:43D55B49-C888-4D6B-AF6F-61238EC1339B, respectively). Neither database 
acknowledges the existence of the other by using the other’s identifier. Furthermore, neither 
ION nor ZooBank use the most obvious identifier for the PLoS One paper that published 
Tyrannobdella (Phillips et al. 2010), namely the DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0010057. 
ION represents the reference as a text string:

“Tyrannobdella rex n. gen. n. sp. and the evolutionary origins of mucosal leech 
infestations. PLoS ONE, 5(4) 2010: e1057, 1–8.”

ZooBank mints its own identifier for the PLoS One paper: urn:lsid:zoobank.
org:pub:8D431ED1-B837-4781-A591-D3886285283A (since this was written Zoo-
Bank has added the DOI for this article). Ironically, the only thing that links these two 
records together is the taxonomic name “Tyrannobdella”.

A consequence of the failure to reuse existing identifiers is that the biodiversity 
informatics community has created a large amount of data identified by a technology 
few people understand (LSIDs, which by default wouldn’t work in a web browser) and 
with very few cross-links. This lack of links means each database is effectively another 
silo, and hence many of the expected benefits of serving biodiversity data in RDF (Page 
2006) have not materialised.

This experience may encourage a healthy scepticism about the utility of identifiers, 
but I would argue that this is because we’ve overlooked the importance of their reuse. 
If different databases insist on minting their own identifiers and not using (or linking 
to) existing identifiers, then our data will remain in silos. Reusing identifiers will help 
establish links between databases, and it is these links that will be the basis of many of 
the hoped-for inferences we can make in biodiversity informatics (Page 2008).
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Bibliographic identifiers

Taxonomic databases often contain names devoid of references to the literature. Names 
by themselves are of little value; it is the literature, specimens, and data derived from 
those specimens that are the primary data of taxonomy. Yet much of this information 
remains hard to obtain (even discovering that it exists can be challenging). Many cita-
tions to the taxonomic literature are obscure unless you are familiar with the conven-
tions. For example, if you are searching for the original publication of the name Tachy-
glossus Illiger, 1811 (a genus of spiny anteaters) then Nomenclator Zoologicus (Neave 
1939; Remsen et al. 2006) gives this as “Prod., 114.” I suspect that most readers will 
find this less than helpful. The citation refers to page 114 of “Caroli Illigeri D. Acad. 
Reg. Scient. Berolinens. et Bavaricae Sod. Museo Zoologico Berolin. praefecti profes-
soris extraord. Prodromus systematis mammalium et avium : additis terminis zoo-
graphicis utriusque classis, eorumque versione germanica.” Given the length of the title 
of Illiger’s work, one can see the desirability of abbreviating it for a printed list such as 
Nomenclator Zoologicus. But there are many ways to abbreviate a citation, which can 
result in a plethora of ways the same publication is cited in different databases (some-
times even within the same database).

One approach to tackling the plethora of ambiguous, if not downright obscure, 
citations is to use globally unique identifiers to refer to the publications. In the case of 
the “Prodromus systematis mammalium et avium” (Illiger 1811), this publication has 
recently acquired a DOI (10.5962/bhl.title.42403) assigned by the Biodiversity Herit-
age Library. DOIs are widely used in the publishing industry to identify articles (such 
as this the one you are currently reading), and are increasingly being used as identifiers 
for other digital objects, such as data sets (e.g., the DataCite project http://datacite.
org/). By providing unique, stable identifiers for articles, the publishing industry has 
simplified the task converting lists of literature cited into clickable links. DOIs have 
been in use to identify the scientific literature for over a decade, but taxonomic data-
bases have been slow to adopt these identifiers.

The utility of identifiers

Using existing bibliographic identifiers has several immediate advantages. It all but 
eliminates ambiguity in citations. Given that the same citation can be represented 
multiple ways (consider the bewildering and completely unnecessary proliferation of 
citation styles for different journals), matching citations using their representation as 
strings of characters is fraught with problems. Citation strings can also “mutate” over 
time (Specht 2010) and these mutations can propagate by “copy and paste” citation 
(Simkin and Roychowdhury 2011). Consistent use of globally unique identifiers miti-
gates this problem.

Identifiers provide additional value if they come with supporting services. For ex-
ample, DOIs can be resolved to both human- and machine-readable content, which 
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enables tools to be built that can consume DOIs and automatically populate databases 
with bibliographic information (most bibliographic management software makes use 
of these services). There are also services that take a bibliographic citation and find the 
corresponding DOI; publishers utilise these to add links to the list of literature cited 
in an article.

But the real value from identifiers becomes apparent when they are shared, that 
is, when different databases use the same identifiers for the same entities, instead of 
minting their own. Reusing identifiers can enable unexpected connections between 
databases. For example, the PubMed biomedical literature database has a record 
(PMID:948206) for the paper “Monograph on “Lithoglyphopsis” aperta, the snail host 
of Mekong River Schistosomiasis” (Davis et al. 1976). The PubMed record contains 
the abstract for the paper, but no link to where the user can obtain a copy of the paper. 
Actually, this reference is in a volume scanned by BHL, and has been extracted by 
BioStor (http://biostor.org/reference/102054). If PubMed was linked to BHL, users 
of PubMed could go straight to the content of the article. But this is just the start. The 
Davis et al. (1976) paper also mentions museum specimens in the collection of the 
Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, Philadelphia. Metadata for these 
specimens has been aggregated by GBIF, and the BioStor page for this article displays 
those links. In an ideal world we should be able to go from PubMed to BioStor to 
GBIF. But in many ways the real power will come from traversing these links in the 
other direction. At present, a user of GBIF simply sees metadata for these specimens 
and a locality map. They are unaware that these specimens have been cited in a paper 
(Davis et al. 1976) which shows that the snails host the Mekong River schistosome. 
This connection would be trivial to make if the reciprocal link was made from GBIF to 
BioStor. Furthermore, the link from BioStor to PubMed would give us access to Medi-
cal Subject Headings (MeSH http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/) for the paper. Hence 
we could imagine ultimately searching GBIF using queries from a controlled vocabu-
lary of biomedical terms.

Making these connections requires not only that we have digital identifiers, but 
also that wherever possible we reuse existing identifiers. If we restrict ourselves to pro-
ject-specific identifiers then we stymie attempts to create a network of connected data 
on biodiversity.

It is worth exploring ways we can reuse identifiers. One approach is to include 
links to existing identifiers wherever possible. For example, if a database includes an ar-
ticle that has a DOI, then that database should store the DOI as one of its fields. This is 
the easiest form of reuse, and doesn’t prevent the database minting its own identifiers. 
This approach makes sense if we are adding data that hasn’t yet been linked to existing 
identifiers, or if identifiers may only become available later (e.g., after a database entry 
has been created, a publisher subsequently digitises the print archive of a journal and 
issues DOIs for each article). A more powerful example of reuse is when a database 
incorporates existing identifiers into its own identifiers. The BBC is an excellent exam-
ple of this: their music and nature sites reuse “slugs” from external resources, such as 
MusicBrainz and Wikipedia, respectively (Raimond et al. 2010). The “slug” is the part 
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of the URL after the domain name (and any site-specific details). Hence, given that the 
URL for the Wikipedia page for the Komodo dragon (Varanus komodoensis) is http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komodo_dragon, the BBC reuse the slug “Komodo_dragon” 
to create the URL http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/life/Komodo_dragon. Similarly, in-
stead of minting a completely new identifier for a journal, we can make use of the 
journal’s ISSN to create a URL (e.g., http://bionames.org/issn/1313-2989). Reusing 
identifiers in this manner makes it easier to find equivalent entries in different data-
bases (Raimond et al. 2010).

Identifiers and community

”This may not be much of a revelation to many, but is a notion that is sinking 
home more deeply for me of late. By “Community”, I don‘t necessarily mean 
the online community … I mean the taxonomic community.” David Shorthouse 
“The community is dead” http://ispiders.blogspot.co.uk/2009/06/community-is-
dead.html

There are many reasons why communities may or may not form, but arguably a 
community that shares an interest in a given topic benefits from having a standard way 
to refer to the things they care about. The increasing adoption of standard bibliograph-
ic identifiers such as DOIs makes it easier to build social bookmarking tools around 
the scientific literature (such as CiteULike http://www.citeulike.org/ and Mendeley 
http://www.mendeley.com/) because it becomes easier to determine how many mem-
bers of the network have bookmarked the same paper.

Taxonomic communities are likely to be small and taxon-focussed. But this does 
not mean that these are the only communities that taxonomists can engage with, or that 
people outside the taxonomic community will not share the interests of those working 
on a particular taxon. Using bibliographic identifiers we can discover networks of people 
interested in particular topics that may intersect with taxonomists (obvious examples are 
people interested in ecology, conservation and evolutionary biology). By making pub-
lications the unit of sharing, companies such as Mendeley have grasped perhaps better 
than most that the connection between researchers is often not a direct social link, but 
rather shared interest in the same publication (formalised by patterns of citation and 
co-citation). For this reason, I suspect that attempts to build communities around taxa 
(Harman et al. 2009) may be ultimately less successful than embedding the taxonomic 
literature in the growing social networks assembling around scientific publications.

Identifiers and impact

The taxonomic community has long felt disadvantaged by the role of citation-based 
“impact factor” in assessing the importance of taxonomic research (Garfield 2001; 
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Krell 2000; Werner 2006) especially as much of the taxonomic literature appears in 
relatively low impact journals. A common proposal is to include citations to the taxo-
nomic authority for every name mentioned in a scientific paper (Wägele et al. 2011). 
Regardless of the merits of this idea, the difficulty of locating bibliographic details for 
much of the taxonomic literature, coupled with the lack of identifiers such as DOIs 
means such proposals will be hard to implement, and likely to merely populate the 
literature cited section of papers with even more bibliographic dead ends.

At the same time, the concern about impact may help motivate the use of identi-
fiers such as DOIs. There is a growing “altmetrics” movement (http://altmetrics.org/
manifesto/) that aims to provide metrics for the post-publication impact of a pub-
lication in terms of activity such as social bookmarking, and commentary on web 
sites (Yan and Gerstein 2011). Gathering these metrics is greatly facilitated by using 
standard bibliographic identifiers (otherwise, how do we know whether two commen-
tators are discussing the same article or not?). If taxonomic literature is be part of this 
burgeoning conversation it needs to be able to be identified unambiguously.

Making the taxonomic literature findable

The first step towards improving the current generation of taxonomic databases would 
be to associate the taxonomic literature with existing digital identifiers, such as DOIs. 
Admittedly, this will not always be straightforward. Although DOIs are the biblio-
graphic identifier of choice, and CrossRef provides tools for locating an existing DOI 
for a reference, it is not always straightforward to find a DOI for a publication. Part 
of the difficulty in citing the older literature is that many of the conventions we take 
for granted in modern scientific articles are lacking. Modern articles have titles, and 
are published in journals that usually have an unambiguous name, volume number, 
and pagination. This triplet is usually unique, and makes it relatively easy to locate 
an article in a bibliographic database (Page 2009). However, these conventions need 
not apply to older publications. For example, (Bennett and Jarvis 2004) cite the fol-
lowing paper:

Ogilby W (1838) On a collection of Mammalia procured by Captain Alexander dur-
ing his journey into the country of the Damaras. Proceedings of the Zoological 
Society of London 1838:5–15.

This journal has been digitised by both Wiley and BHL. Wiley makes pages 5-15 
available as an article with the doi: 10.1111/j.1096-3642.1838.tb01402.x and attrib-
utes the authorship to Richard Owen, not W. Ogilby. On inspection we see that pages 
5–15 comprise two articles, one by Ogilby and one by Owen. The first paragraph of 
page 5 contains the text:

“A selection of the Mammalia procured by Captain Alexander during his recent 
journey into the country of the Damaras, on the South West Coast of Africa, was 
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exhibited, and Mr. Ogilby directed the attention of the Society to the new and rare 
species which it contained.”

Subsequent authors have transformed this sentence into the article title “On a 
collection of Mammalia procured by Captain Alexander during his journey into the 
country of the Damaras”. Note also that in this case, there is a mismatch between 
the granularity at which taxonomists cite the literature and the granularity at which 
Wiley has assigned the identifier (the DOI corresponds to two articles). Perhaps the 
most obvious example of this mismatch is exemplified by the BHL, which typically 
recognises units at the scale of journal volume, or individual pages, but not at article 
level (Page 2011a).

Discovering existing identifiers for the taxonomic literature will sometimes be dif-
ficult, for a multitude of reasons. For example, taxonomic databases often store an 
abbreviated (or even corrupted) version of the citation, the citation may be translated 
from its original language, or the journal may have been renamed and the new name 
applied retrospectively to older issues (Page 2011c). All of this makes creating the map-
ping tedious, but this mapping need only be done once.

Kinds of identifiers

While DOIs are the best-known bibliographic identifier, there are several others that 
are relevant to the taxonomic literature (Page 2009). DOIs are themselves based on 
Handles (http://hdl.handle.net) an identifier widely used by digital repositories such as 
DSpace (http://www.dspace.org/). A number of journals, such as the Bulletins and No-
vitates of the American Museum of Natural History are available in DSpace repositories 
and consequently have Handles. Other major archives such as JSTOR (http://www.
jstor.org/) and CiNii (http://ci.nii.ac.jp/) have their own unique identifiers (typically 
integer numbers that are part of a URL). Having a variety of identifiers complicates 
the task of finding existing identifiers for a particular publication. Whereas for some 
identifiers, such as DOIs and CiNii NAIDs, (National Institute of Informatics Article 
IDs) there are OpenURL resolvers for this task, for other identifiers there may be no 
obvious way to find the identifier other than by using a search engine.

Identifiers also exist for aggregations of publications, such as journals. The practice 
of abbreviating journal titles has led to a plethora of ways to refer to the same journal. 
For example, the BioStor database (Page 2011a) has the following entries for the Bul-
letin of Zoological Nomenclature:

Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature
The Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature
Bull. Zool. Nom.
Bull.zool. Nom.
Bull. Zool. Nom
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Bull, Zool. Nom.
Bull Zool. Nom.
Bull. Zool.nom.
Bull. Zool Nom.
Bull., Zool. Nom.
Bull. Zool. . Nom.
Bulletin Zoological Nomenclature
Bull Zoological Nomenclature
Bull Zool Nomen
Bull. Zool. Nomencl
Bull Zool Nom.
Bulletin of Zoological Nomeclature
Bulletin Zool. Nom.
Bull. Zool. Nomencl.

This practice of abbreviating journal names (motivated by the desire to conserve 
space on the printed page) complicates efforts to match citations to identifiers. One 
approach to tackling this problem is to map abbreviations to journal-level globally 
unique identifiers, such as International Standard Serial Numbers (ISSNs) (for the 
Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature the ISSN is 0007-5167). In addition to reduc-
ing ambiguity, there are web services that take ISSNs and return the history of name 
changes for a journal, which in turn can help clarify the (often complicated) history of 
long-lived journals.

How much taxonomic literature has been digitised?

To assess the extent of taxonomic digitisation I harvested the metadata associated with 
the LSID for each record in the ION database. This database records names published 
under the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature. Over 4 million records 
have been harvested and imported into BioNames (http://bionames.org) (Page 2013), 
over a million of which have an associated bibliographic citation. In order to locate 
identifiers for these citations I attempted to parse each one into its constituent compo-
nents (e.g., title, journal, volume, pagination) and used OpenURL resolvers to find the 
corresponding record in databases such as CrossRef and BioStor. To complement this 
approach I have harvested metadata for some 300,000 journal articles and stored these 
in Mendeley, then used approximate string matching to compare these to records in 
ION. This work is on-going, current results can be seen at http://bionames.org/dash-
board. To date BioNames has over 60,000 articles with DOIs that publish new names, 
and if we consider all potential bibliographic identifiers (DOIs, Handles, PubMed, 
URLs, PDFs) then approximately 20% of all ICZN names are linked to publications 
that have a digital presence.
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Access to the literature

Of course, having the literature digitised is not the same as having ready access to it. 
Numerous parties are undertaking digitisation efforts, and the results are being made 
available under a wide range of conditions. Some output is available under explicitly 
open access licenses (MacCallum 2007), such as content from BHL and the journals 
published by Pensoft and the Public Library of Science. Some publishers, notably Tay-
lor and Francis, and Wiley are digitising back catalogues of journals and making them 
available to subscribers. Archives such as JSTOR and CiNii have a mixture of free 
and subscription-based content. Many smaller journals, often published by scientific 
societies are providing their contently for free online, if not explicitly under an open 
license. Note that it is something of a misconception that the bulk of BHL’s content is 
pre-1923. In fact, for several key taxonomic journals its coverage extends into the 21st 
century, in places overlapping with content made available by the original publishers.

discussion

As a final motivation to surface deep taxonomic data, consider the rise of “dark taxa” 
in genomics databases (Page 2011b). A growing percentage of “taxa” in GenBank lack 
a formal scientific name; in 2010 dark taxa comprised over 80% of invertebrate taxa 
added that year (Parr et al. 2011). Many of the most recent dark taxa are a product of 
DNA barcoding projects, and at the time of writing these sequences have been “sup-
pressed” by GenBank, that is, they are still in the database but do not feature in search 
results. But there is still a background trend towards increasing numbers of unidenti-
fied sequences in GenBank. A significant challenge will be determining whether these 
dark taxa represent newly discovered taxa, or come from known taxa but have not been 
identified as such (Hibbett and Glotzer 2011; Nagy et al. 2011).

It is clear that some dark taxa do, in fact, have names. For example, consider the 
frog “Gephyromantis aff. blanci MV-2005” (NCBI tax_id 321743), which has a single 
sequence AY848308 associated with it. This sequence was published as part of a DNA 
barcoding study (Vences et al. 2005). If we enter the accession number AY848308 
into Google we find two documents, one the supplementary table for (Vences et al. 
2005), the other the a subsequent paper by (Vences and Riva 2007) that describes the 
frog with this sequence as a new species, Gephyromantis runewsweeki. This is a relatively 
straightforward example, and the taxonomic description is freely available online. But it 
still required significant time to track down the species description for this one example.

A key question facing attempts to find names for dark taxa is whether the methods 
available can be scaled to handle the magnitude of the problem. One could argue that 
newer technologies such as DNA barcoding make classical taxonomy less relevant, 
and perhaps the effort in digitising older literature and exposing the taxonomic names 
it contains is misplaced. A counter argument would be that the taxonomic literature 
potentially contains a wealth of information on ecology, morphology and behaviour, 
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often for taxa in areas that have been subsequently altered by human activity. Fur-
thermore, as technologies such as barcoding uncover previously overlooked variation, 
older taxonomic names previously sunk in synonymy may yet become relevant. For 
example, several taxa have been synonymised with the silvery mole-rat Heliophobius 
argenteocinereus Peters, 1846 (Peters 1846) but DNA sequence data has revealed sev-
eral clades within that species (Faulkes et al. 2011). Consequently, rather than coin 
new names for these clades we can rescue older names from synonymy. Hence DNA 
barcoding may give a new lease of life to old names.

Names may have a special place in the hearts of taxonomists (Patterson et al. 2010) 
but the pace of biodiversity discovery is outstripping our ability to put names on taxa, 
as evidenced by the rise of dark taxa in GenBank. There are increasing calls to adopt 
less formal taxonomic naming schemes (Schindel and Miller 2010), or to focus on 
describing biodiversity without necessarily naming it (Deans et al. 2012; Maddison 
et al. 2011). Underpinning much of this call to “ramp up” the rate of biodiversity de-
scription will be identifiers, assigned to the entities that taxonomy deals with, includ-
ing specimens, genotypes, phenotypes, publications, and, yes, taxonomic names. As I 
have argued previously (Page 2008), in many ways taxonomists have been doing this 
already but without using web-friendly identifiers. Examples include lists of collection 
acronyms (Leviton et al. 1985) and author names. The issue now is how do we scale 
these activities to accommodate the deluge of data we are accumulating as we digitise 
life and our efforts to document it?
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Abstract
For more than 250 years, the taxonomic enterprise has remained almost unchanged. Certainly, the tools 
of the trade have improved: months-long journeys aboard sailing ships have been reduced to hours aboard 
jet airplanes; advanced technology allows humans to access environments that were once utterly inacces-
sible; GPS has replaced crude maps; digital hi-resolution imagery provides far more accurate renderings 
of organisms that even the best commissioned artists of a century ago; and primitive candle-lit micro-
scopes have been replaced by an array of technologies ranging from scanning electron microscopy to 
DNA sequencing. But the basic paradigm remains the same. Perhaps the most revolutionary change of 
all – which we are still in the midst of, and which has not yet been fully realized – is the means by which 
taxonomists manage and communicate the information of their trade. The rapid evolution in recent dec-
ades of computer database management software, and of information dissemination via the Internet, have 
both dramatically improved the potential for streamlining the entire taxonomic process. Unfortunately, 
the potential still largely exceeds the reality. The vast majority of taxonomic information is either not yet 
digitized, or digitized in a form that does not allow direct and easy access. Moreover, the information 
that is easily accessed in digital form is not yet seamlessly interconnected. In an effort to bring reality 
closer to potential, a loose affiliation of major taxonomic resources, including GBIF, the Encyclopedia of 
Life, NBII, Catalog of Life, ITIS, IPNI, ICZN, Index Fungorum, and many others have been crafting 
a “Global Names Architecture” (GNA). The intention of the GNA is not to replace any of the existing 
taxonomic data initiatives, but rather to serve as a dynamic index to interconnect them in a way that 
streamlines the entire taxonomic enterprise: from gathering specimens in the field, to publication of new 
taxa and related data.
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Introduction

Although biological taxonomy is sometimes referred to as the “oldest profession” 
(Hedgpeth 1961, Chmielewski and Krayesky 2013), its current incarnation began 
with the start of modern nomenclature in the middle part of the eighteenth century 
(Linnaeus 1753, 1758). Throughout this time, the fundamental unit of taxonomy has 
been the “species”, the concept for which has eluded a clear consensus definition (e.g., 
Wheeler and Meier 2000). Linnaeus himself was a creationist, and therefore saw spe-
cies as the work of God (Linnaeus 1736:18; translation from Wilkins 2009:41):

Species tot sunt diversae quot diversas formas ab initio creavit infinitum Ens. [There 
are as many species as the Infinite Being produced diverse forms in the beginning.]

This is not at all surprising, given that Darwin’s concept of evolution was not pro-
posed until a century after the start of modern nomenclature (Darwin 1859). But even 
then, Darwin opted not to attempt a precise definition of “species”, writing (p. 40):

Hence, in determining whether a form should be ranked as a species or a variety, the 
opinion of naturalists having sound judgment and wide experience seems the only guide to 
follow. We must, however, in many cases, decide by a majority of naturalists, for few well-
marked and well-known varieties can be named which have not been ranked as species by 
at least some competent judges.

This idea was reflected by the definition of species by Regan (1926: 75):

A species is a community, or a number of related communities, whose distinctive mor-
phological characters are, in the opinion of a competent systematist, sufficiently definite to 
entitle it, or them, to a specific name. [often paraphrased as, “a species is what a competent 
taxonomist says it is”]

Many modern taxonomists have dismissed this definition as unscientific or too 
reliant on the notion of what “competent” means, and as a result, debates regarding a 
more precise and biologically meaningful definition of species have continued over the 
decades well into modern times (publications too numerous to cite, but see Wilkins 
2009 for a review).

Regardless of its merit, acceptance, or adoption, a variant of this definition, effec-
tively “a species is what a community of taxonomists says it is” is the de-facto species 
definition that has been applied since the time of Linnaeus. Taxonomists have asserted 
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individual species circumscriptions over the course of centuries, and those circumscrip-
tions that have met with approval by subsequent taxonomic communities have endured 
the test of time. In the modern context, while there are certainly species that are subject 
to ongoing debate, the vast majority of species have achieved some level of stability.

In stark contrast to the dynamic, ongoing, and seemingly endless debates about 
what a “species” is, the nomenclatural system used by taxonomists during the past two 
and a half centuries has been remarkably consistent, universal, and stable. The primary 
reason for this consistent and universal stability has to do with the Codes of scientific 
Nomenclature (e.g., ICZN 1999, Lapage et al. 1990, McNeill et al. 2012), which 
have enjoyed near-universal adoption for more than a century. A major reason for the 
contrast between “species” and scientific names is that the former are, and likely always 
will be subjective in their core nature; whereas the latter leverage the objectivity of the 
nomenclatural codes to reduce matters of opinion and dispute to a minimum. In ef-
fect, the Linnaean nomenclatural system represents a stable scaffolding against which 
which the ever-changing landscape of species can be reliably referenced.

It is the objective and largely stable nature of scientific names of organisms that 
makes them well-suited for large-scale indexing of the sort that Charles Davies Sher-
born (1861–1942) dedicated his life to. Whereas the majority of the nearly 4,400 
species circumscriptions described by Linnaeus in his 1758 Systema Naturae bear very 
little resemblance to the species boundaries asserted by modern biologists, most of the 
scientific names he established are not only available under the current Code, but are 
in current use (though often in combination with different generic names than what 
Linnaeus used). Even when historical scientific names have been synonymized by later 
workers, they remain available (when Code-compliant), and therefore potentially rel-
evant centuries after their establishment. Although catalogs of species (e.g., Linnaeus 
1758) may begin to lose their taxonomic relevance almost immediately after publica-
tion, the scientific names established within such catalogs retain their nomenclatural 
relevance indefinitely. Ultimately, this is why the career-long labors of Sherborn have 
retained their value well beyond his own life, up until today and continuing indefi-
nitely into the future.

the more things change, the more they stay the same

The system of scientific nomenclature is not the only aspect of the taxonomic enter-
prise that has remained relatively constant over the centuries. Certainly there have 
been some improvements to the way taxonomists do their jobs. For example, it once 
required months to journey across the seas aboard sailing ships, whereas now almost 
any part of the world can be reached within a few hours aboard modern jet airplanes 
(Figure 1). Early naturalists had to rely on crude maps drawn by sailors to figure out 
where their specimens were collected, whereas the Global Positioning System (GPS) 
and digital mapping tools such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Google 
Earth allow modern taxonomists to pinpoint the collection location for a specimen 
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Figure 1. In centuries past, months-long journeys aboard sailing ships were required for taxonomists to 
reach their destinations (left, Thomas Whitcombe). Today, almost any part of the world can be reached 
aboard modern aircraft (right, R. L. Pyle).

Figure 2. Early taxonomists had only crude maps to plot the locations of their specimens; in this case the 
French Polynesian islands of Tahiti and Moorea (top, from Prévost D’Exiles 1746–1789). Today, highly 
accurate maps and satellite imagery can pinpoint particular locations within a few meters (bottom, Landsat).
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within a meter or so (Figure 2). A century ago, highly skilled illustrators painstakingly 
created colorful works of art by hand, based on direct observations and descriptions of 
the color and form of living organisms, whereas modern digital imaging technology 
allows us to generate extremely high quality photographs of living and freshly prepared 
specimens in an instant (Figure 3). To examine his specimens, Linnaeus used primi-
tive candle-lit microscopes with hand-ground optics, whereas today we can generate 
high-resolution three-dimensional images of the internal and external structures of 
organisms using 3D photogrammetry and CT scanning without even dissecting them, 
create crisp images of tiny structures using electron microscopy, and read the very code 
of life by sequencing DNA (Figure 4). Finally, the technology we use to access the 
environments in which organisms live has changed dramatically from centuries past 
(Figure 5).

However, despite these important technological advancements in the tools of the 
trade for taxonomy, the fundamental process remains the same today as it was centu-

Figure 3. Highly trained artisans once labored to produce detailed hand-painted illustrations of speci-
mens (top, from Jordan and Evermann 1903). Modern digital cameras can generate far more accurate and 
detailed images almost instantly and with minimal skill (bottom, R. L. Pyle). Both images depict Bodianus 
sanguineus Jordan and Evermann 1903.
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Figure 4. Carl Linnaeus used candle-lit microscopes with primitive optics to examine his specimens 
(left, H. Kingsbury). Modern technology allows us to generate high-resolution 3D CT scans of the in-
ternal structures of specimens without displacing a single scale (right top, Digimorph; Chromis abyssus), 
capture crisp images of tiny organisms through electron microscopy (right middle, NOAA; single-celled 
foraminifera), and read DNA sequences (right bottom, BOLD, unspecified taxon).

Figure 5. Methods of collecting specimens from the field have advanced from earlier eras (left, from 
C.Delon, 1889) to modern high-tech equipment of today (right, Ken Corben).
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ries ago: impassioned naturalists seek financial support from governments and private 
entities to travel the globe to discover new species of organisms; they take detailed 
notes and acquire specimens, which they carefully transport back to Museums; they 
create color images, dissect, poke, prod, count, and measure their biological treasures; 
they write detailed descriptions that are printed on paper in books and periodicals. 
These fundamental steps in the taxonomic process, while aided by advanced technol-
ogy, have remained fundamentally unchanged since the time of Linnaeus (Figure 6).

A revolution in information technology

There is one aspect of technological change that has been truly revolutionary, which is 
the means by which taxonomists manage and communicate the information of their 
trade. The rapid advancement in recent decades of computer database management 
software, and of information dissemination via the Internet, have both dramatically 
improved the potential for streamlining the entire taxonomic process. Less than two 
decades ago, graduate students in taxonomy spent untold hours in libraries, scouring 
through pages and pages of paper documents to find original descriptions and key tax-
onomic revisions. Today, with a few searches on Google and with the extremely useful 
Biodiversity Heritage Library, many original sources are only a few mouse clicks away. 
And the ease of access is not limited to digitized literature; specimens, images, and vast 
amounts of biological information are freely available through the Internet. One of the 
last remaining barriers to information availability – the pay-walls behind which many 

Figure 6. Despite many technological advancements in the tools of the taxonomic trade, the fundamen-
tal paradigm for the taxonomic enterprise remains almost unchanged from centuries ago (left, from Bates 
1863; right Bishop Museum).
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newly published research hides – is gradually eroding through an increasing demand 
for open-access models of publication.

This revolution in digital information technology is extremely fortunate, given 
the rate at which species have been (and continue to be) described. In 1758, the tenth 
edition of Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae contained nearly 4,400 species-group names. At 
the time, this compilation represented the entire catalog of all known animals. In the 
century that followed, the number of scientific names for species had increased by two 
orders of magnitude, as represented in the volumes of Sherborn’s Index Animalium 
(Figure 7). Today, the online edition of the Catalogue of Life includes more than 2.7 
million names (representing more than 1.5 million species). Sherborn spent most of 
his professional career compiling what is effectively one sixth the number of names 
that likely exist in biology today. Without the electronic information revolution, the 
Catalogue of Life would be far less complete than it currently is.

As exciting as the electronic information revolution is, however, in the context of 
taxonomy there is still far more potential than there is reality in terms of harnessing 
the power of information technology. The vast majority of taxonomic information 
either remains non-digitized, or is digitized in a form that does not allow direct and 
easy access. Moreover, much (if not most) of the information that is easily accessed 
in digital form is not yet seamlessly interconnected. At present, the total biodiversity 
knowledge-base for all life forms is scattered across an estimated half-billion pages of 

Figure 7. At the start of modern zoological nomenclature, Linnaeus’ tenth edition of Systema Naturae 
contained almost 4,400 species-group names (left). By 1850, the number of species names for animals had 
reached nearly 430,000 – an increase of two orders of magnitude.
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printed literature, thousands of natural history collections housing billions of speci-
mens, hundreds of thousands of digital databases and websites, and hundreds of mil-
lions of DNA sequences. Consumers of this knowledge-base, which includes tens of 
thousands of taxonomists, hundreds of thousands of biologists, a hundred million 
citizen scientists, governmental resource managers and policy makers, and ultimately 
much of the total human population, have not had easy access to this information 
(Heidorn 2008; IISE 2010; Thessen and Patterson 2011; Fontaine et al. 2012). There 
are many excellent websites containing valuable information, including nomenclatu-
ral, taxonomic, biogeographic, life-history and ecological information about species, 
not to mention genetic data, images and videos, and countless other data sources. To 
find all this information – even when it is readily available through the Internet – usu-
ally requires multiple web searches and visits to dozens of different online resources.

The next step in the information revolution for biodiversity information involves 
not just the digitization of content, but will involve the cross-linking and more seam-
less integration of existing digital resources.

the global names architecture

In an effort to bring reality closer to potential, a loose affiliation of major taxonomic 
resources, including the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; http://www.
gbif.org), the Encyclopedia of Life (EOL; http://eol.org), the former U.S. National 
Biological Information Infrastructure (NBII), Catalog of Life (CoL; http://www.cata-
logueoflife.org), the Integrated Taxonomic Information System (ITIS; http://www.itis.
gov), the International Plant Names Index (IPNI; http://ipni.org), the International 
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN; http://iczn.org), Index Fungorum 
(IF; http://www.indexfungorum.org), and many others have been crafting a “Global 
Names Architecture” (GNA). The intention of the GNA is not to replace any of the 
existing taxonomic or other biodiversity data initiatives, but rather to serve as a dynamic 
suite of web services and two primary indexes (GNI and GNUB, described below) that 
interconnect existing data systems in a way that streamlines the entire taxonomic enter-
prise: from gathering specimens in the field, to publication of new taxa and related data.

The basic premise behind the GNA is that scientific names of organisms represent 
the key to integrating disconnected biological data, to allow efficient and effective co-
ordination between biological research and exploration activities, and broader under-
standing and management of biodiversity (Patterson et al. 2010). Throughout the vast 
global biological knowledge base – including natural history collections, historical and 
modern literature, observational databases, multimedia (image and video) resources, 
genetic data repositories, nomenclators, taxonomic catalogs, data aggregators, and ma-
jor Internet search engines – the majority of data are given taxonomic context through 
simple text-string scientific names (Figure 8).

Unfortunately, sources of imprecision and ambiguity severely limit the use of these 
text-string names for cross-linking digital data content. For example, there are ap-
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proximately two million scientifically described species (Chapman 2009; Trontelj and 
Fišer 2009; Mora et al. 2011); yet the Global Names Index (GNI) – the component of 
the GNA that indexes text-string scientific names – already contains nearly 20 million 
distinct name-strings (and this index is far from complete). The more than ten-fold 
discrepancy between species and text-string names results from several factors, includ-
ing synonymy (multiple names for the same species), alternate nomenclatural com-
binations (the same species epithet combined with different generic and subgeneric 
names, and applied at different ranks), alternate spellings (orthographic variations, 
misspellings, abbreviations, etc.), and inconsistent formatting of names (e.g., with and 
without qualifiers, alternate formats for authorships and/or year, etc.). Additional con-
fusion results from homonymy (the same name assigned to different species).While 
text-string names are generally easy to interpret and disambiguate by a human, they 
represent a substantial barrier to electronic cross-linking of data.

To overcome the limitations of text-string scientific names, the GNA includes a 
core component called the Global Names Usage Bank (GNUB). GNUB is a highly 
normalized database system, the primary purpose of which is to index and assign persis-
tent globally unique identifiers (GUIDs) to Agents, References, and Taxon Name Usage 
(TNU) instances (among other relevant data objects). Agents are people and organiza-

Figure 8. The icons around the periphery represent examples of where biological data tagged with sci-
entific names currently exist. The cluster of names in the center represent examples of distinct text-strings 
that have been used to represent the same species within different data sources.
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tions, and in the context of GNUB mostly represent Authors of References. References 
include all published literature, as well as many forms of unpublished documentation 
(e.g., unpublished reports and manuscripts, specimen labels, herbarium sheets, field 
notes, etc.). Any static documentation source can be a Reference in the GNUB architec-
ture. A TNU is any usage or treatment of a scientific name within a Reference. TNUs 
are the foundation for all Code-governed nomenclatural acts, taxon concept definitions, 
taxonomic treatments, synonymies and classifications, and any other forms of taxo-
nomic assertions. The subset of TNUs that represent the establishment of new scientific 
names (i.e., original descriptions) are called “Protonyms” (Pyle 2004). Every scientific 
name (at every rank) has one Protonym TNU, and all subsequent TNUs refer back 
to the Protonym. For example, the fish genus Gasterosteus was described by Linnaeus 
(1758), so the TNU for that name in that Reference is the Protonym. Linnaeus (1766) 
also treated the genus Gasterosteus, and that TNU links back to the Protonym TNU in 
Linnaeus (1758). Protonyms apply to names at all ranks. For example, Linnaeus 1766 
established the new species Gasterosteus saltatrix. Whereas the TNU for Gasterosteus 
within this publication is not the Protonym for that genus, the TNU for the species 
epithet saltatrix within Linnaeus 1766 is the Protonym for that species-group name 
(because this publication is the original description of the species, but not the genus).

The core elements of a TNU include the following items (see Table 1; not all ele-
ments are required for all TNUs):

1) A unique and persistent identifier for the TNU itself;
2) A link to the Reference (including page, if applicable) in which the TNU appears;
3) A recursive link to the Protonym-TNU for the name represented by the TNU;
4) An indication of the taxonomic rank at which a name was treated (e.g., “genus” for 

the TNU for Gasterosteus within Linnaeus 1766, and “species” for the TNU for 
saltatrix within Linnaeus 1766);

5) The exact spelling (as best as can be represented using UTF-8 encoding) of the 
name as used within the Reference (e.g., Regan 1909 spelled the genus Gasterosteus 
as “Gastrosteus”, and Günther 1860 spelled the species saltatrix as “saltator”);

6) A link to the TNU (within the same Reference) representing the immediate par-
ent taxon (e.g., the Protonym TNU for the species saltatrix within Linnaeus 1766, 
would link to the non-Protonym TNU for the genus Gasterosteus as treated by 
Linnaeus 1766);

In cases where a name is treated as a junior synonym of another name, a link to 
the TNU (within the same Reference) representing the senior synonym as asserted by 
the indicated Reference for this junior synonym (e.g., Günther 1860 treated the name 
Pomatomus skib (Lacepède 1802) as a junior synonym of Temnodon saltator (Linnaeus 
1766), so the TNU for the Günther 1860 treatment of skib links to the TNU repre-
senting the Günther 1860 treatment of saltator [=saltatrix Linnaeus 1766]).

By building an index of all TNUs across historical literature (starting with the Proto-
nym TNU for each name), GNUB data services can efficiently perform powerful analyses 
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and transformations of taxon names across different spellings, synonymies and classifica-
tions. For example, the species Gasterosteus saltatrix Linnaeus, 1766, has also been spelled 
Sallatrix in at least one Reference, spelled saltator in at least 16 References, and the spe-
cies epithet (by whichever spelling) has been variously combined with the genus names 
Pomatomus Lacépède, 1702, Temnodon Cuvier, 1816 and Cheilodipterus Lacépède, 1801. 
Moreover, the GNUB index also records the fact that at least twelve other species have 
been treated as a junior synonyms of saltatrix, and these species have been variously com-
bined with at least ten different genus names. Thus, through GNUB we can see that the 
species originally established by Linnaeus 1766 as Gasterosteus saltatrix has been variously 
referred to in literature by at least 28 different text-string scientific names (inclusive of 
both homotypic and heterotypic synonyms, suite of GNUB and GNI services, content in 
otherwise disconnected datasets can be cross-linked despite heterogeneous taxon names.

A successful proof of concept

Largely through support from two separate NSF grants (DBI-1062441; DBI- 
0956415), the GNA has been developed into a highly successful proof of concept. The 
most visible representation is the ZooBank registry (http://zoobank.org). ZooBank 
was first proposed as an official online nomenclatural registry for zoology, under the 
auspices of the International Commission for Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) by 
Polaszek et al. 2005. It was first launched as an early prototype on 1 January 2008 to 
commemorate the 250th anniversary of the official start of all zoological nomenclature 
(Pyle et al. 2008; Pyle and Michel 2008; Pyle and Michel 2010; Rosenberg et al. 
2012). ZooBank was later reconceived as a service operating on top of GNUB (Pyle 
and Michel 2009), and the new GNUB-based ZooBank was publicly launched on 
September 4, 2012, coinciding with the amendment to the ICZN Code supporting 
electronic publication (ICZN 2012a; 2012b). The amended Code requires all elec-
tronically published works in Zoology be registered in ZooBank, thus representing 
the first mandatory electronic/online registration requirement for any major Code of 
Nomenclature (the bacteriological Code includes a paper-based registration system 
[Tindall 2009], and the Code for algae, fungi and plants includes a registration system 
for fungal names that went into effect on 1 January 2013).

Prior to 2012, ZooBank registrations grew steadily from approximately 100 reg-
istrations per month in 2008-2010, to approximately 500 registrations per month in 
2011–2012. After the new GNUB-based implementation of ZooBank was launched 
in September 2012, registrations increased almost ten-fold, to nearly 5,000 per month. 
The vast majority of these regiwstrations are prospective – that is, for works and names 
that are newly established. Retrospective content for ZooBank will be added through 
the bulk importation of existing databases, and through harvesting protonyms from 
BHL and other sources. Commensurate with the rise in registrations has been an in-
crease in the ZooBank user-base. From 2008–2012, the ZooBank user base grew stead-
ily to a little over 100 active users. In less than a year since the GNUB-based ZooBank 
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was launched, the user base has also grown nearly ten-fold, to over 1,000 users (and 
it continues to grow). As successful as the new GNUB-based ZooBank has been, it is 
important to emphasize that ZooBank is only one example of a service that GNUB can 
facilitate. In addition to ZooBank as a model for GNUB-based registration systems in 
other nomenclatural domains, there are many other services that GNUB can facilitate.

Whereas name-usages within static References are indexed directly as TNUs, these 
are mapped to records in external and/or dynamic data sources through a simple iden-
tifier cross-link feature in GNUB. This feature, which currently includes nearly half 
a million links from records in more than 200 external databases to over 320,000 
GNUB records, enables much more than simply linking GNUB records to external 
databases; specifically, it allows external databases to be linked to each other.

For example, GNUB includes links to over 111,000 registered names in ZooBank, 
nearly 140,000 records (taxonomic serial numbers) in ITIS, and nearly 70,000 genus-
group and species-group name records in the Catalog of Fishes (CoF). Besides allowing 
these three datasets to link directly to GNUB (and vice-versa), the Identifier cross-link 
service also enables direct cross-links between each of these otherwise disconnected 
datasets (in this case, 67,000 linked records between ZooBank and CoF; 26,555 linked 
records between ZooBank and ITIS, and 26,467 linked records between ITIS and 
CoF). Because of this cross-linking feature, new names registered in ZooBank could 
be presented to ITIS and CoF for inclusion in their databases, and corrections made to 
errors in CoF could be propagated to both ZooBank and ITIS. By establishing cross-
links between equivalent records in different database systems, we not only expand 
the ability for end-users to directly access records in the different systems, but we also 
create novel opportunities for proactive collaboration between different systems with 
overlapping content. While other systems include support for similar features (e.g., the 
EoL “Partner Links”, and the NCBI Taxonomy “LinkOut”), the GNA provides a sin-
gle shared platform for all cross-links, such that anytime a record is indexed in GNUB, 
it is automatically cross-linked to all other data systems that are indexed in GNUB.

This cross-linking service is not limited to taxon names. For example, GNUB 
includes links to over 3,300 journals registered in ZooBank and over 3,200 journals 
scanned in the Biodiversity Heritage Library (BHL). Through the BHL “OpenURL” 
service, over 50,000 ZooBank species pages (as well as nearly 100,000 other TNU 
records) now have direct access to the corresponding page image in BHL. Likewise, 
because GNUB is linked to over 34,000 authors in the Authors of Plant Names (APN) 
directory, and nearly 21,000 authors registered in ZooBank, we can compare author-
ship trends in both domains (e.g., fewer than 1% of all authors have published new 
scientific names for both plants and animals).

This same cross-linking service applies to records in more than 200 different exter-
nal databases (not all databases have been fully indexed yet). As such, GNUB can serve 
as a universal hub to cross-link records (not only Authors, References, and TNUs/
Protonyms; but virtually any other data object as well), which will facilitate collabora-
tion and data exchange (as in the names-linking example), enhance web services to 
infer and establish other links (as in the BHL page example), and to allow analysis of 
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patterns that had not previously been possible (e.g., patterns of authorship over time, 
such as those as used by Costello et al. 2012). This cross-linking service developed for 
GNUB represents an important step towards empowering the collective utility of bio-
logical datasets on a global scale.

Several other services and APIs were developed for searching, dereferencing, ed-
iting, and inserting Agents, References, and TNUs (particularly Protonyms), with 
a variety of output formats (e.g., HTML, JSON). The most recent service is called 
“GNIE” (originally an acronym for “Global Names Index Export”, and retained de-
spite its expanded utility), which accepts an identifier for a Protonym and returns a 
set of all scientific names indexed in GNUB that have been used to represent the same 
taxon, including all homotypic synonyms (spelling variants, alternate genus combina-
tions, etc.) and heterotypic synonyms (names that have been treated as either junior or 
senior synonyms of the indicated Protonym). Documentation for all of these services 
is included on the ZooBank API page (http://zoobank.org/Api).

Although these services were used extensively in the development of ZooBank 
(Figure 9), funding from NSF supported the development and implementation of 
these and other as-yet undocumented services in various stages of development and 
testing on two other database systems as well: Bishop Museum natural science da-
tabases (http://nsdb.bishopmuseum.org/), and the “Explorer’s Log” (http://www.
explorers-log.com/). Bishop Museum manages several major specimen and occurrence 
databases (Plants, Insects, Birds, Mammals, Amphibians and Reptiles, Fishes, Ma-
rine Invertebrates, Mollusks, and Pacific Center for Molecular Biodiversity, as well as 
several regional checklist databases), and we are currently in the process of building 
support for GNUB as the taxonomic authority against which Bishop Museum speci-
men databases are indexed. The “Explorer’s Log” (http://www.explorers-log.com) is a 
feature-rich suite of web-based applications designed to support field-based data col-
lection for organismal occurrence records (including specimens and associated tissue 
samples, multi-media documentation such as images, videos, audio recordings and 
telemetry data, visual observations, and literature-based occurrence records) and asso-
ciated data. This system has now completely replaced its internal taxonomy tables and 
utilizes GNUB services to assign taxonomic identifications to organism occurrences. 
The purpose of developing these prototype services was to demonstrate the ability for 
external data management systems to utilize GNUB data and web services directly to 
support broader biological datasets, without the need to re-invent a custom taxonomic 
authority system (as is currently done for most biological data management systems).

In addition to these services designed primarily to support external systems, sev-
eral services designed for internal GNUB use were also developed. These include a 
user/login account management system, a robust record de-duplication resolution 
system, a prototype data reconciliation tool (currently optimized for Agents and jour-
nal titles) used for bulk data imports, multi-lingual support, a tool for visualizing the 
publication timeline history for authors, a suite of database statistics visualization 
services, and services to facilitate data contribution and management by publishers 
and editors of journals.
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An integrative infrastructure for biodiversity data

Unlike most existing biodiversity data initiatives, the components of the GNA are not 
primarily intended to provide novel information; rather, the GNA includes an index 
of core facts (and associated data services) that are shared across all of biology. Noth-
ing in the GNA is original or novel content; it merely represents a structured way of 
organizing information to facilitate broader data integration among other databases 
that do contain original information. Thus, the GNA does not compete with other 
data resources; but rather serves as a core infrastructure for cross-linking (and thereby 
empowering) other biological data sources.

Although the GNA is primarily intended to provide a cross-linking service be-
tween existing databases, the data model is sufficiently robust and complete that it can 
fulfill the primary needs of representing nomenclature, taxonomy and classification for 

Figure 9. An example ZooBank page, illustrating several GNUB services: 1 user authentication 2 “fuzzy” 
searching of GNUB content 3 APIs and services 4 ZooBank registration 5 External Identifier cross-
linking 6 BHL page linking 7 record editing capabilities 8 similar/related name discovery (via GNI’s 
name searching service); and 9 multi-lingual support. Not shown are services to manage user accounts, 
de-duplicate records, prototype reconciliation tools, services for journal publishers, and visualization tools 
for author publication history and other statistics.
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groups that are not otherwise represented by existing databases. Thus, while its primary 
function is to integrate biodiversity data across multiple disparate systems, the GNA is 
capable of filling the gaps in taxonomic coverage for groups of organisms not already 
well-represented in the broader biodiversity data landscape.

Salvaging the global biodiversity library

Biodiversity is Earth’s greatest Library, representing the culmination of information 
that has been written and re-written, edited and re-edited, over the past four billion 
years. We are like Kindergartners running through the Library of Congress: surround-
ed by vast amounts of incredibly valuable information – the genomic equivalents of 
the works of Homer, Shakespeare, and blueprints for a nuclear power plant and 95% 
efficient conversion of sunlight energy to stored chemical energy, but we are currently 
only able to interpret this information at the equivalent of “See Spot Run”. Someday 
soon (within the next few decades) we will have the ability to truly understand the 
information in the Biodiversity Library. As we face the 6th Great Extinction event, we 
recognize that the Biodiversity Library is burning, so the information will be gone be-
fore we have a chance to understand its true value. Whenever a species goes extinct, it’s 
like burning the last copy of a book. Taxonomists are the Librarians, and have perhaps 
the most important job of all: building the digital equivalent of the “card catalog” for 
the Biodiversity Library.

This audacious task was begun in the 1750s by Carl Linnaeus, and was dra-
matically extended by Charles Davies Sherborn 150 years later. With the advent of 
modern electronic information management, we are poised to achieve the vision of 
these two pillars of science; but we are in a race against the destruction of what we 
seek to document. We are the first generation in human history to understand our 
own impact to biodiversity, and we are very likely the last generation in a position 
to do anything about it. The Global Biodiversity Library is burning, and we must 
tirelessly continue to document the richness of form and function in nature before 
it is lost forever.

Conclusions

Throughout most of the history of modern taxonomy and nomenclature, the basic 
tasks performed by taxonomists have remained remarkably unchanged. Technology 
has allowed some improvements, with modern electronic information dissemination 
representing the most significant advancement. At this point in history, biodiversity 
data are being digitized at an impressive rate, but in most cases the data remain in 
“silos”, with limited interconnectivity. As such, the accumulated digitized data cannot 
be used to its full potential. The most effective way to integrate disparate biodiversity 
datasets is through scientific names, but for many reasons, text-string names alone are 
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not effective for this purpose. The Global Names Architecture (GNA) has been de-
veloped to provide core indexes and cross-linking services, to help leverage otherwise 
disparate biodiversity data. ZooBank, the official online registry of zoological nomen-
clature, represents only one example of how the GNA can improve interconnectivity 
among biodiversity data. Going forward, the priority should be to continue digitizing 
data, and to develop robust cross-links among existing biodiversity datasets. Global 
biodiversity is precious – perhaps Earth’s most valuable resource – yet we have only 
begun to catalog its contents. With global climate change and accelerating rates of ex-
tinction, it is more important than ever to extend the work of Charles Davies Sherborn 
to apply to all known and yet-to-be-discovered taxa.

Sherborn himself seemed to understand the challenges of his task, many of which 
remain true today. In the Epilogue of Index Animalium, (Section 2, Part 29, pp. vi-
vii), he wrote:

Now my work is finished, it may well be to glance at the difficulties met with during 
compilation… This want of every book and every edition has been a serious hindrance and 
loss of time to me while working for over forty years in the British Museum (Natural His-
tory) and though I have acquired over a thousand volumes for the libraries, gaps still remain 
to be filled… On the whole one has met with a generous response, but the amused smile, real 
apathy, or the remark ‘we have no money’ … have been encountered…

He was also acutely aware of the nature of evolving technology:

And now that rotography has superseded photography as regards cost, a rare tract can be 
reproduced in a few hours and placed on its proper shelf in any Library for a few shillings.

But most important of all, Sherborn understood the grandeur of his quest, and 
knew full well that it was far greater than his own personal contributions:

In conclusion I may add that the whole of my papers, Books of Reference and apparatus 
will remain at the Museum for my continuator and I trust that arrangements will be made 
for the permanent indexing of even current literature as the only true method of economiz-
ing the time of the working zoologist.

It is our responsibility as modern biologists to harness the power of new technol-
ogy to continue is this all-important task of documenting biodiversity.
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1. Introduction

Article 79 of the Fourth Edition of the International Code of Zoological Nomen-
clature (henceforth Code) describes an official List of Available Names in Zoology 
(henceforth LAN), consisting of a series of “Parts” (of defined taxonomic and temporal 
scope), compiled by relevant experts. The LAN represents a comprehensive inventory 
of names available under the Code. The aim of this manual is to define a procedure 
for implementing Article 79, with format suggestions for zoologists aiming to create 
a Part of the LAN for family-group, genus-group, or species-group names in zoologi-
cal nomenclature. Because the LAN may serve as an important basis for retrospective 
content in ZooBank, the structure outlined here is designed to allow easy importation 
to ZooBank.

A Part ultimately adopted for the LAN will contain nomenclaturally available names 
but not necessarily all those within the scope of the Part: the comprehensiveness of the 
candidate Part is at the discretion of the experts proposing the Part. They may choose to in-
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clude all nomenclaturally available names or use the proposal of a Part to pare away nomi-
na dubia so they lose “status in zoological nomenclature despite any previous availability” 
(to quote Articles 10.7 and 79.4.3; that this was the intention of the framers of Article 79 
is clear from the Preface to the Code). Nonetheless, we advocate that the proposing body 
include an inventory of all known names deemed to be available so it will be obvious that 
names not advocated for inclusion in the Part have not simply been overlooked. Because a 
candidate Part of the LAN is for an entire taxon at the specified rank and for the specified 
period, it must include the names of both living and fossil representatives of the taxon.

In the proposal for adding a Part to the LAN, an unavailable name correspond-
ing to a later available one should be included in the Remarks section of the avail-
able name. Unavailable names that have not subsequently been made available can be 
added at the end of the candidate Part, along with information explaining them. The 
Commission and reviewers of the candidate Part will thereby have a list of such names 
and an understanding of why they are not available. Moreover, these names can be 
discussed during the periods required by Article 79 for input by the zoological com-
munity, when change in their status can be advocated by members of the community 
interested in the taxon under consideration.

2. Code authority

The consideration of candidate Parts of the LAN is specified by some articles of the 
Code as well as the Bylaws and Constitution of the International Commission on 
Zoological Nomenclature (henceforth the Commission). Parallel with this are provi-
sions for the treatment of the Official Lists and Indexes. The relevant portions are 
reproduced below.

2.1. List of Available Names, Official Lists and Indexes

2.1.1. In the Preface of the Code

“We can anticipate that zoologists and other users of scientific names will before long 
require still further changes in the Code, perhaps especially concerning procedures 
for the listing of existing names and the registration of new ones. With regard to the 
former, extensive databases are now appearing in quick succession and are being con-
solidated by such enterprises as Species 2000, and this fourth edition of the Code has 
already taken a significant step through the provisions for the development and adop-
tion of List(s) of Available Names in Zoology.”

“Progress is made in this edition to establish a mechanism to facilitate access to 
previously established names, and to achieve certainty that searches made for names are 
complete, by enabling international groups of specialists to compile lists of extant and 
known available names in major taxonomic fields, and to have these lists adopted by 
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the Commission. Names not in a relevant adopted List would not be available. A simi-
lar policy has already been adopted for all genera and species in microbiology, where 
neither past nor new names are available unless they have been officially recorded.”

“Lists of Available Names

15. The Commission is empowered, with safeguards, to adopt lists of names in major 
taxonomic fields. Names within the scope of such an adopted list but not listed 
in it will be treated as unavailable. Lists may only be adopted by the Commission 
which have been proposed by international bodies, and only after publication of 
the proposals, wide consultation with specialist committees and others, and taking 
into account public comment.”

2.1.2. In Articles of the Code

10.7. Availability of names not listed in a relevant adopted Part of the List of Available 
Names in Zoology. No unlisted name within the scope of an adopted Part of 
the List of Available Names in Zoology is available, despite any previous avail-
ability [Art. 79.4.3].

57.2. Primary homonyms. Identical species-group names established for different 
nominal taxa when originally combined with the same generic name (see also 
Articles 11.9.3.2 and 57.8.1) are primary homonyms [Art. 53.3] and the jun-
ior name is permanently invalid (but see Article 23.9.5) except when:

57.2.1. its use as a valid name (a nomen protectum) is maintained under the con-
ditions specified in Article 23.9, or

57.2.2. it is conserved by the Commission under Article 81, or
57.2.3. it, but not its senior homonym, is included in a relevant adopted Part of 

the List of Available Names in Zoology (see Article 79.4.3).
78.2.1. The Commission may, under procedures specified in Article 79, establish 

a List of Available Names in Zoology and may adopt Parts of the List (for the 
status of names in the List of Available Names in Zoology, and the name-
bearing types of the nominal taxa the names denote, see Article 79.4).

78.4. Other duties. The Commission shall
78.4.2. enter in the relevant Official Lists and Indexes the names and works that 

have been the subject of rulings by the Commission in its Opinions (including 
Official Corrections);

Article 79. List of Available Names in Zoology. An international body of zoologists 
(such as an International Congress, an international society, or a consortium of national 
or regional societies, or a Scientific Member of the International Union of Biologi-
cal Sciences) in consultation with the Commission may propose that the Commission 
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adopt for a major taxonomic field (or related fields) a Part of the List of Available Names 
in Zoology. The Commission will consider the proposal and may adopt the Part subject 
to the proposing body and the Commission meeting the requirements of this Article.

79.1. Form of the proposal. The proposal to the Commission shall be made in the 
form of the Part proposed for adoption and shall

79.1.1. specify the scope of the proposal, such as the taxonomic field, ranks, and 
time period covered, (e.g. Amphibia, Names of the Species Group established 
before 31 December 1995 [full date, i.e. day, month, year]);

79.1.2. for each name to be listed, give the bibliographic reference to the work 
in which it is established, its authorship, its date of publication and its status 
(including its precedence if this is different from its priority);

79.1.3. for each name to be listed, give details of the name-bearing type of the 
nominal taxon it denotes; in the case of a species-group name, if the details of 
how the type specimen(s) may be recognized are not known, state whether the 
name is based on a holotype, syntypes, lectotype or neotype and the place(s) of 
deposition (if any) recorded in the type fixation (but no lectotype or neotype 
designation can be made for the purposes of listing alone [Arts. 74.7, 75.3]);

79.1.4. for any name to be listed which has been the subject of a Commission 
ruling [Arts. 80, 81], give the relevant Opinion and the status of the name as 
ruled therein; and

79.1.5. if applicable, specify how homonymy with names beyond the scope of the 
proposal has been resolved.

79.2. Requirements concerning notification, consultation and voting by the Commission.
79.2.1. Upon being advised by an international body of zoologists that it intends 

to propose a Part of the List, the Commission shall appoint by its Council an 
ad hoc committee [Constitution Art. 10] to consult with the proposers.

79.2.2. Upon receipt of a proposal the Commission shall
79.2.2.1. publish a notice of the proposal in the Bulletin of Zoological No-

menclature giving details of the proposing body, proposed scope of the 
Part and a source from which copies (on paper or otherwise) of the pro-
posed Part may be obtained by zoologists, and inviting comments from 
zoologists during the following twelve months;

79.2.2.2. submit the notice for publication in journals publishing taxonomic 
work in the taxonomic field covered by the proposal;

79.2.2.3. refer the proposal to its ad hoc committee for it to receive comments, 
consult with the proposers and others and, not less than two years from 
the date of publication of the notice referred to in Article 79.2.2.1, con-
sider either a revised proposal or a recommendation that the proposal be 
abandoned;

79.2.2.4. ensure that the revised proposal does not contain any name estab-
lished less than five years before the submission of the initial proposal;
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79.2.2.5. following receipt of the revised proposal from its ad hoc committee, 
publish notice of it and invite comments on the revised proposal in the 
same manner as for the initial proposal [Arts. 79.2.2.1, 79.2.2.2];

79.2.2.6. take into account comments received (if any) and comments of the propos-
ers thereon, and vote to adopt the Part proposed or to abandon the proposal, 
under procedures prescribed in the Constitution [Art. 12] and the Bylaws of 
the Commission for voting under its plenary power.

79.3. Effective date of Parts and their accessibility. The Commission shall publish a 
notice in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature of a decision to adopt any 
Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology as soon as possible after the 
decision is taken.

79.3.1. Before publishing the notice of adoption, the Commission shall satisfy 
itself that the Part newly adopted is accessible either by purchase or gratis and 
shall include that information in the notice.

79.3.2. Any Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology adopted by the Com-
mission becomes effective from the date of publication in the Bulletin of Zoo-
logical Nomenclature of a notice of the decision of the Commission to adopt it.

79.3.3. The notice shall specify the title under which the Part of the List adopted 
by the Commission shall be known and its scope (including the taxonomic 
field and dates covered).

79.4. Status of names, spellings, dates of availability, and types specified in the List of 
Available Names in Zoology.

79.4.1. A name occurring in an adopted Part of the List of Available Names in 
Zoology is deemed be an available name and to have the spelling, date, and 
authorship recorded in the List (despite any evidence to the contrary).

79.4.2. A nominal taxon denoted by a name occurring in an adopted Part of the 
List of Available Names in Zoology is deemed to have the name-bearing type 
recorded therein (despite any evidence to the contrary).

79.4.3. No unlisted name within the scope (taxonomic field, ranks, and time pe-
riod covered) of an adopted Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology has 
any status in zoological nomenclature despite any previous availability.

Recommendation 79A. Citation of previously available names. If for taxonomic and 
historical purposes an author desires to cite a name that is no longer available because it 
is not included in the relevant Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology adopted 
by the Commission, it should be made clear that it no longer has a status in zoological 
nomenclature.

79.5. Power of the Commission to amend the status of a name occurring in the List of 
Available Names in Zoology. If there are exceptional circumstances and only 
when an entry in the List of Available Names in Zoology is a cause of confu-
sion, the Commission may amend the entry by use of its plenary power [Art. 
81] and publish its ruling in an Opinion [Art. 80.2].
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79.5.1. From the date of the publication in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomencla-
ture of the amended entry the relevant name has the status, spelling, date of 
availability, and authorship, and the nominal taxon it denotes has the name-
bearing type, as shown in the amended entry.

79.5.2. The requirement that amendments to the status of names occurring in the 
List may be made only by the Commission using its plenary power does not 
prevent an author from designating a type species for a nominal genus-group 
taxon published before 1931, if one has not already been fixed, or from des-
ignating a lectotype [Art. 74] from syntypes recorded in the List of Available 
Names in Zoology, or a neotype when circumstances exist that require neo-
type designation [Art. 75]. Such subsequent fixations may be inserted by the 
Commission in the List.

Recommendation 79B. Request to authors designating lectotypes or neotypes for names 
in the List of Available Names in Zoology. Authors are requested to inform the Com-
mission of lectotype or neotype designations made by them for the nominal taxa of 
names in the List of Available Names in Zoology as soon as possible after publication.

79.6. Power of the Commission to add omitted names to the List of Available Names 
in Zoology. If the Commission determines that there is a previously available 
name within the scope of an adopted Part of the List of Available Names in 
Zoology that has been omitted from the List, in exceptional circumstances the 
Commission may by use of the plenary power add an appropriate entry to that 
Part of the List and record this in an Opinion. The availability of the name 
thereby becomes restored.

Article 80. Status of actions of the Commission. As a consequence of actions required 
of it by the Code, the Commission may publish Declarations, Opinions, the Official 
Lists and Official Indexes, and may adopt and publish Parts of the List of Available 
Names in Zoology. The status of these published acts, and of names and works in the 
Official Lists and Official Indexes, is specified in this Article.

80.4. Corrections of errors or omissions in Opinions. Official Corrections to errors and 
omissions (such as a bibliographic error, lapsus calami, or an omission in placing 
a conserved or suppressed name on an Official List or Index) may be published 
by the Commission without further vote unless the error or omission negates the 
ruling or its consequences. If the ruling is negated by the error or omission, the 
Commission shall reconsider the matter and publish a further Opinion.

80.6. Status of works, names and nomenclatural acts in Official Lists. The Commis-
sion publishes the effects of its Opinions on individual names and works in 
the Official Lists and Official Indexes. In the case of names and works in the 
Official Lists:

80.6.1. A name entered in an Official List is an available name.
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80.6.2. The status of a name entered in an Official List is subject to the ruling(s) in 
any relevant Opinion(s), including any Official Correction of an Opinion [Art. 
80.4]; all other aspects of its status derive from the normal application of the 
Code. However, if such a name is given a different status in the List of Available 
Names in Zoology the latter status is deemed to be correct [Art. 80.8].

80.6.3. A name may be placed in an Official List without any additional qualification.
80.6.4. If a name entered in an Official List is thought to be a synonym of another 

available name (whether in an Official List or not), their relative precedence 
is determined by the normal application of the Code unless the Commission 
rules or has ruled otherwise.

80.6.5. A name or nomenclatural act occurring in a work entered in the Official 
List of Works Approved as Available for Zoological Nomenclature is subject to 
the provisions of the Code and to any limitation imposed by the Commission 
on the use of that work in zoological nomenclature.

80.7. Status of works, names and nomenclatural acts in Official Indexes. The 
Commission publishes the effects of its Opinions on individual names and 
works in the Official Lists and Official Indexes. In the case of names and works 
in the Official Indexes:

80.7.1. A work, name or nomenclatural act entered in an Official Index has the 
status attributed to it in the relevant ruling(s).

80.7.2. A name or nomenclatural act occurring in a work entered in the Official 
Index has no availability or validity in zoological nomenclature, unless the 
Commission by use of its plenary power rules otherwise. However, such a work 
may be used as a source of information relevant to zoological nomenclature 
unless the Commission has ruled that the work is to be treated as unpublished.

80.8. Contradictory status accorded by the Commission to names in the List of Avail-
able Names in Zoology and in the Official Lists. In the event of contradictory 
status being accorded by the Commission to a name included in the List of 
Available Names in Zoology, in an Official List, or in an Opinion, the status 
accorded in the List of Available Names in Zoology is deemed to be correct 
unless the Commission has ruled otherwise [Art. 79.5].

2.1.3. In the Glossary

adoption, n. Of a Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology: the acceptance of the 
Part by the Commission as specified in Article 79.

Index, Official. See Official Index.

List of Available Names in Zoology, n. The cumulative term for those parts of the List of 
Available Names in Zoology which have been adopted by the Commission under 
Article 79.
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List, Official. See Official List.

Official Index, n. An abbreviated title for any of the four Indexes, maintained and 
published by the Commission, citing works or names that have been rejected by 
rulings of the Commission. For the status of names cited in the Indexes, and of 
names and nomenclatural acts in works cited in the Indexes, see Article 80.7. The 
full titles of the Indexes are:

Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in Zoological Nomenclature.
Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Family-Group Names in Zoology.
Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Generic Names in Zoology.
Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology.

Official List, n. An abbreviated title for any of the four Lists, maintained and published 
by the Commission, citing available works or names that have been ruled upon 
in the Opinions of the Commission. For the status of works, names, and nomen-
clatural acts in the Lists see Article 80.6. The full titles of the Lists are:

Official List of Works Approved as Available for Zoological Nomenclature.
Official List of Family-Group Names in Zoology.
Official List of Generic Names in Zoology.
Official List of Specific Names in Zoology.

(See also List of Available Names in Zoology).

Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology, n. (q.v.). A list, adopted by the Commis-
sion under Article 79, of available names in a major taxonomic field.

proposal, n. (1) An action, whether successful or unsuccessful, to establish a nominal 
taxon or name or to carry out a nomenclatural act (q.v.). (2) An application to the 
Commission under Article 79 for the adoption of a Part of the List of Available 
Names in Zoology.

rejected work. Any work included by the Commission in the Official Index of Rejected 
and Invalid Works in Zoological Nomenclature.

2.2. Official Lists in the Bylaws

Mention in the Bylaws, which is under the heading “The Secretariat”, states:

23. The duties of the Secretariat are:
(b) To prepare and edit for publication the Bulletin of Zoological Nomencla-

ture, successive instalments of the official lists and indexes (Constitution 
Art. 14c), and editions of the Code, Constitution and Bylaws.
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2.3. Official Lists in the Constitution

Mentions in the Constitution, which are under the heading of Art. 14 “Editorial duties 
of the Commission”, state:

14.3. Maintenance of Official Lists and Indexes. The Commission shall compile and 
maintain the under mentioned Lists and Indexes:
14.3.1. Official List of Family-Group Names in Zoology;
14.3.2. Official List of Generic Names in Zoology;
14.3.3. Official List of Specific Names in Zoology;
14.3.4. Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Family-Group Names in Zoology;
14.3.5. Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Generic Names in Zoology;
14.3.6. Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology;
14.3.7. Official List of Works Approved as Available for Zoological Nomenclature;
14.3.8. Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Works in Zoological Nomenclature.
14.4. List of Available Names in Zoology. The Commission may consider, adopt and 

publish notices concerning the List of Available Names in Zoology (or Parts 
thereof) as prescribed in Article 79 of the Code.

3. philosophy

Although it is clear from several Articles of the Code that the LAN and the Official 
Lists and Indexes are different entities, neither it nor the Bylaws and Constitution are 
very explicit about the differences and the relationship between them. With the help 
of the Glossary, we make the following clarifications:

3.1. LAN

An inventory of names in the Family-, Genus- and Species-groups formed by accumu-
lating Parts as stipulated under Article 79 of the Code and adopted by the Commis-
sion. The Code does not provide for an equivalent List for Works.

3.2. Official Lists

These four Lists are compiled from the Opinions of the Commission and its use of 
the Plenary Power. One is related to Works (it is the only way to make available works 
that otherwise could be doubtfully considered as available). Three others are related to 
Names and Nomenclatural Acts (one each for Species, Genera, and Families) whose 
status is ruled by Article 80.6. Their counterparts are the Official Indexes, which cite 
works or names that have been rejected by rulings of the Commission.
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3.3. Duties of the Commission

The Commission:
a) shall compile and maintain the Official Lists (and Indexes) (Constitution Art. 14.3); 

enter the names and works that have been the subject of rulings by the Commis-
sion in its Opinions (including Official Corrections) (Code Art. 78.4.2);

b) may establish a LAN (Code Art. 78.2.1);
c) may adopt Parts of it for a major taxonomic field, when proposed by international 

bodies of zoologists in consultation with the Commission (Code Art. 79);
d) shall appoint by its Council an ad hoc committee to consult with the proposers 

(Code Art. 79.2.1, Constitution Art. 10); refer the proposal to its ad hoc com-
mittee for it to receive comments, consult with the proposers and others and, not 
less than two years from the date of publication of the notice, consider either a 
revised proposal or a recommendation that the proposal be abandoned (Code 
Art. 79.2.2.3);

e) shall consider and publish notices concerning the LAN (or Parts thereof) (Consti-
tution Art. 14.4, Code Art. 79):

f) shall invite comments on the revised proposal in the same manner as for the initial 
proposal (Code Arts. 79.2.2.1, 79.2.2.2, 79.2.2.5);

g) shall take into account comments received (if any) and comments of the proposers 
thereon, and vote to adopt the Part proposed or to abandon the proposal, under 
procedures prescribed in the Constitution [Art. 12] and the Bylaws of the Com-
mission for voting under its plenary power.

3.4. Status of names in the LAN

The status of the names in the LAN or its Parts are covered by Article 79.4 of the Code. 
Names can be amended in (Article 79.5), added to (Article 79.6), or deleted from the 
LAN by using the Plenary Power and publishing an Opinion. The status of names in 
the LAN supersede those in the Official Lists (cf. Articles 80.6.2, 80.8). Within the 
scope of period, rank, and taxon for which a Part has been adopted, names not listed 
are not available (Articles 10.7, 79.4.3).

4. Structure of a proposal

4.1. Introduction

A proposal for a Part of the LAN should have a Title and an inventory or two inven-
tories of nomenclaturally available names within the scope of the candidate Part, each 
accompanied by the information required in Articles 79.1.2 through 79.1.5. Whether 
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the names are in one inventory or two separate ones, two categories of names must be 
clearly distinguished:

1) names proposed for adoption as Part of the LAN; and,
2) names proposed not to be included in the Part, with reasons for their lack of 

inclusion addressed.

The ad hoc committee formed under Article 79.2.1 will determine that the candi-
date Part does not overlap with any other Part of the LAN (accepted or under consid-
eration) and may propose changes in the taxonomic and temporal limits. During the 
periods of public discussion (Article 79.2.2.1 and 79.2.2.5), any interested zoologist 
may comment on the lists, or, by addressing a formal request to the ad hoc committee, 
request modifications, ask that names be transferred between categories, or indicate 
interest in being consulted further (Article 79.2.2.3).

In the following text, curly brackets { } have been used to include terms that should 
be replaced by those appropriate to the Part of the LAN being presented.

4.2. Title of proposal

Any proposal should be entitled and formatted as follows, as required by Article 79.9.1:
1. Candidate Part of the List of Available Names in Zoology
2. Major taxonomic field: The name of the taxon, followed by author and date; if 

needed, the including taxa.
3. Rank-group: {Family-, Genus-, Species-} Group Names.
4. Time period covered: Before {day month year}. No name established less than 

5 years prior to the date of the proposal presentation can be considered (Article 
79.2.2.4).

5. Prepared by: Authors of the list must provide names, postal addresses, and e-mail 
addresses.

6. Presented by: The international body under the aegis of which this candidate Part 
of the List was prepared.

7. Adopted: Date in which the international bodies presenting the proposal endorsed 
it (and optionally, place, if in a meeting or congress).

8. Summary: An overview of the taxonomic field covered, and possible alterna-
tive interpretations if differing taxonomic systems exist (including an overview 
of related taxa that might be excluded or included in alternative systems). This 
summary must include the taxonomic criteria followed in compiling the list, 
citing references or sufficient details to be clear, if the criteria are new or differ 
considerably from those published. The number of taxa proposed for adoption 
as Part of the LAN, and the number proposed not to be in the Part (as per 
§ 4.1 above).
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4.3. Family-group names

For the purpose of compiling a Part of the LAN, a family-group name is any uninomi-
nal, plural noun or nominalized adjective (Arts. 4.1, 11.7.1, 29). It may be formed by 
adding to the stem of a valid type genus name any suffix and/or ending (Arts. 11.7, 29, 
63, 64), even if not standard under the Code (Arts. 11.7, 29); originally it can be at-
tributed to any rank included in the family- group in the system followed by its author 
or have an unnamed rank within it (Art. 35). In publications issued when the family 
group did not exist (e.g., prior to 1802) or in those where family group names are not 
accepted, any rank above genus group may be regarded as belonging to the family 
group. Names clearly attributed to a family-group rank but not based on a type genus 
name must also be considered, although only for rejection.

The fields of a candidate Part of the LAN in the Family-Group are:
1. Stem: The proposed stem to be followed by standard (and non-standard) endings, 

according to Article 29 of the Code. The stem must be written in small caps, and 
capitalized.

2. Original spelling: The spelling as originally written, including diacritics, if pre-
sent. Use small caps, and capitalize. If in the same work a name appears in Lati-
nized and vernacular forms, the Latinized form is preferred. If the name appears in 
different ranks, the highest rank within the family-group has precedence (Article 
24.1) as the origin; others must be mentioned in the Remarks field. Care should 
be taken not to confuse faulty (or non-standard) Latin with vernacular spelling. 
Consider also Articles 32.5.3.2 and 35.4.1 for names formed from incorrect sub-
sequent spellings or unjustified emendations (but see Article 35.4.2).

3. Author: The name(s) of the author(s) of the taxon.
4. Year: The year of effective publication.
5. Reference: In the format of the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature and the Of-

ficial Lists and Indexes of Names and Works in Zoology, Supplement 1986-2000.
6. Rank: The original explicit rank, if any. If not explicit or the rank is not a standard 

one (family, tribe; with prefixes: super-, sub-, infra-; prefixes may be combined), 
state: “Unnamed rank intended to be between {rank_1} and {rank_2}” or “Un-
named rank intended to be immediately above or below {rank}”. Non-standard 
rank names can be used instead of “Unnamed rank”. If a name given to a phyloge-
netic clade is also available for nomenclatural purposes under the present Code, it 
is to be stated as: “Clade child of {clade name_1} and sister to {clade name_2}”.

7. Type genus: The valid name of the type genus in bold font. If the original spelling 
was based on an unjustified emendation or on an incorrect subsequent spelling, 
that must be given in the Remarks field.

8. Type genus author: The name(s) of the author(s) of the genus name.
9. Type genus year: The year of effective publication of the genus name.
10. Type genus reference: In consistent format (see 5 above).
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11. Type genus rank in original description: Originally described as genus or subge-
nus of {Genus Author, Year}.

12. Latinization: Reference to first latinization for an originally vernacular name, 
quoting the first author to latinize it and the reference. If original, state “Original”. 
If not so, following Art. 11.7.2, it should be added: “Generally accepted as valid by 
authors interested in the group concerned and as dating from that first publication 
in vernacular form”. Note that first latinization has not to be standard, according 
to the present Code.

13. Qualification: Include statements about availability and precedence. First Revis-
ers’ actions regarding the precedence of names published at the same time must 
be quoted here, including data on precedence if different from priority (Article 
79.1.2). Include information on how homonymy with names beyond the scope 
of the proposal has been resolved, if applicable (Article 79.1.5). If relevant, state-
ments about the application of Articles 13.2.1 and 40 to the name are expected.

14. Previous rulings: Quote in full any ruling (Opinion or Direction) by the Com-
mission on the name and how it is affected by them, including placement on Of-
ficial Lists or Indexes (Article 79.1.4).

15. Remarks: Add any comment to clarify the status of the name or other relevant 
data.

4.4. Genus-group names

For the purpose of compiling a candidate Part of the LAN, a genus-group name is any 
uninominal, singular noun or nominalized adjective, regarded to be Latin or latinized, 
corrected to nominative singular if given in any case other than this because of the 
requirements of Latin grammar in Latin texts, originally proposed either for a taxon at 
the rank of genus or subgenus (Article 42.1), or for a taxon attributed to any rank in-
cluded in the genus-group in the system followed by its author, or having an unnamed 
rank within it in terms of the Code.

The fields of a candidate Part of the LAN in the Generic Group are:
1. Name: Use bold font, and capitalize. Do not use diacritics and other marks; incor-

rect original spellings must be given in the Remarks field.
2. Author: The name(s) of the author(s) of the taxon.
3. Year: The year of effective publication.
4. Reference: In the format of the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature and the Of-

ficial Lists and Indexes of Names and Works in Zoology, Supplement 1986-2000.
5. Gender: Masculine, feminine, or neuter.
6. Kind of type species designation: By original designation, by monotypy, by ab-

solute tautonymy, by Linnaean tautonymy, by subsequent designation, by subse-
quent monotypy, or under the plenary power.
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7. Reference if subsequent: If the type species designation was subsequent or made 
under the plenary power, the data for this designation must be provided in consist-
ent format.

8. Rank: The original explicit rank, if any. If not explicit or the rank is not standard 
(genus, subgenus), a statement should be included such as: “Unnamed rank in-
tended to be between {rank_1} and {rank_2}” or “Unnamed rank intended to be 
immediately above/below {rank}”. Non-standard rank names can be given instead 
of “Unnamed rank”. If a name given to a phylogenetic clade is also available for 
nomenclatural purposes, it is to be stated as: “Clade child of {clade name_1} and 
sister to {clade name_2}”.

9. Type species: The name of the type species, in its original combination, using 
bold font. If the original spelling was an unjustified emendation or an incorrect 
subsequent spelling, that must be given in the Remarks field.

10. Type species author: The name(s) of the author(s) of the species name.
11. Type species year: The year of effective publication of the species name.
12. Type species reference: In consistent format (see 4 above).
13. Type species proposed valid name: The proposed senior synonym of the type 

species under the taxonomic system used, in its valid combination [Genus (Subge-
nus) species Author, Year], if the type species is currently considered to be a junior 
synonym, using bold font.

14. Qualification: Include statements about availability and precedence. First Revis-
ers’ actions regarding the precedence of names published at the same time must 
be quoted here, including data on precedence if different from priority (Article 
79.1.2). Statements about stems for the formation of family-group names are to 
be placed here. Include information on how homonymy with names beyond the 
scope of the proposal has been resolved, if applicable (Article 79.1.5).

15. Previous rulings: Quote in full any ruling (Opinion or Direction) by the Com-
mission on the name and how it is affected by them, including placement on Of-
ficial Lists or Indexes (Article 79.1.4).

16. Remarks: Add any comment to clarify the status of the name or other relevant data.

4.5. Species-group names

For the purpose of compiling a Part of the LAN, an available species-group name 
should be a specific name, regarded to be a Latin or latinized adjective, participle or 
noun in nominative singular or genitive case (Art. 11.9.1), satisfying the provisions of 
the Code; it must be originally published in unambiguous combination with a generic 
name (Art. 11.9.3) and originally proposed either for a taxon at the rank of species or 
subspecies (Art. 45.1), or published before 1961 for a “variety” or “form” (Art. 10.2) 
not deemed to be infrasubspecific (Art. 45.6).
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The fields of a candidate Part of the LAN in the Specific Group are:
1. Specific name: The specific epithet as it should have been correct in the original 

publication, if any correction of the original spelling is mandatory (Articles 32.5, 
33.2.2), using bold font. Incorrect original spellings must be given in the Remarks 
field.

2. Genus name: The original genus name as originally spelled, with corrected spell-
ing if originally misspelled, using bold font. Incorrect original spellings must be 
given in the Remarks field.

3. Author: The name(s) of the author(s) of the taxon.
4. Year: The year of effective publication.
5. Reference: In the format of the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature and the Of-

ficial Lists and Indexes of Names and Works in Zoology, Supplement 1986-2000.
6. Rank: The original explicit rank, if any. If not explicit or the rank is not a standard 

one (species, subspecies), a statement should be included such as: “Unnamed rank 
intended to be between {rank_1} and {rank_2}” or “Unnamed rank intended to be 
immediately above/below {rank}”. Non-standard rank names can be given instead 
of “Unnamed rank”. If a name given to a phylogenetic clade is also available for 
nomenclatural purposes, it is to be stated as: “Clade child of {clade name_1} and 
sister to {clade name_2}”.

7. Type specimen(s) data: State details of how the type specimen(s) may be rec-
ognized, including, if relevant, reference to a definition or interpretation such as 
“designated by” or “figured by”, in consistent format. If such details are unknown, 
it should be stated whether the name is based on a holotype, syntypes, lectotype, or 
neotype, and the place(s) of deposition (if any) recorded in the type fixation (but 
no lectotype or neotype designation can be made for the purposes of listing alone 
[Articles 74.7, 75.3]) (Article 79.1.3). If the type specimen(s) ha(s/ve) been the 
subject of an Opinion or Declaration to define the taxon, state “as defined by the 
{neotype, lectotype, holotype}… in {depository}” or “as interpreted by reference to 
the {neotype, lectotype, holotype}”.

8. Qualification: Include statements about availability and about validity under the 
taxonomic system used. First Revisers’ actions regarding the precedence of names 
published at the same time must be quoted here, including data on precedence if 
different from priority (Article 79.1.2). State also whether the species is the type 
species of a genus: “specific name of the type species of {Genus Author, Year}”. 
Include information on how homonymy with names beyond the scope of the 
proposal has been resolved, if applicable (Article 79.1.5).

9. Previous rulings: Quote in full any ruling (Opinion or Direction) by the Com-
mission on the name and how it is affected by them, including placement on Of-
ficial Lists or Indexes (Article 79.1.4).

10. Remarks: Add any comment to clarify the status of the name or other relevant 
data.
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5. references

The citations follow the standard in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature.
Authors must furnish a separate list of the references used, formatted as the biblio-

graphic sections of the Bulletin. Each reference should have a day-month-year field (as 
far as discernable) for publication date to help with priority issues.
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 Ostracoda as  72
 specimens from CDS’s collection  4F
Bock, WJ  113, 120–121, 124–125
Bodianus sanguineus  265F
book selection and acquisition  52
bookplate, designed by CDS’s father  74, 74F
Boss, KJ  96

botany, and Index Kewensis  234
Bower, CR  55
braconid wasps  237
Bridgewater treatise on the physiology of 

plants and animals  14
British Association for the Advancement of 

Science  23, 42, 60, 63
British Geological Survey  76, 98
British Museum 
 catalogue of types as authority  63
 Parliamentary Commission on the Affairs 

of  59
British Museum (Natural History) see Natu-

ral History Museum
British Ornithologists’ Union  114
Brown, Thomas  23
BUGZ (Bibliography of New Zealand Ter-

restrial Invertebrates-Online)  190, 196
Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural 

History  254
Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature
 editorial control  183
 notices of proposed Parts  227, 286–288, 

290, 294–295
 reference format  297–298
 variant citations  254–255
Burrows, HW  75, 77
Bylaws, LAN Manual  290–292

C
Calvert, Albert Frederick  89
Calvert, John  84F, 89
Cambridge University Press  87–88
Canadian Journal of Arthropod Identifica-

tion  143
cancer, as a homograph  216
candidate Parts
 desired content  228, 230, 284, 286, 

292–298
 submission  226–227, 285–286, 292–293
 title and format  292–293
 see also proposals
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‘card-index mind’ of CDS  18, 46
 see also index cards
cardinality between syntax and semantics  211–

213, 213–216T, 218T
Carter, CS  76
case studies  99, 122
Catalog of fishes, by WN Eschmeyer  25–26, 274
Catalogue of birds of the Americas and the 

adjacent Islands... by Cory, Hellmayr and 
Conover  115

Catalogue of British fossil Vertebrata  85
Catalogue of Life (CoL)  26, 195–196, 268–269
Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum, 

by RB Sharpe  111, 114, 116
Catalogue of the birds of the Peninsular of In-

dia  123
Catalogue of the Edward E. Ayer Ornithologi-

cal Library  117
catalogues, potential for automatic popula-

tion  192, 204
chalk, CDS’s fieldwork on  75, 77
Challenger expedition  74
Chalmers-Hunt, JM  96
‘chaotic work’  179, 181, 182F
Chapman, AD  270
Chapman, Frederick  75, 77, 91
Chapman, SD  99
Chatwin, Charles P  76, 76F, 78
Check-list of Birds of the World, by James Lee 

Peters  115–117, 121
 completion by Mayr  116
Cheilodipterus spp.  273
Chromis abyssus  266F
Ciliella ciliata  181
Cimex aegyptius  176
CiNii archive  254, 256
circumscriptions  210, 217–219, 263
citation-based assessments  252–253
citations, bibliographic see bibliography; 

microcitations
CiteBank (BHL)  195, 202
CiteULike  252
clades  119, 137, 257, 294, 296–297
 Diptera  137

Clausilia parvula  182
Cleevely, Ron  76, 84–86, 95–96, 98–99, 

101
 World Palaeontological Collections  93F, 95
Clift, William  100
Coan, Eugene V  99
the Code see ICZN
code authority, LAN Manual  284–291
codes, ICZN and Strickland  140
collecting, CDS’s passion for  5, 16, 33
collections, natural science
 disruption and dispersal of  85, 89–90, 

93, 99
 future of collections research  98–99
 influence of Where is the – Collection?  94–97
 lists before CDS’s  85
 orphaned collections  96, 99
 reference books after CDS’s  95–96
 World Palaeontological Collections  93F, 

95
Collections Research Units  97–98
concepts and names in taxonomy  211
confidentiality concerns  98
Conover, (Henry) Boardman  115
Conrad, TA  23
conservation, birds and  118
Constitution, LAN Manual  286–287, 

290–292
coordination, principle of  124–125
Copeia (journal)  91
copyright  125, 146, 197
Cory, Charles Barney  115
Coues, Elliott  19–20, 20F, 65–67, 65F
Cox, James  91
Cox, Leslie R  95
Crick, Walter Drawbridge  75
cross-linking of data  203, 249, 269–270, 

273–276, 278
CrossRef bibliography  195–196, 253, 255
crowd-sourcing  201
cryptic species  228
Cryptus abbreviator  176
CT scanning (computerized tomography)  

265, 266F
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D
Dance, S Peter  96
‘dark taxa’  256–257
Darwin, Charles  38, 45, 74
 definition of species  262
 disagreements with Owen  48
 and the Strickland code  60, 61F
 work on barnacles  63, 64F
Darwin Core format  193, 200
data protection legislation  98
data structures, Index Animalium online  153, 

169–170
database management systems
 application to taxonomy  267
 relational integrity  212
databases
 Avibase  118
 bibliographic databases  202, 253
 ‘dark taxa’ in  256
 DOI fields  251–252
 Fishbase  120
 GB3D types online project  98
 identifier reuse  249, 251–252
 identifiers in taxonomic databases  248–253
 inconsistency  196, 248
 and interoperability  202–204
 PalaeoSaurus  98
 for the resolution of citations  161–163, 

250–251
DataCite bibliography  196, 250
date changes, linking  111
date precedence  108, 118
dating publications
 ICZN rules  127
 problems of  23–24, 122, 125–128
Davies, Hannah (née Simpson, CDS’s moth-

er)  16, 34
Davies, Thomas  89, 94
Dean , Dr Bashford  50, 55
deep data/the deep web  247–257
defamation
 possible, in CDS’s reviews  35–37, 75, 88
 in Where is the -- collection?  88–89
Denmark, Natural History Museum  146

Derksen, W  139
descriptions, as availability criteria  177
Dickens, Charles  16, 48
digital mapping tools  263
Digital Nomenclature Workshop, London, 

January 2015  235
digital photography  265
digitisation projects
 accessibility issues  191–192, 256
 extent of, in taxonomy  255
 fully scanned text and  163, 165, 194, 

196
 funding  157, 163
 Index Animalium Online  27, 27F, 109, 

160–161F, 170
 interconnection requirements  269–270, 

274–276, 278
 legacy information  5–6, 142, 163, 

189–204
 multiple objectives  191
 production tools  203
 in Smithsonian Libraries  154
Diptera
 nomenclators compared  138T
 regional catalogues  144
 Systema Dipterorum (SD)  26, 135–146
Diptera Data Dissemination Disk series  144
Discus ruderatus  181, 182F
disputes, and biological names  58
DNA
 barcoding  256–257
 sequencing  257, 266F, 269
 studies in ornithology  118
dogs, pathogens  217–219
DOIs (digital object identifiers)
 interconversion with citations  248, 

250
 in taxonomic literature  247, 253, 255
Doughty, Phil  90, 94–95, 97, 99–101
Drexel University, Academy of Natural Sci-

ences  251
Drosophila melanogaster  136, 215
dubbing, distinguished from definition  

61–63
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E
echinoderms  88
editorial policies and markup  194
Egypt, CDS’s bibliography  23
electron microscopy  265, 266F
electronic publication
 and accurate dating  128
 ICZN and  234, 236
Elgin Museum  89
Encyclopedia of Life project see EoL
entomology
 International Congress of Entomology, 

XVIIth, Hamburg, 1984  26, 144
 progress in synonymies  112
 species-based information  142
EoL (Encyclopedia of Life) project
 avian names  122
 Global Names Architecture and  195, 

269, 274
 INOTAXA and  193, 200
 interconnections  122, 137–138, 143
 potential for automatic population  192–193
epithets, species  137, 139, 270–271, 273, 297
epitypes  237T
Eremophila alpestris  108
errors and omissions
 automatic registration and  239
 in Index Animalium  23, 140, 166, 173–185
 in maintaining the LAN  229, 288
Eschmeyer, William N “Bill”  25–26, 28, 

120, 226, 230, 274
eukaryotes, indexing and registration  236
European Journal of Taxonomy  142
‘Explorer’s Log’  275
extinction events  277–278

F
Fabricius, Johann Christian  6, 137–139, 

143, 143F
Fagan, Charles Edward  42
Falco haliaëtos  176
false positives and false negatives  212–217, 

218T, 219

family-group names
 avian recent diversity  118
 Bock’s work and  113, 120–121
 in candidate Parts  285, 294–295
 need for better coverage  120
faunal lists  115–116, 143, 204
FENSCORE (Federation for Natural Sci-

ences Collections Recording)  97–99
Le Feuille des Jeunes Naturalistes  22
Field Museum of Natural History  115
figures, published, availability criteria  177
First Reviser role, ICZN  111–112, 295–297
fish (ichthyology)  25, 112, 120
Fishbase  120
flies
 evolution  136
 identification tools  136–139
 numbers and importance  135–136
 numbers of genera and species  136, 138T
 Systema Dipterorum (SD)  26, 135–146
 see also Diptera
Flower, Sir William  47, 65, 67
Foraminifera
 CDS’s bibliography of  35, 73–75, 78
 CDS’s collections at the NHM  77
 CDS’s criticism of an American bibliogra-

phy  35–37, 75, 88
 CDS’s illustration of Jones’ publications 

on  35
 CDS’s index to  17–18, 21, 75
 CDS’s research into  34–35, 74–76
 crag monograph  73
 described  72
 NHM collections and CDS  71–78
Formby, R  75
Fossilium Catalogus series  85
fossils
 Alfred Leeds collection  99
 Ammonites defossus  99
 availability of names  177
 bibliography of insect fossils  21
 CDS’s collection of  33
 CDS’s list of collectors  85
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fossils
 CDS’s paid work on  34, 37
 fossil flies  139, 144
 GB3D types online project  98
 inclusion in candidate Parts  284
 John Phillips’s collection  86, 91
 location of collections  85, 95, 99
 microfossils in the NHM  72
 omissions from Index Animalium  183
 Phascolotherium jaw  89
 Thomas Hawkins’s collection  100
 see also palaeontology
fraud  89, 122
Freeland, Chris  9F
Fruit Fly Expert Identification System  143
funding, digitisation projects  157, 163
Fungal Names registry  236, 240, 273
fungi
 indexing and registration  236
 name registration requirements  240
 see also Index Fungorum; MycoBank
‘fuzzy’ searches  215, 276F

G
Gallica  142
Gasterosteus spp.  270F, 271, 272T, 273
gastropod specimens from CDS’s collection  

4F
GB3D types online project  98
GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility)
 BioNames input  195
 data aggregation by  121, 194–195
 data from ZooKeys  193
 Global Names Architecture and  269
 need for metadata links  251
 Nomenclator Zoologicus digitisation  25
 Plazi input  193
 potential for automatic population  193–194
 ZooBank registration numbers  203
GCG (Geological Curators Group)  86, 94, 

96–97
GenBank  195, 203, 256–257
gender agreement  108, 112, 193T, 214, 295

genealogy
 CDS’s work on  16–17
 data exchange format  203
genera, taxa moved between  108, 215
Gentleman’s Magazine  86
genus-group names
 avian  110, 118–119
 candidate Part field  295–296
 compression  115
 gender  295
 need for synonymies  118–119
 species moved between genera  108, 208
 subgenera and  111, 113
 type species  118, 120, 193T, 276, 288, 

296–297
 usefulness of nomenclators  21, 113, 

140
Geoffroy, EL  178
Geoffroy, M  212
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)  263
geographical queries  194
Geological Curators Group (GCG)  86, 94, 

96–97
The Geological Magazine  37F
Geological Society of London  50
Gephyromantis spp.  256
GIS (Geographic Information Systems)  263
global bibliography  201
Global Biodiversity Informatics Outlook  202
Global Names Architecture (GNA)
 basis  195, 234, 269–273
 interconnecting function  276–277
 internet access to names and  195
 participants  269
 proof of concept  273–276
 resolving ambiguities  201
 SD and ZooBank under  145
Global Names Index (GNI)  195–196, 

269–270, 273, 276F
Global Positioning System (GPS)  263
globally unique identifiers (GUIDs)  249, 

250, 255, 270
Globigerina bulloides  74, 74F
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glossaries
 ICZN  111, 227–228
 LAN Manual  289–291
 usefulness for OCR  194, 198
Gmelin, Johann Friedrich  137–138
GNIE (Global Names Index Export)  275
GNUB (Global Names Usage bank)  195–196, 

269–275, 276F
Google, usefulness in taxonomy  190, 210, 

256, 267
Google books  142, 197
Google Earth  263
GPS (Global Positioning System)  263
Grant, Robert  59, 59F
Gray, John Edward  63, 64F
Greenway, James Cowan Jr.  116
Griffin, Francis James  24, 52, 123, 140, 141F
Gronovius, LT  178, 183
Groom, Charles Ottley  89, 94

H
Hagen  139
halteres  137
Handles  254–255
Handlist of the Genera and Species of Birds, by 

RB Sharpe  114–115
Harmer, Sidney  42, 55
Hartert, Ernst (sometimes Ernest)  42, 115–116
Hartmann, W  179, 181–182, 182F
Hawkins, Thomas  91, 93F, 100
Heliophobius argenteocinereus  257
Helix carocolla  176
Helix ruderata (Discus ruderatus)  181, 182F
Hellmayr, Carl (Charles) Eduard  115–116
Henslow, John Stevens  60
Heron-Allen, Edward  72–74, 78
Histoire naturelle des mollusques, by Férussac 

& Deshayes  181
Histoire naturelle des oiseaux de l’Amerique 

septentrionale  123
Histoire naturelle générale des pigeons  123
Holman Hunt, William  36F

holotypes
 Ammonites defossus  99
 registration  237T, 286, 297
homographs  216
homonyms
 among text-string names  270
 junior and senior  230, 285
 Leviathan case  248
 mitigation  216
 in one-to-many relationships  215–216
 primary homonyms  228, 285
 resolution, in candidate Parts  286, 295, 297
host plants, availability criteria  177, 184
Howard and Moore complete checklist of birds 

of the world  116, 121
Hunter manuscripts  47
Hunterian Museum  44, 100
Huxley, Thomas  48, 66
hybrids, registration  237T

I
The Ibis (journal)  116, 128
Ichneumon abbreviator  176
ichthyology  25, 112, 120
ICNafp (International Code of Nomenclature 

for algae, fungi, and plants)  234–235, 
237, 239

ICZN (International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature)

 ‘amended Code’  193T, 273
 Article 3  174
 Article 4  294
 Article 8  130, 148, 155
 Article 9  130, 148, 193T
 Article 10  130, 148, 284, 286, 292
 Article 11  155, 178, 285, 294–296
 Article 12  125, 176–177, 287, 292
 Article 13  295
 Article 14  290–292
 Article 21  130, 148
 Article 23  285
 Article 24  111, 294
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ICZN (International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature)

 Article 29  294
 Article 32  111–112, 178, 294, 297
 Article 33  112, 297
 Article 35  294
 Article 36  125
 Article 40  295
 Article 42  295
 Article 45  176, 296
 Article 50  178
 Article 53  285
 Article 57  285
 Article 74  286, 288, 297
 Article 75  286, 288, 297
 Article 78  130, 148, 285, 292
 Article 79  7, 112, 184, 225–230, 283–287, 

289–293, 295–297
 Article 80  226–228, 286, 288–292
 Article 81  285–286
 Articles 63 and 64  294
 Bock’s reservations about  113, 124–125
 code authority  284–291
 dating requirements  127
 editions, and available name numbers  177
 first adoption  176, 178
 4th Edition  113, 140, 174, 226
 name changes between editions  177
 and ornithology  112, 124
 philosophy  291–292
 Preface  284–285
 Principle of Priority  108
 Recommendations 79A and 79B  230, 

287–288
 structure of a candidate part  292–298
 see also Official Lists
ICZN (International Commission on Zoo-

logical Nomenclature)
 and the 28 October 2011 symposium  2
 ad hoc Committee on Article 79  226–

227, 286–287, 292–293
 Ammonites defossus and  99

ICZN (International Commission on Zoo-
logical Nomenclature)

 aspects not addressed  228–231
 duties of the commission  292
 and electronic publication  234, 236
 as established standard  263
 First Reviser role  111–112, 295–297
 Global Names Architecture and  269
 name linkage to digital publications  255
 Opinions of  226–228, 230, 283, 286–292, 

295–297
 procedure for implementing Article 79  226–

227, 283–297
 rules on name availability  108, 193T
 Standing Committee on Article 79  226–

227, 230
 see also ZooBank
identification tools, flies  143
identifiers
 alternatives to DOIs  254–255
 BHL’s as persistent  168
 and biodiversity discovery  257
 DOIs as globally unique  249–250
 LSID problems  249
 need for reuse  249, 251–252
 registry-supplied  239
 scientific names as  211
 types  254–255
‘impact factors’  252–253
implicit terms  200
Index Animalium
 AnimalBase project comparison  174
 announcement of plans for  68F
 appearance of pages  42F, 159F, 166F
 bibliography accompanying  24
 bibliography descriptions as incomplete  140, 

157–158
 bound volumes  41F
 chronology of compilation  22–23
 context of  58–59
 data elements provided  140
 digitisation project  153–170
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Index Animalium
 Epilogue  278
 errors and omissions  23, 140, 166, 173–185
 first edition (1902)  24
 funding of  40–42
 importation into ZooBank  112
 inconsistencies in the bibliography  140, 158
 inconsistencies over dating  125
 influence  25–27
 as a list of names, not species  208, 210
 method of compilation  39–42
 microcitations  156F, 157–159, 160–161F, 

165–166, 167F, 169
 number of entries  6
 number of pages and animals listed  40, 

109, 208
 number of taxonomic names  174, 175F, 

268
 ornithological value  109
 problems noted in compilation  39
 prospect of continuing beyond 1850  49
 publication history  22, 42–44
 reception by contemporaries  50, 51F
 Richard Owen’s manuscripts and  49
 synonym cataloguing  112
 tracing source documents  157
Index Animalium Online  27, 27F, 109, 

160–161F, 170
index cards
 taxonomic databases and  248
 used by AMNH  121
 used by CW Richmond  110
 used by CDS  41F, 109
Index Fungorum (IF)  190, 233–234, 236, 

238F, 239–241
 automatic registration  241
 Global Names Architecture and  269
 nomenclatural acts recorded  237T
Index Generum Avium, by FH Waterhouse  110
Index Kewensis, by BD Jackson  22, 38, 234
An Index of the Genera and Species of the Fo-

raminifera, by CD Sherborn  73, 75
‘Indexer’s Club’  14, 18–22

indexing
 Coues on  67
 indexes as portals  139
 and list-making  14, 16
India, Catalogue of the birds of the Peninsular 

of  123
information retrieval
 false positives and false negatives  212–217, 

218T, 219
 future requirements  191–192, 253
 multiplicity of sources  234
 precision and recall in  211–213, 212F
information technology and taxonomy  267–269
INOTAXA  190–191, 193–194, 200–201
insect fossils  21
insect omissions from Index Animalium  179, 

183
institutional collections  85, 98
international bodies, submission of candidate 

Parts  226–227, 285–286, 292–293
International Botanical Congress, Mel-

bourne, July 2011  235
International Code of Nomenclature for al-

gae, fungi, and plants (ICNafp)  234–235, 
237, 239

International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature see ICZN

International Congress of Entomology, XVI-
Ith, Hamburg, 1984  26, 144

International Ornithological Congress  120
International Rules of Zoological Nomenclature 

(1905)  178
International Zoological Committee  67
internet
 28 October 2011 symposium material 

online  2
 digitised legacy information  196–197
 information availability  267–268
 www.zoonomen.net  110
Internet access
 accessing the deep web  248
 bioinformatic resources online  24–27
 Index Animalium Online  27
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Internet access
 and taxonomic workflow  141, 191
 see also digitisation
interoperability, XML systems  194, 197, 

199, 202–204
ION (Index to Organism Names)  165–166, 

165F, 168, 195
 Turdus splendens example  167–168F
 use of LSIDs  249, 255
iPlant service  215
IPNI (International Plant Names Index)
 automated indexing/registration  236, 

239–241
 Global Names Architecture and  269
 nomenclatural acts recorded  237T
 XML response  245
ISSNs (international standard serial num-

bers)  236, 252, 255
ITIS (Integrated Taxonomic Information 

System)
 avian names for  122
 Global Names Architecture and  269, 274
 search formulation via  215
 Systema Dipterorum and  142

J
Jackson, Benjamin Daydon, Index Kewen-

sis  22, 22F, 38, 234
Jaeger, EC  20
Jardine, W  18
Jerdon, Thomas C  123
Jones, Thomas Rupert  34, 37F, 38
 CDS’s work for and with  17, 72–73
‘journal-centric model’ of registration  238
Journal für Ornithologie  116, 123
Journal of the Society for the Bibliography of 

Natural History  24, 91, 123
Journal Tag Publishing Suite (JATS)  233
journals
 abbreviated names  201
 dating inconsistencies  128
 GNUB link  225
 increase, from about 1851  116

journals
 ISSNs  236, 252, 255
 name changes  254–255
 Nature  22, 66F, 68F, 87–88
 Science  20
 two-state publication  125, 126F, 127F
JSTOR archive  254, 256
junior and senior homonyms  230, 285
junior and senior synonyms  111, 195–196, 

228, 271, 273, 275, 296
Jurassic period
 Foraminifera of  75, 77
 fossil vertebrates  89, 99

K
Kabat, Alan R  28, 96, 99, 101, 231
Kallimachos (310-240 BC)  19
Kansas, University of  117
Kertész, K  139
Kew Bulletin  236
Kew Gardens  24
 Index Kewensis  22, 38, 234
Keys to the medically important mosquito spe-

cies  143
Kimmeridge Clay  77
Kirby, Sir William  58–59, 59F
Knell, Simon  100
Knip, Pauline (née de Courcelles)  122–123
Komodo dragon (Varanus komodoensis)  252

L
Lamarckianism  59
LAN (List of Available Names, ICZN)
 definition  278
 distinction from Official Lists  227, 

291
 Glossary  289–290
 Manual for proposing  283–298
 status of names  292
 as a subset  229
 Type I and Type II errors  228–229
 see also adopted Parts; candidate Parts
Lang, WD  91
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language
 non-Roman alphabets  198
 philosophy of  60–63, 62F, 66
 problems  179–180, 180F
 used in zoological literature  180F
 see also Latin
LANs (Lists of Available Names)
 approaches to compiling  229F
 likelihood of errors  184
 microcitation in  248
 origins of the concept  226, 283
 ornithology and  113, 124
Latin spelling  114, 178, 184, 294
Latinization  213, 294–296
Laugier, Meiffren  122, 125
Leach, William Elford, Zoological Miscel-

lany  161–162F, 164F, 166–167F
lectotypes  196, 237T, 286, 288, 297
Leeds, Alfred Nicholson  99
legacy information
 marking up  198–201
 retrospective digitisation  189, 194–195, 209
Leontodon taraxacum  214
Lettowia nyassae  240
Leviathan  248
Lias
 Mary Anning’s collection  91, 92F
 of Northamptonshire  75, 77
libel risk  89
libraries
 CDS’s access to the South Kensington 

Museum  17
 CDS’s catalogue for the Linnaean Society  

23
 Heron-Allen’s micropalaeontological library  

74, 78
library metadata as inadequate  155–156, 

197
library science and bioinformatics  155–157
Life Science Identifiers (LSIDs)  249, 255
Limulus polyphemus  209F
Linked Open Data standard  169
LinkOut  274

Linnaean Society
 CDS’s library catalogue for  23
 Zoological Club  58–59
Linnaeus, Carl
 binomial naming instituted by  38, 108, 263
 definition of species  262
 on names  13, 142
 quote from Bigae Insectorum, 1775  13
 threats to the system of  59, 62
 use of index cards  248
 see also Systema naturae
list-making
 checklists of American birds  20
 and indexing  14, 16
Lithoglyphopsis aperta  251
Liverpool Museum  89
location
 of collection sites  263
 specifying, in trinomial nomenclature  65–67
Locke, John  81
Loligo pealeii  214
London Clay, Foraminifera of  75, 77
LSIDs (Life Science Identifiers)  249, 255
Lygaeus aegyptius  176
Lyme Regis Museum  100

M
malacology
 2,400 Years of Malacology  99
 CDS’s background in  5, 85
 errors in Index Animalium  23
 in Where is the – Collection?  85, 95
Malaya, CDS’s bibliography of  23
Malesiana  143
Manchester Museum and University  97
mandatory registration  125, 230, 235, 

238, 240
Manduca carolina  176
Mantell, Gideon  99
Mantis  203
Manual for proposing a part of the LAN  283–

298
many-to-many relationships  213T, 219
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many-to-one relationships  213T, 214
Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution  159
markup see XML
Marr, John  47
marriage, CDS on  52–53
Marschall, A  21
Marshall, AF de  140
Marshall, HS  24, 123
Martyn, T  178, 184
Mathews, Gregory Macalister  110, 117
Mayr, Ernst Walter  113, 115–118, 120, 208
 see also Check-list of Birds of the World
MBL WHOI Library  159
‘mechanical spider’  80
Medical Subject Headings (MESH)  251
Megilla aterrima  176
Meigen  139
Melbourne, International Botanical Con-

gress, July 2011  235
Mellon Foundation  25
Mendeley bibliography  196, 252, 255
Mengel, Robert Morrow  117
metadata
 bibliographic, responsibility for  239
 CDS’s concerns over  24
 digitisation projects  169, 191, 193, 197, 

199, 202
 inadequacy of library  155–156, 197
 validation in registration  235
Meuschen, FC  178, 184
microbiology  210, 230, 285
microcitations
 ambiguities  201
 in Index Animalium  156F, 157, 160–161, 

163, 165–166, 167F, 169
 in rotifera LAN  248
micropalaeontological collections, Natural 

History Museum  72, 75
Miller, Hugh  92
Millett, Fortescue William  73, 91
Mineral Conchology, by Sowerby  85
molecular biology  113, 118–119, 125, 236

molecular phylogenetics  118, 119T
molluscs
 inaccessible works and IA omissions  181, 

183
 manuscript names  178
 specimens from CDS’s collection  4F
 see also malacology
monotypy  295
Montagu Browne, Alexander  94
Moore, Charles  93
Morley, Claude  92
mosquitos and MOSCHweb  143
moths  184
Musca spp.  140
Musca arcuata  143F
Musca domestica  137, 138F
Museum of Practical Geology  34
Museums Association  86, 88–90
Museums Journal, review of Where is the – 

Collection?  88, 91–92
Mussolini  67
MycoBank (MB)  190, 234, 236–237, 237T, 

239–240
MycoKeys journal  233
mycology see fungi; Index Fungorum
Myers, George S  91
Myia series  144

N
NAIDs (National Institute of Informatics Arti-

cle IDs)  254
name lists  195
‘name-use catalogues’  121
named persons, collections by  85
names
 of authors and editors  198, 201
 automated registration  234
 of collectors and donors  98
 Confucius and Linnaeus on  142
 of dealers  178
 dubbing distinguished from definition  61–

63
 importance in Victorian biology  58–59, 62
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names
 in the LAN, status  292
 nomenclature differences from CDS’s 

day  176–177
 nomina nuda  174–176, 181
 omitted from Index Animalium  179, 181, 

230
 of periodicals, abbreviation  157–158, 

196, 198, 201, 254–255
 priority principle  83–67
 problems with suppression  113, 229
 proportion new in Index Animalium  174–
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